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Preface
Ubuntu is an exciting platform. You can literally find it everywherebdesktops, laptops,
phones, and especially servers. The server edition enables administrators to create efficient,
flexible, and highly available servers that empower organizations with the power of open
source. As Ubuntu administrators, we're in a good companybaccording to W3Techs,
Ubuntu is the most widely deployed distribution on the web with regard to Linux. With the
release of Ubuntu 18.04, this platform becomes even more exciting!
In this book, we will dive right into Ubuntu Server, and you will learn all the concepts
needed to manage your servers and configure them to perform all kinds of neat tasks, such
as serving web pages, managing virtual machines, running containers, automating
configuration, and sharing data with other users.
We'll start our journey right in the first chapter, where we'll walk through the installation of
Ubuntu Server 18.04, which will serve as the foundation for the rest of the book. As we
proceed through our journey, we'll look at managing users, connecting to networks, and
controlling processes. Later, we'll implement important technologies, such as DHCP, DNS,
Apache, MariaDB, and more. We'll even set up our own Nextcloud server along the way.
Finally, the end of the book covers various things we can do to troubleshoot issues, as well
as preventing and recovering from disasters.

Who this book is for
This book is intended for readers with intermediate or advanced-beginner Linux skills, who
would like to learn all about setting up servers with Ubuntu Server. This book assumes that
the reader knows the basics of Linux, such as editing configuration files and running basic
commands.

What this book covers
$IBQUFS, Deploying Ubuntu Server, covers the installation process for Ubuntu Server. This

chapter walks you through creating bootable media and the installation process.
$IBQUFS, Managing Users, covers user management in full. Topics here will include
creating and removing users, password policies, the sudo command, as well as group
management and switching from one user to another.

Preface
$IBQUFS, Managing Storage Volumes, takes a look at storage volumes. You'll be shown how

to view disk usage, format volumes, manage the /etc/fstab file, use LVM, and more. In
addition, we'll look at managing swap and creating links.
$IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks, takes a look at networking in Ubuntu, specifically how

to connect to resources from other nodes. We'll look at assigning IP addresses, connecting
to other nodes via OpenSSH, as well as name resolution.
$IBQUFS, Managing Software Packages, takes the reader through the process of searching

for, installing, and managing packages. This will include managing APT repositories and
installing packages, and even a look at Snap packages.
$IBQUFS, Controlling and Monitoring Processes, teaches the reader how to manage what is

running on the server, as well as how to stop misbehaving processes. This will include
having a look at htop, systemd, managing jobs, and understanding the load average.
$IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, revisits networking with more advanced concepts.

In this chapter, the reader will learn more about the technologies that glue our network
together, such as DHCP and DNS. The reader will set up their our own DHCP and DNS
server, as well as installing NTP.
$IBQUFS, Sharing and Transferring Files, is all about sharing files with others. Concepts will

include the set up of Samba and NFS network shares, and we will even go over transferring
files manually with rsync and scp.
$IBQUFS, Managing Databases, takes the reader through the journey of setting up and

managing databases via MariaDB. The reader will learn how to install MariaDB, how to set
up databases, and how to create a slave database server.
$IBQUFS, Serving Web Content, takes a look at serving content with Apache. In addition,
the reader will be shown how to secure Apache with an SSL certificate, manage modules,
and set up keepalived. Installing Nextcloud is also covered.
$IBQUFS, Learning Advanced Shell Techniques, goes over additional tips, tricks, and
techniques to enhance the reader's usage of command lines. Topics here include managing
output, setting up aliases, investigating Bash history, and more.
$IBQUFS, Virtualization, is all about virtualization (unsurprisingly!) The reader will be

walked through setting up their very own KVM installation, as well as how to manage
virtual machines with virt-manager.
$IBQUFS, Running Containers, discusses the subject of containers and show the reader

how to manage containers in both Docker and LXD.
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$IBQUFS, Automating Server Configuration with Ansible, will show the reader how to set

up a Git repository for holding configuration management scripts, how to use the powerful
Ansible to automate common administrative tasks, and also how to use ansible-pull.
$IBQUFS, Securing Your Server, takes a look at various things the reader can do to

strengthen security on Ubuntu servers. Topics will include concepts such as lowering the
attack surface, securing OpenSSH, setting up a firewall, and more.
$IBQUFS, Troubleshooting Ubuntu Servers, consists of topics relating to things we can do

when our deployments don't go exactly according to plan. The reader will also investigate
the problem space, view system logs, and trace network issues.
$IBQUFS, Preventing and Recovering from Disasters, informs the reader of various

strategies that can be used to prevent and recover from disasters. This includes a look at
utilizing Git for configuration management, implementing a backup plan, and more.
"QQFOEJY, Using the Alternate Installer, shows the reader how to utilize an alternative

installer for Ubuntu that can be used to set up more advanced installations, such as Ubuntu
on RAID.

To get the most out of this book
This book is for readers who already have some experience with Linux, though it doesn't
necessarily have to be with Ubuntu. Preferably, the reader will understand basic Linux
command-line skills, such as changing directories, listing contents, and issuing commands
as regular users or with root. Even if you don't have these skills, you should read this book
anywaybthe opening chapters will cover many of these concepts.
In this book, we'll take a look at real-world situations in which we can deploy Ubuntu
Server. This will include the installation process, serving web pages, setting up databases,
and much more. Specifically, the goal here is to be productive. Each chapter will teach the
reader a new and valuable concept, using practical examples that are relative to real
organizations. Basically, we focus on getting things done, not primarily on theory.
Although the theory that goes into Linux and its many distributions is certainly interesting,
the goal here is to get you to the point where if a work colleague or client asks you to
perform work on an Ubuntu-based server, you'll be in a good position to get the task done.
Therefore, if your goal is to get up and running with Ubuntu Server and learn the concepts
that really matter, this book is definitely for you.
To follow along, you'll either need a server on which to install Ubuntu Server, a virtual
Ubuntu instance from a cloud provider, or a laptop or desktop capable of running at least
one virtual machine.
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Conventions used
There are a number of text conventions used throughout this book.
$PEF*O5FYU: Indicates code words in text, database table names, folder names, filenames,
file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles. Here is an
example: "I added an IP address of  with a CIDR mask of ."

A block of code is set as follows:
5IJTGJMFEFTDSJCFTUIFOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFTBWBJMBCMFPOZPVSTZTUFN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFFOFUQMBO  
OFUXPSL
WFSTJPO
SFOEFSFSOFUXPSLE
FUIFSOFUT
FOQT
EIDQZFT

When we wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines
or items are set in bold:
5IJTGJMFEFTDSJCFTUIFOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFTBWBJMBCMFPOZPVSTZTUFN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFFOFUQMBO  
OFUXPSL
WFSTJPO
SFOEFSFSOFUXPSLE
FUIFSOFUT
FOQT
dhcp4: no
addresses: [192.168.0.101/24]
gateway4: 192.168.1.1
nameservers:
addresses: [192.168.1.1,8.8.8.8]

Any command-line input or output is written as follows:
sudo ip link set enp0s3 down
sudo ip link set enp0s3 up

Bold: Indicates a new term, an important word, or words that you see onscreen. For
example, words in menus or dialog boxes appear in the text like this. Here is an example:
"At this point, you'll click Select image, which will open up a new window that will allow
you to select the ISO file you downloaded earlier. Once you select the ISO, click on Open."

[4]
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Warnings or important notes appear like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Get in touch
Feedback from our readers is always welcome.
General feedback: Email GFFECBDL!QBDLUQVCDPN and mention the book title in the
subject of your message. If you have questions about any aspect of this book, please email
us at RVFTUJPOT!QBDLUQVCDPN.
Errata: Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes
do happen. If you have found a mistake in this book, we would be grateful if you would
report this to us. Please visit XXXQBDLUQVCDPNTVCNJUFSSBUB, selecting your book,
clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details.
Piracy: If you come across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, we
would be grateful if you would provide us with the location address or website name.
Please contact us at DPQZSJHIU!QBDLUQVCDPN with a link to the material.
If you are interested in becoming an author: If there is a topic that you have expertise in
and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a book, please visit
BVUIPSTQBDLUQVCDPN.

Reviews
Please leave a review. Once you have read and used this book, why not leave a review on
the site that you purchased it from? Potential readers can then see and use your unbiased
opinion to make purchase decisions, we at Packt can understand what you think about our
products, and our authors can see your feedback on their book. Thank you!
For more information about Packt, please visit QBDLUQVCDPN.
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Deploying Ubuntu Server
Ubuntu Server is an extremely powerful distribution for servers and network appliances.
Whether you're setting up a high-end database or a small office file server, the flexible
nature of Ubuntu Server will meet and surpass your needs. In this book, we'll walk through
all the common use cases to help you get the most out of this exciting platform. In this
chapter in particular, I'll guide you through the process of deploying Ubuntu Server on to
your system. We'll start off with some discussion on best practices, and then we'll obtain
the software and create our installation media. Next, I'll give you a step-by-step rundown
of the entire installation procedure. By the end of this chapter, you'll have an Ubuntu Server
installation of your own to use throughout the remainder of this book. I'll even show you
the process of installing Ubuntu Server on a Raspberry Pi 3 for good measure.
In particular, we will cover:
Setting up our lab
Determining your server's role
Deciding between 32- and 64-bit installations
Obtaining Ubuntu Server installation media
Creating a bootable Ubuntu Server flash drive
Planning the partition layout
Installing Ubuntu Server
Installing Ubuntu Server on Raspberry Pi 3

Deploying Ubuntu Server

Chapter 1

Technical requirements
For this chapter (and all others) we will need either a physical computer or virtual machine
with the following specs:
One CPU core
512 MB RAM
10 GB hard disk (16 or more recommended)
Don't worry about the specifics for now; we will discuss these requirements further in this
chapter.

Setting up our lab
The first thing for us to do is to set up our environment. For the purposes of this book, it
really doesn't matter what kind of hardware you use, if you even use physical hardware at
all (a virtual machine or cloud instance will suffice). If you have physical server hardware
available to you, then by all means use it (though not everyone has the money or even the
available space to set up a complete lab). Nowadays, processing power and memory is
cheaper than it's ever been, and the typical home PC is capable of running several virtual
machines. Even better, software such as VirtualBox is free, so even if you have no budget at
all, there are definitely options available to you. Perhaps you already have a server or two
in your rack at work just waiting to be deployed; in which case, this will be even more
exciting and fun. In the case of VirtualBox, it can be downloaded from here: IUUQTXXX
WJSUVBMCPYPSH.
While I always prefer physical hardware, virtual machines have one major advantage. Not
only are they easy to create and destroy at will, they are perfect for testing new or proposed
solutions because you can easily take a snapshot of a VM and restore it if an experiment
blows up in your face. In my case, it's common for me to create a virtual machine of a Linux
distribution, fully update it, and then take a snapshot before making any changes. That
way, I always have a base version of the OS to fall back on if I muck it up. Testing software
rollouts on virtual machines before graduating a solution to production is a good habit to
get into anyway.
This book makes no assumptions regarding your environment, because the hardware you
have access to differs from person to person. While the installation procedure for Ubuntu
Server differs based on hardware (for example, perhaps your server isn't capable of booting
from USB install media, forcing you to use a DVD), all other concepts contained throughout
the book will be the same regardless.
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With that said, once we run through the install procedure, feel free to install Ubuntu Server
on as many devices or VMs as you can. Later on in our journey, we'll go through several
examples of networking, including copying files from one server to another. If you have
more than one installation, these exercises will be easier. You can set up multiple virtual
machines, physical servers, or any combination of the two.
If you don't have access to a physical server, and your PC isn't powerful enough to handle
virtual machines very well, consider setting up a Virtual Private Server (VPS) from
providers such as Linode and DigitalOcean, which both have Ubuntu Server available as
an option for a small monthly fee. See the following URLs for more information on two
popular VPS providers:
DigitalOcean: IUUQTXXXEJHJUBMPDFBODPN
Linode: IUUQTXXXMJOPEFDPN
Cloud providers are great if you wish to get a server up and running quickly or if your goal
is to set up a server to be available in the cloud. With that said, all you need to do is have
Ubuntu Server installed on something (basically anything at all) and you're ready to follow
along.

Determining your server's role
While at this point your goal is most likely to set up an Ubuntu Server installation for the
purposes of following along with the concepts contained within this book, it's also
important to understand how a typical server rollout is performed in the real world. Every
server must have a purpose, also known as its role. This role could be that of a database
server, web server, and so on. In a nutshell, the role is the value the server adds to you or
your organization. Sometimes, servers may be implemented solely for the purpose of
testing experimental code. And this is important toobhaving a test environment is a very
common (and worthwhile) practice.
Once you understand the role your server plays within your organization, you can plan for
its importance. Is the system mission critical? How would it affect your organization if for
some reason this server malfunctioned? Depending on the answer to this question, you
may only need to set up a single server for this task, or you may wish to plan for
redundancy such that the server doesn't become a central point of failure. An example of
this may be a DNS server, which would affect your colleague's ability to resolve local
hostnames and access required resources. It may make sense to add a second DNS server to
take over in the event that the primary server becomes unavailable for some reason.

[8]
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Another item to consider is how confidential the data residing on a server is going to be for
your environment. This directly relates to the installation procedure we're about to
perform, because you will be asked whether or not you'd like to utilize encryption. The
encryption that Ubuntu Server offers during installation is known as encryption at rest,
which refers to the data stored within the storage volumes on that server. If your server is
destined to store confidential data (accounting information, credit card numbers, employee
or client records, and so on), you may want to consider making use of this option.
Encrypting your hard disks is a really good idea to prevent miscreants with local access
from stealing data. As long as the miscreant doesn't have your encryption key, they cannot
steal this confidential information. However, it's worth mentioning that anyone with
physical access can easily destroy data (encrypted or not), so definitely keep your server
room locked!
At this point in the book, I'm definitely not asking you to create a detailed flow chart or
anything like that, but instead to keep in mind some concepts that should always be part of
the conversation when setting up a new server. It needs to have a reason to exist, it should
be understood how critical and confidential the server's data will be, and the server should
then be set up accordingly. Once you practice these concepts as well as the installation
procedure, you can make up your own server roll-out plan to use within your organization
going forward.

Deciding between 32- and 64-bit
installations
Before we grab our installation media and get started, I thought I would write a bit about
the diminishing availability of 32-bit installation media in the Linux world. When the first
edition of this book was published, I wrote about the choice between 32- and 64-bit
installations. Nowadays, whether to use 64-bit installation media is no longer much of an
option, with various distributions of Linux dropping support for 32-bit downloads. In the
case of Ubuntu Server 18.04, you are now only able to download 64-bit installation images
as 32-bit downloads of Ubuntu Server have been removed.
This may seem like a polarizing decision on Canonicals' part, but it's really not as bad as it
may seem. Not being able to download 32-bit installation images from Canonical doesn't
mean that you can't run 32-bit software; it just means that your overall system will be
running a 64-bit kernel. This is great, considering you'll benefit fully by being able to more
efficiently utilize the RAM in your server.
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In addition, 64-bit capable processors have been on the market for well over a decade. Even
if you think your hardware may be too old to utilize 64-bit software, it will more than likely
support it just fine. Consider thisbseveral versions of the Pentium 4 processor support 64bit software, and that processor has become ancient history in computer years. One
scenario that may suffer due to the decision to decommission 32-bit media is installation on
netbooks, but most people don't run server applications from such a device, so that doesn't
affect us at all in terms of this book.
All in all, the decision to migrate away from 32-bit is a good move in the name of progress,
and it shouldn't impact us at all when setting up new servers. However, I mentioned it here
simply because I wanted to make you aware of it. If you are downloading a modern version
of Ubuntu Server today, you're downloading the 64-bit version (and you probably won't
notice a difference).

Obtaining Ubuntu Server installation media
It's time to get started! At this point, we'll need to get our hands on Ubuntu Server and then
create bootable installation media to install it. How you do this largely depends on your
hardware. Does your server have an optical drive? Is it able to boot from USB? Refer to the
documentation for your server to find out. In most cases, it's a very good idea to create both
a bootable DVD and USB media of Ubuntu Server while you're at it. That way, regardless
of how your server boots, you'll have what you need.
In the past, Ubuntu Server ISO images could be used to create either a
bootable CD or DVD. Nowadays, writable CDs don't have enough space
to support the download size. Therefore, if you choose to burn bootable
optical media, you'll need a writable DVD at a minimum.
Unfortunately, the differing age of servers within a typical data center introduces some
unpredictability when it comes to how to boot installation media. When I first started with
servers, it was commonplace for all servers to contain a 3.5-inch floppy disk drive, and
some of the better ones even contained an optical drive. Nowadays, servers typically
contain neither and only ship with an optical drive if you ask for one nicely while placing
your order. If a server does have an optical drive, it typically will go unused for an
extended period of time and become faulty without anyone knowing until the next time
someone goes to use it. Some servers boot from USB, others don't. To continue, check the
documentation for your hardware and plan accordingly. Your server's capabilities will
determine which kind of media you'll need to create.
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Regardless of whether we plan on creating a bootable USB or DVD, we only need to
download a single file. Navigate to the following site in your web browser to get started:
IUUQTXXXVCVOUVDPNEPXOMPBETFSWFS

From this page, we're going to download Ubuntu 18.04 LTS by clicking on the Download
button. There may be other versions of Ubuntu Server listed on this page, such as 18.10 and
19.04, for example. However, we're only interested in the Long Term Support (LTS)
release, due to the fact that it benefits from five years of support (non-LTS versions are only
supported for nine months). Non-LTS releases are useful for testing future software
versions, but when in doubt, stick with LTS. Once the download is completed, we'll end up
with an ISO image we can use to create our bootable installation media.
The ISO image we just downloaded is known as the live installer. This
version is the default, and is preferred for most use cases. However, if you
are performing a more advanced installation (such as installing Ubuntu
with RAID) you may need the alternative installer instead. If you do need
this version, you can get it by clicking on the link for alternative
downloads page, and then on the next page you'll see an option for the
Alternative Ubuntu Server installer. This special installer is covered in
the appendix at the back of the book. Otherwise, we'll continue on with
the standard installer.
If you're setting up a virtual machine, then the ISO file you download from the Ubuntu
Downloads page will be all you need; you won't need to create a bootable DVD or flash
drive. In that case, all you should need to do is create a VM, attach the ISO to the virtual
optical drive, and boot it. From there, the installer should start, and you can proceed with
the installation procedure outlined later in this chapter. Going over the process of booting
an ISO image on a virtual machine differs from hypervisor to hypervisor, so detailing the
process on each would be beyond the scope of this book. Thankfully, the process is usually
straightforward and you can find the details within the documentation of your hypervisor
or from performing a quick Google search. In most cases, the process is as simple as
attaching the downloaded ISO image to the virtual machine, and then starting it up.
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As I mentioned before, I recommend creating both a bootable USB and bootable DVD. This
is due to the fact that you'll probably run into situations where you have a server that
doesn't boot from USB, or perhaps your server doesn't have an optical drive and the USB
flash drive is your only option. In addition, the Ubuntu Server boot media also makes great
recovery media if for some reason you need to rescue a server. To create a bootable DVD,
the process is typically just a matter of downloading the ISO file and then right-clicking on
it. In the right-click menu of your operating system, you should have an option to burn to
disc or some similar verbiage. This is true of Windows, as well as most graphical desktop
environments of Linux when a disc burning application installed. If in doubt, Brasero is a
good disc-burning utility to download for Linux, and other operating systems generally
have this option built-in nowadays.
The exact procedure differs from system to system, mainly because there is a vast amount
of software combinations at play here. For example, I've seen many Windows systems
where the right-click option to burn a DVD was removed by an installed CD/DVD burning
application. In that case, you'd have to first open your CD/DVD-burning application and
find the option to create media from a downloaded ISO file. As much as I would love to
outline the complete process here, no two Windows PCs typically ship with the same
CD/DVD-burning application. The best rule of thumb is to try right-clicking on the file to
see whether the option is there, and, if not, refer to the documentation for your application.
Keep in mind that a data disc is not what you want, so make sure to look for the option to
create media from an ISO image or your disc will be useless.
At this point, you should have an Ubuntu Server ISO image file downloaded. If you are
planning on using a DVD to install Ubuntu, you should have that created as well. In the
next section, I'll outline the process of creating a bootable flash drive that can be used to
install.
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Creating a bootable Ubuntu Server flash
drive
The process of creating a bootable USB flash drive with which to install Ubuntu used to
vary greatly between platforms. The steps were very different depending on whether your
workstation or laptop was currently running Linux, Windows, or macOS. In the first
edition, I outlined the process on all three major platforms. Thankfully, a much simpler
method has come about since the publication of the first edition. Nowadays, I recommend
the use of Etcher to create your bootable media. Etcher is fantastic in that it abstracts the
method such that it is the same regardless of which OS you use, and it distills the process to
its most simple form. Another feature I like is that Etcher is safe; it prevents you from
destroying your current operating system in the process of mastering your bootable media.
In the past, you'd use tools like the EE command on Linux to write an ISO file to a flash
drive. However, if you set up the EE command incorrectly, you could effectively write the
ISO file over your current operating system and wipe out everything. Etcher doesn't let you
do that.
Before continuing, you'll need a USB flash drive that is either empty, or
one you don't mind wiping. This process will completely erase it, so make
sure the device doesn't have information on it that you'd rather not lose.
The flash drive should be at least 1 GB, preferably 2 GB or larger.
Considering it's difficult to find a flash drive for sale with less than 4 GB
of space nowadays, this should be relatively easy to obtain.
To get started, head on over to IUUQTFUDIFSJP, download the latest version of the
application from their site, and open it up. The window will look similar to the following
screenshot once it launches:
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7VKNK\KPI'VEJGTVQETGCVGCDQQVCDNGaCUJFTKXG

At this point, you'll click Select image, which will open up a new window that will allow
you to select the ISO file you downloaded earlier. Once you select the ISO, click on Open:

5GNGEVKPICP+51KOCIGYKVJ'VEJGT
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If your flash drive is already inserted into the computer, Etcher should automatically detect
it:

'VEJGTYKVJCUGNGEVGF+51KOCIGCPFaCUJFTKXG

In the event you have more than one flash drive attached, or Etcher selects the wrong one,
you can click Change and select the flash drive you wish to use:

5GNGEVKPICFKbGTGPVaCUJFTKXGYKVJ'VEJGT
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Finally, you can click Flash! to get the process started. At this point, the flash drive will be
converted into Ubuntu Server installation media that can then be used to start the
installation process:

5GNGEVKPICFKbGTGPVaCUJFTKXGYKVJ'VEJGT

After a few minutes (the length of time varies depending on your hardware), the flashing
process will complete, and you'll be able to continue and get some installations going.
Before we get into that, though, we should have a quick discussion regarding partitioning.

Planning the partitioning layout
One of the many joys of utilizing Linux for server platforms is how flexible the partitioning
is. Partitioning your disk allows you to divide up your hard disk to dedicate specific
storage allocations to individual applications or purposes. For example, you can dedicate a
partition for the files that are shared by your Apache web server so changes to other
partitions won't affect it. You can even dedicate a partition for your network file
sharesbthe possibilities are endless. Each partition is mounted (attached) to a specific
directory, and any files sent to that directory are thereby sent to that separate partition. The
names you create for the directories where your partitions are mounted are arbitrary; it
really doesn't matter what you call them. The flexible nature of storage on Linux systems
allows you to be creative with your partitioning as well as your directory naming.
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Admittedly, we're probably getting ahead of ourselves here. After all, we're only just
getting started and the point of this chapter is to help you set up a basic Ubuntu Server
installation to serve as the foundation for the rest of the chapter. When going through the
installation process, we'll accept the defaults anyway. However, the goal of this section is to
give you examples of the options you have for consideration later. At some point, you may
want to get creative and play around with the partition layout.
With custom partitioning, you're able to do some very clever things. For example, with the
right configuration you're able to wipe and reload your distribution while preserving user
data, logs, and more. This works because Ubuntu Server allows you to carve up your
storage any way you want during installation. If you already have a partition with data on
it, you can choose to leave it as is so you can carry it forward into a new install. You simply
set the directory path where it's mounted to be the same as before, restore your
configuration files, and your applications will continue working as if nothing happened.
One very common example of custom partitioning in the real world is separating the IPNF
directory into its own partition. Since this is where users typically store their files, you can
set up your server such that a reload of the distribution won't disturb their files. When they
log in after a server refresh, all their files will be right where they left them. You could even
place the files shared by your Apache web server on to their own partition and preserve
those too. You can get very creative here.
It probably goes without saying, but when reinstalling Ubuntu, you
should backup partitions that have data you care about (even if you don't
plan on formatting the partitions). The reason being, one wrong move
(literally a single checkbox) and you can easily wipe out all the data on
that partition. Always backup your data when refreshing a server.
Another reason to utilize separate partitions may be to simply create boundaries or
restrictions. If you have an application running on your server that is prone to filling up
large amounts of storage, you can point that application to its own partition, limited by
size. An example of where this could be useful is an application's log files. Log files are the
bane of any administrator when it comes to storage. While helpful if you're trying to figure
out why something crashed, logs can fill up a hard disk if you're not careful. In my
experience, I've seen servers come to a screeching halt due to log files filling up all the
available free space on a server where everything was on a single partition. The only
boundary the application had was the entirety of the disk.
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While there are certainly better ways of handling excessive logging (log rotating, disk
quotas, and so on), a separate partition also would have helped. If the application's log
directory was on its own partition, it would be able to fill up that partition, but not the
entire drive. A full log partition will certainly cause issues, but it wouldn't have been able to
affect the entire server. As an administrator, it's up to you to weigh the pros and the cons
and develop a partitioning scheme that will best serve the needs of your organization.
Success when maintaining a server is a matter of efficiently managing resources, users, and
securityband a good partitioning scheme is certainly part of that. Sometimes it's just a
matter of making things easier on yourself so that you have less work to do should you
need to reload your operating system. For the sake of following along with this book, it
really doesn't matter how you install or partition Ubuntu Server. The trick is simply to get it
installedbyou can always practice partitioning later. After all, part of learning is setting up
a platform, figuring out how to break it in epic ways, and then fixing it up.
Here are some basic tips regarding partitioning:
At minimum, a partition for the root filesystem (designated by a forward slash) is
required.
The WBS directory contains most log files, and is a ripe candidate for separation.
The IPNF directory stores all user files. Separating this into a separate partition
can be beneficial.
If you've used Linux before, you may be familiar with the concept of a swap
partition. This is no longer necessaryba swap file will be created automatically in
newer Ubuntu releases.
When we perform our installation in the next section, we'll choose the defaults for the
partitioning scheme to get you started quickly. However, I recommend you come back to
the installation process at some point in the future and experiment with it. You may come
up with some clever ways to split up your storage. However, you don't have tobhaving
everything in one partition is fine too, depending on your needs.

Installing Ubuntu Server
At this point, we should be ready to get an installation or two of Ubuntu Server going. In
the steps that follow, I'll walk you through the process.
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To get started, all you should need to do is insert the media into your server or device and
follow the onscreen instructions to open the boot menu. The key you press at the beginning
of the POST process differs from one machine to another, but it's quite often F10, F11, or
F12. Refer to your documentation if you are unsure, though most computers and servers
tell you which key to press at the beginning. You'll probably miss this window of
opportunity the first few times, and that's finebto this day I still seem to need to restart the
machine once or twice to hit the key in time.
When you first boot from the Ubuntu Server install media, you'll see an icon near the
bottom that looks like the following (it will go away after a few seconds):

6JKUKEQPKPFKECVGUQVJGTQRVKQPUCTGCXCKNCDNG

This icon is your indication that you can press Enter here to select additional options, such
as your language. If you don't press Enter within a few seconds, this will be bypassed and
the default options (such as the English language) will be chosen automatically. If you do
press Enter, you'll see the following screenshot:

.CPIWCIGUGNGEVKQPCVVJGDGIKPPKPIQHVJGKPUVCNNCVKQPRTQEGUU
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If your language is anything other than English, you'll be able to select that here. You can
also press F6 to view additional options, which you would only explore in a situation in
which your hardware wasn't working properly. Most people won't need to do this,
however.
After choosing your language, you'll be brought to the installation menu. (If you didn't
press Enter when the previously mentioned icon was on the screen, this screen will be
bypassed and you won't see it). The installation menu will give you additional options. To
start the installation process, press Enter to choose the first option (Install Ubuntu Server),
though a few of the other options may be useful to you:

/CKPOGPWQHVJG7DWPVWKPUVCNNGT

First, this menu also offers you an option to Check disc for defects. Although I'm sure
you've done well in creating your media, all it takes is for a small corruption in the
download and you would end up with invalid media. This is extremely rarebbut it does
happen from time to time. If you have the extra time, it may make sense to verify your
media.
If boot media created from your PC is constantly corrupted or invalid, try
creating the media from another machine and test your PC's memory. You
can test memory right from the Ubuntu Server installation media.
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Second, this menu gives you the option to Test memory. This is an option I've found myself
using far more often than I'd like to admit. Defective RAM on computers and servers is
surprisingly common and can cause all kinds of strange things to happen. For one,
defective RAM may cause your installation to fail. Worse, your installation could also
succeedband I say that's worse due to the fact you'd find out about problems later (after
spending considerable time setting it up) rather than right away. While doing a memory
test can add considerable time to the installation process, I definitely recommend it on
physical servers, especially if the hardware is new and hasn't ever been tested at all. In fact,
I make it a process to test the RAM of all my servers once or twice a year, so this media can
be used as a memory tester any time you need one.
The memory test can take a very long time to complete (multiple hours)
depending on how much RAM your server has. As a general rule of
thumb, I've found that if there are issues with your server's memory, it
will typically find the problem in fewer than 15 minutes. Press Esc to abort
the test.
From this point forward, we will progress through the various screens to customize our
installation. I'll guide you along the way.
To navigate the installer, you simply use the arrow keys to move up and down to select
different options, and press Enter to confirm choices. The Esc key will allow you to exit
from a sub-menu. The installer is pretty easy to navigate once you get the hang of it.
Anyway, after you enter the actual installation process, the first screen will ask you to select
a language. Go ahead and do so:

.CPIWCIGUGNGEVKQPUETGGP

The next screen will allow you to choose your keyboard layout. If you use a keyboard other
than an English (US) keyboard, you can select that here. Press down key to highlight Done
and press Enter when you've finished:
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%JQQUKPICMG[DQCTFNC[QWV

At the next screen, you will have the option to install Ubuntu Server, or a MAAS region or
rack controller. MAAS, or Metal as a Service, is beyond the scope of this book, but it offers
some very interesting features, such as additional options for scaling and provisioning your
servers. After you become proficient with Ubuntu Server, it may be worth learning later. I
have included a link to the documentation for MAAS at the end of this chapter, should you
desire to learn more about it. For now, choose the first option, Install Ubuntu:

%JQQUKPIVQKPUVCNN7DWPVWQTC/##5EQPVTQNNGT

Next, the installer will automatically try to configure your network connection via DHCP.
This is often correct, so you shouldn't need to do anything here unless you have more than
one network card and you'd like to use one other than the default. In my case, it defaulted
to device FOQT (which is correct) but the interface name will be different depending on
your hardware. If you do need to change this, you can select the defaulted interface name,
press Enter, and select a different one. When you're finished, arrow down to done and press
Enter:

0GVYQTMEQPcIWTCVKQPUVGRQHVJG7DWPVW5GTXGTKPUVCNNGT
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The next screen will give you a chance to configure your server's disk. At this screen, if you
want to implement a custom partitioning scheme, you can do that here. The option Manual
will allow you to do just that. However, that is beyond the scope of this chapter as we're
just trying to get an installation off the ground, so choose Use An Entire Disk to continue:

&KUMUGVWRUETGGPQHVJG7DWPVW5GTXGTKPUVCNNGT

After selecting Use An Entire Disk, the next screen will allow you to choose a disk on
which to install Ubuntu Server. In my case, I only have one disk, and you probably do as
well. But if you have more than one, select the drive to be used as the main drive for the
distribution. We can always configure any other drives you may have later. In fact, we will
take a look at storage volumes in $IBQUFS, Managing Storage Volumes. Simply press Enter
after highlighting the appropriate disk:

%JQQUKPICFKUMVQKPUVCNN7DWPVW5GTXGTQP

Next, the Ubuntu installer will give you an overview of the partitioning it will perform. The
defaults are fine, so simply press Enter. You'll be asked to confirm one last time; when you
are, arrow down to continue and press Enter:
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%QPcTOKPIVJGFGHCWNVRCTVKVKQPKPIUEJGOG

At the next screen, you'll fill out information relative to the default user account. Fill out
your information on this screen, as I have in the sample screenshot. One important thing to
keep in mind is that the user you create here will have administrative access. You can
always create other users later on, but the user you create here will have special privileges.
When finished, arrow down to done and press Enter:

%QPcTOKPIVJGFGHCWNVRCTVKVKQPKPIUEJGOG

While you're in the process of typing in your user info, Ubuntu Server will
actually start installing in the background. Talk about being efficient!
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At this point, the installation will continue on, and may even be well on its way before
you're finished filling out your user information. You'll see a screen similar to the following
when everything is finished. Press Enter to reboot the server into the new installation:

+PUVCNNCVKQPKUPQYEQORNGVG

At this point, your server will reboot and then Ubuntu Server should start right up.
Congratulations! You now have your own Ubuntu Server installation!

Installing Ubuntu Server on Raspberry Pi 3
The Raspberry Pi 3 has become quite a valuable asset in the industry. These tiny computers,
now with four cores and 1 GB of RAM, are extremely useful in running one-off tasks and
even offering a great place to test code without disrupting existing infrastructure. In my
lab, I have several Pis on my network, each one responsible for performing specific tasks or
functions. It's a very useful platform.
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Thankfully, Ubuntu Server is quite easy to install on a Raspberry Pi. In fact, it's installed in
much the same way as Raspbian, which is the distribution most commonly used on the Pi.
Ubuntu Server is available for Raspberry Pi models 2 and 3. All you'll need to do is
download the SD card image and then write it directly to your microSD card (your SD card
needs to be at least 4 GB). Once you've done that, you can boot the Pi and log in. The
default username and password is VCVOUV for both.
To get started, you'll first download the SD card image from here: IUUQTXJLJVCVOUV
DPN"3.3BTQCFSSZ1J.

Then, check that it is compatible with your model of Raspberry Pi. The image will be in a
compressed Y[ format, which you'll need to extract with your operating system's
decompressing utility (in Linux you can use the VOY[ command, which you get from the
Y[VUJMT package).
Next, we do the actual writing of the SD card. For this, we return to our old friend Etcher,
which we used earlier in this chapter to master our USB media. Another feature of Etcher is
that it allows us to master SD cards for the Raspberry Pi as well. Go ahead and open Etcher,
and select the Ubuntu Server Pi image in much the same way as you selected the Ubuntu
Server ISO file earlier. Next, make sure your SD card is inserted, and click Flash! and you
should be good to go as soon as the process concludes. Once the process finishes, simply
insert the SD card into your Pi and power it on. That's all there is to it!

Summary
In this chapter, we covered the installation process in great detail. As with most Linux
distributions, Ubuntu Server is scalable and able to be installed on a variety of server types.
Physical servers, virtual machines, and even the Raspberry Pi, have a version of Ubuntu
Server available. The process of installation was covered step by step, and you should now
have an Ubuntu Server of your own to configure as you wish. Also in this chapter, we
covered partitioning, creating boot media, determining the role of your server, as well as
some best practices.
In the next chapter, I'll show you how to manage users. You'll be able to create them, delete
them, change them, and even manage password expiration and more. I'll also cover
permissions so that you can determine what your users are allowed to do on your server.
See you there!
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Questions
In our first chapter, we covered the installation process that will serve as the foundation for
the rest of the book. However, there were still some useful concepts that we'll want to
remember. Take a look at the following questions and test your knowledge:
1. Determining your server's _________ will help you plan for its use on your
network.
2. Ubuntu Server installation media is created from an ___ file, which you can
download from the Ubuntu website.
3. Name at least one provider for VPS solutions (if you can name more than one,
even better).
4. What type of encryption is used when encrypting your Ubuntu installation?
5. What is an LTS release of Ubuntu? Why is it important?
6. Which tool is useful for creating bootable USB flash drives and optical media for
installation?
7. At minimum, your Ubuntu Server installation requires a partition for ________ .

Further reading
At the end of some chapters, I will list resources you can use to explore additional concepts
relative to the content of the chapter. While not required, you should definitely explore
them as these resources will go over additional content that didn't fit the scope of the
chapter but are still useful for expanding your knowledge even further:
Ubuntu installation documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ
*OTUBMMBUJPO

Etcher user documentation: IUUQTHJUIVCDPNSFTJOJPFUDIFSCMPC
NBTUFSEPDT64&3%0$6.&/5"5*0/NE

MAAS documentation: IUUQTEPDTNBBTJPFO
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Managing Users
As an administrator of Ubuntu-based servers, users can be your greatest asset and also
your biggest headache. During your career, you'll add countless new users, manage their
passwords, remove their accounts when they leave the company, and grant or remove
access to resources across the filesystem. Even on servers on which you're the only user,
you'll still find yourself managing user accounts since even system processes run as users.
To be successful at managing Linux servers, you'll also need to know how to manage
permissions, create password policies, and limit who can execute administrative commands
on the machine. In this chapter, we'll work through these concepts so that you'll have a
clear idea of how to manage users and their resources.
In particular, we will cover:
Understanding when to use SPPU
Creating and removing users
Understanding the FUDQBTTXE and FUDTIBEPX files
Distributing default configuration files with FUDTLFM
Switching users
Managing groups
Managing passwords and password policies
Configuring administrator access with TVEP
Setting permissions on files and directories
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Understanding when to use root
In the last chapter, we set up our very own Ubuntu Server installation. During the
installation process, we were instructed to create a user account as an administrator of the
system. So, at this point, we should have two users on our server. We have the
aforementioned administrative user, as well as SPPU. We can certainly create additional
user accounts with varying levels of access (and we will do so in this chapter), but before
we get to that, some discussion is in order regarding the administrator account you created,
as well as the SPPU user that was created for you.
In regard to SPPU, the SPPU user account exists on all Linux distributions and is the most
powerful user account on the planet. The SPPU user account can be used to do anything,
and I do mean anything. Want to use SPPU to create files and directories virtually anywhere
on the filesystem? No problem. Want to use SPPU to install software? Again, not a problem.
The SPPU account can even be used to destroy your entire installation with one typo or illconceived command. Even if you instruct SPPU to delete all files on your entire hard disk, it
won't hesitate to do so. It's always assumed on a Linux system that if you are using SPPU,
you are doing so because you know what you are doing. So, there's often not so much as a
confirmation prompt while executing any command as SPPU. It will simply do as
instructed, for better or worse.
It's for this reason that every Linux distribution I've ever used instructs, or at least highly
recommends, that you create a standard user during the installation process. It's generally
recommended that you not use the SPPU account unless you absolutely have to. It's
common in the Linux community for an administrator to have his or her own account and
then switch to SPPU whenever a task comes up that requires SPPU privileges to complete.
It's less likely to destroy your server with an accidental typo or bad command while you're
not logged in as SPPU. Don't get me wrong, some arrogant administrators will strictly use
SPPU at all times without any issue, but again, it's recommended to use SPPU only when
you have to. (And besides, when it comes to arrogant administrators, don't be that person.)
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Most distributions ask you to create a SPPU password during installation in order to protect
that account. Ubuntu Server is a bit different in this regard, however. You weren't even
asked what you wanted the SPPU password to be. The reason for this is because Ubuntu
defaults to locking out the SPPU account altogether. This is very much unlike many other
distributions. In fact, Debian (on which Ubuntu is based), even has you set a SPPU
password during installation. Ubuntu just decides to do things a little bit differently.
There's nothing stopping you from enabling SPPU, or switching to the SPPU user after you
log in. Being disabled by default just means the SPPU account isn't as easily accessible as it
normally would be. I'll cover how to enable this account later in this chapter, should you
feel the need to do so.
An exception to this rule is that some VPS providers, such as
DigitalOcean, will enable the SPPU account even on their Ubuntu servers.
Typically, the SPPU password will be randomly generated and emailed to
you. However, you should still create a user for yourself with
administrative access regardless.
Instead, Ubuntu (as well as its server version), recommends the use of TVEP rather than
using SPPU outright. I'll go over how to manage TVEP later on in this chapter, but for now,
just keep in mind that the purpose of TVEP is to enable you to use your user account to do
things that normally only SPPU would've been able to do. For example, you cannot issue a
command such as the following to install a software package as a normal user:
apt install tmux

Instead, you'll receive an error:
E: Could not open lock file /var/lib/dpkg/lock - open (13: Permission
denied)
E: Unable to lock the administration directory (/var/lib/dpkg/), are you
root?

But if you prefix the command with TVEP (assuming your user account has access to it), the
command will work just fine:
sudo apt install tmux
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When you use TVEP, you'll be asked for your user's password for confirmation, and then
the command will execute. Understanding this should clarify the usefulness of the user
account you created during installation. I referred to this user as an administrative account
earlier, but it's really just a user account that is able to utilize TVEP. (Ubuntu Server
automatically gives the first user account you create during installation access to TVEP). The
intent is that you'll use that account for administering the system, rather than SPPU. When
you create additional user accounts, they will not have access to TVEP by default, unless
you explicitly grant it to them.

Creating and removing users
Creating users in Ubuntu can be done with one of either of two commands: BEEVTFS and
VTFSBEE. This can be a little confusing at first, because both of these commands do the
same thing (in different ways) and are named very similarly. I'll go over the VTFSBEE
command first and then I'll explain how BEEVTFS differs. You may even prefer the latter,
but we'll get to that in a moment.
First, here's an example of the VTFSBEE command in action:
sudo useradd -d /home/jdoe -m jdoe

As we go along in this book, there will be commands that require SPPU
privileges in order to execute. The preceding command was an example of
this. For commands that require such permissions, I'll prefix the
commands with TVEP. When you see these, it just means that SPPU
privileges are required to run the command. For these, you can also log in
as SPPU (if SPPU is enabled) or switch to SPPU to execute these commands
as well. However, as I mentioned before, using TVEP instead of using the
SPPU account is strongly encouraged.
In the previous example, I created a user named KEPF. With the E option, I'm clarifying
that I would like a home directory created for this user, and following that I called out
IPNFKEPF as the user's home directory. The N flag tells the system that I would like the
home directory created during the process; otherwise, I would've had to create the
directory myself. Finally, I called out the username for my new user (in this case, KEPF).
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If you list the storage of IPNF, you should see a folder listed there for our new user:
ls -l /home

.KUVKPIVJGEQPVGPVUQHJQOGCHVGTQWTcTUVWUGTYCUETGCVGF

What about creating our user's password? We created a new user on our system, but we
did not set a password. We weren't even asked for one, what gives? To create a password
for the user, we can use the QBTTXE command. The QBTTXE command defaults to allowing
you to change the password for the user you're currently logged in as, but it also allows
you to set a password for any other user if you run it as SPPU or with TVEP. If you enter
QBTTXE by itself, the command will first ask you for your current password, then your new
password, and then it will ask you to confirm your new password again. If you prefix the
command with TVEP and then specify a different user account, you can set the password
for any user you wish. An example of the output of this process is as follows:

%JCPIKPIVJGRCUUYQTFQHCWUGT

As you can see in the previous screenshot, you won't see any asterisks or
any kind of output as you type a password while using the QBTTXE
command. This is normal. Although you won't see any visual indication
of input, your input is being recognized.
Now we have a new user and we were able to set a password for that user. The KEPF user
will now be able to access the system with the password we've chosen.
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Earlier, I mentioned the BEEVTFS command as another way of creating a user. The
difference (and convenience) of this command should become apparent immediately once
you've used it. Go ahead and give it a try; execute BEEVTFS along with a username for a
user you wish to create. An example of a run of this process is as follows:

%TGCVKPICWUGTYKVJVJGCFFWUGTEQOOCPF

In the previous process, I executed TVEPBEEVTFSETDVMMZ (commands that modify users
require TVEP or SPPU) and then I was asked a series of questions regarding how I wanted
the user to be created. I was asked for the password (twice), 'VMM/BNF, 3PPN/VNCFS,
8PSL1IPOF, and )PNF1IPOF. In the 0UIFS field, I entered the comment 5SVTUOPPOF,
which is a great mindset to adopt while managing users. The latter prompts prior to the
final confirmation were all optional. I didn't have to enter a 'VMM/BNF, 3PPN/VNCFS, and
so on. I could've pressed Enter to skip those prompts if I wanted to. The only thing that's
really required is the username and the password.
From the output, we can see that the BEEVTFS command performed quite a bit of work for
us. The command defaulted to using IPNFETDVMMZ as the home directory for the user,
the account was given the next available User ID (UID) and Group ID (GID) of , and
it also copied files from FUDTLFM into our new user's IPNF directory. In fact, both the
BEEVTFS and VTFSBEE commands copy files from FUDTLFM, but BEEVTFS is more
verbose regarding the actions it performs.
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Don't worry if you don't understand 6*%, (*%, and FUDTLFM yet. We'll
work through those concepts soon.

In a nutshell, the BEEVTFS command is much more convenient in the sense that it prompts
you for various options while it creates the user without requiring you to memorize
command-line options. It also gives you detailed information about what it has done. At
this point, you may be wondering why someone would want to use VTFSBEE at all,
considering how much more convenient BEEVTFS seems to be. Unfortunately, BEEVTFS is
not available on all distributions of Linux. It's best to familiarize yourself with VTFSBEE in
case you find yourself on a Linux system that's not Ubuntu.
It may be interesting for you to see what exactly the BEEVTFS command is. It's not even a
binary programbit's a shell script. A shell script is simply a text file that can be executed as
a program. You don't have to worry too much about scripting, we cover scripting in
$IBQUFS, Learning Advanced Shell Techniques. In the case of BEEVTFS, it's a script written
in Perl. Since it's not binary, you can even open it in a text editor in order to view all the
magic code that it executes behind the scenes. However, make sure you don't open the file
in a text editor with SPPU privileges, so you don't accidentally save changes to the file and
break it. The following command will open BEEVTFS in a text editor on an Ubuntu Server
system:
nano /usr/sbin/adduser

Use your up/down arrows as well as Page Up and Page Down keys to scroll through the file.
When you're finished, press Ctrl + X on your keyboard to exit the text editor.
Those of you with keen eyes will likely notice that the BEEVTFS script is
calling VTFSBEE to perform its actual work. So either way, you're using
VTFSBEE either directly or indirectly.
Now that we know how to create users, it will be useful to understand how to remove them
as well. After all, removing access is very important when a user no longer needs to access
a system, as unmanaged accounts often become a security risk. To remove a user account,
we'll use the VTFSEFM command.
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Before removing an account, though, there is one very important question you should ask
yourself. Will you still need access to the user's files? Most companies have retention
policies in place that detail what should happen to a user's data when he or she leaves the
organization. Sometimes, these files are copied into an archive for long-term storage. Often,
a manager, coworker, or new hire will need access to the former user's files to continue
working on a project where they left off. It's important to understand this policy ahead of
managing users. If you don't have a policy in place that outlines retention requirements for
files when users resign, you should probably work with your management and create one.
By default, the VTFSEFM command does not remove the contents of the user's IPNF
directory. Here, we use the following command to remove ETDVMMZ from the system:
sudo userdel dscully

We can see that the files for the ETDVMMZ user still exist:
ls -l /home

6JGJQOGFKTGEVQT[HQTWUGTFUEWNN[UVKNNGZKUVUGXGPVJQWIJYGTGOQXGFVJGWUGT

With the IPNF directory for ETDVMMZ still existing, we're able to move the contents of this
directory anywhere we would like to. If we had a directory called
TUPSFGJMF@BSDIJWF for example, we can easily move the files there:
sudo mv /home/dscully /store/file_archive

Of course, it's up to you to create the directory where your long-term storage will
ultimately reside, but you get the idea.
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If you weren't already aware, you can create a new directory with the NLEJS command.
You can create a directory within any other directory your logged-in user has access to. The
following command will create the GJMF@BSDIJWF directory I mentioned in the following
example:
sudo mkdir -p /store/file_archive

The Q flag simply creates the parent directory if it didn't already exist.

If you do actually want to remove a user's home directory at the same time you remove an
account, just add the S option. This will eliminate the user and
their data in one shot:
sudo userdel -r dscully

To remove the IPNF directory for the user after the account was already removed (if you
didn't use the S parameter the first time), use the SNS command to get rid of it, as you
would any other directory:
sudo rm -r /home/dscully

It probably goes without saying, but the SN command can be extremely dangerous. If
you're logged in as SPPU or using TVEP while using SN, you can easily destroy your entire
installed system if you're not careful. For example, the following command (while
seemingly innocent at first glance) will likely completely destroy your entire filesystem:
sudo rm -r / home/dscully

Notice the typo: I accidentally typed a space after the first forward slash. I
literally, accidentally told my system to remove the contents of the entire
filesystem. If that command was executed, the server probably wouldn't
even boot the next time we attempted to start it. All user and program
data would be wiped out. If there was ever any single reason for us to be
protective over the SPPU account, the SN command is certainly it!
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Understanding the /etc/passwd and
/etc/shadow files
Now that we know how to create (and delete) user accounts on our server, we are well on
our way to being able to manage our users. But where exactly is this information stored?
We know that users store their personal files in IPNF, but is there some kind of database
somewhere that keeps track of which user accounts are on our system? Actually, user
account information is stored in two special text files:
FUDQBTTXE
FUDTIBEPX

You can display the contents of each of those two files with the following commands. Take
note that any user can look at the contents of FUDQBTTXE, while only SPPU has access to
FUDTIBEPX:
cat /etc/passwd
sudo cat /etc/shadow

Go ahead and take a look at these two files (just don't make any changes), and I will help
you understand them. First, let's go over the FUDQBTTXE file. What follows is an example
output from this file on my test server. For brevity, I limited the output to the last seven
lines:

'ZCORNGGVERCUUYFcNG
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Each line within this file corresponds to a user account on the system. Entries are split into
columns, separated by a colon, (). The username is in the first column, so you can see that
I've created users KBZ, KEPF, and so on. The next column on each is simply an Y. I'll go over
what that means a bit later. For now, let's skip to the third and fourth columns, which
reference the UID and GID respectively. On a Linux system, user accounts and groups are
actually referenced by their IDs. While it's easier for you and I to manage users by their
names, usernames, and group names are nothing more than a label placed on the UID and
GID in order to help us identify with them easier. For example, it may be frustrating to try
to remember that KEPF is UID  on our server each time we want to manage this
account. Managing it by referring to the account as KEPF is easier for us humans, since we
don't remember numbers as well as we do names. But to Linux, each time we reference user
KEPF, we're actually just referencing UID . When a user is created, the system (by
default) automatically assigns the next available UID to the account.
In my case, the UID of each user is the same as their GID. This is just a coincidence on my
system and isn't always that way in practice. While I'll discuss creating groups later in this
chapter, understand that creating groups works in a similar way to creating users, in the
sense that the group is assigned the next available GID in much the same way as new user
accounts are assigned the next available UID. When you create a user, the user's primary
group is the same as their username (unless you request otherwise). For example, when I
created KEPF, the system also automatically created a KEPF group as well. This is what
you're actually seeing herebthe UID for the user, as well as the GID for the user's primary
group. Again, we'll get to groups in more detail later.
You probably also noticed that the FUDQBTTXE file on your system contains entries for
many more users than the ones we've created ourselves. This is perfectly normal, as Linux
uses user accounts for various processes and things that run in the background. You'll
likely never interact with the default accounts at all, though you may someday create your
own system user for a process to run as. For example, perhaps you'd create a data processor
account for an automated data-processing script to run under.
Anyway, back to our FUDQBTTXE file. The fifth column is designated for user info, most
commonly the first and last names. In my example, the fifth field is blank for KEPF. I
created KEPF with the VTFSBEE command, which didn't prompt me for the first and last
names. This field is also nicknamed the (&$04 field, and you may see it referred to as such
while you read documentation.
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In the sixth column, the IPNF directory for each user is shown. In the case of KEPF, it's set as
IPNFKEPF. Finally, we designate the user's shell as CJOCBTI. This field refers to the
default shell the user will use, which defaults to CJOCBTI when an account is created
with the BEEVTFS command, and CJOTI when created with the VTFSBEE command. (If
you have no preference, CJOCBTI is the best choice for most). If we wanted the user to
use a different shell, we can clarify that here (though shells other than CJOCBTI are
beyond the scope of this book). If we wanted, we could change the user's shell to something
invalid to prevent them from logging in at all. This is useful for when a security issue
requires us to disable an account quickly, or if we're in the mood to pull a prank on
someone.
With that out of the way, let's take a look at the FUDTIBEPX file. We can use DBU to
display the contents as any other text file, but unlike FUDQBTTXE, we need SPPU
privileges in order to view it. So, go ahead and display the contents of this file, and I'll walk
you through it:
sudo cat /etc/shadow

'ZCORNGGVEUJCFQYcNG

The previous screenshot shows the last two lines of this file on my server. First, we have the
username in the first columnbno surprises there. Note that the output is not showing the
UID for each user in this file. The system knows which username matches to which UID
based on the FUDQBTTXE file, so there's no need to repeat that here. In the second
column, we have what appears to be random gobbledygook. Actually, that's the most
important part of this entire file. That's the actual hash for the user's password. If you recall,
in the FUDQBTTXE file, each user listing had an Y for the second column, and I mentioned
I would explain it later. What the Y refers to is the fact that the user's password is encrypted
and simply not stored in FUDQBTTXE. It is instead stored in FUDTIBEPX. After all, the
FUDQBTTXE file is viewable by everyone, so it would compromise security quite a bit if
anyone could just open up the file and see what everyone's password hashes are. In the
days of old, you could actually store a user's password in FUDQBTTXE, but it's literally
never done that way anymore. Whenever you create a user account on a modern Linux
system, the user's password is encrypted (an Y is placed in the second column of
FUDQBTTXE for the user), and the actual password hash is stored in the second column of
FUDTIBEPX to keep it away from prying eyes. Hopefully, now the relationship between
these two files has become apparent.
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Remember earlier I mentioned that the SPPU user account is locked out by default? Well,
let's actually see that in action. Execute the following command to see the SPPU user
account entry in FUDTIBEPX:
sudo cat /etc/shadow | grep root

On my system, I get the following output:

'ZCORNGGVEUJCFQYcNG

You should notice right away that the SPPU user account doesn't have a password hash at
all. Instead, there's an exclamation point where the password hash would've been. In
practice, placing an exclamation point here is one way to lock out an account, though the
standard practice is to use an Y in this field instead. But either way, we can still switch to
the SPPU account (which I'll show you how to do later on in this chapter). The restriction is
that we can't directly log in as SPPU from the shell or over the network. We have to log in to
the system as a normal user account first.
With the discussion of password hashes out of the way, there are a few more fields within
FUDTIBEPX entries that we should probably understand. Here's a contrived example line

to save you the trouble of flipping back:
NVMEFS51YY;

Continuing on with the third column, we can see the number of days since the Unix Epoch
that the password was last changed. For those that don't know, the Unix Epoch is January
1, 1970. Therefore, we can read that column as the password having last been changed
16,809 days since the Unix Epoch.
Personally, I like to use the following command to show more easily when the password
was last changed:
sudo passwd -S <username>

By executing this command, you can view information about any account
on your system. The third column of this command's output gives you the
actual date of the last password change for the user.
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The fourth column tells us how many days are required to pass before the user will be able
to change their password again. In the case of my previous sample, NVMEFS can change the
password anytime because the minimum number of days is set to . We'll talk about how
to set the minimum number of days later on in this chapter, but I'll give you a brief
explanation of what this refers to. At first, it may seem silly to require a user to wait a
certain number of days to be able to change his or her password. However, never
underestimate the laziness of your users. It's quite common for a user, when required to
change his or her password, to change their password several times to satisfy history
requirements, to then just change it back to what it was originally. By setting a minimum
number of days, you're forcing a waiting period in between password changes, making it
less convenient for your users to cycle back through to their original password.
The fifth column, as you can probably guess, is the maximum number of days that can pass
between password changes. If you require your users to change their passwords every
certain number of days, you'll see that in this column. By default, this is set to  days.
It probably stands to reason that you'll move on to bigger and better things by the time that
elapses, so it may as well be infinite.
Continuing with the sixth column, we have the number of days that will elapse before the
expiration date in which the user is warned that they will soon be required to change their
password. In the seventh column, we set how many days can pass after the password
expires, in which case the account will be disabled. In our example, this is not set. Finally,
with the eighth column, we can see the number of days since the Unix Epoch that will
elapse before the account is disabled (in our case, there's nothing here, so there is no
disabled day set). We'll go over setting these fields later, but for now hopefully you
understand the contents of the FUDTIBEPX file better.

Distributing default configuration files with
/etc/skel
In a typical organization, there are usually some defaults that are recommended for users in
terms of files and configuration. For example, in a company that performs software
development, there are likely recommended settings for text editors and version control
systems. Files that are contained within FUDTLFM are copied into the IPNF directory for
all new users when you create them (assuming you've chosen to create a IPNF directory
while setting up the user).
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In fact, you can see this for yourself right now. If you execute the following command, you
can view the contents of the FUDTLFM directory:
ls -la /etc/skel

&GHCWNVGVEUMGNcNGU

You probably already know how to list files within a directory, but I specifically called out
the B parameter because the files included in FUDTLFM by default are hidden (their
filenames begin with a period). I threw in the M parameter solely because I like it better (it
shows a long list, which I think is easier to read).
Each time you create a new user and request a IPNF directory to be created as well, these
three files will be copied into their IPNF directory, along with any other files you create
here. You can verify this by listing the storage of the IPNF directories for the users you've
created so far. The CBTISD file in one user's IPNF directory should be the same as any
other, unless they've made changes to it.
Armed with this knowledge, it should be extremely easy to create default files for new
users you create. For example, you could create a file named XFMDPNF with your favorite
text editor and place it in FUDTLFM. Perhaps you may create this file to contain helpful
phone numbers and information for new hires in your company. The file would then be
automatically copied to the new user's IPNF directory when you create the account. The
user, after logging in, would see this file in his or her IPNF directory and see the
information. More practically, if your company has specific editor settings you favor for
writing code, you can include those files in FUDTLFM as well to help ensure your users
are compliant. In fact, you can include default configuration files for any application your
company uses.
Go ahead and give it a try. Feel free to create some random text files and then create a new
user afterwards, and you'll see that these files will propagate into the home directories of
new user accounts you add to your system.
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Switching users
Now that we have several users on our system, we need to know how to switch between
them. Of course, you can always just log in to the server as one of the users, but you can
actually switch to any user account at any time providing you either know that user's
password or have TVEP access.
The command you will use to switch from one user to another is the TV command. If you
enter TV with no options, it will assume that you want to switch to SPPU and will ask you
for your SPPU password. As I mentioned earlier, Ubuntu locks out the SPPU account by
default, so you really don't have a SPPU password. Unlocking the SPPU account is actually
really simple; all you have to do is create a SPPU password. To do that, you can execute the
following command as any user with TVEP access:
sudo passwd

The command will ask you to create and confirm your SPPU password. From this point on,
you will be able to use the SPPU account as any other account. You can login as SPPU,
switch to SPPU; it's fully available now. You really don't have to unlock the SPPU account in
order to use it. You certainly can, but there are other ways to switch to SPPU without
unlocking it, and it's typically better to leave the SPPU account locked unless you have a
very specific reason to unlock it. The following command will allow you to switch to SPPU
from a user account that has TVEP access:
sudo su -

Now you'll be logged in as SPPU and are now able to execute any command you want with
no restrictions whatsoever. To return to your previous logged-in account, simply type
FYJU. You can tell which user you're logged in as by the value at the beginning of your
Bash prompt.
But what if you want to switch to an account other than SPPU? Of course, you can simply
log out and then log in as that user. But you really don't have to do that.
The following command will do the job, providing you know the password for the account:
su - <username>
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The shell will ask for that user's password and then you'll be logged in as that user. Again,
type FYJU when you're done using the account. That command is all well and good if you
know the user's password, but you often won't. Typically, in an enterprise, you'll create an
account, force the user to change their password at first login, and then you will no longer
know that user's password. Since you have SPPU and TVEP access, you could always
change their password and then log in as them. But they'll know something is amiss if their
password suddenly stops workingbyou're not eavesdropping, are you?
Armed with TVEP access, you can use TVEP to change to any user you want to, even if you
don't know their password. Just prefix our previous command with TVEP and you'll only
need to enter the password for your user account, instead of theirs:
sudo su - <username>

Switching to another user account is often very helpful for support (especially while
troubleshooting permissions). As an example, say that a user comes to you complaining
that he or she cannot access the contents of a specific directory, or they are unable to run a
command. In that case, you can log in to the server, switch to their user account, and try to
reproduce their problem. That way, you can not only see their problem yourself, but you
can also test out whether or not your fix has solved their issue before you report back to
them.

Managing groups
Now that we understand how to create, manage, and switch between user accounts, we'll
need to understand how to manage groups as well. The concept of groups in Linux is not
very different from other platforms and pretty much serves the exact same purpose. With
groups, you can more efficiently control a user's access to resources on your server. By
assigning a group to a resource (a file, directory, and so on), you can allow and disallow
access to users by simply adding them or removing them from the group.
The way this works in Linux is that every file or directory has both a user and a group that
takes ownership of it. This is contrary to platforms such as Windows, which can have
multiple groups assigned to a single resource. With Linux, it's just a one-to-one ownership:
just one user and just one group assigned to each file or directory. If you list contents of a
directory on a Linux system, you can see this for yourself:
ls -l
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The following is sample line of output from a directory on one of my servers:
-rw-r--r-- 1 root bind

490 2013-04-15 22:05 named.conf

In this case, we can see that SPPU owns the file and that the group CJOE is also assigned to
it. Ignore the other fields for now; I'll explain them later when we get to the section of this
chapter dedicated to permissions. For now, just keep in mind that one user and one group
are assigned to each file or directory.
While each file or directory can only have one group assignment, any user account can be a
member of any number of groups. The groups command will tell you what groups your
currently logged-in user is currently a member of. If you add a username to the HSPVQT
command, you'll see which groups that user is a member of. Go ahead and give the HSPVQT
command a try with and without providing a username to get the idea.
On the Ubuntu Server platform, you'll likely see that each of your user accounts is a
member of just one group, a group that's named the same as your username. As I
mentioned earlier, when you create a user account, you're also creating a group with the
same name as the user. On some Linux distributions, though, a user's primary group will
default to a group called VTFST instead. If you were to execute the HSPVQT command as a
user on the Ubuntu desktop platform, you would likely see additional groups. This is due
to the fact that distributions of Linux that cater to being a server platform are often more
stripped down and users on desktop platforms need access to more things such as printers,
audio cards, and so on.
If you were curious as to which groups exist on your server, all you would need to do is
DBU the contents of the FUDHSPVQ file. Similar to the FUDQBTTXE file we covered
earlier, the FUDHSPVQ file contains information regarding the groups that have been

created on your system. Go ahead and take a look at this file on your system:
cat /etc/group
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The following is sample output from this file on one of my servers:

5CORNGQWVRWVHTQOVJGGVEITQWRcNG

Like before, the columns in this file are separated by colons, though each line is only four
columns long. In the first column, we have the name of the group. No surprise there. In the
second, we are able to store a password for the group, but this is not used often. In the third
column, we have the GID, which is similar in concept to the UID when we were discussing
users. Finally, in the last column, we see a comma-separated list of each user that is a
member of each of the groups. In this case, we're seeing that user KBZ is a member of the
MQBENJO and TBNCBTIBSF groups.
Several entries don't show any group memberships at all. Each user is indeed a member of
their own group, so this is implied even though it doesn't explicitly call that out in this file.
If you take a look at FUDQBTTXE entries for your users, you will see that their primary
group (shown as the third column in the form of a GID) references a group contained in the
FUDHSPVQ file.
Creating new groups on your system is easy to do and is a great idea for categorizing your
users and what they are able to do. Perhaps you can create an BDDPVOUJOH group for your
accountants, an BENJOT group for those in your IT department, and a TBMFT group for your
sales-people. The HSPVQBEE command allows you to create new groups. If you wanted to,
you could just edit the FUDHSPVQ file and add a new line with your group information
manually (though it's considered bad practice to do so), although, in my opinion, using
HSPVQBEE saves you some work and ensures that group entries are created properly.
Editing group and user files directly is typically frowned upon (and a typo can cause
serious problems). Anyway, what follows is an example of creating a new group with the
HSPVQBEE command:
sudo groupadd admins
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If you take a look at the FUDHSPVQ file again after adding a new group, you'll see that a
new line was created in the file and a (*% was chosen for you (the first one that hadn't been
used yet). Removing a group is just as easy. Just issue the HSPVQEFM command followed by
the name of the group you wish to remove:
sudo groupdel admins

Next, we'll take a look at the VTFSNPE command, which will allow you to actually associate
users with groups. The VTFSNPE command is more or less a Swiss Army knife; there are
several things you can do with that command (adding a user to a group is just one thing it
can do). If we wanted to add a user to our BENJOT group, we would issue the following
command:
sudo usermod -aG admins myuser

In that example, we're supplying the B option, which means append, and immediately
following that we're using ( which means we would like to modify secondary group
membership. I put the two options together with a single dash (B(), but you could also
issue them separately (B() as well. The example I gave only adds the user to additional
groups, it doesn't replace their primary group.
Be careful not to miss the B option here, as you will instead replace all
current group memberships with the new one, which is usually not what
you want. The B option means append, or to add the existing list of
group memberships for that user.
If you wanted to change a user's primary group, you would use the H option instead
(lowercase g instead of an uppercase G as we used earlier):
sudo usermod -g <group-name> <username>

Feel free to check out the manual pages for the VTFSNPE command, to see all the nifty
things it allows you to do with your users. You can peruse the man page for the VTFSNPE
command with the following command:
man usermod
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One additional example is changing a user's IPNF directory. Suppose that one of your users
has undergone a name change, so you'd like to change their username, as well as move
their previous IPNF directory (and their files) to a new one. The following commands will
take care of that:
sudo usermod -d /home/jsmith jdoe -m
sudo usermod -l jsmith jdoe

In that example, we're moving the IPNF directory for KEPF to IPNFKEPF, and then in the
second example, we're changing the username from KEPF to KTNJUI.
If you wish to remove a user from a group, you can use the HQBTTXE command to do so.
HQBTTXEE will do the trick:
sudo gpasswd -d <username> <grouptoremove>

In fact, HQBTTXE can also be used in place of VTFSNPE to add a user to a group:
sudo gpasswd -a <username> <group>

So, now you know how to manage groups. With efficient management of groups, you'll be
able to best manage the resources on your server. Of course, groups are relatively useless
without some explanation of how to manage permissions (otherwise, nothing would
actually be enforcing a member of a group to be allowed access to a resource). Later on in
this chapter, we'll cover permissions so you'll have a complete understanding of how to
manage user access.

Managing passwords and password policies
In this chapter, we've already covered a bit of password management, since I've given you
a few examples of the QBTTXE command. If you recall, the QBTTXE command allows us to
change the password of the currently logged-in user. In addition, using QBTTXE as SPPU
(and supplying a user name) allows us to change the password for any user account on our
system. But that's not all this command can do.
One thing I've neglected to mention regarding the QBTTXE command is the fact that you
can use it to lock and unlock a user's account. There are many reasons why you may want
to do this. For instance, if a user is going on vacation or extended leave, perhaps you'd want
to lock their account so that it cannot be used while they are away. After all, the fewer
active accounts, the lower your attack surface. To lock an account, use the M option:
sudo passwd -l <username>
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And to unlock it, use the V option:
sudo passwd -u <username>

However, locking an account will not prevent the user from logging in if he or she has
access to the server via SSH with utilizing public key authentication. In that case, you'd
want to remove their ability to use SSH as well. One common way of doing this is to limit
SSH access to users who are members of a specific group. When you lock an account,
simply remove them from the group. Don't worry so much about the SSH portion of this
discussion if this is new to you. We will discuss securing your SSH server in $IBQUFS,
Securing Your Server. For now, just keep in mind that you can use the QBTTXE to lock or
unlock accounts, and if you utilize SSH, you'll want to lock your users out of that if you
don't want them logging in.
However, there's more to password management than the QBTTXE command, as we can
also implement our own policies as well. Earlier, I mentioned that you can set an expiration
date on a user's password (during our discussion on the FUDTIBEPX file). In this section,
we'll go through how to actually do that. Specifically, the DIBHF command gives us this
ability. We can use DIBHF to not only alter the expiration period of a user's password, but
it's also a more convenient way of viewing current expiration information than viewing the
FUDTIBEPX file. With the M option of DIBHF, along with providing a username, we can
see the relevant info:
sudo chage -l <username>

Using TVEP or SPPU is not required to run DIBHF. You're able to view
expiration information for your own username without needing to
escalate permissions. However, if you want to view information via
DIBHF for any user account other than your own, you will need to use
TVEP.
In the example that follows, we can see the output of this command from a sample user
account:
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1WVRWVHTQOVJGEJCIGEQOOCPF

In the output, we can see values for the date of expiration, maximum number of days
between password changes, and so on. Basically, it's the same information stored in
FUDTIBEPX but it's much easier to read.
If you would like to change this information, DIBHF will again be the tool of choice. The
first example I'll provide is a very common one. When creating user accounts, you'll
certainly want them to change their password when they first log in. Unfortunately, not
everyone will be keen to do so. The DIBHF command allows you to force a password
change for a user when he or she first logs in. Basically, you can set their number of days to
expiry to  with the following example:
sudo chage -d 0 <username>

You can see the results of this command immediately if you run DIBHFM again against
the user account you just modified:
sudo chage -l <username>

6JGEJCIGEQOOCPFNKUVKPICWUGTVJCVJCUCTGSWKTGFRCUUYQTFEJCPIGUGV
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To set a user account to require a password change after a certain period of days, the
following example will do the trick:
sudo chage -M 90 <username>

In that example, I'm setting the user account to expire and require a password change in 90
days. When the impending date reaches 7 days before the password
is to be changed, the user will see a warning message when they log in.
As I mentioned earlier, users will often do whatever they can to cheat password
requirements and may try to change their password back to what it was originally after
satisfying the initial required password change. You can set the minimum number of days
with the N flag, as you can see in the next example:
sudo chage -m 5 dscully

The trick with setting a minimum password age is to set it so that it will be inconvenient for
the user to change their password to the original one, but you still want a user to be able to
change their password when they feel the need to (so don't set it too long, either). If a user
wants to change their password before the minimum number of days elapses (for example,
if your user feels that their account may have been compromised), they can always have
you change it for them. However, if you make your password requirements too much of an
inconvenience, it can also work against you.
Next, we should discuss setting a password policy. After all, forcing your users to change
their passwords does little good if they change it to something simple, such as BCD. A
password policy allows you to force requirements on your users for things such as length,
complexity, and so on.
To configure options for password requirements, let's first install the required Pluggable
Authentication Module (PAM):
sudo apt install libpam-cracklib

Next, let's take a look at the following file. Feel free to open it with a text editor, such as
OBOP, as we'll need to edit it:
sudo nano /etc/pam.d/common-password
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An extremely important tip while modifying configuration files related to
authentication (such as password requirements, TVEP access, SSH, and so
on) is to always keep a root shell open at all times while you make
changes, and in another shell, test those changes. Do not log out of your
SPPU window until you are 100% certain that your changes have been
thoroughly tested. While testing a policy, make sure that your users can
not only log in, but also your admins as well. Otherwise, you may remove
your ability to log in to a server and make changes.
To enable a history requirement for your passwords (meaning, the system remembers the
last several passwords a user has used, preventing them from reusing them), we can add
the following line to the file:
QBTTXPSESFRVJSFEQBN@QXIJTUPSZTP
SFNFNCFSVTF@BVUIPL

In the example DPOGJH line, I'm using SFNFNCFS, which (as you can probably guess)
will cause our system to remember the last 99 passwords for each user and prevent them
from using those passwords again. If you configured a minimum password age earlier, for
example 5 days, it would take the user 495 days to cycle back to their original password if
you take into account that the user changes his or her password once every 5 days, 99
times. That pretty much makes it impossible for the user to utilize their old passwords.
Another field worth mentioning within the FUDQBNEDPNNPOQBTTXPSE file is the
section that reads EJGPL. This configuration details that at least three characters have to
be different before the password is considered acceptable. Otherwise, the password would
be deemed too similar to the old one and refused. You can change this value to whatever
you like; the default is normally  but Ubuntu defaults it to  in their implementation of
this config file. In addition, you'll also see obscure mentioned in the file as well, which
prevents simple passwords from being used (such as common dictionary words and so on).
Setting a password policy is a great practice to increase the security of your server.
However, it's also important to not get carried away. In order to strike a balance between
security and user frustration, the challenge is always to create enough restrictions to
increase your security, while trying to minimize the frustration of your users. Of course, the
mere mention of the word "password" to a typical user is enough to frustrate them, so you
can't please everyone. But in terms of overall system security, I'm sure your users will
appreciate the fact that they can be reasonably sure that you as an administrator have taken
the necessary precautions to keep their (and your company's) data safe. When it all comes
down to it, use your best judgment.
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Configuring administrator access with sudo
By now, we've already used TVEP quite a few times in this book. At this point, you should
already be aware of the fact that TVEP allows you to execute commands as if you were
logged in as SPPU. However, we haven't had any formal discussion about it yet, nor have
we discussed how to actually modify which of your user accounts are able to utilize TVEP.
On all Linux systems, you should protect your SPPU account with a strong password and
limit it to be used by as few people as possible. On Ubuntu, the SPPU account is locked
anyway, so unless you unlocked it by setting a password, it cannot be used to log into the
system. Using TVEP is an alternative to using SPPU, so you can give your administrators
access to perform SPPU tasks with TVEP without actually giving them your SPPU password
or unlocking the SPPU account. In fact, TVEP allows you to be a bit more granular. Using
SPPU is basically all or nothing-if someone knows the SPPU password and the SPPU account
is enabled, that person is not limited and can do whatever they want. With TVEP that can
also be true, but you can actually restrict some users to use only particular commands with
TVEP and therefore limit the scope of what they are able to do on the system. For example,
you could give an admin access to install software updates but not allow them to reboot the
server.
By default, members of the TVEP group are able to use TVEP without any restrictions.
Basically, members of this group can do anything SPPU can do (which is everything).
During installation, the user account you created was made a member of TVEP. To give
additional users access to TVEP, all you would need to do is add them to the TVEP group:
sudo usermod -aG sudo <username>

Not all distributions utilize the TVEP group by default, or even
automatically install TVEP. Other distributions require you to install TVEP
manually and may use another group (such as XIFFM) to govern access to
TVEP.
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But again, that gives those users access to everything, and that may or may not be what you
want. To actually configure TVEP, we use the WJTVEP command. This command assists you
with editing FUDTVEPFST, which is the configuration file that governs TVEP access.
Although you can edit FUDTVEPFST yourself with a text editor, configuring TVEP in that
way is strongly discouraged. The WJTVEP command checks to make sure your changes
follow the correct syntax and helps prevent you from accidentally destroying the file. This
is a very good thing, because if you did make some errors in the FUDTVEPFST file, you
may wind up in a situation where no one is able to gain administrative control over the
server. And while there are ways to recover from such a mistake, it's certainly not a very
pleasant situation to find yourself in! So, the takeaway here is never to edit the
FUDTVEPFST file directly; always use WJTVEP to do so.
Here's an example of the type of warning the WJTVEP command shows when you make a
mistake:

6JGXKUWFQEQOOCPFUJQYKPICPGTTQT

If you do see this error, press e to return to edit the file, and then correct the mistake.
The way this works is when you run WJTVEP from your shell, you are brought into a text
editor with the FUDTVEPFST file opened up. You can then make changes to the file and
save it like you would any other text file. By default, Ubuntu opens up the OBOP text editor
when you use WJTVEP. With OBOP, you can save changes using Ctrl + W, and you can exit
the text editor with Ctrl + X. However, you don't have to use OBOP if you prefer something
else. If you fancy the WJN text editor, you can use the following command to use WJTVEP
with WJN:
# sudo EDITOR=vim visudo

Anyway, so WJTVEP allows you to make changes to who is able to access TVEP. But how do
you actually make these changes? Go ahead and scroll through the FUDTVEPFST file that
WJTVEP opens and you should see a line similar to the following:
TVEP"-- "--"-- "--
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This is the line of configuration that enables TVEP access to anyone who is a member of the
TVEP group. You can change the group name to any that you'd like, for example, perhaps
you'd like to create a group called BENJOT instead. If you do change this, make sure that
you actually create that group and add yourself and your staff to be members of it before
you log off; otherwise, it would be rather embarrassing if you found yourself locked out of
administrator access to the server.
Of course, you don't have to enable access by group. You can actually call out a username
instead. As an example of this, we also have the following line in the file:
SPPU"-- "--"-- "--

Here, we're calling out a username (in this case, SPPU), but the rest of the line is the same as
the one I pointed out before. While you can certainly copy this line and paste it one or more
times (substituting SPPU for a different username), to grant access to others, using the
group approach is really the best way. It's easier to add and remove users from a group
(such as the TVEP group), rather than use WJTVEP each time.
So, at this point, you're probably wondering what the options on FUDTVEPFST
configuration lines actually mean. So far, both examples used "-- "--"-- "MM. In
order to fully understand TVEP, understanding the other fields is extremely important, so
let's go through them (using the SPPU line again as an example).
The first "-- means that SPPU is able to use TVEP from any Terminal. The second "-means that SPPU can use TVEP to impersonate any other user. The third "-- means that
SPPU can impersonate any other group. Finally, the last "-- refers to what commands this
user is able to do; in this case, any command he or she wishes.
To help drive this home, I'll give some additional examples. Here's a hypothetical example:
charlie

ALL=(ALL:ALL) /usr/sbin/reboot,/usr/sbin/shutdown

Here, we're allowing user DIBSMJF to execute the SFCPPU and TIVUEPXO commands. If
user DIBSMJF tries to do something else (such as install a package), he will receive an error
message:
Sorry, user charlie is not allowed to execute '/usr/bin/apt install tmux'
as root on ubuntu-server.
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However, if DIBSMJF wants to use the SFCPPU or TIVUEPXO commands on the server, he
will be able to do so because we explicitly called out those commands while setting up this
user's TVEP access. We can limit this further by changing the first "-- to a machine name, in
this case, VCVOUVTFSWFS to reference the host name of the server I'm using for my
examples. I've also changed the command that DIBSMJF is allowed to run:
charlie

ubuntu-server=(ALL:ALL) /usr/bin/apt

It's always a good idea to use full paths to commands when editing TVEP permissions,
rather than the shortened version. For example, we used VTSCJOBQU here, instead of
just BQU. This is important, as the user could create a script named BQU to do mischievous
things that we normally wouldn't allow them to do. By using the full path, we're limiting
the user to the binary stored at that path.
Now, DIBSMJF is only able to use BQU. He can use BQUVQEBUF, BQUEJTUVQHSBEF, and
any other sub-command of BQU. But if he tries to reboot the server, remove protected files,
add users, or anything else we haven't explicitly set, he will be prevented from doing so.
We have another problem, though. We're allowing DIBSMJF to impersonate other users.
This may not be completely terrible given the context of installing packages (impersonating
another user would be useless unless that user also has access to install packages), but it's
bad form to allow this unless we really need to. In this case, we could just remove the
"--"-- from the line altogether to prevent DIBSMJF from using the V option of TVEP
to run commands as other users:
charlie

ubuntu-server= /usr/bin/apt

On the other hand, if we actually do want DIBSMJF to be able to impersonate other users
(but only specific users), we can call out the username and group that DIBSMJF is allowed
to act on behalf of by setting those values:
charlie

ubuntu-server=(dscully:admins) ALL

In that example, DIBSMJF is able to run commands on behalf of user ETDVMMZ and group
BENJOT.
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Of course, there is much more to TVEP than what I've mentioned in this section. Entire
books could be written about TVEP (and have been), but 99% of what you will need for
your daily management of this tool involves how to add access to users, while being
specific about what each user is able to do. As a best practice, use groups when you can (for
example, you could have an BQU group, SFCPPU group, and so on) and be as specific as you
can regarding who is able to do what. This way, you're not only able to keep the SPPU
account private (or even better, disabled), but you also have more accountability on your
servers.

Setting permissions on files and directories
In this section, all the user management we've done in this chapter so far all comes together.
We've learned how to add accounts, manage accounts, and secure them but we haven't
actually done any work regarding managing the resources as far as who is able to access
them. In this section, I'll give you a brief overview of how permissions work in Ubuntu
Server and then I'll provide some examples for customizing them.
I'm sure by now that you understand how to list the contents of a directory with the MT
command. When it comes to viewing permissions, the M flag is especially handy, as the
output that the long listing provides allows us to view the permissions of an object:
ls -l

The following are some example, hypothetical file listings:
-rw-rw-rw- 1 doctor doctor
5
-rw-r--r-1 root
root
-rwxr-xr-x 1 dalek
dalek

Jan 11
12:52 welcome
665
Feb 19
2014 profile
35125 Nov 7
2013 exterminate

In each line, we see several fields of information. The first column is our permission string
for the object (for example, SXSS). We also see the link count for the object (second
column), the user that owns the file (third), the group that owns the file (fourth), the size in
bytes (fifth), the last date the file was modified (sixth), and finally the name of the file.
Keep in mind that depending on how your shell is configured, your output may look
different and the fields may be in different places. For the sake of our discussion on
permissions, what we're really concerned with is the permissions string, as well as the
owning user and group. In this case, we can see that the first file (named XFMDPNF) is
owned by a user named EPDUPS. The second file is named QSPGJMF and is owned by SPPU.
Finally, we have a file named FYUFSNJOBUF owned by a user named EBMFL.
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With these files, we have the permission strings of SXSXSX, SXSS, and SXYS
YSY respectively. If you haven't worked with permissions before, these may seem strange,
but it's actually quite easy when you break them down. Each permission string can be
broken down into four groups, as I'll show you in the following table:
Object type User Group World

SX SX
SX

SX S
S

SXY SXY
SY
I've broken down each of the three example permission strings into four groups. Basically, I
split them each at the first character and then again every third. The first section of the
permission string is just one character. In each of these examples, it's just a single hyphen.
This refers to what type the object is. Is it a directory? A file? A link? In our case, each of
these permission strings are files, because the first position of the permission strings are all
hyphens. If the object were a directory, the first character would've been a E instead of a .
If the object were a link, this field would've been M (lowercase L) instead.
In the next group, we have three characters, SX, SX, and SXY respectively, in the second
column of each object. This refers to the permissions that apply to the user that owns the
file. For example, here is the first permission string again:
-rw-rw-rw- 1 doctor doctor

5 Jan 11 12:52 welcome

The third field shows us that EPDUPS is the user that owns the file. Therefore, the second
column of the permission string (SX) applies specifically to the user EPDUPS. Moving on,
the third column of permissions is also three characters. In this case, SX again. This section
of the permissions string refers to the group that owns the file. In this case, the group is also
named EPDUPS, as you can see in column four of the string. Finally, the last portion of the
permission string (SX yet again, in this case) refers to world, also known as other. This
basically refers to anyone else other than the owning user and owning group. Therefore,
literally everyone else gets at least SX permissions on the object.
Individually, S stands for read and X stands for write. Therefore, we can read the second
column (SX), indicating the user (EPDUPS) has access to read and write to this file. The
third column (SX again) tells us the EPDUPS group also has read and write access to this
file. The fourth column of the permission string is the same, so anyone else would also have
read and write permissions to the file as well.
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The third permission string I gave as an example looks a bit different. Here it is again:
-rwxr-xr-x 1 dalek dalek

35125 Nov

7

2013 exterminate

Here, we see the Y attribute set. The Y attribute refers to the ability to execute the file as a
script. So, with that in mind, we know that this file is likely a script and is executable by
users, groups, and others. Given the filename of FYUFSNJOBUF, this is rather suspicious and
if it were a real file, we'd probably want to look into it.
If a permission is not set, it will simply be a single hyphen where there would normally be
S, X, or Y. This is the same as indicating that a permission is disabled. Here are some
examples:
SXY: Object has read, write, and execute permissions set for this field
SY: Object has read enabled, write disabled, and execute enabled for this field
S: Object has read enabled, write disabled, and execute disabled for this field
: Object has no permissions enabled for this field

Bringing this all the way home, here are a few more permission strings:
-rw-r--r-- 1
drwxr-x--- 1

sue
bob

accounting
sales

35125
35125

Nov
Nov

7
7

2013 budget.txt
2013 annual_projects

For the first of these examples, we see that TVF is the owning user of CVEHFUUYU and that
this file is assigned an accounting group. This object is readable and writable by TVF and
readable by everyone else (group and other). This is probably bad, considering this is a
budget file and is probably confidential. We'll change it later.
The BOOVBM@QSPKFDUT object is a directory, which we can tell from the E in the first
column. This directory is owned by the CPC user and the TBMFT group. However, since this
is a directory, each of the permission bits have different meanings. In the following two
tables, I'll outline the meanings of these bits for files and again for directories:
Files
Bit Meaning
S The file can be read
X The file can be written to
Y The file can be executed as a program
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Directories
Bit Meaning
S The contents of the directory can be viewed
X Contents of the directory can be altered
Y The user or group can use DE to go inside the directory
As you can see, permissions are read differently depending on their context; whether they
apply to a file or a directory. In the example of the BOOVBM@QSPKFDUT directory, CPC has
SXY permissions to the directory. This means that user CPC can do everything (view the
contents, add or remove contents, and use DE to move the current directory of his shell into
the directory). In regard to a group, members of the TBMFT group are able to view the
contents of this directory and DE into it. However, no one in the TBMFT group can add or
remove items to or from the directory. On this object, other has no permissions set at all.
This means that no one else can do anything at all with this object, not even view its
contents.
So, now we understand how to read permissions on files and directories. That's great, but
how do we alter them? As I mentioned earlier, the CVEHFUUYU file is readable by everyone
(other). This is not good because the file is confidential. To change permissions on an object,
we will use the DINPE command. This command allows us to alter the permissions of files
and directories in a few different ways.
First, we can simply remove read access from the TVF user's budget file by removing the
read bit from the other field. We can do that with the following example:
chmod o-r budget.txt

If we are currently not in the directory where the file resides, we need to give a full path:
chmod o-r /home/sue/budget.txt

If you're using the DINPE command against files other than those you own
yourself, you'll need to use TVEP.
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But either way, you probably get the idea. With this example, we're removing the S bit from
other (PS). If we wanted to add this bit instead, we would simply use instead of . Here
are some additional examples of DINPE in action:
DINPEV SXGJMFOBNF : The object gets SX added to the VTFS column
DINPEH SGJMFOBNF : The owning group is given read access
DINPEPSXGJMFOBNF : Other is stripped of the SX bits

In addition, you can also use octal point values to manage and modify permissions. This is
actually the most common method of altering permissions. I like to think of this as a scoring
system. That's not what it is, but it makes it a lot easier to understand to think of each type
of access as having its own value. Basically, each of the permission bits (S, X, and Y) have
their own octal equivalent, as follows:
Read: 
Write: 
Execute: 
With this style, there are only a few possibilities for numbers you can achieve when
combining these octal values (each can only be used once). Therefore, we can get , , , ,
, , , and  by adding (or not adding) these numbers in different combinations. Some of
them you'll almost never see, such as an object having write access but not read. For the
most part, you'll see , , , , and  used with DINPE most often. For example, if we add
3FBE and 8SJUF, we get . If we add 3FBE and &YFDVUF, we get . If we add all three, we
get . If we add no permissions, we get . We repeat this for each column (6TFS, (SPVQ,
and 0UIFS) to come up with a string of three numbers. Here are some examples:
: User has read and write (4+2). No other permissions are set. This is the same
as SX.
: User has read, write, and execute. Other has nothing. This is the same as 
SXYS.
: Both user and group have full access (read, write, execute). Other has
nothing. This is the same as SXYSXY.
: Everyone has everything. This is the same as SXYSXYSXY.

Going back to DINPE, we can use this numbering system in practice:
DINPEGJMFOBNFUYU
DINPEGJMFOBNFUYU
DINPEGJMFOBNFUYU
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Hopefully you get the idea. If you wanted to change the permissions of a directory, the 3
option may be helpful to you. This makes the changes recursive, meaning that you'll not
only make the changes to the directory, but all files and directories underneath it in one
shot:
chmod 770 -R mydir

While using 3 with DINPE can save you some time, it can also cause trouble if you have a
mix of directories and files underneath the directory you're changing permissions on. The
previous example gives permissions  to NZEJS and all of its contents. If there are files
inside, they are now given executable permissions to user and group, since  includes the
execute bit (value of ). This may not be what you want. We can use the GJOE command to
differentiate these. While GJOE is out of the scope of this chapter, it should be relatively
simple to see what the following commands are doing and how they may be useful:
find /path/to/dir/ -type f -exec chmod 644 {} ;
find /path/to/dir/ -type d -exec chmod 755 {} ;

Basically, in the first example, the GJOE command is locating all files (UZQFG) in
QBUIUPEJS and everything it finds, it executes DINPE against it. The second
example is locating all directories in this same path and changing them all to permissions
. The GJOE command isn't covered in detail here because it easily deserves a chapter of
its own, but I'm including it here because hopefully these examples are useful and will be
handy for you to include in your own list of useful commands.
Finally, we'll need to know how to change ownership of files and directories. It's often the
case that a particular user needs to gain access to an object, or perhaps we need to change
the owning group as well. We can change user and group ownership of a file or directory
with the DIPXO command. As an example, if we wanted to change the owner of a file to
TVF, we could do the following:
sudo chown sue myfile.txt

In the case of a directory, we can also use the 3 flag to change ownership of the directory
itself, as well as all the files and directories it may contain:
sudo chown -R sue mydir

If we would like to change the group assignment to the object, we would follow the
following syntax:
sudo chown sue:sales myfile.txt
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Notice the colon separating the user and the group. With that command, we established
that we would like the TVF user and the TBMFT group to own this resource. Again, we
could use 3 if the object were a directory and we wanted to make the changes recursive.
Another command worth knowing is the DIHSQ command, which allows you to directly
change group ownership of a file. To use it, you can execute the DIHSQ command along
with the group you'd like to own the file, followed by the username. For example, our
previous DIPXO command can be simplified to the following, since we were only
modifying the group assignment of that file:
# sudo chown sales myfile.txt

Just like the chown command, we can use the 3 option with DIHSQ to
make our changes recursively, in the case of a directory.

Well, there you have it. You should now be able to manage permissions of the files and
directories on your server. If you haven't worked through permissions on a Linux system
before, it may take a few tries before you get the hang of it. The best thing for you to do is to
practice. Create some files and directories (as well as users) and manage their permissions.
Try to remove a user's access to a resource and then try to access that resource as that user
anyway and see what errors you get. Fix those errors and work through more examples.
With practice, you should be able to get a handle on this very quickly.

Summary
In the field, managing users and permissions is something you'll find yourself doing quite a
bit. New users will join your organization, while others will leave, so this is something that
will become ingrained in your mental toolset. Even if you're the only person using your
servers, you'll find yourself managing permissions for applications as well, given the fact
that processes cannot function if they don't have access to their required resources. In this
chapter, we took a lengthy dive into managing users, groups, and permissions. We worked
through creating and removing users, assigning permissions, and managing administrative
access with TVEP. Practice these concepts on your server. When you get the hang of it, I'll
see you in our next chapter, where we'll discuss all things related to storage. It's going to be
awesome.
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Questions
1. Which command should you place in front of commands that require SPPU
privileges?
2. Name at least one of the two commands you can use to create a new user on
Ubuntu Server.
3. Which command can you use to remove a user?
4. Which two files on the Linux filesystem store information regarding user
accounts?
5. What is the name of the directory that stores default configuration files for users?
6. Assuming you have a user named KEPF, what command would you type to
switch to that user?
7. Assuming you want to create a group named accounting what command would
you use to accomplish that?
8. To add an expiration date to a password, you would use the ____ command.
9. You should use the _____ command to give a user access to TVEP.
10. The ______ command allows you to change permissions of a file or directory, and
the ______ command allows you to change its ownership.

Further reading
User management (Ubuntu
documentation): IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNMUTTFSWFSHVJEFVTFSNBOBHFNFOU
IUNM

File permissions (Ubuntu community
wiki): IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ'JMF1FSNJTTJPOT
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Managing Storage Volumes
When it comes to storage on our servers, it seems as though we can never get enough.
While hard disks are growing in capacity every year, and high capacity disks are cheaper
than ever, our servers gobble up available space quickly. As administrators of servers, we
always do our best to order servers with ample storage, but business needs evolve over
time, and no matter how well we plan, a successful business will always need more. While
managing your servers, you'll likely find yourself adding additional storage at some point.
But managing storage is more than just adding new disks every time your current one gets
full. Planning ahead is also important, and technologies such as Logical Volume Manager
(LVM) will make your job much easier as long as you start using it as early as you possibly
can.
In this chapter, I'll walk you through the concepts you'll need to know in order to manage
storage and volumes on your server. This discussion will include:
Understanding the Linux filesystem
Using symbolic and hard links
Viewing disk usage
Adding additional storage volumes
Mounting and unmounting volumes
Partitioning and formatting volumes
Understanding the FUDGTUBC file
Managing swap
Utilizing LVM volumes
Understanding RAID
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Understanding the Linux filesystem
Before we get into the subject of managing storage volumes, we'll first need to have a better
understanding of how the filesystem is laid out. The term filesystem itself can be somewhat
confusing in the Linux world because it can refer to two different things, the default
directory structure, as well as the actual filesystem we choose when formatting a volume
(ext4, XFS, and so on). In this section, we're going to take a quick look at the default
directory structure.
In Linux (Ubuntu uses the Linux kernel and related utilities) the filesystem begins with a
single forward slash, . This is considered the beginning of the filesystem, and directories
and sub-directories branch out from there. For example, consider the IPNF directory. This
directory exists at the root level of the filesystem, which you can see from the fact that it
begins with a forward slash. My home directory on my system is IPNFKBZ, which means
that it's the directory KBZ, which is inside the directory IPNF, and that directory is at the
beginning of the filesystem. This is confusing at first, but becomes very logical once you
become accustomed to it. To really bring this home, use the MT command against several
directories on your server. If you execute MT you will see all of the directories at the root
of the filesystem. You'll see the directory IPNF among the results, among many others.
This default directory structure is part of the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard (FHS), which
is a set of guidelines that defines how the directory structure is laid out. This specification
defines the names of the directories, where they are located, and what they are for.
Distributions will sometimes go against some of the definitions here, but for the most part,
follow it fairly closely. This is why you may see a very similar (if not the same) directory
structure on distributions of Linux other than Ubuntu.
So why is this important relative to managing storage volumes? When you add a volume to
your server (which can be a physical disk in the case of a physical server, or a virtual disk
when it comes to virtual machines) you format that volume, and then mount (attach) the
volume to a directory on the filesystem. The directory you attach the volume to can have
any name and be located anywhere you wish. The FHS defines specific directories for this
purpose, but whether or not you follow that is up to you. You could certainly mount an
additional drive to a directory called LJUUFOT located at the root of the filesystem, there's
nothing stopping you. The question is, should you? That's what the FHS was defined to
address.
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A full walkthrough of the FHS is beyond the scope of this book, but I have included a link
to this specification at the end of the chapter should you decide to read more about it. There
are some directories you definitely should know, however. Here are some of the more
important ones.
Directory

IPNF
SPPU
NFEJB
NOU
PQU
CJO

Purpose
The beginning of the filesystem, all directories are underneath this
User home directories
The home directory for SPPU (SPPU doesn't have a directory underneath IPNF)
For removable media, such as flash drives
For volumes that are intended to stay mounted for a while
Additional software packages (some programs are installed here, not as
common)
Essential user binaries (MT, DQ, and so on)

QSPD

Virtual filesystem for OS-level components
VTSCJO A majority of user commands
VTSMJC Libraries
VTSMJC Libraries
WBSMPH Log files
Don't worry if some of this doesn't make sense right now, it will come with time. The main
point here is that there are many directories, each having their own purpose. If you want to
know the purpose of a particular directory, consult the FHS. If you're curious where you
should place something on a server, also consult the FHS. When we get to the section of
mounting volumes later on in this chapter, we'll use the filesystem directly.

Using symbolic and hard links
With Linux, we can link files to other files, which gives us quite a bit of flexibility with how
we can manage our data. Symbolic and hard links are very similar, but to explain them,
you'll first need to understand the concept of inodes.
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An inode is a data object that contains metadata regarding files within your filesystem.
Although a full walkthrough of the concept of inodes are beyond the scope of this book,
think of an inode as a type of database object, containing metadata for the actual items
you're storing on your disk. Information stored in inodes are details such as the owner of
the file, permissions, last modified date, and type (whether it is a directory or a file). But as
a refresher, an inode is a data object that contains metadata regarding files within your
filesystem. Inodes are represented by an integer number, which you can view with the J
option of the MT command. On my system, I created two files: GJMF and GJMF. These files
are inodes  and  respectively. You can see this output in the following
screenshot where I run the MTJ command. This information will come in handy shortly:

1WVRWVQHNUK

There are two types of links in Linux: symbolic links and hard links. This concept is similar
in purpose to shortcuts created in graphical user interfaces. Almost all graphical operating
systems have a means of creating a shortcut icon that points to another file or application.
I'm sure you've seen shortcut icons to applications on Windows or macOS systems. Even
Linux has this same functionality in most desktop environments that are available. On a
Linux server, you typically don't have a graphical environment, but you can still link files
to one another using symbolic or hard links. And while links approach the concept of
shortcuts differently, they pretty much serve the same purpose. Basically, a link allows us
to reference a file somewhere else on our filesystem.
For a practical example, let's create a hard link. In my case, I have a couple of files in a UFTU
directory, so I can create a link to any of them. To create a link, we'll use the MO command:
ln file1 file3

Here, I'm creating a hard link (GJMF) that is linked to GJMF. To play around with this, go
ahead and create a link to a file on your system. If we use MT again with the J option, we'll
see something interesting:

1WVRWVQHNUK
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If you look closely at the output, both GJMF and GJMF have the same inode number.
Essentially, a hard link is a duplicate directory entry, where both entries point to the same
data. In this case, we created a hard link that points to another file. With this hard link
created, we can move GJMF into another location on the filesystem and it will still be a link
to GJMF. Hard links have a couple of limitations, however. First, you cannot create a hard
link to a directory, only a file. Second, this link cannot be moved to a different filesystem.
That makes sense, considering each filesystem has its own inodes. Inode  on my
system would of course not point to the same file on another system, if this inode number
even exists at all.
To overcome these limitations, we can consider using a symbolic link instead. A symbolic
link (also known as soft links or symlinks) is an entry that points to another directory or
file. This is different to a hard link, because a hard link is a duplicate entry that references
an inode, while a symbolic link references a specific path. Symbolic links can not only be
moved around between filesystems (as these do not share the same inode number as the
original file), we can also create a symbolic link to a directory as well. To illustrate how a
symbolic link works, let's create one. In my case, I'll delete GJMF and recreate it as a
symbolic link. We'll again use the MO command:
rm file3
ln -s file1 file3

With the T option of MO, I'm creating a symbolic link. First, I deleted the original hard link
with the SN command (which doesn't disturb the original) and then created a symbolic link,
also named GJMF. If we use MTJ again, we'll see that GJMF does not have the same
inode number as GJMF:

1WVRWVQHNUKCHVGTETGCVKPICU[ODQNKENKPM

That's not the only thing that's different in the output, though. Notice that the inode
numbers of each file are all different. At this point, the main difference from a hard link
should become apparent. A symbolic link is not a clone of the original file; it's simply a
pointer to the original file's path. Any commands you execute against GJMF are actually
being run against the target that the link is pointing to.
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In practice, symbolic links are incredibly useful when it comes to server administration.
However, it's important not to go crazy and create a great number of symbolic links all over
the filesystem. This certainly won't be a problem for you if you are the only administrator
on the server, but if you resign and someone takes your place, it will be a headache for
them to figure out all of your symbolic links and map where they lead to. You can certainly
create documentation for your symbolic links, but then you'd have to keep track of them
and constantly update documentation. My recommendation is to only create symbolic links
when there are no other options, or if doing so benefits your organization and streamlines
your file layout.
Getting back to the subject of symbolic links versus hard links, you're probably wondering
which one you should use and when to use it. The main benefit of a hard link is that you
can move either file (the link or the original) to anywhere on the same filesystem and the
link will not break. This is not true of symbolic links; however, if you move the original file,
the symbolic link will be pointing to a file that no longer exists at that location. Hard links
are basically duplicate entries pointing to the same object, and thus have the same inode
number, so both will have the same file size and content. A symbolic link is merely a
pointer-nothing more, nothing less.
However, even though I just spoke about the several benefits of hard links, I actually
recommend symbolic links for most use cases. They can cross filesystems, can be linked to
directories, and are easier to determine from the output where they lead. If you move hard
links around, you may forget where they were originally located or which file actually
points to which. Sure, with a few commands you can find them and map them easily. But
overall, symbolic links are more convenient in the long run. As long as you're mindful of
recreating your symbolic link whenever you move the original file (and you use them only
when you need to), you shouldn't have an issue.

Viewing disk usage
Keeping tabs on your storage is always important, as no one enjoys getting a call in the
middle of the night that a server is having an issue, much less something that could've been
avoided, such as a filesystem growing too close to being full. Managing storage on Linux
systems is easy once you master the related tools, the most useful of which I'll go over in
this section. In particular, we'll answer the question "what's eating all my free space?" and I'll
provide you with some examples of how to find out.
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First, the EG command. This command is likely always going to be your starting point in
situations where you don't already know which volume is becoming full. When executed, it
gives you a high-level overview, so it's not necessarily useful when you want to figure out
who or what in particular is hogging all your space. However, when you just want to list all
your mounted volumes and see how much space is left on each, EG fits the bill. By default,
it shows you the information in bytes. However, I find it easier to use the I option with EG
so that you'll see information that's a bit easier to read. Go ahead and give it a try:
df -h

1WVRWVHTQOVJGFHJEQOOCPF

The output will look different depending on the types of disks and mount points on your
system. In the example I showed earlier, I took the information from one of my personal
servers. In my case, you'll see that the root filesystem is located on
EFWNBQQFSWH@VOJDPSOMW@SPPU. We know this because Mounted on is set to 
(more on that later). In my case, this is an LVM volume, and we will talk about such
volumes later in this chapter. The name of the volume group, WH@VOJDPSOMW@SPPU is
arbitrary, names of LVM volumes are provided by you and I just named mine after the
hostname of the server (VOJDPSO). On your side, you'll probably just see this as
EFWTEB, or similar. On non-LVM systems, this name differs quite a bit depending on
what type of disk you have. Furthermore, we can also glean from this output that only 1%
of this volume is used up, and the volumes mounted at IPNF and TUPSF are 68% and
60% utilized respectively. In general, you can see from the example, the EG command gives
you some very useful information for evaluating your current storage usage. It shows you
the filesystem, its size, how much space is used, how much is available, how much
percentage is being used (used percentage), and the filesystem the device is mounted on.
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While investigating disk utilization, it's also important to check inode utilization. Checking
inode utilization will be especially helpful in situations where an application is reporting
that your disk is full but the EGI command shows plenty of free space is available. Think
of the concept of an inode as a type of database object, containing metadata for the actual
items you're storing. Information stored in inodes are details such as the owner of the file,
permissions, last modified date, and type (whether it is a directory or a file).
The problem with inodes is that you can only have a limited number of them on any
storage media. This number is usually extremely high and hard to reach. In the case of
servers, though, where you're possibly dealing with hundreds of thousands of files, the
inode limit can become a real problem. I'll show you some output from one of my servers to
help illustrate this:
df -i

1WVRWVHTQOVJGFHKEQOOCPF
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As you can see, the J option of EG gives us information regarding inodes instead of the
actual space used. In this example, my root filesystem has a total of  inodes
available, of which  are used and  are free. If you have a system that's
reporting a full disk (though you see plenty of space is free when running EGI), it may
actually be an issue with your volume running out of inodes. In this case, the problem
would not be the size of the files on your disk, but rather the sheer number of files you're
storing. In my experience, I've seen this happen because of mail servers becoming bound
(millions of stuck emails, with each email being a file), as well as unmaintained log
directories. It may seem as though having to contend with an inode limit is unbecoming of
a legendary platform such as Linux, however, as I mentioned earlier, this limit is very hard
to reach-unless something is very, very wrong. So in summary, in a situation where you're
getting an error message that no space is available and you have plenty of space, check the
inodes.
The next step in investigating what's gobbling up your disk space is finding out which files
in particular are using it all up. At this stage, there are a multitude of tools you can use to
investigate. The first I'll mention is the EV command, which is able to show you how much
space a directory is using. Using EV against directories and sub-directories will help you
narrow down the problem. Like EG, we can also use the I option with EV to make our
output easier to read. By default, EV will scan the current working directory your shell is
attached to and give you a list of each item within the directory, the total space each item
consists of, as well as a summary at the end.
The EV command is only able to scan directories that its calling user has
permission to scan. If you run this as a non-root user, then you may not be
getting the full picture. Also, the more files and sub-directories that are
within your current working directory, the longer this command will take
to execute. If you have an idea where the resource hog might be, try to DE
into a directory further in the tree to narrow your search down and reduce
the amount of time the command will take.
The output of EVI can often be more verbose than you actually need in order to pinpoint
your culprit and can fill several screens. To simplify it, my favorite variation of this
command is the following:
du -hsc *
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Basically, you would run EVITD within a directory that's as close as possible to where
you think the problem is. The I option, as we know, gives us human readable output
(essentially, giving us output in the form of megabytes, gigabytes, and so on). The T
option gives us a summary and D provides us with a total amount of space used within
our current working directory. The following screenshot shows this output from my laptop:

'ZCORNGQWVRWVHTQOFWJUE

As you can see, the information provided by EVITD is a nice, concise summary. From
the output, we know which directories within our working directory are the largest. To
further narrow down our storage woes, we could DE into any of those large directories and
run the command again. After a few runs, we should be able to narrow down the largest
files within these directories and make a decision on what we want to do with them.
Perhaps we can clean unnecessary files or add another disk. Once we know what is using
up our space, we can decide what we're going to do about it.
At this point in reading this book, you're probably under the impression that I have some
sort of strange fixation on saving the best for last. You'd be right. I'd like to finish off this
section by introducing you to one of my favorite applications, the NCurses Disk Usage
utility (or more simply, the ODEV command). The ODEV command is one of those things that
administrators who constantly find themselves dealing with disk space issues learn to love
and appreciate. In one go, this command gives you not only a summary of what is eating
up all your space, it also gives you an ability to traverse the results without having to run a
command over and over while manually traversing your directory tree. You simply execute
it once and then you can navigate the results and drill down as far as you need.
To use ODEV, you will need to install it as it doesn't come with Ubuntu by default:
sudo apt install ncdu
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Once installed, simply execute ODEV in your shell from any starting directory of your
choosing. When done, simply press q on your keyboard to quit. Like EV, ODEV is only able
to scan directories that the calling user has access to. You may need to run it as SPPU to get
an accurate portrayal of your disk usage.
You may want to consider using the Y option with ODEV. This option will
limit it to the current filesystem, meaning it won't scan network mounts or
additional storage devices; it'll just focus on the device you started the
scan on. This can save you from scanning areas that aren't related to your
issue.
When executed, ODEV will scan every directory from its starting point onward. When
finished, it will give you a menu-driven layout allowing you to browse through your
results:

PEFWKPCEVKQP

To operate ODEV, you move your selection (indicated with a long white highlight) with the
up and down arrows on your keyboard. If you press Enter on a directory, ODEV switches to
showing you the summary of that directory, and you can continue to drill down as far as
you need. In fact, you can actually delete items and entire folders by pressing d. Therefore,
ODEV not only allows you to find what is using up your space, it also allows you to take
action as well!
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Adding additional storage volumes
At some point or another, you'll reach a situation where you'll need to add additional
storage to your server. On physical servers, we can add additional hard disks, and on
virtual or cloud servers, we can add additional virtual disks. Either way, in order to take
advantage of the extra storage we'll need to determine the name of the device, format it,
and mount it. In the case of LVM (which we'll discuss later in this chapter), we'll have the
opportunity to expand an existing volume, often without a server reboot being necessary.
When a new disk is attached to our server, it will be detected by the system and given a
name. In most cases, the naming convention of EFWTEB, EFWTEC, and so on will be
used. In other cases (such as virtual disks), this will be different, such as EFWWEB,
EFWYEB, and possibly others. The naming scheme usually ends with a letter,
incrementing to the next letter with each additional disk. The GEJTL command is normally
used for creating and deleting partitions, but it will allow us to determine which device
name our new disk received. Basically, the GEJTLM command will give you the info, but
you'll need to run it as SPPU or with TVEP:
sudo fdisk -l

1WVRWVQHVJGHFKUMNEQOOCPFUJQYKPICXQNWOGQHFGXXFC

I always recommend running this command before and after attaching a new device. That way,
it will be obvious which device name is the one that's new. Once you have the name of the
device, we will be able to interact with it and set it up. There's an overall process to follow
when adding a new device, though. When adding additional storage to your system, you
should ask yourself the following questions:
How much storage do you need? If you're adding a virtual disk, you can usually
make it any size you want, as long as you have enough space remaining in the
pool of your hypervisor.
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After you've attached it, what device name did it receive? As I mentioned, run
the GEJTLM command as SPPU to find out. Another trick is to use the following
command, with which the output will update automatically as you add the disk.
Just start the command, attach the disk, and watch the output. When done, press
Ctrl + C on your keyboard:
dmesg --follow

How do you want it formatted? At the time of writing, the ext4 filesystem is the
most common. However, for different workloads, you may consider other
options (such as XFS). When in doubt, use ext4, but definitely read up on the
other options to see if they may benefit your use case. ZFS is another option that
was introduced in version 16.04 of Ubuntu and is also present in 18.04, which
you may also consider for additional volumes. We'll discuss formatting later in
this chapter.
It may be common knowledge to you by now, but the word filesystem is a
term that can have multiple meanings on a Linux system depending on its
context, and may confuse newcomers. We use it primarily to refer to the
entire file and directory structure (the Linux filesystem), but it's also used
to refer to how a disk is formatted for use with the distribution (for
example, the ext4 filesystem).
Where do you want it mounted? The new disk needs to be accessible to the
system and possibly users, so you would want to mount (attach) it to a directory
on your filesystem where your users or your application will be able to use it. In
the case of LVM, which we also discuss in this chapter, you're probably going to
want to attach it to an existing storage group. You can come up with your own
directory for use with the new volume. But later on in this chapter, I'll discuss a
few common locations.
With regards to how much space you should add, you would want to research the needs of
your application or organization and find a reasonable amount. In the case of physical
disks, you don't really get a choice beyond deciding which disk to purchase. In the case of
LVM, you're able to be more frugal, as you can add a small disk to meet your needs (you
can always add more later). The main benefit of LVM is being able to grow a filesystem
without a server reboot. For example, you can start with a 30 GB volume and then expand it
in increments of 10 GB by adding additional 10 GB virtual disks. This method is certainly
better than adding a 200 GB volume all at once when you're not completely sure all that
space will ever be used. LVM can also be used on physical servers as well, but would most
likely require a reboot anyway since you'd have to open the case and physically attach a
hard drive.
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The device name, as we discussed, is found with the GEJTLM command. You can also
find the device name of your new disk with the MTCML command. One benefit of MTCML is
that you don't need SPPU privileges and the information it returns is simplified. Either
works fine:
lsblk

1WVRWVQHVJGNUDNMEQOOCPFUJQYKPICXKTVWCNFKUMQPC&KIKVCN1EGCPFTQRNGV

On a typical server, the first disk (basically, the one that you installed Ubuntu Server on)
will be given a device name of EFWTEB while additional disks will be given the next
available name, such as EFWTEC, EFWTED, and so on (depending on the type of hard
disk you have). You'll also need to know the partition number as well. Device names for
disks will also have numbers at the end, representing individual partitions. For example,
the first partition of EFWTEB will be given EFWTEB, while the second partition of
EFWTED will be given EFWTED. These numbers increment and are often easy to
predict. As I mentioned before, your device naming convention may vary from server to
server, especially if you're using a RAID controller or virtualization host such as VMware
or XenServer. If you haven't created a partition on your new disk yet, you will not see any
partition numbers.
Next, you need to consider which filesystem to use. ext4 is the most common filesystem
type but many others exist, and new ones are constantly being created. At the time of
writing, there are up and coming filesystems such as B-tree file system (Btrfs) being
developed, while ZFS is not actually new but is new to Ubuntu (it's very common in the
BSD community and has been around for a long time). Neither Btrfs nor ZFS are considered
ready for stable use in Linux due to the fact that Btrfs is relatively new and ZFS is newly
implemented in Ubuntu. At this point, it's believed that ext4 won't be the default filesystem
forever, as several are vying for the crown of becoming its successor. As I write this,
though, I don't believe that ext4 will be going away anytime soon and it's a great default if
you have no other preference.
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An in-depth look at all the filesystem types is beyond the scope of this book due to the
sheer number of them. One of the most common alternatives to ext4 is XFS, which is a great
filesystem if you plan on dealing with very large individual files or massive multi-terabyte
volumes. XFS volumes are also really good for database servers due to their additional
performance. In general, stick with ext4 unless you have a very specific use case that gives
you a reason to explore alternatives.
Finally, the process of adding a new volume entails determining where you want to mount
it and adding the device to the FUDGTUBC file, which will help with automatically
mounting it each time the server is booted (which is convenient but optional). We'll discuss
the FUDGTUBC file and mounting volumes in a later section. Basically, Linux volumes are
typically mounted inside an existing directory on the filesystem, and from that point on,
you'll see free space for that volume listed when you execute the EGI command we
worked through earlier.
It's very typical to use the NOU directory as a top-level place to mount additional drives. If
you don't have an application that requires a disk to be mounted in a specific place, a subdirectory of NOU is a reasonable choice. I've also seen administrators make their own toplevel directory, such as TUPSF, to house their drives. When a new volume is added, a new
directory would be created underneath the top-level directory. For example, you could
have a backup disk attached to NOUCBDLVQ or a file archive mounted at
TUPSFBSDIJWF. The directory scheme you choose to use is entirely up to you.
I just mentioned mounting a backup disk at NOUCBDLVQ, but I want to be clear that
doesn't necessarily imply an internal disk. In Linux, you can mount storage volumes and
disks, but you can also mount external resources as well, such as external hard disks or
network shares. Therefore, NOUCBDLVQ may be a network location on a remote server, or
an internal or external disk. When it comes to different storage types, the only real
difference is how they're mounted and formatted. But once the volume is set up, it's treated
the same as any other from that point forward. Mounting volumes will be discussed later
on in this chapter.

Partitioning and formatting volumes
Once you've installed a physical or virtual disk, you're well on your way to benefiting from
additional storage. But in order to utilize a disk, it must be partitioned and formatted. We
used the GEJTL command earlier to see a list of current partitions on our disk, but this
command does much more than just show us what partitions are available, it allows us to
manage them as well. In this section, I'll walk you through partitioning as well as
formatting new volumes.
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In order to begin the process of partitioning a disk, we would first determine the naming
designation the disk received using either the MTCML or TVEPGEJTLM commands as
we've done earlier. In my case, I added a new disk to my sample server, and using GEJTL
M, it's pretty easy to see which disk is the new one:
sudo fdisk -l

$GIKPPKPIVJGRTQEGUUQHCFFKPICPGYUVQTCIGXQNWOGVQCXKTVWCNUGTXGT

In this case, we can see the EFWTEC has no partitions (and this volume wasn't present
before I added it), so we know what disk we need to work on. Next, we'll use the GEJTL
command with TVEP, using the device's name as an option. In my case, I would execute the
following to work with disk EFWTEC:
sudo fdisk /dev/sdb

Note that I didn't include a partition number here, as GEJTL works with the disk directly
(and we also have yet to create any partitions). In this section, I'm assuming you have a disk
that has yet to be partitioned, or one you won't mind wiping. When executed correctly,
GEJTL will show you an introductory message and give you a prompt:
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/CKPRTQORVQHHFKUM

At this point, you can press m on your keyboard for a menu of possible commands you can
execute. In this example, I'll walk you through the commands required to set up a new disk
for the first time.
I'm sure it goes without saying, but I have to make sure you're aware of
the destructive possibilities of GEJTL. If you run GEJTL against the wrong
drive, irrecoverable data loss may result. It's common for an administrator
to memorize utilities such as GEJTL to the point where using it becomes
muscle-memory. But always make sure that you take the time to make
sure that you're running such commands against the appropriate disk.
Before we continue with creating a new partition, some discussion is required with regards
to MBR and GPT partition tables. When creating partitions, you'll have the option to use an
MBR partition table or a GPT partition table. GPT is the newer standard, while MBR has
been around for quite some time and is probably what you've been using if you've ever
created partitions in the past. By default, GEJTL will create a partition table in the MBR
format. But with MBR partition tables, you have some limitations to consider. First, MBR
only allows you to create up to four primary partitions. In addition, it also limits you to
using somewhere around 2 TB of a disk. If the capacity of your disk is 2 TB or less, this
won't be an issue. However, disks larger than 2 TB are becoming more and more common.
GPT doesn't have a 2 TB restriction, so if you have a very large disk, the decision between
MBR and GPT has pretty much been made for you. In addition, GPT doesn't have a
restriction of up to four primary partitions, as GEJTL with a GPT partition table will allow
you to create up to 128. It's certainly no wonder why GPT is fast becoming the new
standard! It's only a matter of time before GPT becomes the default, so unless you have
good reason not to, I recommend using it if you have a choice.
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When you first enter the GEJTL prompt, you can press m to access the menu, where you'll
see that you have a few options toward the bottom for the partition style you'd like to use.
If you make no selection and continue with the process of creating a partition, it will default
to MBR. Instead, you can press g at the prompt to specifically create a GPT partition table,
or to switch back to MBR. Note that this will obviously wipe out the current partition table
on the drive, so hopefully you weren't storing anything important on the disk.
Continuing on, after you've made your choice and created either an MBR or GPT partition
table, we're ready to proceed. Next, at the GEJTL prompt, type n to tell GEJTL that you
would like to create a new partition. Then, you'll be asked if you would like to create a
primary or extended partition (if you've opted for MBR). With MBR, you would want to
choose primary for the first partition and then you can use extended for creating additional
partitions. If you've opted for GPT, this prompt won't appear, as it will create your partition
as primary no matter what.
The next prompt that will come up will ask you for the partition number, defaulting to the
next available number. Press Enter to accept the default. Afterwards, you'll be asked for the
first sector for the partition to use (accept the default of 2,048) and then the last sector to
use. If you press Enter to accept the default last sector, your partition will consist of all the
free space that was remaining. If you'd like to create multiple partitions, don't accept the
default at this prompt. Instead, you can clarify the size of your new partition by giving it
the number of megabytes or gigabytes to use. For example, you can enter ( here to create
a partition of 20 GB.
At this point, you'll be returned to the GEJTL prompt. To save your changes and exit
GEJTL, press w and then Enter. Now if you run the GEJTLM command as SPPU, you
should see the new partition you created. Here is some example output from the GEJTL
command from one of my servers, to give you an idea of what the entire process looks like:
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'ZCORNGTWPQHVJGHFKUMEQOOCPF

After you create your partition layout for your new disk and you're satisfied with it, you're
ready to format it. If you've made a mistake or you want to redo your partition layout, you
can do so by entering the GEJTL prompt again and then pressing g to create a new GPT
layout or o to create a new MBR layout. Then, continue through the steps again to partition
your disk. Feel free to practice this a few times until you get the hang of the process.
Formatting is done with the NLGT command. To format a device, you execute NLGT with a
period (), followed by the type of filesystem you would like to format the target as. The
following example will format EFWTEC as ext4:
sudo mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb1
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Your output will look similar to mine in the following screenshot:

(QTOCVVKPICXQNWOGWUKPIVJGGZVcNGU[UVGO

If you've opted for a filesystem type other than ext4, you can use that in place of ext4 when
using NLGT. The following example creates an XFS filesystem instead:
sudo mfs.xfs /dev/sdb1

So, now that we've created one or more partitions and formatted them, we're ready to
mount the newly created partition(s) on our server. In the next section, I'll walk you
through mounting and unmounting storage volumes.

Mounting and unmounting volumes
Now that you've added a new storage volume to your server and have formatted it, you
can mount the new device so that you can start using it. To do this, we use the NPVOU
command. This command allows you to attach a storage device (or even a network share)
to a local directory on your server. Before mounting, the directory must be empty. The
NPVOU command, which we'll get to practice with an example very shortly, basically just
requires you to designate a place (directory) for it to be mounted. But where should you
mount the volume?
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Normally, there are two directories created by default in your Ubuntu Server installation
that exist for the purposes of mounting volumes: NOU and NFEJB. While there is no hard
rule as far as where media needs to be mounted, these two directories exist as part of the
FHS that was mentioned earlier. The purpose of the NOU and NFEJB directories are
defined within this specification. The FHS defines NOU as a mount point for a temporarily
mounted filesystem, and NFEJB as a mount point for removable media.
In plain English, this means that the intended purpose of NOU is for storage volumes you
generally keep mounted most of the time, such as additional hard drives, virtual hard
disks, and network attached storage. The FHS document uses the term temporary when
describing NOU, but I'm not sure why that's the case since this is generally where things
that your users and applications will use are mounted. Perhaps temporary just refers to the
fact that the system doesn't require this mount in order to boot, but who knows. In regard
to NFEJB, the FHS is basically indicating that removable media (flash drives, CD-ROM
media, external hard drives, and so on) are intended to be mounted here.
However, it's important to point out that where the FHS indicates you should mount your
extra volumes is only a suggestion. No one is going to force you to follow it, and the fate of
the world isn't dependent on your choice. With the NPVOU command, you can literally
mount your extra storage anywhere that isn't already mounted or full of files. You could
even create the directory LJUUFOT and mount your disks there and you won't suffer any
consequences other than a few chuckles from your colleagues.
Often, organizations will come up with their own scheme for where to mount extra disks.
Although I personally follow the FHS designation, I've seen companies use a custom
common mount directory such as TUPSF. Whatever scheme you use is up to you; the only
suggestion I can make is to be as consistent as you can from one server to another, if only
for the sake of sanity.
The NPVOU command generally needs to be run as SPPU. While there is a way around that
(you can allow normal users to mount volumes, but we won't get into that just yet), it's
usually the case that only SPPU can or should be mounting volumes. As I mentioned, you'll
need a place to mount these volumes, so when you've come up with such a place, you can
mount a volume with a command similar to the following:
sudo mount /dev/sdb1 /mnt/vol1
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In that example, I'm mounting device EFWTEC to directory NOUWPM. I needed to have
created the NOUWPM directory before this command could work, so I would've already
created that directory with the following command:
sudo mkdir /mnt/vol1

Of course, you'll need to adjust the command to reference the device you want to mount
and where you want to mount it. As a reminder, if you don't remember which devices exist
on your server, you can list them with:
sudo fdisk -l

Normally, the NPVOU command wants you to issue the U option with a given type. In my
case, the NPVOU command would've been the following had I used the U option,
considering my disk is formatted with ext4:
sudo mount /dev/sdb1 -t ext4 /mnt/vol1

A useful trick when mounting devices is to execute the following
command before and after mounting:
df -h
While that command is generally used to check how much free space you
have on various mounts, it does show you a list of mounted devices, so
you can simply compare the results after mounting the device to confirm
that it is present.
In that example, I used the U option along with the type of filesystem I formatted the
device with. In the first example, I didn't. This is because, in most cases, the NPVOU
command is able to determine which type of filesystem the device uses and adjust itself
accordingly. Thus, most of the time, you won't need the U option. In the past, you almost
always needed it, but it's easier nowadays. The reason I bring this up is because if you ever
see an error when trying to mount a filesystem that indicates an invalid filesystem type,
you may have to specify this. Feel free to check the man pages for the NPVOU command for
more information regarding the different types of options you can use.
When you are finished using a volume, you can unmount it with the VNPVOU command (the
missing n in the word unmount is intentional):
sudo umount /mnt/vol1
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The VNPVOU command, which also needs to be run as SPPU or with TVEP, allows you to
disconnect a storage device from your filesystem. In order for this command to be
successful, the volume should not be in use. If it is, you may receive a device or resource
busy error message. If you execute EGI after unmounting, you should see that the
filesystem is missing from the output, and thus isn't mounted anymore.
The downside to manually mounting devices is that they will not automatically remount
themselves the next time your server boots. In order to make the mount automatically come
up when the system is started, you'll need to edit the FUDGTUBC file, which I'll walk you
through in the next section.

Understanding the /etc/fstab file
The FUDGTUBC file is a very critical file on your Linux system. As I mentioned in the last
section, you can edit this file to call out additional volumes you would like to automatically
mount at boot time. However, the main purpose of this file is to also mount your main
filesystem as well, so if you make a mistake while editing it, your server will not boot.
Definitely be careful.
When your system boots, it looks at this file to determine where the root filesystem is. In
addition, the location of your TXBQ area is also read from this file and mounted at boot time
as well. Your system will also read any other mount points listed in this file, one per line,
and mounts them. Basically, just about any kind of storage you can think of can be added to
this file and automatically mounted. Even network shares from Windows servers can be
added here. It won't judge you (unless you make a typo).
For an example, here is the content of FUDGTUBC on one of my machines:

8KGYKPIVJGEQPVGPVUQHVJGGVEHUVCDcNG
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When you install Ubuntu Server, the FUDGTUBC file is created for you and populated
with a line for each of the partitions you created during installation. On the server I used to
grab the example GTUBC content, I have a single partition for the root filesystem, and I'm
also mounting a TXBQ file (we'll discuss TXBQ later).
Each volume is designated with a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) instead of the
normal EFWTEB9 naming convention you are more than likely used to. In my output, you
can see that some comments (lines beginning with ) were created by the installer to let me
know which volume refers to which device. For example, UUID EE
DGFGFEEFDD refers to my root filesystem, and you can also see that I
have a swap file located at TXBQGJMF.
The concept of a UUID has been around for a while, but there's nothing stopping you from
replacing the UUID with the actual device names (EFWTEB and EFWTEB in my case).
If you were to do that, the server would still boot and you probably wouldn't notice a
difference (assuming you didn't make a typo).
Nowadays, UUIDs are preferred over common device names due to the fact that the names
of devices can change depending on where you place them physically (which SATA port,
USB port, and so on) or how you order them (in the case of virtual disks). Add to this the
fact that removable media can be inserted or removed at any time and you have a situation
where you don't really know what name each device is going to receive. For example, your
external hard drive may be named EFWTEC on your system now, but it may not be the
next time you mount it if something else you connect claims the name of EFWTEC. This
is where the concept of UUIDs comes in handy. A UUID of a device will not change if you
reorder your disks (but it will change if you reformat the volume). You can easily list the
UUIDs of your volumes with the CMLJE command:
blkid

The output will show you the UUID of each device attached to your system, and you can
use this command any time you add new volumes to your server to list your UUIDs. This is
also the first step in adding a new volume to your FUDGTUBC file. While I did say that
using UUIDs is not required, it's definitely recommended and can save you from trouble
later on.
Each line of an GTUBC entry is broken down into several columns, each separated by spaces
or tabs. There isn't a set number of spaces necessary to separate each column; in most cases,
spaces are only used to line up each column to make them easier to read. However, at least
one space is required.
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In the first column of the example GTUBC file, we have the device identifier, which can be
the UUID or label of each device that differentiates it from the others. In the second column,
we have the location we want the device to be mounted to. In the case of the root
filesystem, this is , which (as you know) is the beginning of the Linux filesystem. The
second entry (for TXBQ) has a mount point of none, which means that a mount point is not
necessary for this device. In the third column, we have the filesystem type, the first being
FYU, and the second being TXBQ.
In the fourth column, we have a list of options for each mount separated by a comma. In
this case, we only have one option for each of the example lines. With the root filesystem,
we have an option of FSSPSTSFNPVOUSP, which tells the system to remount the
filesystem as read-only if an error occurs. Such an issue is rare, but will keep your system
running in read-only mode if something goes wrong. The TXBQ partition has a single option
of TX. There are many other options that can be used here, so feel free to consult the man
pages for a list. We will go over some of these options in this section.
The fifth and sixth columns refer to EVNQ and QBTT respectively, which are  and  in the
first line. The EVNQ partition is almost always  and can be used with a backup utility to
determine whether the filesystem should be backed up ( for no,  for yes). In most cases,
just leave this at  since this is rarely ever used by anything nowadays. The QBTT field
refers to the order in which GTDL will check the filesystems. The GTDL utility scans hard
disks for filesystem errors in the case of a system failure or a scheduled scan. The possible
options for QBTT are , , or . With , the partition is never checked with GTDL. If set to ,
the partition is checked first. Partitions with a QBTT of  are considered second priority and
checked last. As a general rule of thumb, use  for your main filesystem and  for all others.
It's not uncommon for cloud server providers to use  for both fields. This may be because
if a disk does undergo a routine check, it would take considerably longer to boot up. In a
cloud environment, you can't always wait very long to get a server up and running.
Now that we understand all the columns of a typical GTUBC entry, we can work through
adding another volume to the GTUBC file. First, we need to know the 66*% of the volume
we would like to add (assuming it's a hard disk or virtual disk). Again, we do that with the
CMLJE command:
blkid
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The output of that command will give us the UUID. Copy that down in a text editor. Next,
we need to know where we want to mount the volume. Go ahead and create the directory
now, or use an existing directory if you wish. For example, you could create the directory
NOUFYUSB@TUPSBHF for this purpose:
sudo mkdir /mnt/extra_storage

At this point, we should have all we need in order to add a new entry to GTUBC. To do so,
we'll need to open the file in a text editor and then create a new line after all the others. If
you don't have a preferred editor, you can use the OBOP editor:
sudo nano /etc/fstab

For example, adding an entry for EFWTEC would look similar to the following:

#FFKPICPGYGPVT[VQVJGGVEHUVCDcNG

In my example, I created a comment line with a little note about what the extra volume will
be used for. It's always a good idea to leave comments, so other administrators will have a
clue regarding the purpose of the extra storage. Then, I created a new line with the UUID of
the volume, the mount-point for the volume, the filesystem type, EFGBVMUT option, and a
EVNQ/QBTT of  and .
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The EFGBVMUT option I've not mentioned before. By using EFGBVMUT as your mount option
in GTUBC, your mount will be given several useful options in one shot, without having to
list them individually. Among the options included with
EFGBVMUT are the following, which are worth an explanation:
SX: Device will be mounted read/write
FYFD: Allow files within this volume to be executed as programs
BVUP: Automatically mount the device at boot time
OPVTFS: Only SPPU is able to mount the filesystem
BTZOD: Output to the device should be asynchronous

Depending on your needs, the options included with defaults may or may not be ideal.
Instead, you can call the options out individually, separated by commas, choosing only the
ones you need. For example, with regards to SX, you may not want users to be allowed to
change content. In fact, I strongly recommend that you use SP (read-only) instead, unless
your users have a very strong use case for needing to make changes to files. I've actually
learned this the hard way, where I've experienced an entire volume getting completely
wiped out (and no one admitted to clearing the contents). This volume included some very
important company data. From that point on, I mandated SP being used for everything,
with a separate SX mount created, with only a select few (very responsible) people having
access to it.
The FYFD option may also not be ideal. For example, if your volume is intended for storing
files and backups, you may not want scripts to be run from that location. By using the
inverse of FYFD (OPFYFD), you can prevent scripts from running to create a situation where
users are able to store files on the volume but not execute programs that are stored there.
Another option worth explanation is BVUP. The BVUP option basically tells your system to
automatically mount that volume whenever the system boots or when you enter the
following command:
sudo mount -a

When executed, TVEPNPVOUB will mount any entry in your FUDGTUBC file that has
the BVUP option set. If you've used EFGBVMUT as an option for the mount, those will be
mounted as well since defaults implies BVUP. This way, you can mount all filesystems that
are supposed to be mounted without rebooting your server (this command is safe to run
whenever, as it will not disrupt anything that is already mounted).
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The opposite of the BVUP option is OPBVUP, which can be used instead. As you can probably
guess by the name, an entry in GTUBC with the OPBVUP option will not be automatically
mounted and will not be mounted when you run NPVOUB. Instead, entries with this
option will need to be mounted manually.
You may be wondering, then, what the point is of including an entry in GTUBC just to use
OPBVUP. To explain this better, here is an example GTUBC entry with OPBVUP being used:
UUID=e51bcc9e-45dd-45c7 /mnt/ext_disk

ext4

rw,noauto 0 0

Here, let's say that I have an external disk that I only mount when I'm performing a backup.
I wouldn't want this device mounted automatically at boot time (I may not always have it
connected to the server), so I use the OPBVUP option. But since I do have an entry for it in
FUDGTUBC, I can easily mount it any time with the following command:
sudo mount /mnt/ext_disk

Notice that I didn't have to include the device name or options; only where I want the
device mounted. The NPVOU command knows what device I'm referring to, since I have an
entry in the FUDGTUBC file for a device to be mounted at NOUFYU@EJTL. This saves me
from having to type the device name and options each time I want to mount the device. So,
in addition to mounting devices at boot time, the FUDGTUBC file also becomes a
convenient place to declare devices that may be used on an on-demand basis but aren't
always attached.
One final option I would like to cover before we move on is VTFST. When used with a
mount in FUDGTUBC, this allows regular users (users other than SPPU) to mount and
unmount the filesystem. This way, SPPU or TVEP will not be necessary at all for a mount
used with this option. Use this with care, but it can be useful if you have a device with noncritical data you don't mind your users having full control over when mounting and
unmounting.
While the concept of a text file controlling which devices are mounted on the system may
seem odd at first, I think you'll appreciate being able to view a single file in order to find
out everything that should be mounted and where it should be mounted. As long as
administrators add all on-demand devices to this file, it can be a convenient place to get an
overview of the filesystems that are in use on the server. As a bonus, you can also use the
NPVOU command (with no options) to have the system provide you a list of everything
that's mounted. Go ahead and try that, and I'll meet you in the next section.
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Managing swap
Several times in this chapter, I mentioned the TXBQ partition but have yet to give it a formal
discussion. Swap is one of those things we never want to use, but always want to make sure
is available. There's even some debate between administrators on whether or not swap is
still relevant today. It's definitely relevant, regardless of what anyone says, as it's a safety
net of sorts.
So what is it? Swap is basically a partition or a file that acts as RAM in situations where
your server's memory is saturated. If we manage a server properly, we hope to never need
it, as TXBQ partition is stored on your hard disk which is orders of magnitude slower than
RAM. But if something goes wrong on your server and your memory usage skyrockets,
swap may save you from having your server go down. It's a good idea to have it, and
considering that hard drive space is cheaper nowadays, there's really no reason not to.
The way TXBQ is implemented in Ubuntu has changed a bit since the time the first edition
of this book was published. With Ubuntu 16.04 and earlier, a TXBQ partition was
automatically created for you if you chose the default partitioning scheme during
installation, and if you didn't create a swap partition when partitioning your server, the
installer would yell at you for it. However, a swap partition is no longer created by default
in modern versions of Ubuntu, and the installer will create a TXBQ file (rather than a
partition) for you automatically. You may still see TXBQ partitions on older installations, but
going forward, this is the best way to handle it. If you need larger TXBQ, you can delete the
TXBQ file and recreate it. That's definitely an easier thing to do than having to resize your
partition tables to enlarge TXBQ, which is potentially dangerous if you make a mistake
during the process. Therefore, I'm not going to talk about creating a TXBQ partition in this
edition of the book, as there's no reason to do so anymore.
Although I did say that you should definitely include a TXBQ partition on your server, there
is an exception to this rule, though. When it comes to the Raspberry Pi, you should never
have TXBQ space if you can help it. Traditionally, the Raspberry Pi images do not include a
TXBQ partition or file. You could create one, but I recommend that you don't. The reason for
this is because the Pi uses SD cards for storage, which are orders of magnitude slower than
traditional hard disks. While the Raspberry Pi might seem fast enough with regards to I/O
when performing average tasks, TXBQ would be so slow on these devices that it would just
be more trouble than it's worth and end up working against you (your Pi would start
running so slow it would essentially be unresponsive). Since almost no one runs missioncritical workloads on the Raspberry Pi, the absence of a TXBQ file shouldn't affect you on
that platform.
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As you probably noticed from our earlier discussion, the TXBQ file is declared in
our FUDGTUBC file. In most cases, you would've had a TXBQ file created for you during
installation. You could, of course, add a TXBQ partition later if for some reason you don't
have one. In the case of some cloud instance providers, you may not get a TXBQ file by
default. In that situation, you would create a TXBQ file (which we will discuss later) and
then use the TXBQPO command to activate it:
sudo swapon -a

Also, you'd create an entry in the GTUBC file for this TXBQ file to ensure it gets activated
every time the server is started.
When run, the TXBQPOB command will find your TXBQ partition in FUDGTUBC, mount
it, and activate it for use. The inverse of this command is TXBQPGGB, which deactivates
and unmounts your TXBQ partition. It's rare that you'd need to disable TXBQ, unless of
course you were planning on deleting your TXBQ file in order to create a larger one. If you
find out that your server has an inadequate TXBQ partition size, that may be a course of
action you would take.
When you check your free memory (hint: execute GSFFN), you'll see TXBQ listed whether
you have it or not, but when TXBQ is deactivated, you will see all zeros for the size totals.
So, how do you actually create a TXBQ file? To do so, you'll first create the actual file to be
used as TXBQ. This can be stored anywhere, but TXBQGJMF is typically ideal. You can use
the GBMMPDBUF command to create the actual file:
sudo fallocate -l 4G /swapfile

Here, I'm creating a 4 GB TXBQ file, but feel free to make yours whatever size you want in
order to fit your needs. Next, we need to prepare this file to be used as TXBQ:
sudo mkswap /swapfile

Now, we have a handy-dandy TXBQ file stored in our root filesystem. Next, we'll need to
mount it. As always, it's recommended that we add this to our FUDGTUBC file. What
follows is an example entry:
/swapfile

none

swap

sw

0 0
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From this point, we can activate our new TXBQ file with the TXBQPO command that I
mentioned earlier:
sudo swapon -a

Now, you have a handy-dandy TXBQ file to use in a situation where your server runs out of
memory. While I certainly hope you won't need to resort to using TXBQ, I know from
experience that it's only a matter of time. Knowing how to add and activate TXBQ when you
need it is definitely a good practice, but for the most part, you should be fine as long as you
created an adequate TXBQ partition during installation. I always recommend a bare
minimum of 2 GB on servers, but if you can manage to create a larger one for this purpose,
that's even better.

Utilizing LVM volumes
The needs of your organization will change with time. While we as server administrators
always do our best to configure resources with long-term growth in mind, budgets and
changes in policy always seem to get in our way. LVM is something that I'm sure you'll
come to appreciate. In fact, technologies such as LVM are one of those things that make
Linux the champion when it comes to scalability and cloud deployments. With LVM, you
are able to resize your filesystems online, without needing to reboot your server.
Take the following scenario for example. Say you have an application running on a
virtualized production server, a server that's so important that downtime would cost your
organization serious money. When the server was first set up, perhaps you gave
the application's storage directory a 100 GB partition, thinking it would never need more
than that. Now, with your business growing, it's not only using a lot of space-you're about
to run out! What do you do? If the server was initially set up with LVM, you could add an
additional storage volume, add it to your LVM pool, and grow your partition. All without
rebooting your server! On the other hand, if you didn't use LVM, you're forced to find a
maintenance window for your server and add more storage the old-fashioned way, which
would include having it be inaccessible for a time.
With physical servers, you can install additional hard drives and keep
them on standby without utilizing them to still gain the benefit of growing
your filesystem online, even though your server isn't virtual.
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It's for this reason that I must stress that you should always use LVM on storage volumes in
virtual servers whenever possible. Let me repeat myself. You should always use LVM on
storage volumes when you are setting up a virtual server! If you don't, this will eventually
catch up with you when your available space starts to run out and you find yourself
working over the weekend to add new disks. This will involve manually syncing data from
one disk to another and then migrating your users to the new disk. This is not a fun
experience, believe me. You might not think you'll be needing LVM right now, but you
never know.
When setting up a new server via Ubuntu's alternative installer, you're given the option to
use LVM during installation. But it's much more important for your storage volumes to use
LVM, and by those, I mean the volumes where your users and applications will store their
data. LVM is a good choice for your Ubuntu Server's root filesystem, but not required. In
order to get started with LVM, there are a few concepts that we'll need to understand,
specifically volume groups, physical volumes, and logical volumes.
A volume group is a namespace given to all the physical and logical volumes on your
system. Basically, a volume group is the highest name that encompasses your entire
implementation of an LVM setup. Think of it as a kind of container that is able to contain
disks. An example of this might be a volume group named WHBDDPVOUJOH. This volume
group would be used for a location for the accounting department to store their files. It will
encompass the physical volumes and logical volumes that will be in use by these users. It's
important to note that you aren't limited to just a single volume group; you can have
several, each with their own disks and volumes.
A physical volume is a physical or virtual hard disk that is a member of a volume group.
For example, the hypothetical WHBDDPVOUJOH volume group may consist of three 100 GB
hard disks, each called a physical volume. Keep in mind that these disks are still referred to
as physical volumes, even when the disks are virtual. Basically, any block device that is
owned by a volume group is a physical volume.
Finally, logical volumes are similar in concept to partitions. Logical volumes can take up a
portion, or the whole, of a disk, but unlike standard partitions, they may also span multiple
disks. For example, a logical volume can include three 100 GB disks and be configured such
that you would receive a cumulative total of 300 GB. When mounted, users will be able to
store files there just as they would a normal partition on a standard disk. When the volume
gets full, you can add an additional disk and then grow the partition to increase its size.
Your users would see it as a single storage area, even though it may consist of multiple
disks.
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The volume group can be named anything you'd like, but I always give mine names that
begin with WH and end with a name detailing its purpose. As I mentioned, you can have
multiple volume groups. Therefore, you can have WHBDDPVOUJOH, WHTBMFT, and WH
UFDITVQQPSU (and so on) all on the same server. Then, you assign physical volumes to
each. For example, you can add a 500 GB disk to your server and assign it to WHTBMFT.
From that point on, the WHTBMFT volume group owns that disk. You're able to split up
your physical volumes any way that makes sense to you. Then, you can create logical
volumes utilizing these physical volumes, which is what your users will use.
I think it's always best to work through an example when it comes to learning a new
concept, so I'll walk you through such a scenario. In my case, I just created a local Ubuntu
Server VM on my machine via VirtualBox and then I added four additional 20 GB disks
after I installed the distribution. Virtualization is a good way to play around with learning
LVM if you don't have a server available with multiple free physical disks.
To get started with LVM, you'll first need to install the required packages, which may or
may not be present on your server. To find out if the required MWN package is installed on
your server, execute the following command:
dpkg -s lvm2 | grep status

If it's not present (the output of the previous command doesn't come back as JOTUBMMPL
JOTUBMMFE, the following command will install the MWN package and its dependencies:
sudo apt install lvm2

Next, we'll need to take an inventory of the disks we have available to work with. You can
list them with the GEJTLM command as we've done several times now. In my case, I have
EFWTEC, EFWTED, EFWTEE, and EFWTEF to work with. The names of your disks
will be different depending on your hardware or virtualization platform, so make sure to
adjust all of the following commands accordingly. To begin, we'll need to configure each
disk to be used with LVM, by setting up each one as a physical volume. The QWDSFBUF
command allows us to create physical volumes, so we'll need to run the QWDSFBUF
command against all of the drives we wish to use for this purpose. Since I have four, I'll use
the following to set them up:
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

pvcreate
pvcreate
pvcreate
pvcreate

/dev/sdb
/dev/sdc
/dev/sdd
/dev/sde
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And so on, for however many disks you plan on using.
To confirm that you have followed the steps correctly, you can use the QWEJTQMBZ
command as SPPU to display the physical volumes you have available on your server:

1WVRWVQHVJGRXFKURNC[EQOOCPFQPCUCORNGUGTXGT

Although we have some physical volumes to work with, none of them are assigned to a
volume group. In fact, we haven't even created a volume group yet. We can now create our
volume group with the WHDSFBUF command, where we'll give our volume group a name
and assign our first disk to it:
sudo vgcreate vg-test /dev/sdb1

Here, I'm creating a volume group named WHUFTU and I'm assigning it one of the physical
volumes I prepared earlier (EFWTEC). Now that our volume group is created, we can use
the WHEJTQMBZ command to view details about it, including the number of assigned disks
(which should now be ):
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1WVRWVQHVJGXIFKURNC[EQOOCPFQPCUCORNGUGTXGT

At this point, if you created four virtual disks as I have, you have three more disks left that
are not part of the volume group. Don't worry, we'll come back to them later. Let's forget
about them for now as there are other concepts to work on at the moment.
All we need to do at this point is create a logical volume and format it. Our volume group
can contain all, or a portion, of the disk we've assigned to it. With the following command,
I'll create a logical volume of 10 GB, out of the 20 GB disk I added to the volume group:
sudo lvcreate -n myvol1 -L 10g vg-test
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The command may look complicated, but it's not. In this example, I'm giving my logical
volume a name of NZWPM with the O option. Since I only want to give it 10 GB of space, I
use the - option and then H to represent 10 GB. Finally, I give the name of the volume
group that this logical volume will be assigned to. You can run MWEJTQMBZ to see
information regarding this volume:
sudo lvdisplay

1WVRWVQHVJGNXFKURNC[EQOOCPFQPCUCORNGUGTXGT

Next, we need to format our logical volume so that it can be used. However, as always, we
need to know the name of the device so we know what it is we're formatting. With LVM
this is easy. The MWEJTQMBZ command gave us this already, you can see it in the output (it's
the third line down in the previous screenshot under -71BUI). Let's format it:
sudo mkfs.ext4 /dev/vg-test/myvol1

And now this device can be mounted as any other hard disk. I'll mount mine
at NOUMWNNZWPM, but you can use any directory name you wish:
sudo mount /dev/vg-test/myvol1 /mnt/lvm/myvol1
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To check our work, execute EGI to ensure that our volume is mounted and shows the
correct size. We now have an LVM configuration containing just a single disk, so this isn't
very useful. The 10 GB I've given it will not likely last very long, but there is some
remaining space we can use that we haven't utilized yet. With the following command, I
can resize my logical volume to take up the remainder of the physical volume:
sudo lvextend -n /dev/vg-test/myvol1 -l +100%FREE

If done correctly, you should see output similar to the following:
Logical volume vg-test/myvol1 successfully resized.

Now my logical volume is using the entire physical volume I assigned to it. Be careful,
though, because if I had multiple physical volumes assigned, that command would've
claimed all the space on those as well, giving the logical volume a size that is the total of all
the space it has available, across all its disks. You may not always want to do this, but since
I only had one physical volume anyway, I don't mind. If you check your mounted disks
with the EGI command, you should see this volume is mounted:
df -h

Unfortunately, it's not showing the extra space we've given the volume. The output of EG is
still showing the size the volume was before. That's because although we have a larger
logical volume, and it has all the space assigned to it, we didn't actually resize the FYU
filesystem that resides on this logical volume. To do that, we will use the SFTJ[FGT
command:
sudo resize2fs /dev/mapper/vg--test-myvol1

The double-hyphen in the previous command is intentional, so make sure
you're typing the command correctly.

If run correctly, you should see output similar to the following:
The filesystem on /dev/mapper/vg--test-myvol1 is now 5241856 (4k) blocks
long.

Now you should see the added space as usable when you execute EGI. The coolest part
is that we resized an entire filesystem without having to restart the server. In this scenario,
if our users have got to the point where they have utilized the majority of their free space,
we will be able to give them more space without disrupting their work.
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However, you may have additional physical volumes that have yet to be assigned to a
volume group. In my example, I created four and have only used one in the LVM
configuration so far. We can add additional physical volumes to our volume group with the
WHFYUFOE command. In my case, I'll run this against the three remaining drives. If you
have additional physical volumes, feel free to add yours with the same commands I use,
but substitute my device names with yours:
sudo vgextend vg-test /dev/sdc
sudo vgextend vg-test /dev/sdd
sudo vgextend vg-test /dev/sde

You should see a confirmation similar to the following:
Volume group "vg-test" successfully extended

When you run QWEJTQMBZ now, you should see the additional physical volumes attached
that weren't shown there before. Now that we have extra disks in our LVM configuration,
we have some additional options. We could give all the extra space to our logical volume
right away and extend it as we did before. However, I think it's better to withhold some of
the space from our users. That way, if our users do use up all our available space again, we
have an emergency reserve of space we could use in a pinch if we needed to while we
figure out the long-term solution. In addition, LVM snapshots (which we will discuss soon)
require you to have unallocated space in your LVM.
The following example command will add an additional 10 GB to the logical volume:
sudo lvextend -L+10g /dev/vg-test/myvol1

And finally, make the free space available to the filesystem:
sudo resize2fs /dev/vg-test/myvol1

With very large volumes, the resize may take some time to complete. If
you don't see the additional space right away, you may see it gradually
increase every few seconds until all the new space is completely allocated.
As you can see, LVM is very useful for managing storage on your server. It gives you the
ability to scale your server's storage as the needs of your organizations and users evolve.
However, what if I told you that being able to resize your storage on command isn't the
only benefit of LVM? In fact, LVM also allows you to perform snapshots as well.
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LVM snapshots allow you to capture a logical volume at a certain point in time and
preserve it. After you create a snapshot, you can mount it as you would any other logical
volume and even revert your volume group to the snapshot in case something fails. In
practice, this is useful if you want to test some potentially risky changes to files stored
within a volume, but want the insurance that if something goes wrong, you can always
undo your changes and go back to how things were. LVM snapshots allow you to do just
that. LVM snapshots require you to have some unallocated space in your volume group.
However, LVM snapshots are definitely not a viable form of backup. For the most part,
these snapshots are best when used as a temporary holding area when running tests or
testing out experimental software. If you used Ubuntu's alternative installer, you were
offered the option to create an LVM configuration during installation of Ubuntu Server, so
therefore you can use snapshots to test how security updates will affect your server if you
used LVM for your root filesystem. If the new updates start to cause problems, you can
always revert back. When you're done testing, you should merge or remove your snapshot.
So, why did I refer to LVM snapshots as a temporary solution and not a backup? First,
backups aren't secure if they are stored on the same server that's being backed up. It's
always important to save backups off the server at least, preferably off-site. But what's
worse is that if your snapshot starts to use up all available space in your volume group, it
can get corrupted and stop working. Therefore, this is a feature you would use with
caution, just as a means of testing something, and then revert back or delete the snapshot
when you're done experimenting.
When you create a snapshot with LVM, what happens is a new logical volume is created
that is a clone of the original. Initially, no space is consumed by this snapshot. But as you
run your server and manipulate files in your volume group, the original blocks are copied
to the snapshot as you change them, to preserve the original logical volume. If you don't
keep an eye on usage, you may lose data if you aren't careful and the logical volume will fill
up.
To show this in an example, the following command will create a snapshot (called
NZTOBQTIPU) of the NZWPM logical volume:
sudo lvcreate -s -n mysnapshot -L 4g vg-test/myvol1

You should see the following output:
Logical volume "mysnapshot" created.
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With that example, we're using the MWDSFBUF command, with the T option (snapshot) and
the O option (which allows us to name the snapshot), where we declare a name of
NZTOBQTIPU. We're also using the - option to designate a maximum size for the snapshot,
which I set to 4 GB in this case. Finally, I give it the volume group and logical volume
name, separated by a forward slash (). From here, we can use the MWT command to
monitor its size.
Since we're creating a new logical volume when we create a snapshot, we can mount it as
we would a normal logical volume. This is extremely useful if we want to pull a single file
without having to restore the entire thing. If we would like to remove the snapshot, we can
do so with the MWDPOWFSU command:
sudo lvconvert --merge vg-test/mysnapshot

The output will look similar to the following:
Merging of volume mysnapshot started.
myvol1: Merged: 100.0%

It's important to note, however, that unlike being able to resize a logical volume online, we
cannot merge a snapshot while it is in use. If you do, the changes will take effect the next
time it is mounted. Therefore, you can either unmount the logical volume before merging,
or ummount and remount after merging. Afterwards, you'll see that the snapshot is
removed the next time you run the MWT command.
Finally, you may be curious about how to remove a logical volume or volume group. For
these purposes, you would use the MWSFNPWF or WHSFNPWF commands. It goes without
saying that these commands are destructive, but they are useful in situations where you
want to delete a logical volume or volume group. To remove a logical volume, the
following syntax will do the trick:
sudo lvremove vg-test/myvol1

Basically, all you're doing is giving the MWSFNPWF command the name of your volume
group, a forward slash, and then the name of the logical volume within that group that you
would like to remove. To remove the entire volume group, the following command and
syntax should be fairly self-explanatory:
sudo vgremove vg-test
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Hopefully, you're convinced by now how awesome LVM is. It allows you flexibility over
your server's storage that other platforms can only dream of. The flexibility of LVM is one
of the many reasons why Linux excels in the cloud market. These concepts can be difficult
to grasp at first if you haven't worked with LVM before. But thanks to virtualization,
playing around with LVM is easy. I recommend you practice creating, modifying, and
destroying volume groups and logical volumes until you get the hang of it. If the concepts
aren't clear now, they will be with practice.

Understanding RAID
Now that we know the ins and outs of managing storage, we must face a simple and
uncomfortable truth: disks fail. It's not a matter of if, but whenball disks will fail
eventually. When they do, we rely on our backups and disaster recovery procedures to get
up and running. One thing that can help us with this burden is RAID, which is an acronym
for Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks. The basic idea of RAID is that when a disk
does fail, we don't lose any data (unless additional disks fail) and we'll continue on without
any significant downtime assuming we replace the disk within a reasonable time frame.
This isn't used as a backup, but it is a nice safety net in a situation where we lose a disk.
There are two types of RAID, hardware RAID and software RAID. With hardware RAID,
the operating system is completely oblivious to the fact that RAID is even present. In this
case, RAID is managed by a hardware controller card on the server, that completely
abstracts the disk layout from the OS. Basically, the OS only sees one disk regardless of how
many are on the controller card. With software RAID, the operating system manages the
RAID configuration, and it does see all the disks. On a server with RAID already set up, it's
very easy to see whether or not you're running with software or hardware RAID. Simply
use the TVEPGEJTLM command, which shows us the disks installed in the system. If it
shows only one disk, it's hardware RAID. If it shows multiple, it's software.
Hardware RAID is beyond the scope of this book. Reason being, each controller card is
different, and many servers have a different implementation so there is no way to cover
them all. With hardware RAID, you'd want to consult the documentation that came with
your server for information on how to configure it.
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Software RAID is much more common with Linux, and is generally a better choice (though
some administrators would argue the opposite, and they wouldn't necessarily be wrong
depending on their environment). Most of the RAID controller cards out there are known
as fakeRAID, which means that it attempts to operate as close to hardware RAID as
possible, but at the end of the day it's easy to tell the difference (true hardware RAID means
the server only sees one disk). What's worse is that some of these controller cards, even if
they are true hardware RAID, do not ship drivers for Linux distributions, and may not
function on anything other than Windows. The Linux implementation of software RAID is
known as MDRAID, which we manage via the NEBEN command. Since this is a native
Linux tool, it works very well for this purpose. (In case you're wondering, the NEBEN
command is an acronym for Multiple Disk And Disk Administration).
Another benefit of MDRAID is that we can easily use the NEBEN command-line tool to
query the status of the RAID array, to determine its health. We can also write scripts that
will check the array periodically, and alert us if there is failure. Hardware RAID can
certainly alert us as well, but native tools in a Linux installation are generally more reliable
and this is yet another reason why I prefer this approach.
To implement MDRAID it's preferable to do so right at the beginningband set it up while
installing Ubuntu. For this, we need to use the alternative installer, because this feature is
not available with the default Ubuntu installer. In the appendix at the end of the book, the
alternative installer is covered. In addition, the setup process for RAID is covered there as
well. If you feel you would benefit from RAID, consult the appendix to learn more.

Summary
Efficiently managing the storage of your servers will ensure that things continue to run
smoothly, as a full filesystem is a sure-fire reason for everything to grind to a halt.
Thankfully, Linux servers feature a very expansive toolset for managing your storage, some
of which are a source of envy for other platforms. As Linux server administrators, we
benefit from technologies such as LVM, and utilities such as ODEV, as well as many others.
In this chapter, we explored these tools and how to manage our storage. We covered how
to format, mount, and unmount volumes, as well as managing LVM, monitoring disk
usage, and creating links. We also discussed TXBQ, as well as managing our FUDGTUBC
file.
In the next episode of our Ubuntu Server saga, we'll work through connecting to networks.
We'll configure our server's hostname, work through examples of connecting to other
servers via OpenSSH, and take a look at IP addressing.
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Questions
1. Which command identifies the amount of space used in a directory?
2. The ____ is a specification that defines the default Linux filesystem directory
structure.
3. Which command shows the total amount of disk space used for each mount
point?
4. The ____ command allows you to attach an external storage resource (such as an
external drive) to your local filesystem.
5. The ____ command allows you to partition your disk.
6. Which file allows you to automatically mount storage volumes at boot time?
7. A ____ file is utilized when system RAM is being heavily used.
8. The _____ command shows you a list of LVM logical volumes on your system.

Further reading
Filesystem Hierarchy Standard: IUUQXXXQBUIOBNFDPNGIT
Linux RAID reference: IUUQTSBJEXJLJLFSOFMPSHJOEFYQIQ3"*%@TFUVQ
Ubuntu LVM documentation: IUUQTXJLJVCVOUVDPN-WN
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Connecting to Networks
Linux networks are taking the industry by storm. Many big-name companies use Linux in
their data centers, to the point where most people use Linux nowadays, whether they
realize it or not (either directly or indirectly). The scalability of Linux in the data center
lends itself very well to networking. This flexibility allows Linux to not only be useful for
large server deployments, but also allows it to power routers and network services.
So far in this book, we've worked with a single Ubuntu Server instance. Here, we begin a
two-part look at networking in Linux. In this chapter, we'll discuss connecting to other
nodes and networks. We'll resume this exploration in $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network
Services, where we'll work on some foundational concepts that power many of the things
we'll need to set up our Linux network.
In this episode of our Ubuntu adventure, we will cover:
Setting the hostname
Managing network interfaces
Assigning static IP addresses
Understanding NetworkManager
Understanding Linux name resolution
Getting started with OpenSSH
Getting started with SSH key management
Simplifying SSH connections with a config file

Setting the hostname
During installation, you were asked to create a hostname for your server. The default
during installation is VCVOUV, but you can (and should) come up with your own name. If
you left the default, or if you want to practice changing it, we'll work through that in this
section.
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In most organizations, there is a specific naming scheme in place for servers and networked
devices. I've seen quite a few variations, from naming servers after cartoon characters (who
wouldn't want a server named daffy-duck?), to Greek Gods or Goddesses. Some companies
choose to be a bit boring and come up with naming schemes consisting of a series of
characters separated by hyphens, with codes representing which rack the server is in, as
well as its purpose. You can create your own naming convention if you haven't already,
and no matter what you come up with, I won't judge you.
Your hostname identifies your server to the rest of the network. While the default VCVOUV
hostname is fine if you have just one host, it would get confusing really quickly if you kept
the default on every Ubuntu Server within your network. Giving each server a descriptive
name helps you tell them apart from one another. But there's more to a server's name than
its hostname, which we'll get into in $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, when we
discuss DNS. But for now, we'll work through viewing and configuring the hostname, so
you'll be ready to make your hostname official with a DNS assignment, when we come to
it.
So, how do you view your hostname? One way is to simply look at your shell prompt;
you've probably already noticed that your hostname is included there. While you can
customize your shell prompt in many different ways, the default shows your current
hostname. However, depending on what you've named your server, it may or may not
show the entire name. Basically, the default prompt (known as a PS1 prompt, in case you
were wondering) shows the hostname only until it reaches the first period. For example, if
your hostname is EFWNZDPNQBOZPSH, your prompt will only show EFW. To view the
entire hostname, simply enter the IPTUOBNF command:

1WVRWVHTQOVJGJQUVPCOGEQOOCPF

Changing the hostname is fairly simple. To do this, we can use the IPTUOBNFDUM command
as SPPU or with TVEP. If, for example, I'd like to change my hostname from
EFWNZOFUXPSLPSH to EFWNZOFUXPSLPSH, I would execute the following command:
sudo hostnamectl set-hostname dev2.mynetwork.org
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Simple enough, but what does that command actually do? Well, I'd love to give you a fancy
outline, but all it really does is change the contents of a text file (specifically,
FUDIPTUOBNF). To see this for yourself, feel free to use the DBU command to view the
contents of this file before and after making the change with IPTUOBNFDUM:
cat /etc/hostname

You'll see that this file contains only your hostname.
The IPTUOBNFDUM command didn't exist before Ubuntu switched to
TZTUFNE (versions 15.04 and earlier). If you're using a version earlier than
that, you'll need to FEJUFUDIPTUOBNF manually.
Once you change your hostname, you may start seeing an error message similar to the
following after executing some commands:
unable to resolve host dev.mynetwork.org

This error means that the computer is no longer able to resolve your local hostname. This is
due to the fact that the FUDIPTUOBNF file is not the only file where your hostname is
located; it's also referenced in FUDIPTUT. Unfortunately, the IPTUOBNFDUM command
doesn't update FUDIPTUT for you, so you'll need to edit that file yourself to make the
error go away. Here's what a FUDIPTUT file looks like on a typical server:

5CORNGEQPVGPVUHTQOCGVEJQUVUcNG
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By using a text editor and editing this file, we can change this occurrence of the hostname.
Considering the extra work of changing our hostname, I see little benefit in using
IPTUOBNFDUM over manually editing FUDIPTUT and FUDIPTUOBNF, so the choice is
pretty much yours. You'll end up using a text editor to update FUDIPTUT anyway, so you
may as well perform the update the same way for both.

Managing network interfaces
Assuming our server's hardware has been properly detected, we'll have one or more
network interfaces available for us to use. We can view information regarding these
interfaces and manage them with the JQ command. For example, we can use JQBEES
show to view our currently assigned IP address:
ip addr show

8KGYKPI+2KPHQTOCVKQPYKVJVJGKRCFFTUJQYEQOOCPF

If for some reason you're not fond of typing, you can shorten this command all the way
down to simply JQB. The output will be the same in either case. From the output, we can
see several useful tidbits, such as the IP address for each device (if it has one), as well as its
MAC address.
Using the JQ command, we can also manage the state of an interface. We can bring a device
down (remove its IP assignment and prevent it from connecting to networks), and then
back up again:
sudo ip link set enp0s3 down
sudo ip link set enp0s3 up
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In that example, I'm simply toggling the state for interface FOQT. First, I'm bringing it
down, and then I'm bringing it back up again.
Bringing interfaces up and down is all well and good, but what's up with that naming
convention? The convention used in Ubuntu 18.04 may seem a bit strange for those of you
that have grown accustomed to the scheme used in earlier versions, which utilized network
interface names such as FUI, XMBO, and so on. Since Ubuntu is based on Debian, it has
adopted the new naming convention that was introduced starting with Debian 9.0.
The new naming convention has been put in place in order to make interface naming more
predictable. While you may argue that names such as FUI may be easier to memorize than
say FOQT, the change helps the name stay persistent between boots. When you add new
network interfaces to a Linux system, there's always the possibility that other interface
names may change as well. For example, if you have an older Linux installation on a server
with single network card (FUI) and you add a second (which then becomes FUI), your
configuration may break if the names were to get switched during the next boot. Imagine
for a moment that one interface is connected to the internet and another connected to a
switch (basically, you have an internet gateway). If the interfaces came up in the wrong
order, internet access would be disrupted for your entire office, due to the fact that the
firewall rules you've written are being applied to the wrong interfaces. Definitely not a
pleasant experience!
In the past, previous versions of Ubuntu (as well as Debian, and even CentOS), have opted
to use VEFW to make the names stick in order to work around this issue. This is no longer
necessary nowadays, but I figured I'd mention it here just in case you end up working on a
server with an older installation. These older servers would achieve stickiness with
interface names from configuration stored in the following file:
/etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net-rules

This file existed on older versions of some popular Linux distributions (including Ubuntu),
as a workaround to this problem. This file contains some information that identifies specific
qualities of the network interface, so that with each boot, it will always come up with the
same name. Therefore, the card you recognize as FUI will always be FUI. If you have an
older version of Ubuntu Server in use, you should be able to see this file for yourself. Here's
some sample output of this file on one of my older installations:
46#4:45&.OFU"$5*0/BEE%3*7&34 
"553\BEESFTT^FBGFD"553\EFW@JE^Y"553\UZQF^
,&3/&-FUI /".&FUI
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As you can see, it's using the MAC address of the card to identify it with FUI. But this
becomes a small problem if I want to take an image of this machine and
re-deploy it onto another server. This is a common practicebwe administrators rarely start
over from scratch if we don't have to, and if another server is similar enough to a new
server's desired purpose, cloning it will be an option. However, when we restore the image
onto another server, the FUDVEFWSVMFTEQFSTJTUFOUOFUSVMFT file will come
along for the ride. We'll more than likely find that the new server's first network interface
will have a designation of FUI, even if we only have one interface. This is because the file
already designated a device as FUI (it's referencing a device that's not present in the
system), so we would need to correct this file ourselves in order to reclaim FUI. We would
do that by editing the rules file, deleting the line that contains the card that's not on the
system, and then changing the device designation on the remaining line back to FUI.
The new naming scheme is effective as of TZTUFNEW and later (in case you didn't
already know, TZTUFNE is the underlying framework utilized in Ubuntu for managing
processes and various resources). For the most part, the new naming convention references
the physical location of the network card on your system's bus. Therefore, the name it
receives cannot change unless you were to actually remove the network card and place it in
a different slot on the system's board, or change the position of the virtual network device
in your hypervisor. If your machine does include a FUDVEFWSVMFTE
QFSTJTUFOUOFUSVMFT file, it will be honored and the old naming convention will be
used instead. This is due to the fact that you may have upgraded to a newer version of your
distribution (which features the new naming scheme, whereas your previous version
didn't), so that your network devices will retain their names, thereby minimizing
disruption when moving to a newer release.
As a quick overview of how the network names break down, FO is for Ethernet, and XM is
for wireless. Therefore, we know that the example interface I mentioned earlier (FOQT)
references a wired card. The Q references which bus is being used, so Q refers to the
system's first bus (the numbering starts at 0). Next, we have T, which references PCI slot 3.
Putting it together, FOQT references a wired network interface card on the system's first
bus, placed in PCI slot 3. The exact details of the new naming specification are beyond the
scope of this chapter (and could even be a chapter of its own!), but hopefully this gives you
a general idea of how the new naming convention breaks down. There's much more
documentation online if you're interested in the nitty-gritty details. The important point
here is that since the new naming scheme is based on where the card is physically located,
it's much less likely to change abruptly. In fact, it can't change, as long as you don't
physically switch the positions of your network cards inside the case.
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Getting back to managing our interfaces, another command worth discussion is JGDPOGJH.
The JGDPOGJH command is part of the OFUUPPMT suite of utilities, which has been
deprecated (for the most part). Its replacement is the JQSPVUF suite of utilities, which
includes the JQ command we've already discussed. In summary, this basically means you
should be using commands from the JQSPVUF suite, instead of commands such as
JGDPOGJH. The problem, though, is that most administrators nowadays still use JGDPOGJH,
with no sign of it slowing down. In fact, the OFUUPPMT suite has been recommended for
deprecation for years now, and just about every Linux distribution shipping today still has
this suite installed by default. Those that don't, offer it as an additional package you can
install. In the case of Ubuntu Server 18.04, OFUUPPMT commands such as JGDPOGJH are
alive and well. However, this package may no longer be included by default sometime in
the future, so if you find that you have to install it manually, you'll know why.
The reason commands such as JGDPOGJH have a tendency to stick around so long after
they've been deprecated usually comes down to the change is hard mentality, but quite a few
scripts and programs out there are still using JGDPOGJH, and therefore it's worth discussing
here. Even if you immediately stop using JGDPOGJH, and move to JQ from now on, you'll
still encounter this command on your travels, so you may as well know a few examples.
Knowing the older commands will also help you if you find yourself on an older server.
First, when executed by itself with no options, JGDPOGJH will print information regarding
your interfaces like we did with JQBEESTIPX earlier. That seems pretty simple.
If you are unable to use JGDPOGJH to view interface information using a normal user, try
using the fully qualified command (include the full path):
/sbin/ifconfig
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The TCJO directory may or may not be in your 1"5) (a set of directories your shell looks
within for commands), so if your system doesn't recognize JGDPOGJH, use the fully
qualified command instead:

8KGYKPIKPVGTHCEGKPHQTOCVKQPYKVJVJGKHEQPcIEQOOCPF

Secondly, just like with the JQ commands we practiced earlier, we can also bring an
interface down or up with JGDPOGJH as well:
sudo ifconfig enp0s3 down
sudo ifconfig enp0s3 up

There are, of course, other options and variations of JQ and JGDPOGJH, so feel free to look
up the main pages for either if you want more information. For the purposes of this section,
the main thing is to remember how to view your current IP assignments, as well as how to
bring an interface up or down.
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Assigning static IP addresses
With servers, it's very important that your IP addresses remain fixed and do not change for
any reason. If an IP address does change (such as a dynamic lease with no reservation),
your users will experience an outage, services will fail, or entire sites may become
unavailable. When you install Ubuntu Server, it will grab a dynamically assigned lease
from your DHCP server, but after you configure the server the way you want it, it's
important to get a permanent IP address in place right away. One exception to this rule is
an Ubuntu-based VPS. Cloud providers that bill you for these servers will have an
automatic system in place to declare an IP address for your new VPS, and will already have
it configured to stick. But in the case of virtual or physical servers you manage yourself;
you'll start off with a dynamic address.
In most cases, you'll have an IP address scheme in place at your office or organization,
which will outline a range of IP addresses that are available for use with static assignments.
If you don't have such a scheme, it's important to create one, so you will have less work to
do later when you bring more servers online. We'll talk about setting up a DHCP server
and IP address scheme in $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, but for now, I'll give you a
few quick tips. Your DHCP server will typically have a range of IP addresses that will be
automatically assigned to any host that requests an assignment. When setting up a static IP
on a server, you'll want to make sure that the IP address is outside of the range that your
DHCP server assigns. For example, if your DHCP server assigns IPs ranging from
 through , you'll want to use an IP address not included
within that range for your servers.
There are two ways of assigning a fixed address to a network host, including your servers.
The first is by using a static IP assignment, as I've already mentioned. With that method,
you'll arbitrarily grab an IP address that's not being used by anything, and then configure
your Ubuntu Server to use that address. In that case, your server is never requesting an IP
address from your network's DHCP server. It simply obeys you and uses whatever you
assign it. This is the method I'll be going over in this section.
The other way of assigning a fixed address to a server is by using a static lease. (This is also
known as a DHCP reservation, but I like the former because it sounds cooler). With this
method, you configure your DHCP server to assign a specific IP address to specific hosts. In
other words, your server will request an IP address from your local DHCP server, and your
DHCP server is instructed to give a specific address to your server each time it asks for one.
This is the method I prefer, which I'll go over in $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services.
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But you don't always have a choice. It's often the case, that as a Linux administrator, you
may or may not be in charge of the DHCP server. At my organization, our DHCP server
runs Windows, so I don't touch it. I let the Windows administrators deal with it. Therefore,
you may be given a free IP address from your network administrator, and then you'll
proceed to configure your Ubuntu Server to use it.
There are now multiple methods for setting an IP address manually on an Ubuntu Server,
and which method you use depends on which version of Ubuntu you're running. Since
Ubuntu 17.10 (the version directly preceding Ubuntu 18.04) the way in which you set a
manual IP has completely changed. First, I'll go over the new method (using Netplan) and
then I'll go over the method we can use in legacy versions of Ubuntu, in case you end up
managing such a server.
With Netplan, configuration files for your network interfaces now reside in the
FUDOFUQMBO directory, in YAML format. The YAML format itself is beyond the scope of
this book, but the syntax is very easy to follow so you don't really need to thoroughly
understand this format in order to configure your network interfaces. If you list the
contents of the FUDOFUQMBO directory on a server running Ubuntu 17.10 or newer, you
should see at least one file there, OFUDGHZBNM. It's possible the file could be saved with
a different name, such as DMPVEJOJUZBNM. On my server, the file looks like this:
5IJTGJMFEFTDSJCFTUIFOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFTBWBJMBCMFPOZPVSTZTUFN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFFOFUQMBO  
OFUXPSL
WFSTJPO
SFOEFSFSOFUXPSLE
FUIFSOFUT
FOQT
EIDQZFT

We can already glean some obvious information from this default file. First, we know that
the interface will utilize DHCP in order to grab an IP address, which we can tell from the
last line. We can also tell that this configuration file is related to interface FOQT. One
thing that may not be immediately obvious is the SFOEFSFS line, which is set to OFUXPSLE
in this case. This tells us that the service that is managing this interface is TZTUFNE
OFUXPSLE, part of the TZTUFNE suite of tools. Many things on the system are managed by
systemd (which is pretty much taking over everything nowadays). An alternative to
TZTUFNEOFUXPSLE is NetworkManager, but we're not going to get into that just yet.
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You can probably guess one edit to this file we need to make in order to assign an IP
address manually. The last line, EIDQZFT should be changed to EIDQOP. Right
underneath that, we'll add a new line:
BEESFTTFT<>

Of course, you'd add whatever IP address you want, I used a standard  address as an
example. However, we're also going to need a default gateway and DNS address, so we
have more lines to add. Here is the complete file, with the new lines we need added to the
end:
5IJTGJMFEFTDSJCFTUIFOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFTBWBJMBCMFPOZPVSTZTUFN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFFOFUQMBO  
OFUXPSL
WFSTJPO
SFOEFSFSOFUXPSLE
FUIFSOFUT
FOQT
dhcp4: no
addresses: [192.168.0.101/24]
gateway4: 192.168.1.1
nameservers:
addresses: [192.168.1.1,8.8.8.8]

In the sample file, I bolded configuration lines that were either changed or newly added. In
a nutshell, I added an IP address of  with a CIDR mask of . (We'll get
into the specifics of how IP addresses work in a later chapter). Next, I set the default
gateway to . Note that the option used was HBUFXBZ. If I was using a
default gateway that had an IPv6 address, I would've needed to use the HBUFXBZ option
instead. In fact, I could've also set an IPv6 address by adding it to the same line where I
declared the IPv4 address, making it look like this:
addresses: [192.168.0.101/24, '2002:2::4/64']

Finally, I set the DNS servers to  and . This is to simulate a situation
in which the server would resolve names from a local DNS server and an external one (I
used Google's  as an example).
Next, we'll need to apply and test these changes. This is something you probably don't
want to do over SSH, since as soon as you activate these changes your SSH connection will
drop. If you are using a virtual machine, you may want to make the changes from the VM
console. If you're updating a physical machine, you may want to have a display attached.
To actually make these changes take effect you can run the following command:
sudo netplan apply
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When you run the previous command, it will let you know if there are any errors in the file
or it will apply the changes if not. The new IP address will take effect immediately.
Next, let's take a look at the procedure as it was in legacy versions of Ubuntu (basically, any
version of Ubuntu older than 17.10). To set a manual IP on such a server, we will need to
edit the FUDOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFT file. This file is a single place for you to manage
settings for each of your network interfaces on older systems. An example of this file
follows. I've left out the output regarding the loopback adapter, and what you'll see is the
section relating to the primary network card on one of my older servers:
# The primary network interface
auto enp0s3
iface enp0s3 inet dhcp

With this default file, we have a primary network interface (FOQT), and we're allowing
this interface to receive a dynamic IP assignment from a DHCP server. You can see this on
the third line, where EIDQ is explicitly called. If you haven't changed
your FUDOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFT file, and you're not using a VPS, yours will look very
similar to this, with the interface name being the main difference.
If we wanted to manually assign a static IP address, we would need to make some changes
to this file. Here's an example interfaces file, configured with a static address:
5IFQSJNBSZOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDF
BVUPFOQT
iface enp0s3 inet static
address 10.10.96.1
netmask 255.255.255.0
broadcast 10.10.96.255
dns-search local.lan
dns-nameservers 10.10.96.1

I've bolded the sections of the output that I've changed. Essentially, I've changed EIDQ to
TUBUJD and then added five additional lines. With this configuration, I'm assigning a static
IP address to , setting the subnet mask to , and the broadcast
address to . For name resolution, I'm setting the DNS search to MPDBMMBO
(you can omit this line if you don't have a domain), and the DNS server address to
. If you wanted to configure a static IP address for your server, you would
simply change this output to match your environment, making especially sure to change
your interface name if it's not the same as mine (FOQT), as well as the values for your
connection.
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Now that we've edited our JOUFSGBDFT file, we'll need to restart networking for the
changes to take effect. Like I mentioned before, you would need to take some precautions
here before you do so. The reason for this is, if you're connected to the server via a remote
connection (such as SSH), you will lose connection as soon as you restart networking. Even
worse, the second half of the network restart (the part that actually brings your interfaces
back online) won't execute because the restart of networking will drop your remote
connection before it would've completed. This, of course, isn't an issue if you have physical
access to your server. The restart command (which I'll give you shortly), will complete just
fine in that case. But with remote connections, your networking will go down if you restart
it. The command to restart networking is the following:
sudo systemctl restart networking.service

On older Ubuntu Servers (before TZTUFNE), you would use the following command
instead:
sudo /etc/init.d/networking restart

At this point, your new IP address configuration should take effect.
In the case of utilizing remote connections while configuring networking, you can alleviate
the issue of being dropped before networking comes back up by using UNVY, a popular
Terminal multiplexer. A full run-through of UNVY is beyond the scope of this book, but it is
helpful to us in this case because it keeps commands running in the background, even if
our connection to the server gets dropped. This is useful regardless of whether or not your
system has an JOUFSGBDFT file or uses Netplan. To use it, first install the package:
sudo apt install tmux

Then, activate UNVY by simply typing UNVY in your shell prompt.
From this point on, UNVY is now responsible for your session. If you run a command within
UNVY, it will continue to run, regardless of whether or not you're attached to it. To see this
in action, first enter UNVY and then execute the UPQ command. While UPQ is running,
disconnect from UNVY. To do that, press Ctrl + B on your keyboard, release, and then press
D. You'll exit UNVY, but if you enter the UNVYB command to reattach your session, you'll
see that UPQ was still running even though you disconnected. Following this same logic,
you can enter UNVY prior to executing one of the SFTUBSU commands for your server. You'll
still (probably) get dropped from your shell, but the command will complete in the
background, which means that networking will go down, and then come back up with your
new configuration.
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The UNVY utility is extremely powerful, and when harnessed can really
enhance your workflow when using the Linux shell. Although a complete
tutorial is outside the scope of this book, I highly recommend looking into
using it. For a full walkthrough, check out the book Getting Started with
tmux by Victor Quinn, J.D at
IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPNIBSEXBSFBOEDSFBUJWFHFUUJOHTUBSUFEU
NVY or check out some tutorial videos on YouTube.

With networking restarted, you should be able to immediately reconnect to the server and
see that the new IP assignment has taken place by executing JQBEESTIPX or JGDPOGJH.
If, for some reason, you cannot reconnect to the server, you may have made a mistake while
editing the FUDOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFT file. In that case, you'll have to walk over to the
console (if it's a physical server), or utilize your virtual machine manager to access the
virtual console to log in and fix the problem. But as long as you've followed along and
typed in the proper values for your interface and network, you should be up and running
with a static IP assignment.

Understanding NetworkManager
NetworkManager is a utility for managing network connectivity on your server, though it's
not for everyone, and has largely been replaced with Netplan. This utility comes installed
by default with older versions of Ubuntu Server, but it may not be included even on older
versions if you're using a cloud appliance. Therefore, feel free to skip this section if you're
not using a legacy version of Ubuntu Server as this won't apply to you otherwise.
NetworkManager is a service (also known as daemon) that runs in the background and
manages your network connections. On a desktop Linux distribution, it does everything
from managing connectivity, to managing your wireless networks. With it, you can
configure profiles, and create custom connections you can switch between.
On servers, the added features of NetworkManager on a desktop distribution aren't all that
useful, but the network connectivity management portion certainly is. With
NetworkManager, it keeps an eye on whether or not your server is connected to a network.
It even goes as far as to launch your DHCP client when network connectivity is started or
restored, to facilitate the fetching of a dynamic IP address. If your network connection
drops for any reason, NetworkManager will request a dynamic address as soon as it comes
back online.
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If you're not using DHCP however, NetworkManager is of little benefit. The best rule of
thumb in my opinion is to use NetworkManager when you're using DHCP for IP
assignments on older servers and to disable it otherwise.
Stopping and disabling NetworkManager can be done with the following commands
(which you should only do if you've set up a manual static IP assignment):
sudo systemctl stop NetworkManager
sudo systemctl disable NetworkManager
sudo systemctl restart networking

As I've mentioned before, my preferred approach is static leases via DHCP (in other words,
DHCP reservations for servers). The added benefit of static leases is that you benefit from
being able to utilize NetworkManager. It will keep your connection alive, and any time it
reaches out for an IP address, your server will always get the address you've set aside for it
in your DHCP server. (Again, we'll go over how to set this up in $IBQUFS, Setting Up
Network Services). In situations where you need to set up a static IP, you may as well just
disable NetworkManager because it may just get in your way.
Regarding the desktop version of Ubuntu, NetworkManager is a great asset. It allows you
to easily manage Wi-Fi networks, VPN connections, wired network profiles, and more in
one easy to use graphical tool. For servers though, NetworkManager isn't as useful in most
cases.

Understanding Linux name resolution
In $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, we'll have a discussion on setting up a DNS
server for local name resolution for your network. But before we get to that, it's also
important to understand how Linux resolves names in the first place. Most of you are
probably aware of the concept of a Domain Name System (DNS), which matches humanunderstandable domain names to IP addresses. This makes browsing your network (as well
as the internet) much easier. However, a DNS isn't always the first thing that your Linux
server will use when resolving names.
For more information on the order in which Ubuntu Server checks resources to resolve
names, feel free to take a look at the FUDOTTXJUDIDPOG file. There's a line in this file
that begins with the word IPTUT. Here is the output of the relevant line from the file on my
server:
IPTUTGJMFTEOT
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In this case, the server is configured to first check local files, and then the DNS if the request
isn't found. This is the default order, and I see little reason to make any changes here (but
you certainly can). Specifically, the file the server will check is FUDIPTUT. If it doesn't
find what it needs there, it will move on to the DNS (basically, it will check the DNS server
we configured earlier or the default server provided by DHCP).
There are many other lines in the OTTXJUDIDPOG file, but I won't discuss
them here as they are out of scope of the topic of this section.

The FUDIPTUT file, which we briefly discussed while working with our hostname, tells
our server how to resolve itself (it has a hostname mapping to the localhost IP of
), but you are also able to create additional names to IP mappings here as well.
For example, if I had a server (NJOFDSBGUTFSWFSMPDBMMBO) at IP , I
could add the following line to FUDIPTUT to make my machine resolve the server to that
IP each time, without it needing to consult a DNS server at all:
NJOFDSBGUTFSWFS

In practice though, this is usually not a very convenient method by which to configure
name resolution. Don't get me wrong, you can certainly list your servers in this file along
with their IP addresses, and your server would be able to resolve those names just fine. The
problem stems from the fact that this method doesn't scale. The name mappings apply only
to the server you've made the FUDIPTUT changes on; other servers wouldn't benefit since
they would only check their own FUDIPTUT file. You could add a list of servers to the
hosts file on each server, but that would be a pain to manage. This is the main reason why
having a central DNS server is a benefit to any network, especially for resolving the names
of local resources. However, the FUDIPTUT file is used every now and again in the
enterprise as a quick one-off workaround, and you'll probably eventually end up needing
to use this method for one reason or another.
On legacy Ubuntu servers, there was a file, FUDSFTPMWDPOG, that was used to
determine which DNS servers to check. This is not used anymore in Ubuntu 18.04, since
name resolution is now handled by TZTUFNESFTPMWFE. For the sake of completeness
though, here is a brief overview of this file in case you end up working on such a server. An
example of this file is as follows:
%ZOBNJDSFTPMWDPOG  GJMFGPSHMJCDSFTPMWFS  HFOFSBUFECZ
SFTPMWDPOG 
%0/05&%*55)*4'*-&#:)"/%:063$)"/(&48*--#&07&383*55&/
OBNFTFSWFS
OBNFTFSWFS
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In this example, FUDSFTPMWDPOG output is utilizing servers , and
. Therefore, the server will first check FUDIPTUT for a match of the resource
you're looking up, and if it doesn't find it, it will then check FUDSFTPMWDPOG in order to
find out which server to check next. In this case, the server will check .
The network assignment on this server is actually being managed by NetworkManager, as
you can see from the warning comment included in the file. You can certainly alter this file
so that the server will check different DNS servers, but the next time its IP address renews,
or the connection is refreshed, this file will be overwritten and will be reset to use whatever
DNS servers your DHCP server tells it to use. Therefore, if you really want to control how
your server resolves names you can create a static assignment, as we did earlier in this
chapter when configuring Netplan. This isn't a problem if you're using a static IP
assignment.
Now that newer Ubuntu servers utilize TZTUFNESFTPMWFE to handle name resolution,
how do you see what name servers your server is currently using? You could consult the
Netplan configuration if you're utilizing a static IP address, but if your server received an
IP address via DHCP, that file won't help you. The following command will let you know
what DNS nameservers your server is currently pointing to:
systemd-resolve --status |grep DNS\ Servers

8KGYKPICUGTXGT UEWTTGPV&05CUUKIPOGPV

In a typical enterprise Linux network, you'll set up a local DNS server to resolve your
internal resources, which will then forward requests to a public DNS server in case you're
attempting to reach something that's not internal. We'll get to that in $IBQUFS, Setting Up
Network Services, but you should now understand how the name resolution process works
on your Ubuntu Server.
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Getting started with OpenSSH
OpenSSH is quite possibly the most useful tool in existence for managing Linux servers. Of
all the countless utilities available, this is the one I recommend that everyone starts
practicing as soon as they can. Technically, I could probably better fit a section for setting
up OpenSSH in $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, but this utility is very handy, and
we should start using it as soon as possible. In this section, I'll give you some information
on OpenSSH and how to install it, and then I'll finish up the section with a few examples of
actually using it.
OpenSSH allows you to open a command shell on other Linux servers, allowing you to run
commands as if you were there in front of the server. In a Linux administrator's workflow,
they will constantly find themselves managing a plethora of machines in different locations.
OpenSSH works by having a daemon running on the server that listens for connections. On
your workstation, you'll use your SSH client to connect to the server, to begin running
commands on it. SSH isn't just useful for servers either; you can manage workstations with
it, as well as network appliances. I've even used SSH on my laptop to connect to my
desktop to issue a SFCPPU command, just because I was too lazy to walk all the way to my
bedroom. It's extremely useful. And thankfully, it's also very easy to learn.
Depending on the choices you've made during installation, your Ubuntu Server probably
has the OpenSSH server installed already. If you don't remember, just type XIJDITTIE at
your shell prompt. If you have it installed, your output should read VTSTCJOTTIE. If
you haven't installed the server, you can do so with the following command:
sudo apt install openssh-server

Keep in mind, though, that the OpenSSH server is not required to connect to other
machines. Regardless of whether or not you install the server, you will still have the
OpenSSH client installed by default. If you type which TTI at your shell prompt (omitting
the E from TTIE) you should see an output of VTSCJOTTI. If, for some reason, you
don't have this package installed and you received no output from this command (which
would be rare), you can install the OpenSSH client with the following command:
sudo apt install openssh-client
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I want to underline the fact that you're not required to install the PQFOTTITFSWFS
package in order to make connections to other machines. You only need the PQFOTTI
DMJFOU package to do that. For the vast majority of Linux administrators, I cannot think of
a good reason to not have the PQFOTTIDMJFOU package installed. It's useful when you
want to remotely manage another Linux machine or server, but by itself, it doesn't allow
other users to connect to you. It's important to understand that installing the OpenSSH
server does increase your attack surface, though.
Whether or not to run an OpenSSH server on your machine usually comes down to a single
question: Do you want to allow users to connect remotely to your server? Most of the time, the
answer to that question is yes. The reason is that it's more convenient to manage all your
Linux servers at your desk, without having to walk into your server room and plug in a
display and keyboard every time you want to do something. But even though you most
likely want to have an SSH server running, you should still keep in mind that OpenSSH
would then be listening for and allowing connections. The fact that OpenSSH allows you to
remotely manage other servers is its best convenience, and also its biggest weakness. If you
are able to connect to a server via SSH, so can others.
There are several best practices for security that you'll want to implement if you have an
OpenSSH server running. In $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server, I will walk you through
various configuration changes you can make to help minimize the threat of miscreants
breaking into your server from the outside and wreaking havoc. Securing OpenSSH is
actually not hard at all, and would probably only take just a few minutes of your time.
Therefore, feel free to make a detour to $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server, to read the section
there that talks about securing OpenSSH, and then come back here when you're done. If
you have a server that is directly accessible via the internet, with users with weak
passwords and you are allowing connections via SSH, I can personally guarantee that it
will be hijacked within two weeks. As a general rule of thumb though, you're usually fine
as long as your user accounts have strong passwords, the OpenSSH package is kept up to
date with the latest security updates, and you disable login via SPPU.
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With all of that out of the way, we can get started with actually using OpenSSH. After
you've installed the PQFOTTITFSWFS package on your target machine (the one you want
to control remotely), you'll need to start it if it hasn't been already. By default, Ubuntu's
PQFOTTITFSWFS package is automatically configured to start and become enabled once
installed. To verify, run the following command:
systemctl status ssh

1WVRWVHTQOU[UVGOEVNUJQYKPICTWPPKPI55*UGTXGT

If OpenSSH is running as a daemon on your server, you should see output that tells you
that it's BDUJWF SVOOJOH . If not, you can start it with the following command:
sudo systemctl start ssh

If the output of the TZTUFNDUMTUBUVTTTI command shows that the daemon is disabled
(meaning it doesn't start up automatically when the server boots), you can enable it with
the following command:
sudo systemctl enable ssh
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On older Ubuntu servers (for example, 14.04 and 12.04), you can use the following two
commands in order to start and enable the OpenSSH server respectively:
sudo service ssh start
sudo update-rc.d ssh defaults

Don't worry about the TZTUFNDUM or TFSWJDF commands just yet, we'll
go over them in greater detail in $IBQUFS, Controlling and Monitoring
Processes.
With the OpenSSH server started and running, your server should now be listening for
connections. To verify this, use the following command to list listening ports, restricting the
output to SSH:
sudo netstat -tulpn |grep ssh

1WVRWVHTQOPGVUVCVUJQYKPIVJCV55*KUNKUVGPKPI

If, for some reason, your server doesn't show that it has an SSH server listening, doublecheck that you've started the daemon. By default, the SSH server listens for connections on
port . This can be changed by modifying the port declaration in the
FUDTTITTIE@DPOGJH file, but that's a story for a later chapter. While I won't be going
over the editing of this file just yet, keep in mind that this file is the main configuration file
for the daemon. OpenSSH reads this file for configuration values each time it's started or
restarted.
To connect to a server using SSH, simply execute the TTI command followed by the name
or IP address of the server you'd like to connect to:
ssh 10.10.96.10
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By default, the TTI command will use the username you're currently logged in with for the
connection. If you'd like to use a different username, specify it with the TTI command by
including your username followed by the ! symbol just before the IP address or hostname:
ssh fmulder@10.10.96.10

Unless you tell it otherwise, the TTI command assumes that your target is listening on port
. If it isn't, you can give the command a different port with the Q option followed by a
port number:
ssh -p 2242 fmulder@10.10.96.10

Once you're connected to the target machine, you'll be able to run shell commands and
administer the system as if you were right in front of it. You'll have all the same
permissions as the user you logged in with, and you'll also be able to use TVEP to run
administrative commands if you normally have access to do so on that server. Basically,
anything you're able to do if you were standing right in front of the server, you'll be able to
do with SSH. When you're finished with your session, simply type FYJU at the shell
prompt, or press Ctrl + D on your keyboard.
If you started background commands on the target via SSH, use Ctrl + D
to end your session, otherwise those processes will be terminated. We'll
talk about background processes in $IBQUFS, Controlling and Monitoring
Processes.
As you can see, OpenSSH is a miraculous tool that will benefit you by allowing you to
remotely manage your servers from anywhere you allow SSH access from. Make sure to
read the relevant section in $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, with regards to securing
it, though. In the next section, we'll discuss SSH key management, which also benefits
convenience, but also allows you to increase security as well.
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Getting started with SSH key management
When you connect to a host via SSH, you'll be asked for your password, and after you
authenticate you'll be connected. Instead of using your password though, you can
authenticate via Public Key Authentication instead. The benefit to this is added security, as
your system password is never transmitted during the process of connecting to the server.
When you create an SSH key-pair, you are generating two files, a public key and a private
key. These two files are mathematically linked, so if you connect to a server that has your
public key, it will know it's you because you (and only you), have the private key that
matches it. While public key cryptography as a whole is beyond the scope of this book, this
method is far more secure than password authentication, and I highly recommend that you
use it. To get the most out of the security benefit of authentication via keys, you can
actually disable password-based authentication on your server so that your SSH key is your
only way in. By disabling password-based authentication and using only keys, you're
increasing your server's security by an even larger margin. We'll go over that later in the
book.
To get started, you'll first need to generate your key. To do so, use the TTILFZHFO
command as your normal user account. The following screenshot shows what this process
generally looks like:

)GPGTCVKPICP55*MG[RCKT
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First, you'll be asked for the directory in which to save your key files, defaulting to
IPNFVTFS TTI. You'll next be asked for a passphrase, which is optional. Although it
does add an additional step to authenticating via keys, I recommend that you give it a
passphrase (which should be different than your system password) since it greatly
enhances security. You can press Enter for the passphrase without entering one if you do
not want this.
What this command does is create a directory named TTI in your IPNF directory, if it
doesn't already exist. Inside that directory, it will create two files, JE@STB and JE@STBQVC.
The JE@STB file is your private key. It should never leave your machine, be given to
another user, or be stored on any external media. If your private key leaks out, your keys
can no longer be trusted. By default, the private key is owned by the user that created it,
with SX permissions given only to its owner.
The public key, on the other hand, can leave your computer and doesn't need to be secured
as much. Its permissions are more lenient, being readable by everyone and writable by the
owner. You can see this yourself by executing MTMIPNFVTFS TTI:

.KUVKPIVJGEQPVGPVUQHVJGUUJFKTGEVQT[UJQYKPIVJGRGTOKUUKQPUQHVJGPGYN[ETGCVGFMG[U

The public key is the key that gets copied to other servers to facilitate you being able to log
in via the key-pair. When you log in to a server that has your key, it checks that it's a
mathematical match to your private key, and then lets you log in. You'll also be asked for
your passphrase, if you chose to set one.
To actually transmit your public key to a target server, we use the TTIDPQZJE command.
In the following example, I'll show a variation of the command that's copying the key to a
server named VOJDPSO:
ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub unicorn
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With that command, replace VOJDPSO with the hostname of the target server, or its IP
address if you don't have a DNS record created for it. You'll be asked to log in via password
first, and then your key will be copied over. From that point on, you'll log in via your key,
falling back to being asked for your password if, for some reason, your key relationship is
broken. Here's an example of what this process looks like:

7UKPIVJGUUJEQR[KFEQOOCPFVQEQR[CRWDNKEMG[VQCUGTXGT

So, what exactly did the TTIDPQZJE command do? Where is your public key copied to,
exactly? What happens with this command is that on the target server, an TTI directory is
created in your IPNF directory if it didn't already exist. Inside that directory, a file named
BVUIPSJ[FE@LFZT is created if it didn't exist. The contents of _TTIJE@STBQVC on
your machine are copied into the _TTIBVUIPSJ[FE@LFZT file on the target server. With
each additional key you add (for example, you connect to that server from multiple
machines), the key is added to the end of the BVUIPSJ[FE@LFZT file, one per line.
Using the TTIDPQZJE command is merely a matter of convenience,
there's nothing stopping you from copying the contents of your
JE@STBQVC file and manually pasting it into the BVUIPSJ[FE@LFZT file
of the target server. That method will actually work just fine as well.
When you connect to a server that you have set up a key relationship with via SSH, SSH
checks the contents of the _TTIBVUIPSJ[FE@LFZT file on that server, looking for a key
that matches the private key (_TTIJE@STB) on your machine. If the two keys are a
mathematical match, you are allowed access. If you set up a passphrase, you'll be asked to
enter it in order to open your public key.
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If you decided not to create a passphrase with your key, you're essentially setting up
password-less authentication, meaning you won't be asked to enter anything when
authenticating. Having a key relationship with your server is certainly more secure than
authenticating to SSH via a password, but it's even more secure with a passphrase and
creating one is definitely recommended. Thankfully, using a passphrase doesn't have to be
inconvenient. With an SSH agent, you can actually cache your passphrase the first time you
use it, so you won't be asked for it with every connection.
To benefit from this, your SSH agent must be running. To start it, enter the following
command as your normal user account on the machine you're starting your connections
from (that is, your workstation):
eval $(ssh-agent)

This command will start an SSH agent, that will continue to run in the background of your
shell. Then, you can unlock your key for your agent to use:
ssh-add ~/.ssh/id_rsa

At this point, you'll be asked for your passphrase. As long as you enter it properly, your
key will remain open and you won't need to enter it again for future connections, until you
close that shell or log out. This way, you can benefit from the added security of having a
passphrase, without the inconvenience of entering your passphrase over and over.
There will, at some point, be a situation where you'll want to change your SSH passphrase.
To do that, you can execute the following command, which will allow you to add a
passphrase if you don't have one already, or change an existing passphrase:
ssh-keygen -p

Once you enter the command, press Enter to accept the default file (JE@STB). Then, you'll
be asked for your current passphrase (leave it blank if you don't have one yet) followed by
your new passphrase twice. The process looks like this:

%JCPIKPICP55*RCUURJTCUG
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These concepts may take a bit of practice if you've never used SSH before. The best way to
practice is to set up multiple Ubuntu Server installations (perhaps several virtual
machines), and practice using SSH to connect to them, as well as deploying your key to
each machine via the TTIDPQZJE command. It's actually quite easy once you get the
hang of it.

Simplifying SSH connections with a config
file
Before we leave the topic of SSH, there's another trick that benefits convenience, and that is
the creation of a local configuration file for SSH. This file must be stored in the TTI
directory of your home directory, and be named DPOGJH. The full path would look
something like this:
IPNFKBZTTIDPOGJH

This file doesn't exist by default, but if it's found, SSH will parse it and you'll be able to
benefit from it. Go ahead and open this file in your text editor, such as OBOP:
nano /home/your_username/.ssh/config

This DPOGJH file allows you to type configuration for servers that you connect to often,
which can simplify the 44) command automatically. The following are example contents
from such a file that will help me illustrate what it does:
IPTUNZTFSWFS
)PTUOBNF
1PSU
6TFSKEPF
)PTUOBHJPT
)PTUOBNFOBHJPTMPDBMMBO
1PSU
6TFSOBHJPTVTFS
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In the example contents, I have two hosts outlined, NZTFSWFS and OBHJPT. For each, I've
identified a way to reach it by name or IP address (the )PTUOBNF line), as well as the 1PSU
and 6TFS account to use for the connection. If I use TTI to connect to either )PTU by the
name I outlined in this file, it will use the values I have stored there, for example:
ssh nagios

That command is a lot shorter than if I set all the options manually. Considering I have a
config file for SSH, that command is essentially the same as if I identified the connection
details manually, which would've been the following:
ssh -p 2222 nagiosuser@nagios.local.lan

I'm sure you can see how much simpler it is to type the first command than the second.
With the DPOGJH file for SSH, I can have some of those details automatically applied. Since
I've outlined that my OBHJPT server is located at OBHJPTMPDBMMBO, its SSH user is
OBHJPTVTFS, and it's listening on port , it will automatically use those values even
though I only typed TTIOBHJPT. Furthermore, you can also override this entry as well. If
you provide a different username when you use the TTI command, it will use that instead
of what you have written in the DPOGJH file.
In the first example (for server NZTFSWFS), I'm providing an IP address for the connection,
rather than a hostname. This is useful in a situation where you may not have a DNS entry
for your target server. With this example, I don't have to remember that the IP address for
NZTFSWFS is . I simply execute TTINZTFSWFS and it's taken care of for me.
The names of each server within the DPOGJH file are arbitrary, and don't have to match the
target server's hostname. I could've named the first server QPUBUP and it would still have
routed me to , so I can create any sort of named shortcut I want, whatever I
find is most convenient for me and easiest to remember. As you can see, maintaining a
DPOGJH file in your home directory containing your most commonly used SSH connections
will certainly help keep you organized and allow you to connect more easily.
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Summary
In this chapter, we worked through several examples of connecting to other networks. We
started off by configuring our hostname, managing network interfaces, assigning static IP
addresses, as well as a look at how name resolution works in Linux. A decent portion of
this chapter was dedicated to topics regarding OpenSSH, which is an extremely useful
utility that allows you to remotely manage your servers. While we'll revisit OpenSSH in
$IBQUFS, Securing Your Server with a look at boosting its security, overall, we've only
begun to scratch the surface of this tool. Entire books have been written about SSH, but the
examples in this chapter should be enough to make you productive with it. The name of the
game is to practice, practice, practice!
In the next chapter, we'll talk about managing software packages. We'll work through
adding and removing them, adding additional repositories, and more!

Questions
1. A server's _____ identifies it on the network.
2. Which command can be used to show current network connection information
(such as the assigned IP address)?
3. ____ is a utility that allows you to define network configuration via YAML.
4. ____ allows you to connect to other Linux machines and run commands as if you
had a keyboard and display attached to them.
5. Adding a ____ to your SSH key improves its security.
6. A ____ IP can be assigned to a server so that its IP address never changes.
7. Which file defines the order in which resources are checked for name resolution?

Further reading
Netplan FAQ: IUUQTOFUQMBOJPGBR
Ubuntu SSH key documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ44)
0QFO44),FZT
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Managing Software Packages
Prior to this chapter, I've already walked you through several situations that required you
to install a new package or two on your server, but we have yet to have any formal
discussion on package management. In this chapter, we'll explore package management in
more detail. The Ubuntu platform has a huge range of software available for it, featuring
packages for everything from server administration to games. In fact, as of the time I'm
writing this chapter, there are over 50,000 packages in Ubuntu's repositories. That's a lot of
software and, in this chapter, we'll take a look at how to manage these packages. We'll
cover how to install, remove, and update packages, as well as the use of related tools.
As we go through these concepts, we will cover:
Understanding Linux package management
Taking advantage of hardware enablement updates
Understanding the differences between Debian and Snap packages
Installing and removing software
Searching for packages
Managing package repositories
Backing up and restoring Debian packages
Cleaning orphaned packages
Making use of Aptitude
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Understanding Linux package management
Nowadays, app stores are all the rage on most platforms; typically, you'll have one central
location from which to retrieve applications, allowing you to install them on your device.
Even phones and tablets utilize a central software repository in which software is curated
and made available. The Android platform has the Google Play store, Apple offers its App
Store, and so on. For us Linux folk, this concept isn't new. The concept of software
repositories is similar to that of app stores and has been around within the Linux
community since long before cellular phones even had color screens.
Linux has had package management since the 90s, popularized by Debian and then Red
Hat. Software repositories are generally made available in the form of mirrors, to which
your server subscribes. Mirrors are available across a multitude of geographic areas, so,
typically, your installation of Ubuntu Server would subscribe to the mirror closest to you.
These mirrors are populated with software packages that you'll be able to install. Many
packages depend on other packages, so various tools on the Linux platform exist to
automatically handle these dependencies for you. Not all distributions of Linux feature
package management and dependency resolution, but Ubuntu certainly does, benefiting
from the groundwork already built by Debian.
Packages contained within these mirrors are constantly changing. Traditionally, an
individual known as a package maintainer is responsible for one or more packages, and
ships new versions to the repositories for approval and, eventually, distribution to mirrors.
Sometimes, the new version of a package is simply a security update. With the majority of
Ubuntu's packages being open source, anyone is able to look at the source code, find
problems, and report issues. When vulnerabilities are found, the maintainer will review the
claim and then release an updated version to correct it. This process happens very quickly,
as I've seen severe vulnerabilities patched even on the same day they were reported in
some cases. The Ubuntu developers are definitely on top of their game in taking care of
security issues.
Also, new versions of packages are sometimes a feature update, which is an update
released to introduce new features and isn't necessarily tied to a security vulnerability. This
could be a new version of a desktop application such as Firefox or a server package such as
MySQL. Most of the time, though, new versions of packages that are vastly different are
held for the next Ubuntu release. The reason for this is that too much change can introduce
instability. Instead, known working and stable packages are preferred, but given the fact
that Ubuntu releases every six months, you don't have to wait very long.
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As a server administrator, you'll often need to make a choice between security and feature
updates. Security updates are the most important of all and allow you to patch your servers
in response to security vulnerabilities. Sometimes, feature updates become required in your
organization because it's decided that new features may benefit you or may become
required for current objectives. In this chapter, we won't focus on installing security
updates (we'll take care of that in $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server) but it's important to
understand the reasons new packages are made available to you.
Package management is typically very convenient in Ubuntu, with security updates and
feature updates coming regularly. With just one command (which we'll get to shortly), you
can install a package along with all of its dependencies. Having done manual dependency
resolution myself, I can tell you first-hand that having dependencies handled automatically
is a very wonderful thing. The main benefit of how packages are maintained on a Linux
server is that you generally don't have to search the internet for packages to download, as
Ubuntu's repositories contain most of the ones you'll ever need. As we continue through
this chapter, you'll come to know everything you need in order to manage this software.

Taking advantage of hardware enablement
updates
One issue that's been the case in the Linux industry has been hardware support. This is
problematic in various Linux distributions because you may find yourself in a situation
where your server (or even a laptop) is released with the latest processor and chipset, but
no newer version of your Linux distribution has been released yet that includes updated
drivers that support it. Unlike platforms such as Windows, hardware drivers are typically
built right into the Linux kernel. So, if you have an old release (which would contain an
older kernel) you might be out of luck for hardware support until the next version of your
Linux distribution is released.
Thankfully, Ubuntu has come up with a system to address this problem, and it's one of the
many things that set it apart from other distributions. Ubuntu features a set of updates
known as the hardware enablement (HWE) stack, which is an exclusive feature to LTS
releases. We discussed the difference between LTS and regular releases back in $IBQUFS,
Deploying Ubuntu Server, and HWE updates are exclusive to LTS. HWE updates are
optional, and will include a new kernel, and typically additional updated software to
handle the latest video cards. This way, you can be sure your newer hardware will still be
supported by the current Ubuntu LTS release. The great thing about this is that HWE
updates allow you to stay on an LTS release, while still benefiting from the newer drivers of
non-LTS releases.
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The way in which an administrator acquires these updates has changed a bit from previous
releases. In the past, you would download and install a newer version of your Ubuntu LTS
release, which would have the newer software built right in. While you can still do this,
what's different is that you can now upgrade to the latest HWE stack as soon as it's
released, and have it included when you install the latest package updates.
It's important to note that whether or not you receive HWE updates is a choice you have to
make when it comes to the server version of Ubuntu. If you don't opt in to the HWE
updates, your server will always have the same hardware enablement (kernel, drivers, and
so on) as it did when your installed LTS release was first published. In that case, your
kernel and related packages will only be updated when you install new security updates.
At a later date, you can opt in to HWE updates manually if you wish. Generally, you only
do this if you've added new hardware to a physical server that requires a new kernel. If
your server is working currently, and you haven't added new hardware, there's probably
no reason to install a new HWE stack.
If you do decide to utilize these updates, there are two ways to do so. You can opt in to the
newer HWE stack while installing Ubuntu Server, or you can manually install the required
packages. At the time of writing, Ubuntu 18.04 is new to the scene so HWE updates haven't
been released yet, and the method may be subject to change. With Ubuntu 16.04, HWE
updates weren't released until Ubuntu 16.04.2, as generally these updates aren't released
until the second point release. Assuming Ubuntu 18.04 follows the same plan, you'll most
likely see an option such as the one in the following screenshot once 18.04 is old enough to
receive this feature:

/CKPOGPWQHVJG7DWPVWKPUVCNNGT
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If you've already installed Ubuntu Server, you can install the latest HWE stack from the
Terminal. In Ubuntu 16.04 for example, you can switch to the HWE kernel with the
following command:
sudo apt install --install-recommends linux-generic-hwe-16.04

When Ubuntu 18.04 releases its newer HWE stack, a similar command will likely be used to
install it. If you need a newer HWE kernel, refer to instructions in Ubuntu's documentation
pages when that time comes.

Understanding the differences between
Debian and Snap packages
Now, before we actually get into the ins and outs of managing packages, there's actually
two completely different types of packages available to you, and you should understand
the differences between them. As of the time this book has gone to press, we're at a kind of
crossroads regarding the way in which software is managed in Linux.
Traditionally, each distribution has their own package format, and their own utilities to
manage them. Nowadays, there's a push to adopt a single package format that each
distribution can install. Contenders for this single package format include Flatpak,
AppImage, and Snap packages. Specific to Ubuntu, it utilizes Debian packages (with
package names ending in EFC) as the main package format, which Ubuntu inherits from
the Debian distribution (Ubuntu is forked from Debian).
Debian packages are basically what you've been installing throughout the book. At no point
(yet) have we installed anything else, unless you've read ahead. Debian packages have been
the main type of package in Ubuntu for the entire existence of the distribution so far. When
you search online for how to install something in Ubuntu, chances are, you're going to be
installing a Debian package. These packages are known as Debian packages because
Ubuntu is built from Debian sources, and utilizes the same commands in order to install
these packages. So even though Ubuntu is not Debian (Debian is a completely different
distribution) they both use the same package format primarily.
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Debian packages present some challenges and major cons, though. First, the entire
distribution is made up of Debian packages. This means that the Linux kernel, system
packages, libraries, and security updates are all Debian packages. When you install Ubuntu
Server, it installs these packages during the process. When you install security updates,
Debian packages are being installed. The reason this may be a problem is that other
software you'll be installing, such as Apache, MariaDB, and so on, are also Debian packages
and may conflict with the system packages. Hypothetically, if a system library gets
corrupted, literally every piece of software that depends on it will fail. Ubuntu developers
pay a great deal of attention to this, so you shouldn't run into issues. But the truth is, this is
a lot of work for the maintainers of Ubuntu to deal with.
Another issue with Debian packages is software availability. When a new version of a
package is released, it generally will not be offered to you until the next release of the
distribution. This means that if you want a version of PHP, Apache, or some other piece of
software that's newer than what your current release of Ubuntu features, you generally will
not have it offered to you. Instead, you typically wait until the next release of the entire
distribution. There are some exceptions to this, such as Firefox in the desktop version of
Ubuntu. The developers can make exceptions, but they usually don't. If you ask me, having
to wait for the next release of your operating system in order to have a newer version of
your favorite software is just silly. After all, you don't have to install a new version of
Windows or macOS just to install newer applications!
Canonical, the makers of Ubuntu, understand these pain points and have been making a
great effort to change how packages are managed. In fact, they actually came up with an
entirely new type of packagebthe Snap package. Snap packages (or more simply, Snaps)
have no impact on the underlying Debian packages at all and are completely separate. This
is great, because there will not be a situation in which you update a Snap package and it
conflicts with your system packages. This also allows you to have a newer version of an
application than what would otherwise be made available. Since Snaps are separate from
the underlying Debian packages, there's no reason to withhold them. Snap packages are
better in just about every way and are a great concept. The only downside might be that
they are larger packages, since they include not only the application itself but also all the
libraries it requires in one single package. However, they're really not that large and
shouldn't cause an issue with disk space. These packages are no bigger than a typical
application on macOS or Microsoft Windows.
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So, which should you choose? Normally, I would definitely lean toward Snaps, but you
don't always have a choice. The reason being, Snaps are a new concept and not all
developers have migrated their software to Snaps just yet. The majority of the packages
you'll install throughout this book are Debian packages, mainly because that's just what's
available right now. As time goes on, it's expected that the number of applications available
in the Snap format will grow. But as a rule of thumb, try out the Snap version first, and fall
back to the standard Debian packages if you need to or if what you're trying to install isn't
available in Snap format yet.

Installing and removing software
With the differences between Snaps and Debian packages out of the way, let's work
through some examples of how to actually manage the software on our server. We'll look at
commands to search for available packages, and then we'll install them and remove them.
Before we begin, we will want to research a bit regarding the application we want to install.
In Ubuntu, there are multiple ways of installing software, so the best way to find out how
to get started is by simply checking the documentation on the website for the application
we want to install. Typically, a Google search will do (just make sure you check the domain
and are on the correct site). Most software will have installation instructions for various
platforms, including Ubuntu. Most of the time, it will just tell you to download the Debian
package format via the BQUJOTUBMM command. Other times, the software may have a
Snap available, or even a PPA repository available (we'll discuss PPA repositories later on
in this chapter).
Let's start our package management journey by taking a look at the BQU commands that are
used to install Debian packages. We've been using this tool for a while, but now we'll
actually have some formal discussion about it. The BQUJOTUBMM command is just one tool
in a set of tools known as APT. APT, or Advanced Package Tool, is a suite of tools that
allows us to install, remove, and update Debian packages. There are various subcommands that make up this suite, which we'll go over now.
As you've seen throughout the book, we can use BQU along with the JOTUBMM keyword and
then a package name in order to install a new package on your system. For example, the
following command will install the PQFOTTITFSWFS package:
sudo apt install openssh-server
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You can also install multiple packages at a time by separating each with a space, instead of
installing each package one at a time. The following example will install three different
packages:
sudo apt install <package1> <package2> <package3>

In some books, blogs, and articles, you may see longer versions of BQU
commands such as BQUHFUJOTUBMM instead of just BQUJOTUBMM.
Being able to shorten commands such as BQUHFUJOTUBMM to BQU
JOTUBMM is a relatively new feature of BQU in Debian and Ubuntu. Both
methods are perfectly valid, but simplifying APT commands down to just
BQU is preferred going forward.
So, what actually happens when you install a Debian package onto a Ubuntu system? If
you've run through the process before, you're probably accustomed to this process already.
But, typically, the process begins with BQU calculating dependencies. The majority of
packages require other packages in which to function, so BQU will check to ensure that the
package you're requesting is available, and that its dependencies are available as well. First,
you'll see a summary of the changes that BQU wants to make to your server. In the case of
installing the BQBDIF package on an unconfigured Ubuntu Server, I see the following
output on my system when I start to install it:
sudo apt-get install apache2

+PUVCNNKPI#RCEJGQPCUCORNGUGTXGT
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Even though I only asked for BQBDIF, BQU informs me that it also needs to install
BQBDIFCJO, BQBDIFEBUB, BQBDIFVUJMT, and MJCBQS (and others) in order to
satisfy the dependencies for the BQBDIF package. Apt also suggests that I install XXX
CSPXTFS, BQBDIFEPD, BQBDIFTVFYFDQSJTUJOF, and a few others, though those are
optional and are not required. You can install the suggested packages by adding the 
JOTUBMMTVHHFTUT option to the BQUJOTUBMM command, but that isn't always a good
idea as it may install a large number of packages that you may not need. You can, of course,
cherry-pick the suggested packages individually.
Most of the time, though, you probably won't want to do this; it's usually better to keep
your installed packages to a lean minimum and install only the packages you need. As we'll
discuss in $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server, the fewer packages you install, the smaller the
attack surface of your server.
Another option that is common with installing packages via BQU is the Z option, which
assumes yes to the confirmation prompt where you choose if you want to continue or not.
For example, my previous example output included the line %PZPVXBOUUPDPOUJOVF
<:O>. If we used Z, the command would have proceeded to install the package without
any confirmation. This can be useful for administrators in a hurry, though I personally
don't see the need for this unless you are scripting your package installations.
Another neat default in Ubuntu Server is that it automatically configures most packages to
have their daemons start up and also be enabled so that they start with each boot. This may
seem like a no-brainer, but not everyone prefers this automation. As I've mentioned, the
more packages installed on your server, the higher the attack surface, but running daemons
are each a method of entry for miscreants should there be a security vulnerability.
Therefore, some distributions don't enable and start daemons automatically when you
install packages. The way I see it, though, you should only install packages you actually
intend to use, so it stands to reason that if you go to the trouble of manually installing a
package such as Apache, you probably want to start using it.
When you install a package with the BQU keyword, it searches its local database for the
package you named. If it doesn't find it, it will throw up an error. Sometimes, this error
may be because the package isn't available or perhaps the version that BQU wants to install
no longer exists. Ubuntu's repositories move very fast. New versions of packages are added
almost daily. When a new version of a package is added, its older equivalent may be
removed. For this reason, it's recommended that you update your package sources from
time to time. Doing so is easy using the following command:
sudo apt update
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This command doesn't actually update any packages, it merely checks in with your local
mirror to see if any packages have been added or removed and updates your local index.
This command is useful because installations of packages can fail if your sources aren't up
to date. In most cases, the symptom will either be the package isn't found or BQU bails out
of the process when it encounters a package it's looking for but cannot find.
Removing packages is also very easy and follows a very similar syntax; you would only
need to replace the keyword JOTUBMM with SFNPWF:
sudo apt remove <package>

And, just like with the JOTUBMM option, you can remove multiple packages at the same time
as well. The following example will remove three packages:
sudo apt remove <package1> <package2> <package3>

If you'd like to not only remove a package but also wipe out its configuration, you can use
the QVSHF option. This will not only remove the package, but wipe out its configuration
directory (applications typically store their configuration files in a sub-directory of FUD):
sudo apt remove --purge <package>

So, that concludes the basics of managing Debian packages with BQU. Now, let's move on to
managing Snaps. To manage Snap packages, we use the TOBQ command. The TOBQ
command features several options we can use to search for, install, and remove Snap
packages from our server or workstation. To begin, we can use the TOBQGJOE command to
display a list of Snap packages available to us:
snap find <package>

Basically, you just simply type the TOBQGJOE command along with a search term to look
for. One example could be the ONBQ application, which is a useful tool to have if we're
managing a network:
snap find nmap

In the case of ONBQ, this utility is available in Ubuntu's default repositories, so you don't
need to use the Snap package to install it. Typically, though, the Snap version will be newer
and have more features than what is available in the APT repositories. If we wish to install
the Snap version, we can use the following command to do so:
sudo snap install nmap
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Now, if we check the location of ONBQ with the XIJDIONBQ command, we see that the
Snap version of ONBQ is run from a special place:
which nmap

%JGEMKPIVJGNQECVKQPQHVJGPOCRDKPCT[

Now, when we run ONBQ, we're actually running it from TOBQCJOONBQ. If we also have
the ONBQ utility installed from Ubuntu's APT repositories, then we can run either one at any
time, since Snap packages are independent of the APT packages. If we wish to run
Ubuntu's version, we simply run it from VTSCJOONBQ.
Removing an installed Snap package is easy. We simply use the SFNPWF option:
sudo snap remove nmap

If we issue that command, then ONBQ (or whichever Snap package we designate) is
removed from the system.
To update a package, we use the SFGSFTI option:
sudo snap refresh nmap

With that command, the package will be updated to the newest version available. Going
even further, we can attempt to update every Snap on our server with the same command
(without specifying a package):
sudo snap refresh

As you can see, managing Snap packages is fairly straightforward. Using the TOBQ suite of
commands, we can install, update, or remove packages from our server or workstation. The
TOBQGJOE command allows us to find new Snap packages to install. Unfortunately, there
aren't very many packages available for us to work with just yet, but, as the technology
advances and evolves, I'm sure many great applications will be available via this method.
By the time this book is released, I'm sure the number of Snap packages will have already
grown.
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Searching for packages
Unfortunately, the naming conventions used for packages in Ubuntu Server aren't always
obvious. Worse, package names are often very different from one distribution to another
for even the same piece of software. While this book and other tutorials online will outline
the exact steps needed to install software, if you're ever on your own, it really doesn't help
much if you don't know the name of the package you want to install. In this section, I'll try
to take some of the mystery out of searching for packages.
In the previous section, we went over searching for Snap packages already, so I won't
repeat that here. The APT suite of utilities also has a means of searching for packages as
well, which is the BQUTFBSDI command. We can use the following command to search
for packages, by providing a keyword:
apt search <search term>

The output from this command will show a list of packages that match your search criteria,
with their names and descriptions. If, for example, you wanted to install the PHP plugin for
Apache and you didn't already know the name of the associated package, the following
would narrow it down:
apt search apache php

In the output, we will get a list of more than a handful of packages, but we can deduce from
the package descriptions in the output that MJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ is most likely the one
we want. We can then proceed to install it using BQU, as we would normally do. If we're not
sure whether or not this is truly the package we want, we can view more information with
the BQUTIPX command:
apt-cache show libapache2-mod-php
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5JQYKPIVJGKPHQQHC&GDKCPRCEMCIG

With this command, we can see additional details regarding the package we're considering
installing. In this case, we learn that the MJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ package also depends on
PHP itself, so that means if we install this package, we'll get the PHP plugin as well as PHP.
Another method of searching for a Debian package (if you have a web browser available),
is to connect to the Ubuntu Packages Search page at IUUQQBDLBHFTVCVOUVDPN where
you can navigate through the packages from their database for any currently supported
version of Ubuntu. You won't always have access to a web browser while working on your
servers, but, when you do, this is a very useful way to search through packages, view their
dependencies, descriptions, and more.
Using the BQUDBDIF search command, as well as the TOBQGJOE commands, should get
you quite far in the process of determining the name of the packages you want to install.
Package management skills come over time, so don't expect to automatically know which
packages to install right away. When in doubt, just perform a Google search and research
the documentation of the software you want to run and learn how to install it in Ubuntu.
Typically, the instructions will lead you to the correct commands to use. The examples we'll
go over during the course of this book will guide you through the most common use cases
for Ubuntu Server.
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Managing package repositories
Often, the repositories that come pre-installed with Ubuntu will suffice for the majority of
the Debian packages you'll install via APT. Every now and then, though, you may need to
install an additional repository in order to take advantage of software not normally
provided by Ubuntu, or versions of packages newer than what you would normally have
available. Adding additional repositories allows you to subscribe to additional sources of
software and install packages from them the same as you would from any other source.
Adding additional repositories should be considered a last resort, however. When you
install an additional repository, you're effectively trusting the author of that repository with
your organization's server. Although I haven't ever seen this happen first hand, it's
theoretically possible for authors of software to include back doors or malware in software
packages (intentionally or unintentionally), and then make them available for others via a
software repository. Therefore, you should only add repositories from sources that you
have reason to trust.
In addition, it sometimes happens that a maintainer of a repository simply gives up on it
and disappears. This I have seen happen first-hand. In this situation, the repository may go
offline (which would show errors during BQU transactions that it's not able to connect to the
repository), or worse, the repository stays online, but security updates are never made
available, causing your server to become wide open for attack. Sometimes, you just don't
have a way around it. You need a specific application and Ubuntu doesn't offer it by
default. Your only option may be to compile an application from source or add a
repository. The decision is yours, but just keep security in mind whenever possible. When
in doubt, avoid adding a repository unless it's the only way to obtain what you're looking
for.
Software repositories are essentially URLs in a text file, stored in one of two places. The
main Ubuntu repository list is stored in FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTU. Inside that file, you'll
find a multitude of repositories for Ubuntu's package manager to pull packages from. In
addition, files with an extension of MJTU are read from the FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTUE
directory and are also used whenever you use BQU. I'll demonstrate both methods.
A typical repository line in either of these two files will look similar to the following:
EFCIUUQVTBSDIJWFVCVOUVDPNVCVOUVCJPOJDNBJOSFTUSJDUFE
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The first section of each line will be either EFC or EFCTSD, which references whether the
BQU command will find binary packages (EFC) or source packages (EFCTSD), there. Next,
we have the actual URL which BQU will use in order to reach the repository. In the third
section, we have the code-name of the release; in this case, it's CJPOJD (which refers to the
code-name for Ubuntu 18.04, #JPOJD#FBWFS).
Continuing, the fourth section of each repository line refers to the $PNQPOFOU, which
references whether or not the repository contains software that is free and open source, and
is supported officially by Canonical (the company that oversees Ubuntu's development).
The component can be main, restricted, universe, or multiverse. Repositories with a main
component include officially supported software. This generally means that the software
packages have source code available, so Ubuntu developers are able to fix bugs. Software
marked restricted is still supported but may have a questionable license. Universe packages
are supported by the community, not Canonical themselves. Finally, multiverse packages
contain software that is neither free nor supported, which you would be using at your own
risk.
As you can see from looking at the FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTU file on your server, it's
possible for a repository line to feature software from more than one component. Each
repository URL may include packages from several components, and the way you
differentiate them is to only subscribe to the components you need for that repository. In
our previous example, the repository line included both main and restricted components.
This means that, for that particular example, the BQU utility will index both free (main) and
non-free (restricted) packages from that repository.
You can add new repositories to the FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTU file (and it will function
just fine), but that's not typically the preferred method. Instead, as I mentioned earlier, BQU
will scan the FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTUE directory for text files ending with the MJTU
extension. These text files are formatted the same as the FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTU file in
the sense that you include one additional repository per line, but this method allows you to
add a new repository by simply creating a file for it, and you can remove the repository by
simply deleting that file. This is safer than editing the FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTU file
directly, since there's always a chance you can make a typo and disrupt your ability to
download packages from the official repositories.
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In addition, you may need to install a GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG) key for a new
repository, but this process differs from one application to another. Typically, the
documentation will outline the entire process. This key basically protects you in that it
makes sure that you're installing signed packages. Not all developers protect their
applications this way, but it's definitely a good thing to do.
Once you have the repository (and possibly the key) installed on your server, you'll need to
run the following command to update your package index:
sudo apt update

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, this command updates your local cache as to which
packages are available on the remote server. APT is only aware of packages that are in its
database, so you will need to sync this with that command before you'll be able to actually
install the software contained within the repository.
On the Ubuntu platform, there also exists another type of repository, known as a Personal
Package Archive (PPA). PPAs are essentially another form of APT repository, and you'll
even interact with their packages with the BQU command, as you would normally. PPAs are
usually very small repositories, often including a single application that serves a single
purpose. Think of PPAs as mini-repositories. A PPA is common in situations where a vendor
doesn't make their software available with their own repository and may only make their
application available in the form of source code you would need to manually download,
compile, and install. With the PPA platform, anyone can compile a package from source
and easily make it available for others to download.
PPAs suffer from the same security concerns as regular repositories (you
need to trust the vendor and so on), but are a bit worse considering that
the software isn't audited at all. In addition, if the PPA was to ever go
down, you'd stop getting security updates for the application you install
from it. Only use PPAs when you absolutely need to.
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There is one use case for PPAs that may be compelling, specifically, for a server platform
that standard repositories aren't able to handle as well, and that is software versioning. As I
mentioned earlier, a major server component such as PHP or MySQL may be locked to a
specific major version with each Ubuntu Server release. What do you do if you need to use
Ubuntu Server, but the application you need to run is not available in the version your
organization requires? In the past, you would literally need to choose between the
distribution or the package, with some organizations even using a different distribution of
Linux just to satisfy the need to have a specific application at a specific version. You can
always compile the application from source (assuming its source code is available), but that
can cause additional headaches in the sense that you'd be responsible for compiling new
security patches yourself whenever they're made available. In a perfect world, the
application would be available as a Snap package, which would be the safest way to install
it. PPAs are a way to obtain software outside of the default repositories in a situation where
a Snap isn't available.
PPAs are generally added to your server with the BQUBEESFQPTJUPSZ command. The
syntax generally uses the BQUBEESFQPTJUPSZ command, with a colon, followed by a
username, and then the PPA name. The following command is a hypothetical example:
sudo apt-add-repository ppa:username/myawesomesoftware-1.0

To begin the process, you would start your search by visiting Ubuntu's PPA website, which
is available at IUUQTMBVODIQBEOFUVCVOUV QQBT.
Once you find a PPA you would like to add to your server, you can add it simply by
finding the name of the PPA and then adding it to your server with the BQUBEE
SFQPTJUPSZ command. You should take a look at the page for the PPA, though, in case
there are different instructions. For the most part, the BQUBEESFQPTJUPSZ command
should work fine for you. Each PPA typically has a set of instructions attached, so there
shouldn't be any guesswork required here.
So, what exactly does the BQUBEESFQPTJUPSZ command do? Honestly, it's not all that
amazing. When you install a PPA, it's essentially automating the process of adding a
repository to your FUDBQUTPVSDFTMJTUE directory and installing its key. Therefore,
you can uninstall a PPA by simply deleting its file.
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PPAs are one of the things that sets Ubuntu apart from Debian and can be a very useful
feature if harnessed with care. PPAs offer Ubuntu a flexible way of adding additional
software that wouldn't normally be made available, though you will need to keep an eye on
such repositories to ensure they are properly patched when vulnerabilities arise, and are
used only when absolutely necessary. Always prefer packages from Ubuntu's default
repositories as well as Snaps, but PPAs offer you another option in case you can't find what
you need anywhere else.

Backing up and restoring Debian packages
As you maintain your server, your list of installed packages will grow. If, for some reason,
you needed to rebuild your server, you would need to reproduce exactly what you had
installed before, which can be a pain. It's always recommended that you document all
changes made to your server via a change control process, but, at the very least, keeping
track of which packages are installed is an absolute must. In some cases, a server may only
include one or two extra packages in order to meet its goal, but, in other cases, you may
need an exact combination of software and libraries in order to get things working like they
were. Thankfully, the EQLH command allows us to export and import a list of packages to
install.
To export a list of installed packages, we can use the following command:
dpkg --get-selections > packages.list

This command will dump a list of package selections to a standard text file. If you open it,
you'll see a list of your installed packages, one per line. A typical line within the exported
file will look similar to the following:
tmux install

With this list, we can import our selections back into the server if we need to reinstall
Ubuntu Server, or into a new server that will serve a similar purpose. First, before we
manage any packages, we should update our index:
sudo apt update

Next, we'll need to ensure we have the ETFMFDU package installed. At your shell prompt,
type XIJDIETFMFDU and you should see output similar to the following:
/usr/bin/dselect
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If you don't see the output, you'll need to install the ETFMFDU package with BQU:
sudo apt install dselect

Once that's complete, you can now import your previously saved package list, and have the
missing packages reinstalled on your server. The following commands will complete the
process:
sudo dselect update
sudo dpkg --set-selections < packages.list
sudo apt-get dselect-upgrade

Normally, we simply use BQU instead of BQUHFU nowadays, but some commands, such as
ETFMFDUVQHSBEF, only work with BQUHFU.
After you have run those commands, the packages that are contained in your packages list,
but aren't already installed, will be installed once you confirm the changes. This method
allows you to easily restore the packages previously installed on your server, if for some
reason you need to rebuild it, as well as setting up a new server to be configured in a
similar way to an existing one.

Cleaning up orphaned apt packages
As you manage packages on your server, you'll eventually run into a situation where you'll
have packages on your system that are installed, but not needed by anything. This occurs
either when removing a package that has dependencies, or the dependencies on an
installed package change. As you'll remember, when you install a package that requires
other packages, those dependencies are also installed. But if you remove the package that
required them, the dependencies will not be removed automatically.
To illustrate this situation, if I remove the BQBDIF package from one of my servers, I will
see the following extra information if I then try to install something else:

1WVRWVYKVJQTRJCPGFRCEMCIGUUJQYP
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In this example, I removed BQBDIF (that was done before the screenshot was taken) then I
went on to install NBSJBECTFSWFS. The package I was trying to install is arbitrary; the
important part is the text you see in the screenshot where it says 5IFGPMMPXJOH
QBDLBHFTXFSFBVUPNBUJDBMMZJOTUBMMFEBOEBSFOPMPOHFSSFRVJSFE.
Basically, if you have orphaned packages on your system, Ubuntu will remind you
periodically as you use the APT suite of tools. In this case, I removed BQBDIF so all of the
dependencies that were installed to support the BQBDIF package were no longer needed.
In the screenshot, I'm shown a list of packages that APT doesn't think I need anymore. It
may be right, but this is something we would need to investigate. As instructed in the
output, we can use the BQUBVUPSFNPWF command as SPPU or with TVEP to remove them.
This is a great way of keeping our installed packages clean but should be used with care. If
you've just recently removed a package, it's probably safe to do the cleanup.
Although we haven't walked through updating packages (we'll do that in a later chapter), a
situation that may come up later is one in which you have outdated kernels that can be
cleaned with the BVUPSFNPWF option. These will appear in the same way as the example
orphans I was shown in the previous screenshot, but the names will contain MJOVYJNBHF.
Take care with these; you should never remove outdated kernels from your server until
you verify that the newly installed kernel is working correctly. Generally, you would
probably want to wait at least a week before running BQUBVUPSFNPWF when kernel
packages are involved. When it comes to other packages, they are generally safe to remove
with the BQUBVUPSFNPWF command, since the majority of them will be packages that were
installed as a dependency of another package that is no longer present on the system.
However, double-check that you really do want to remove each of the packages before you
do so. Later in the next section, I'll show you how to inform APT that you'd rather keep a
package that is marked as an orphan, in case you run into a situation where APT lists a
package for cleanup that you'd rather keep.

Making use of Aptitude
The BQUJUVEF command is a very useful, text-based utility for managing packages on your
server. Some administrators use it as an alternative to BQU, and it even has additional
features that you won't find anywhere else. To get started, you'll need to install BQUJUVEF,
if it isn't already:
sudo apt install aptitude
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The most basic usage of BQUJUVEF allows you to perform functions you would normally be
able to perform with BQU. In the following table, I outline several example BQUJUVEF
commands, as well as their BQU equivalent (each one assumes TVEP since you need SPPU
privileges to modify packages):
aptitude command
BQUJUVEFJOTUBMMQBDLBHFOBNF
BQUJUVEFSFNPWFQBDLBHFOBNF
BQUJUVEFTFBSDITFBSDIUFSN
BQUJUVEFVQEBUF
BQUJUVEFVQHSBEF
BQUJUVEFEJTUVQHSBEF

apt equivalent
BQUJOTUBMMQBDLBHFOBNF
BQUSFNPWFQBDLBHFOBNF
BQUDBDIFTFBSDIQBDLBHFOBNF
BQUVQEBUF
BQUVQHSBEF
BQUEJTUVQHSBEF

For the most part, the commands I listed in the preceding table operate in much the same
way as their BQU equivalents. The output from an BQUJUVEF command will typically look
very close to the BQU version. There are some noteworthy differences, though.
First, compare the output from the search commands. Both commands will list package
names, as well as a description for each package. The BQUJUVEF version places additional
blank space in between the application name and description, which makes it look nicer.
However, it also includes an additional column that the BQU version doesn't include, which
represents the state of the package. This column is the first column you'll see when you
search for packages with BQUJUVEF, and will show J if the package is already installed, Q if
the package is not installed, and W if the package is virtual (a virtual package exists merely
as a pointer to other packages). There are other values for this column; feel free to consult
the man page for BQUJUVEF for more information.
Another useful trick with BQUJUVEF is the ability to fix a situation where the BQU command
lists a package as no longer being necessary, even though you would rather keep it around.
If you recall, we went over this subject a few sections ago. Basically, if a package is installed
as a dependency for another package (but the original package was removed), the package
will be marked as automatically installed, which means it becomes a candidate for cleanup
with the BQUBVUPSFNPWF command. In some cases, you may wish to keep such a package
around, and you'd rather the BVUPSFNPWF command not remove it from your system. To
unmark a package as automatically installed, BQUJUVEF comes to our rescue with the
following command:
sudo aptitude unmarkauto <packagename>
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After you unmark a package as automatically installed, it will no longer be a candidate for
BVUPSFNPWF, and you can then use the BQUBVUPSFNPWF command without fear that the
package will be removed.
However, the BQUJUVEF command offers yet another nice feature in the form of a
(somewhat) graphical interface you can interact with on the shell, if you enter the
BQUJUVEF command (as SPPU or with TVEP) with no arguments or options:
sudo aptitude

#RVKVWFGKPCEVKQP
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The BQUJUVEF command features an ODVSTFT interface, which is essentially a Terminal
equivalent of a graphical application. You are able to interact with BQUJUVEF in this mode
by using your arrow keys to move around, Enter to confirm selections, and q to quit. Using
BQUJUVEF's graphical utility, you are basically able to browse the available packages, which
are split into several categories. For example, you can expand /PU*OTUBMMFE1BDLBHFT
to narrow down the list to anything not currently installed, then you can narrow down the
list further by expanding a category (you simply press Enter to expand a list). Once you've
chosen a category, you'll see a list of packages within that category that you can scroll
through with your arrow keys. To manipulate packages, you'll access the menu by pressing
Ctrl + T on your keyboard, which will allow you to perform additional actions. Once in the
menu, you can mark the package as a candidate for installation by using your arrow keys to
navigate to 1BDLBHF, and then you can mark the package as needing to be installed by
selecting *OTUBMM. You can also mark a package as needing to be removed or purged
(meaning the package and its configuration are both removed). In addition, you can mark a
package as automatically installed (.BSL"VUP) or manually installed (.BSL.BOVBM).
Once you've made your selections, the first menu item ("DUJPOT) has an option to
*OTUBMM3FNPWF packages, which can be used to finalize your new selections or removals.
To exit from BQUJUVEF, access the menu and then select 2VJU.
There's more that you can do with the graphical version of BQUJUVEF, so
feel free to play around with it on a test server and read its man pages to
learn more. In addition to being an awesome way to manage packages, it
also has a built-in game of Minesweeper! Have a look around the
application and see if you can find it.
As you can see, BQUJUVEF is a very useful utility, and some even prefer it to plain BQU.
Personally, I still use BQU, though I always make sure BQUJUVEF is installed on my servers
in case I need to benefit from its added functionality.
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Summary
In this chapter, we have taken a crash course in the world of package management. As you
can see, Ubuntu Server offers an amazing number of software packages, and various tools
we can use to manage them. We began the chapter with a discussion on how package
management with Ubuntu works, then we worked through installing packages, searching
for packages, and managing repositories. We have also discussed best practices for keeping
our server up to date, as well as the commands available for us to install the latest updates.
The BQUJUVEF command is also a neat alternative to the BQU suite of commands, and in this
chapter, we looked at its GUI mode as well as how it differs from APT. Snap packages were
also covered, which is an exciting up-and-coming technology that will greatly enhance
software distribution on Ubuntu.
In $IBQUFS, Controlling and Monitoring Processes, we're going to take a look at monitoring
and managing the processes running on our server. We'll take a look at job management, as
well as starting and stopping processes.

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The ____ command suite allows you to manage Debian packages on your server.
What are hardware enablement updates, and how do they benefit you?
What are two types of packages you can install in Ubuntu?
What command would you use to install a Debian package?
What command would you use to remove a Debian package?
What does the TOBQSFGSFTI command do?
The ____ command is an alternative to BQU and even has a graphical user
interface.
What is a package repository?
What is a PPA?
What is the command you would use to back up a list of currently installed
Debian packages?
Which command would you use to clean orphaned packages?
What are some of the benefits of Snap packages?
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Controlling and Monitoring
Processes
On a typical Linux server, there can be over a hundred processes running at any given time.
The purposes of these processes ranges from system services such as NTP to processes that
serve information to others, such as the Apache web server. As an administrator of Ubuntu
servers, you will need to be able to manage these processes, as well as manage the
resources available to them. In this chapter, we'll take a look at process management,
including the QT command, managing KPC control commands, and more.
As we work through these concepts, we will cover:
Displaying running processes with the QT command
Managing jobs
Dealing with misbehaving processes
Utilizing IUPQ
Managing system processes
Enabling services to run at boot time
Managing processes on legacy servers with upstart
Monitoring memory usage
Scheduling tasks with cron
Understanding load average
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Showing running processes with the ps
command
While managing our server, we'll need to understand what processes are running and how
to manage these processes. Later in this chapter, we'll work through starting, stopping, and
monitoring processes. But before we get to those concepts, we first need to be able to
determine what is actually running on our server. The QT command allows us to do this.
When executed by itself, the QT command will show a list of processes run by the user that
called the command:

6JGQWVRWVQHVJGRUEQOOCPFYJGPTWPCUCPQTOCNWUGTCPFYKVJPQQRVKQPU

In the example screenshot I provided, you can see that when I ran the QT command as my
own user with no options, it showed me a list of processes that I am running as myself. In
this case, I have a WJN session open (running in the background), and in the last line, we
also see QT itself, which is also included in the output. We haven't gone through
background processes yet, so don't worry about how I backgrounded WJN just yet.
On the left side of the output, you'll see a number for each of the running processes. This is
known as the Process ID (PID), which is what I'll refer to it as from now on. Before we
continue on, the PID is something that you really should be familiar with, so we may as
well cover it right now.
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Each process running on your server is assigned a PID, which differentiates it from other
processes on your system. You may understand a process as WJN, or UPQ, or some other
name. However, our server knows processes by their ID. When you open a program or
start a process, it's given a PID by the kernel. As you work on managing your server, you'll
find that the PID is useful to know, especially for the commands we'll be covering in this
very chapter. If you want to kill a misbehaving process, for example, a typical workflow
would be for you to find the PID of that process and then reference that PID when you go
to LJMM the process (which I'll show you how to do in a later section). PIDs are actually
more involved than just a number assigned to running processes, but for the purposes of
this chapter, that's the main purpose we'll need to remember.
You can also use the QJEPG command to find the PID of a process if you know the name of
it. For example, I showed you a screenshot of a WJN process running with a PID of .
You might run the following command:
pidof vim

The output will give you the PID(s) of the process without you having to
use the QT command.

Continuing with the QT command, there are several useful options you can give the
command in order to change the way in which it shows its output. If you use the B option,
you'll see more information than you normally would:
ps a

6JGQWVRWVQHVJGRUCEQOOCPF
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With QTB, we're seeing the same output as before, but with additional information, as well
as column headings at the top. We now see a heading for the 1*%, 55:, 45"5, 5*.&, and
$0.."/%. From this new output, you can see that the WJN processes I have running are
editing a file named UFTUGJMF. This is great to know, because if I had more than one WJN
session open and one of them was misbehaving, I would probably want to know which one
I specifically needed to stop.
The 55:, 45"5, and 5*.& fields are new; we didn't see those when we ran QT by itself. We
saw the other fields, although we didn't see a formal heading at the top. The 1*% column
we've already covered, so I won't go into any additional detail about that. The $0.."/%
field tells us the actual command being run, which is very useful if we either want to ensure
we're managing the correct process or to see what a particular user is running (I'll
demonstrate how to display processes for other users soon).
What may not be obvious at first are the 45"5, 5*.&, and 55: fields. The 45"5 field gives
us the status code of the process, which refers to which state the process is currently in. The
state can be uninterruptible sleep (%), defunct (;), stopped (5), interruptible sleep (4), and in
the run queue (3). There is also paging (8), but that is not used anymore, so there's no need
to cover it. Interruptible sleep means that the program is idle: it's waiting for input in order
to awaken. Uninterruptible sleep is a state in which a process is generally waiting on input
and cannot handle additional signals (we'll briefly talk about signals later on in this
chapter). A defunct process (also referred to as a zombie process) has, for all intents and
purposes, finished its job but is waiting on the parent to perform cleanup. Defunct
processes aren't actually running but remain in the process list and should normally close
on their own. If such a process remains in the list indefinitely and doesn't close, it can be a
candidate for the LJMM command, which we will discuss later. A stopped process is
generally a process that has been sent to the background, which will be discussed in the
next section.
The 55: column tells us which TTY the process is attached to. A TTY refers to a
Teletypewriter, which is a term used from a much different time period. In the past, a
Teletypewriter would be used to electronically send signals to a typing device on the other
end of a wire. Obviously, we don't use machines like these nowadays, but the concept is
similar from a virtual standpoint. On our server, we're using our keyboard to send input to
a device which then displays output to another device. In our case, the input device is our
keyboard and the output device is our screen, which is either connected directly to our
server or is located on our computer which is connected to our server over a service such as
SSH. On a Linux system, processes run on a TTY, which is (for all intents and purposes) a
Terminal that grabs input and manages that output, similar to a Teletypewriter in a virtual
sense. A Terminal is our method of interacting with our server.
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In the screenshot I provided, we have one process running on a TTY of UUZ, and the other
processes are running on QUT. The UUZ we see is the actual Terminal device, and QUT
references a virtual (pseudo) Terminal device. Our server is actually able to run several UUZ
sessions, typically one to seven. Each of these can be running their own programs and
processes. To understand this better, try pressing Ctrl + Alt + any function key, from F1
through F7 (if you have a physical keyboard plugged into a physical server). Each time, you
should see your screen cleared and then moved to another Terminal. Each of these
terminals is independent of one another. Each of your function keys represents a specific
TTY, so by pressing Ctrl + Alt + F6, you're switching your display to TTY 6.
Essentially, you're switching from TTY 1 through to TTY 7, with each being able to contain
their own running processes. If you run QTB again, you'll see any processes you start on
those TTYs show up in the output as a UUZ session, such as UUZ or UUZ. Processes that
you start in a Terminal emulator will be given a designation of QUT, because they're not
running in an actual TTY, but rather a Pseudo-TTY.
This was a long discussion for something that ends up being simple (TTY or pseudo-TTY),
but with this knowledge you should be able to differentiate between a process running on
the actual server or through a shell.
Continuing, let's take a look at the 5*.& field of our QT command output. This field
represents the total amount of time the CPU has been utilized for that particular process.
However, the time is  for each of the processes in the screenshot I've provided. This
may be confusing at first. In my case, the WJN processes in particular have been running for
about 15 minutes or so since I took the screenshot, and they still show  utilization time
even now. Actually, this isn't the amount of time the process has been running, but rather
the amount of time the process has been actively engaging with the CPU. In the case of WJN,
each of these processes is just a buffer with a file open. For the sake of comparison, the
Linux machine I'm writing this chapter on has a process ID of  with a time of .
PID  belongs to my X server, which provides the foundation for my graphical user
environment and windowing capabilities. However, this laptop currently has an uptime of
6 days and 22 hours as I type this, which is roughly equivalent to 166 hours, which is not
the same amount of time that PID  is reporting for its 5*.&. Therefore, we can deduce
that even though my laptop has been running 6 days straight, the X server has only utilized
92 hours and 51 minutes of actual CPU time. In summary, the 5*.& column refers to the
amount of time a process needs the CPU to calculate something and is not necessarily equal
to how long something has been running, or for how long a graphical process is showing
on your screen.
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Let's continue on with the QT command and look at some additional options. First, let's see
what we get when we add the V option to our previous example, which gives us the
following example command:
ps au

6JGQWVRWVQHVJGRUCWEQOOCPF

When you run it, you should notice the difference from the QTB command right away.
With this variation, you'll see processes listed that are being run by your user ID, as well as
other users. When I run it, I see processes listed in the output for my user (KBZ), as well as
one for SPPU. The V option will be a common option you're likely to use, since most of the
time while managing servers you're probably more interested in keeping an eye on what
kinds of shenanigans your users are getting themselves into. But perhaps the most common
use of the QT command is the following variation:
ps aux

With the Y option added, we're no longer limiting our output to processes within a TTY
(either native or pseudo). The result is that we'll see a lot more processes, including systemlevel processes, that are not tied to a process we started ourselves. Go ahead and try it. In
practice, though, the QTBVY command is most commonly used with HSFQ to look for a
particular process or string. For example, let's say you want to see a list of all OHJOY worker
processes. To do that, you may execute a command such as the following:
ps aux | grep nginx
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Here, we're executing the QTBVY command as before, but we're piping the output into
HSFQ, where we're looking only for lines of output that include the string OHJOY. In
practice, this is the way I often use QT, as well as the way I've noticed many other
administrators using it. With QTBVY, we are able to see a lot more output, and then we can
narrow that down with search criteria by piping into HSFQ. However, if all we wanted to do
was to show processes that have a particular string, we could also do the following:
ps u -C nginx

Another useful variation of the QT command is to sort the output by sorting the processes
using the most CPU first:
ps aux --sort=-pcpu

Unfortunately, that command shows a lot of output, and we would have to scroll back to
the top in order to see the top processes. Depending on your Terminal, you may not have
the ability to scroll back very far (or at all), so the following command will narrow it down
further:
ps aux --sort=-pcpu | head -n 5

Now that is useful! With that example, I'm using the QTBVY command with the TPSU
option, sorting by the percentage of CPU utilization (QDQV). Then I'm piping the output
into the IFBE command, where I'm instructing it to show me only five lines (O).
Essentially, this is giving me a list of the top five processes that are using the most CPU. In
fact, I can do the same but with the most-used memory instead:
ps aux --sort=-pmem | head -n 5

If you want to determine which processes are misbehaving and using a non-ordinary
amount of memory or CPU, those commands will help you narrow it down. The QT
command is a very useful command for your admin toolbox. Feel free to experiment with it
beyond the examples I've provided; you can consult the man pages for the QT command to
learn even more tricks. In fact, the second section of the man page for QT (under examples)
gives you even more neat examples to try out.
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Managing jobs
Up until now, everything we have been doing on the shell has been right in front of us,
from execution to completion. We've installed applications, run programs, and walked
through various commands. Each time, we've had control of our shell taken from us, and
we've only been able to start a new task when the previous one had finished. For example,
if we were to install the WJNOPY package with the BQUJOTUBMM command, we would
watch helplessly while BQU takes care of fetching the package and installing it for us. While
this is going on, our cursor goes away and our shell completes the task for us without
allowing us to queue up another command. We can always open a new shell to the server
and multi-task by having two windows open at once, each doing different tasks. Actually,
we don't have to do that, unless we want to. We can actually background a process without
waiting for it to complete while working on something else. Then, we can bring that
process back to the front to return to working on it or to check whether or not it finished
successfully. Think of this as a similar concept to a windowing desktop environment, or
user interfaces on the Windows or macOS operating systems. We can work on an
application, minimize it to get it out of the way, and then maximize it to continue working
with it. Essentially, that's the same concept of backgrounding a process in a Linux shell.
In my opinion, the easiest way to learn a new concept is to try it out, and the easiest
example I can think of is by using a text editor. In fact, this example is extremely useful and
may just become a part of your daily workflow. To do this exercise, you can use any
command-line text editor you prefer, such as WJN or OBOP. On Ubuntu Server, OBOP is
usually installed by default, so you already have it if you want to go with that. If you prefer
to use WJN, feel free to install the WJNOPY package:
sudo apt install vim-nox

If you want to use WJN, you can actually install WJN rather than WJNOPY,
but I always default to WJNOPY since it features built-in support for
scripting languages.
Again, feel free to use whichever text editor you want. Teaching you how to use a text
editor is beyond the scope of this book, so just use whatever you feel comfortable with. In
the following examples, I'll be using OBOP. However, if you use WJN, just replace OBOP with
WJN every time you see it.
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Anyway, to see backgrounding in action, open up your text editor. Feel free to open a file or
just start a blank session. (If in doubt, type OBOP and press Enter.) With the text editor open,
we can background it at any time by pressing Ctrl + Z on our keyboard.
If you are using WJN instead of OBOP, you can only background WJN when
you are not in insert mode, since it captures Ctrl + Z rather than passing it
to the shell.
Did you see what happened? You were immediately taken away from your editor and were
returned to the shell so you could continue to use it. You should have seen some output
similar to the following:
[1]+ Stopped nano

Here, we see the KPC number of our process, its status, and then the name of the process.
Even though the process of your text editor shows a status of 4UPQQFE, it's still running.
You can confirm this with the following command:
ps au |grep nano

In my case, I see the OBOP process running with a PID of :
jay 1070 0.0 0.9 39092 7320 pts/0 T 15:53 0:00 nano

At this point, I can execute additional commands, navigate around my filesystem, and get
additional work done. When I want to bring my text editor back, I can use the GH command
to foreground the process, which will resume it. If I have multiple background processes,
the GH command will bring back the one I was working on most recently.
I gave you an example of the QT command to show that the process was still running in the
background, but there's actually a dedicated command for that purpose, and that is the
KPCT command. If you execute the KPCT command, you'll see in the output a list of all the
processes running in background. Here's some example output:
[1]- Stopped nano file1.txt
[2]+ Stopped nano file2.txt
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The output shows that I have two OBOP sessions in use, one modifying GJMFUYU, and the
other modifying GJMFUYU. If I were to execute the GH command, that would bring up the
OBOP session that's editing GJMFUYU, since that was the last one I was working in. That
may or may not be the one I want to return to editing, though. Since I have the KPC ID on
the left, I can bring up a specific background process by using its ID with the GH command:
fg 1

Knowing how to background a process can add quite a bit to your workflow. For example,
let's say, hypothetically, that I'm editing a config file for a server application, such as
Apache. While I'm editing this config file, I need to consult the documentation (man page)
for Apache because I forgot the syntax for something. I could open a new shell and an SSH
session to my server and view the documentation in another window. This could get very
messy if I open up too many shells. Better yet, I can background the current OBOP session,
read the documentation, and then foreground the process with the GH command to return
to working on it. All from one SSH session!
To background a process, you don't have to use Ctrl + Z; you can actually background a
process right when you execute it by entering a command with the ampersand symbol ()
typed at the end. To show you how this works, I'll use IUPQ as an example. Admittedly,
this may not necessarily be the most practical example, but it does work to show you how
to start a process and have it backgrounded right away. We'll get to the IUPQ command
later in this chapter, but for now feel free to install this package and then run it with the
ampersand symbol:
sudo apt install htop
htop &

The first command, as you already know, installs the IUPQ package on our server. With the
second command, I'm opening IUPQ but backgrounding it immediately. What I'll see when
it's back-grounded is its job ID and PID. Now, at any time, I can bring IUPQ to the
foreground with GH. Since I just backgrounded it, GH will bring IUPQ back since it considers
it the most recent. As you know, if it wasn't the most recent, I could reference its job ID with
the GH command to bring it back even if it wasn't my most recently used job. Go ahead and
practice using the ampersand symbol with a command and then bringing it back to the
foreground. In the case of IUPQ, it can be useful to start it, background it, and then bring it
back anytime you need to check the performance of your server.
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Keep in mind, though, that when you exit your shell, all your backgrounded processes will
close. If you have unsaved work in your WJN sessions, you'll lose what you were working
on. For this reason, if you utilize background processes, you may want to check to see if
you have any pending jobs still running by executing the KPCT command before logging
out.
In addition, you'll probably notice that some applications background cleanly, while others
don't. In the case of using a text editor and IUPQ, those applications stay quietly running in
the background, allowing us to perform other tasks and allowing us to return to those
commands later. However, some applications may still spit out diagnostic text regularly in
your main window, whether they're backgrounded or not. To get even more control over
your bash sessions, you can learn how to use a multiplexer, such as UNVY or TDSFFO, to
allow these processes to run in their own session such that they don't interrupt your work.
Going over the use of a program such as UNVY is beyond the scope of this book, but it is a
useful utility to learn if you're interested.

Dealing with misbehaving processes
Regarding the QT command, by this point you know how to display processes running on
your server, as well as how to narrow down the output by string or resource usage. But
what can you actually do with that knowledge? As much as we hate to admit it, sometimes
the processes our server runs fail or misbehave and you need to restart them. If a process
refuses to close normally, you may need to LJMM that process. In this section, we introduce
the LJMM and LJMMBMM commands to serve that purpose.
The LJMM command accepts a PID as an option and attempts to close a process gracefully.
In a typical workflow where you need to terminate a process that won't do so on its own,
you will first use the QT command to find the PID of the culprit. Then, knowing the PID,
you can attempt to LJMM the process. For example, if PID  needed to be killed, you
could execute the following:
sudo kill 31258

If all goes well, the process will end. You can restart it or investigate why it failed by
perusing its logs.
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To better understand what the LJMM command does, you first will need to understand the
basics of Linux Signals. Signals are used by both administrators and developers and can be
sent to a process either by the kernel, another process, or manually with a command. A
signal instructs the process of a request or change, and in some cases, to completely
terminate. An example of such a signal is 4*()61, which tells processes that their
controlling Terminal has exited. One situation in which this may occur is when you have a
Terminal emulator open, with several processes inside it running. If you close the Terminal
window (without stopping the processes you were running), they'll be sent the 4*()61
signal, which basically tells them to quit (essentially, it means the shell quit or hung up).
Other examples include 4*(*/5 (where an application is running in the foreground and is
stopped by pressing Ctrl + C on the keyboard) and 4*(5&3., which when sent to a process
asks it to cleanly terminate. Yet another example is 4*(,*--, which forces a process to
terminate uncleanly. In addition to a name, each signal is also represented by a value, such
as  for 4*(5&3. and  for 4*(,*--. Going over each of the signals is beyond the scope of
this chapter (the advanced topics of signals are mainly only useful for developers), but you
can view more information about them by consulting the man page if you're curious:
man 7 signal

For the purposes of this section, the two types of signals we are most concerned about are
4*(5&3.  and 4*(,*--  . When we want to stop a process, we send one of these
signals to it, and the LJMM command allows us to do just that. By default, the LJMM
command sends signal  (4*(5&3.), which tells the process to cleanly terminate. If
successful, the process will free its memory and gracefully close. With our previous
example LJMM command, we sent signal  to the process, since we didn't clarify which
signal to send.
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Terminating a process with 4*(,*--  is considered an extreme last resort. When you
send signal  to a process, it's the equivalent of ripping the carpet out from underneath it or
blowing it up with a stick of dynamite. The process will be force-closed without giving it
any time to react at all, so it's one of those things you should avoid using unless you've
literally tried absolutely everything you can think of. In theory, sending signal  can cause
corrupted files, memory issues, or other shenanigans to occur. As for me, I've never actually
run into long-term damage to software from using it, but theoretically it can happen, so you
want to only use it in extreme cases. One case where such a signal may be necessary is
regarding EFGVODU (zombie) processes in a situation where they don't close on their own.
These processes are basically dead already and are typically waiting on their parent process
to reap them. If the parent process never attempts to do so, they will remain on the process
list. This in and of itself may not really be a big issue, since these processes aren't
technically doing anything. But if their presence is causing problems and you can't kill
them, you could try to send 4*(,*-- to the process. There should be no harm in killing a
zombie process, but you would want to give them time to be reaped first.
To send signal  to a process, you would use the  option of the LJMM command. It should
go without saying, though, to make sure you're executing it against the proper process ID:
sudo kill -9 31258

Just like that, the process will vanish without a trace. Anything it was writing to will be in
limbo, and it will be removed from memory instantly. If, for some reason, the process still
manages to stay running (which is extremely rare), you probably would need to reboot the
server to get rid of it, which is something I've only seen in a few, very rare cases. If LJMM
 doesn't get rid of the process, nothing will.
Another method of killing a process is with the LJMMBMM command, which is probably safer
than the LJMM command (if for no other reason than there's a smaller chance you'll
accidentally kill the wrong process). Like LJMM, LJMMBMM allows you to send 4*(5&3. to a
process, but unlike LJMM, you can do so by name. In addition, LJMMBMM doesn't just kill one
process, it kills any process it finds with the name you've given it as an option. To use
LJMMBMM, you would simply execute LJMMBMM along with the name of a process:
sudo killall myprocess
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Just like the LJMM command, you can also send signal  to the process as well:
sudo killall -9 myprocess

Again, use that only when necessary. In practice, though, you probably won't use LJMMBMM
 very often (if ever), because it's rare for multiple processes under the same process name
to become locked. If you need to send signal , stick to the LJMM command if you can.
The LJMM and LJMMBMM commands can be incredibly useful in the situation of a
stuck process, but these are commands you would hope you don't have to use very often.
Stuck processes can occur in situations where applications encounter a situation from
which they can't recover, so if you constantly find yourself needing to LJMM processes, you
may want to check for an update to the package responsible for the service or check your
server for hardware issues.

Utilizing htop
When wanting to view the overall performance of your server, nothing beats IUPQ.
Although not typically installed by default, IUPQ is one of those utilities that I recommend
everyone installs, since it's indispensable when wanting to check on the resource utilization
of your server. If you don't already have IUPQ installed, all you need to do is install it with
BQU:
sudo apt install htop

When you run IUPQ at your shell prompt, you will see the IUPQ application in all its glory.
In some cases, it may be beneficial to run IUPQ as SPPU, since doing so does give you
additional options such as being able to kill processes, though this is not required:
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At the top of the IUPQ display, you'll see a progress meter for each of your cores (the server
in my screenshot only has one core), as well as a meter for memory and swap. In addition,
the upper portion will also show you your 6QUJNF, -PBEBWFSBHF, and the number of
5BTLT you have running. The lower section of IUPQ's display will show you a list of
processes running on your server, with fields showing you useful information such as how
much memory or CPU is being consumed by each process, as well as the command being
run, the user running it, and its PID. To scroll through the list of processes, you can press
Page Up or Page Down or use your arrow keys. In addition, IUPQ features mouse support, so
you are also able to click on columns at the top in order to sort the list of processes by that
criteria. For example, if you click on .&. or $16, the process list will be sorted by
memory or CPU usage respectively. The contents of the display will be updated every two
seconds.
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The IUPQ utility is also customizable. If you prefer a different color scheme, for example,
you can press F2 to enter Setup mode, navigate to Colors on the left, and then you can
switch your color scheme to one of the six that are provided. Other options include the
ability to add additional meters, add or remove columns, and more. One tweak I find
especially helpful on multicore servers is the ability to add an average CPU bar. Normally,
IUPQ shows you a meter for each core on your server, but if you have more than one, you
may be interested in the average as well. To do so, enter Setup mode again (F2), then with
Meters highlighted, arrow to the right to highlight CPU average and then press F5 to add it
to the left column. There are other meters you can add as well, such as Load average,
Battery, and more.
Depending on your environment, function keys may not work correctly in
Terminal programs such as IUPQ, because those keys may be mapped to
something else. For example, F10 to quit IUPQ may not work if F10 is
mapped to a function within your Terminal emulator, and using a virtual
machine solution such as VirtualBox may also prevent some of these keys
from working normally.
When you open IUPQ, you will see a list of processes for every user on the system. When
you have a situation where you don't already know which user/process is causing extreme
load, this is ideal. However, a very useful trick (if you want to watch a specific user) is to
press U on your keyboard, which will open up the Show processes of: menu. In this menu,
you can highlight a specific user by highlighting it with the up or down arrow keys and
then pressing Enter to only show processes for that user. This will greatly narrow down the
list of processes.
Another useful view is the Tree view, which allows you to see a list of processes organized
by their parent/child relationship, rather than just a flat list. In practice, it's common for a
process to be spawned by another process. In fact, all processes in Linux are spawned from
at least one other process, and this view shows that relationship directly. In a situation
where you are stopping a process only to have it immediately re-spawn, you would need to
know what the parent of that process is in order to stop it from resurrecting itself. Pressing
F5 will switch IUPQ to Tree view mode, and pressing it again will disable the Tree view.
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As I've mentioned, IUPQ updates its stats every two seconds by default. Personally, I find
this to be ideal, but if you want to change how fast it refreshes, you can call IUPQ with the 
E option and then apply a different number of seconds (entered in tenths of seconds) for it
to refresh. For example, to run IUPQ but have it update every seven seconds, start IUPQ
with the following command:
htop -d 70

To kill a process with IUPQ, use your up and down arrow keys to highlight the process you
wish to kill and press F9. A new menu will appear, giving you a list of signals you are able
to send to the process with IUPQ. 4*(5&3., as we discussed before, will attempt to
gracefully terminate the process. 4*(,*-- will terminate it uncleanly. Once you highlight
the signal you wish to send, you can send it by pressing Enter or cancel the process with
Esc.
As you can see, IUPQ can be incredibly useful and has (for the most part) replaced the
legacy UPQ command that was popular in the past. The UPQ command is available by
default in Ubuntu Server and is worth a look, if only as a comparison to IUPQ. Like IUPQ,
the UPQ command gives you a list of processes running on your server, as well as their
resource usage. There are no pretty meters and there is less customization possible, but the
UPQ command serves the same purpose. In most cases, though, IUPQ is probably your best
bet going forward.

Managing system processes
System processes, also known as daemons, are programs that run in the background on
your server and are typically started automatically when it boots. We don't usually manage
these services directly as they run in the background to perform their duty, with or without
needing our input. For example, if our server is a DHCP server and runs the JTDEIDQ
TFSWFS process, this process will run in the background, listening for DHCP requests and
providing new IP assignments to them as they come in. Most of the time, when we install
an application that runs as a service, Ubuntu will configure it to start when we boot our
server, so we don't have to start it ourselves. Assuming the service doesn't run into an
issue, it will happily continue performing its job forever until we tell it to stop. In Linux,
services are managed by its JOJU system, also referred to as 1*% since the JOJU system of
a Linux system always receives that PID.
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In the past several years, the way in which processes are managed in Ubuntu Server has
changed considerably. Ubuntu has switched to TZTUFNE for its JOJU system, which was
previously Upstart until a few years ago. Ubuntu 16.04 was the first LTS release of Ubuntu
with TZTUFNE, and this is also the case in Ubuntu 18.04. Even though Ubuntu 18.04 uses
TZTUFNE, and that is the preferred JOJU system going forward, Ubuntu 14.04 is still
supported at the time of writing, and it's very possible that you may have a mix of both as
the older systems age out. For that reason, I'll go over both JOJU systems in this section.
First, let's take a look at the way in which you manage services in modern Ubuntu releases
with TZTUFNE. With TZTUFNE, services are known as units, though, for all intents and
purposes, the terms mean the same thing. The TZTUFNE suite features the TZTUFNDUM
command, which allows you to start, stop, and view the status of units on your server. To
help illustrate this, I'll use OpenSSH as an example, though you'll use the same command if
you're managing other services, as all you would need to do is change the unit name.
The TZTUFNDUM command, with no options or parameters, assumes the MJTUVOJUT
option, which dumps a list of units to your shell. This can be a bit messy, though, so if you
already know the name of a unit you'd like to search for, you can pipe the output into HSFQ
and search for a string. This is handy in a situation where you may not know the exact
name of the unit, but you know part of it:
systemctl |grep ssh

If you want to check a service, the best way is to actually use the TUBUVT keyword, which
will show you some very useful information regarding the unit. This information includes
whether or not the unit is running, if it's enabled (meaning it's configured to start at boot
time), as well as the most recent log entries for the unit:
systemctl status ssh

%JGEMKPIVJGUVCVWUQHCWPKVYKVJU[UVGOEVN
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In my screenshot, you can see that I used TVEP in order to run the TZTUFNDUMTUBUVT
TTI command, but I didn't have to. You can actually check the status of most units without
needing SPPU access, but you may not see all the information available. Some units do not
show the recent log entries without TVEP. The TTI unit shows the same output either way,
though.
Another thing you may notice in the screenshot is that the name of the TTI unit is
actually TTITFSWJDF, but you don't need to include the TFSWJDF part of the name, since
that is implied by default. Sometimes, while viewing the status of a process with
TZTUFNDUM, the output may be condensed to save space on the screen. To avoid this and
see the full log entries, add the M option:
systemctl status -l ssh

Another thing to pay attention to is the WFOEPSQSFTFU of the unit. As I've mentioned
before, most packages in Ubuntu that include a service will enable it automatically, but
other distributions which feature TZTUFNE may not. In the case of the TTI example, you can
see that the WFOEPSQSFTFU is set to FOBCMFE. This means that once you install the
PQFOTTITFSWFS package, the TTITFSWJDF unit will automatically be enabled. You can
confirm this by checking the "DUJWF line (where the example output says BDUJWF
SVOOJOH ), which tells us that the unit is running. The -PBEFE line clarifies that the unit is
FOBCMFE, so we know that the next time we start the server, TTI will be loaded
automatically. A unit automatically becoming enabled and starting automatically may vary
in packages that are configured differently, so make sure you check this output whenever
you install a new application.
Starting and stopping a unit is just as easy; all you have to do is change the keyword you
use with TZTUFNDUM to TUBSU or TUPQ in order to have the desired effect:
sudo systemctl stop ssh
sudo systemctl start ssh

There are additional keywords, such as SFTUBSU (which takes care of the previous two
command examples at the same time), and some units even feature SFMPBE, which allows
you to activate new configuration settings without needing to bring down the entire
application. An example of why this is useful is with Apache, which serves web pages to
local or external users. If you stop Apache, all users will be disconnected from the website
you're serving. If you add a new site, you can use SFMPBE rather than SFTUBSU, which will
activate any new configuration you may have added without disturbing the existing
connections. Not all units feature a SFMPBE option, so you should check the documentation
of the application that provides the unit to be sure.
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If a unit is not currently enabled, you can enable it with the FOBCMF keyword:
sudo systemctl enable ssh

It's just as easy to disable a unit as well:
sudo systemctl disable ssh

The TZTUFNE suite includes other commands as well, such as KPVSOBMDUM. The reason I
refer to TZTUFNE as a suite (and not just as an JOJU system) is because it handles more than
just starting and stopping processes, with more features being added every year. The
KPVSOBMDUM command allows us to view log files, but I'll wait until $IBQUFS,
Troubleshooting Ubuntu Servers, which is where I'll give you an introduction on how that
works. For the purposes of this chapter, however, if you understand how to start, stop,
enable, disable, and check the status of a unit, you're good to go for now.
If you have a server with an older version of Ubuntu Server installed, commands from the
TZTUFNE suite will not work, as TZTUFNE is still relatively new. Older versions of Ubuntu
use 6QTUBSU, which we will take a look at now. If you don't manage any older Ubuntu
installations, feel free to skip the rest of this section.
Managing running services with 6QTUBSU is done with the TFSWJDF command. To check
the status of a process with 6QTUBSU, we can do the following:
service ssh status

In my case, I get the following output:
ssh start/running, process 907

As you can see, we don't get as much output as we do with TZTUFNDUM on TZTUFNE
systems, but it at least tells us that the process is running and provides us with its PID.
Stopping the process and starting it again gives us similar (limited) output:
sudo service ssh stop
ssh stop/waiting
sudo service ssh start
ssh start/running, process 1304

While the 6QTUBSU method of managing services may not give us as verbose information
as TZTUFNE, it's fairly straightforward. We can start, stop, restart, reload, and check the
status of a service of a given name. For the purposes of managing processes, that's pretty
much it when it comes to 6QTUBSU.
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If you're curious, 6QTUBSU stores the configuration for its services in the
FUDJOJU directory, with each service having its own file with a
DPOGJH extension. Feel free to open one of these files to see how
6QTUBSU services are configured.
Some services are started using JOJU scripts stored in FUDJOJUE, rather than with
6QTUBSU or TZTUFNE commands. The FUDJOJUE directory is used primarily with
another JOJU system, TZTWJOJU, which is very old now by today's standards. However,
some distributions that are still supported feature this even older JOJU system, such as
Debian 7 and Gentoo to name but two. In the early days, Ubuntu used TZTWJOJU as well,
before eventually replacing it with 6QTUBSU, so some of these JOJU scripts remain, while
some applications that have yet to be updated for newer JOJU systems still use them. In
most cases, 6QTUBSU and TZTUFNE can still manage these processes, but will call their JOJU
scripts in FUDJOJUE if there is no built-in 6QTUBSU or TZTUFNE service file. Even if there
is, you are still able to utilize this older method even on newer systems, but there's no
telling how long this compatibility layer will remain. At the time of writing, though, the
legacy JOJU scripts are still well supported.
The older methods of starting, stopping, restarting, reloading, and checking the status of
services with the older TZTWJOJU style is performed with the following commands
respectively (again, using TTI as an example):
/etc/init.d/ssh
/etc/init.d/ssh
/etc/init.d/ssh
/etc/init.d/ssh
/etc/init.d/ssh

start
stop
restart
reload
status

At this point, with multiple JOJU systems, it may be confusing as to which methods you
should be using. But it breaks down simply. If you're using a version of Ubuntu that's 16.04
or newer, go with the TZTUFNE examples, since that is the new JOJU system in use
nowadays. If your server is using an Ubuntu version older than 16.04, use the VQTUBSU
commands. In either case, if the normal commands don't work for a particular service, try
the older TZTWJOJU commands. 99.9% of the time, though, the JOJU system that your
version of Ubuntu Server ships with will work since just about any application worth using
has been ported over.
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The TZTUFNE init system actually has additional features that its predecessors didn't have.
For example, you can enable a service to start as a particular user, rather than system-wide.
To do so, the application has to support being started as a user, which would allow you to
enable it with a command similar to the following:
sudo systemctl enable myservice@myuser

In the hypothetical example I just provided, I'm enabling a unit called NZTFSWJDF for user
NZVTFS. A real-life example of why enabling a service to run as a user is useful is
syncthing. Although an in-depth walk-through of syncthing is beyond the scope of this
book, it's a great example since it supports being enabled system-wide as well as per user.
This is a great thing, since syncthing is a file synchronization application, and each user on
a system will have different files to sync, so each user can have his or her own configuration
that won't affect other users. As usual, check the documentation that comes with the
application you want to install to see what it supports as far as how to enable it.

Monitoring memory usage
Understanding how Linux manages memory can actually be a somewhat complex topic, as
understanding how much memory is truly free can be a small hurdle for newcomers to
overcome. You'll soon see that how Linux manages memory on your server is actually
fairly straightforward. For the purpose of monitoring memory usage on our server, we
have the GSFF command at our disposal, which we can use to see how much memory is
being consumed at any given time. My favorite variation of this command is GSFFN,
which shows the amount of memory in use in terms of megabytes. You can also use GSFF
H to show the output in terms of gigabytes, but the output won't be precise enough on
most servers. Giving the GSFF command no option will result in the output being shown in
terms of kilobytes:

1WVRWVQHVJGHTGGEQOOCPF
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In my opinion, adding the N option makes the GSFF command much more readable:
free -m

1WVRWVQHVJGHTGGOEQOOCPF

Since everything is broken down into megabytes, it's much easier to read, at least for me.
To follow along, refer to the previous screenshot, and I will explain how to interpret the
results of the GSFF command.
At first glance, it may appear as though this server has only  MB free. You'll see this in
the first row and third column under GSFF. In actuality, the number you'll really want to
pay attention to is the number under BWBJMBCMF, which is  MB in this case. That's now
much memory is actually free. Since this server has  MB of total RAM available (you'll
see this on the first row, under UPUBM), this means that most of the RAM is free, and this
server is not really working that hard at all.
Some additional explanation is necessary to truly understand these numbers. You could
very well stop reading this section right now as long as you take away from it that the
BWBJMBCMF column represents how much memory is free for your applications to use.
However, it's not quite that simple. Technically, when you look at the output, the server
really does have  MB free. The amount of memory listed under BWBJMBCMF is
legitimately being used by the system in the form of a cache but would be freed up in the
event that any application needed to use it. If an application starts and needs a decent
chunk of memory in order to run, the kernel will provide it with some memory from this
cache if it needed it.
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Linux, like most modern systems, subscribes to the belief that "unused RAM is wasted
RAM." RAM that isn't being used by any process is given to what is known as a disk cache,
which is utilized to make your server run more efficiently. When data needs to be written
to a storage device, it's not directly written right away. Instead, this data is written to the
disk cache (a portion of RAM that's set aside), and then synchronized to the storage device
later in the background. The reason this makes your server more efficient is that this data
being stored in RAM would be written to and retrieved faster than it would be from disk.
Applications and services can synchronize data to the disk in the background without
forcing you to wait for it. This cache also works for reading data, as when you first open a
file, its contents are cached. The system will then retrieve it from RAM if you read the same
file again, which is more efficient. If you just recently saved a new file and retrieve it right
away, it's likely still in the cache and then retrieved from there, rather than from the disk
directly.
To understand all of these columns, I'll outline the meaning of each in the following table:
Column
UPUBM
VTFE
GSFF
TIBSFE

Meaning
The total amount of RAM installed on the server.
Memory that is used (from any source). This is calculated as follows:
total - free - buffers - cache.
Memory not being used by anything, cache or otherwise.
Memory used by UNQGT.

CVGG/DBDIF The amount of memory being used by the buffers and cache.
BWBJMBCMF Memory that is free for applications to use.

How much Swap is being used is something you should definitely keep an eye on. When
memory starts to get full, the server will start to utilize the TXBQ file that was created
during installation. It's normal for a small portion of TXBQ to be utilized even when the
majority of the RAM is free. But if a decent chunk of Swap is being used, it should be
investigated (perhaps a process is using a larger than normal amount of memory).
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You can actually control at which point your server will begin to utilize Swap. How
frequently a Linux server utilizes swap is referred to as its swappiness. By default, the
TXBQQJOFTT value on a Linux server is typically set to . You can verify this with the
following command:
cat /proc/sys/vm/swappiness

The higher the TXBQQJOFTT value, the more likely your server will utilize swap. If the
TXBQQJOFTT value is set to , your server will use swap as much as possible. If you set it
to , swap will never be used at all. This value correlates roughly to the percentage of RAM
being used. For example, if you set TXBQQJOFTT to , TXBQ will be used when RAM
becomes (roughly) 80 percent full. If you set it to , swap will start being used when half
your RAM is being used, and so on.
To change this value on the fly, you can execute the following command:
sudo sysctl vm.swappiness=30

This method doesn't set TXBQQJOFTT permanently, however. When you execute that
command, TXBQQJOFTT will immediately be set to the new value and your server will act
accordingly. Once you reboot, though, the TXBQQJOFTT value will revert back to the
default. To make the change permanent, open the following file with your text editor:
/etc/sysctl.conf

A line in that file corresponding to TXBQQJOFTT will typically not be included by default,
but you can add it manually. To do so, add a line such as the following to the end of the file
and save it:
vm.swappiness = 30

Changing this value is one of many techniques within the realm of performance tuning.
While the default value of  is probably fine for most, there may be a situation where
you're running a performance-minded application and can't afford to have it swap any
more than it absolutely has to. In such a situation, you would try different values for
TXBQQJOFTT and use whichever one works best during your performance tests.
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Scheduling tasks with cron
Earlier in this chapter, we worked through starting processes and enabling them to run all
the time and as soon as the server boots. In some cases, you may need an application to
perform a job at a specific time, rather than always be running in the background. This is
where cron comes in. With cron, you can set a process, program, or script to run at a
specific time-down to the minute. Each user is able to have his or her own set of cron jobs
(known as a DSPOUBC), which can perform any function that a user would be able to do
normally. The SPPU user has a DSPOUBC as well, which allows system-wide administrative
tasks to be performed. Each DSPOUBC includes a list of cron jobs (one per line), which we'll
get into shortly. To view a DSPOUBC for a user, we can use the DSPOUBC command:
crontab -l

With the M option, the DSPOUBC command will show you a list of jobs for the user that
executed the command. If you execute it as SPPU, you'll see root's DSPOUBC. If you execute
it as user KEPF, you'll see the DSPOUBC for KEPF, and so on. If you want to view a DSPOUBC
for a user other than yourself, you can use the V option and specify a user, but you'll need
to execute it as SPPU or with TVEP to view the DSPOUBC of other users:
sudo crontab -u jdoe -l

By default, no user has a DSPOUBC until you create one or more jobs. Therefore, you'll
probably see output such as the following when you check the DSPOUBCT for your current
users:
no crontab for jdoe

To create a cron job, first log in as the user account you want the task to run under. Then,
issue the following command:
crontab -e
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If you have more than one text editor on your system, you may see output similar to the
following:

5GNGEVKPICPGFKVQTHQTWUGYKVJVJGETQPVCDEQOOCPF

In this case, you'll simply press the number corresponding to the text editor you'd like to
use when creating your cron job. To choose an editor and edit your DSPOUBC with a single
command, the following will work:
EDITOR=vim crontab -e

In that example, you can replace WJN with whatever text editor you prefer. At this point,
you should be placed in a text editor with your DSPOUBC file open. The default DSPOUBC file
for each user features some helpful comments that give you some useful information
regarding how cron works. To add a new job, you would scroll to the bottom of the file
(after all the comments) and insert a new line. Formatting is very particular here, and the
example comments in the file give you some clue as to how each line is laid out.
Specifically, this part:
m h dom mon dow command
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Each cron job has six fields, each separated by at least one space or tab spaces. If you use
more than one space, or tab, cron is smart enough to parse the file properly. In the first
field, we have the minute in which we would like the job to occur. In the second field, we
place the hour in the 24-hour format, from 0-23. The third field represents the day of the
month. In this field, you can place a 5 (5th of the month), 23 (23rd of the month), and so on.
The fourth field corresponds to the month, such as 3 for March or 12 for December. The
fifth field is the day of the week, numbered from 0-6 to represent Sunday through Saturday.
Finally, in the last field, we have the command to be executed. A few example DSPOUBC
lines are as follows:
3 0 * * 4 /usr/local/bin/cleanup.sh
* 0 * * * /usr/bin/apt-get update
0 1 1 * * /usr/local/bin/run_report.sh

With the first example, the DMFBOVQTI script, located in VTSMPDBMCJO, will be run at
12:03 a.m. every Friday. We know this because the minute column is set to , the hour
column is set to , the day column is  (Friday), and the command column shows a fully
qualified command of VTSMPDBMCJODMFBOVQTI.
A command being fully qualified is important with cron. For example, in the second
example, we could have simply typed BQUHFUVQEBUF for the command and that would
probably have worked just fine. However, not including the full path to the program is
considered bad cron etiquette. While the command would probably execute just fine, it
depends on the application being found in the PATH of the user that's calling it. Not all
servers are set up the same, so this might not work depending on how the shell is set up. If
you include the full path, the job should run regardless of how the underlying shell is
configured.
If you don't know what the fully qualified command is, all you have to do
is use the XIJDI command. This command, when used with the name of a
command you'd like to run, will give you the fully qualified command if
the command is located on your system.
Continuing with the second example, we're running VTSCJOBQUHFUVQEBUF to
update our server's repository index every morning at midnight. The asterisks on each line
refer to any, so with the minute column being simply , that means that this task is eligible
for any minute. Basically, the only field we clarified was the hour field, which we set to  in
order to represent 12:00 am.
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With the third example, we're running the VTSMPDBMCJOSVO@SFQPSUTI script on
the first day of every month at 1:00 am. If you notice, we set the third column (day of
month) to , which is the same as February 1st, March 1st, and so on. This job will be run if
it's the first day of the month, but only if the current time is also 1:00 am, since we filled in
the first and second column, which represent the minute and hour respectively.
Once you finish editing a user's DSPOUBC and save it, cron is updated and from that point
forward will execute the task at the time you select. The DSPOUBC will be executed
according to the current time and date on your server, so you want to make sure that that is
correct as well, otherwise you'll have your jobs execute at unexpected times. You can view
the current date and time on your server by simply issuing the EBUF command.
To get the hang of creating jobs with cron, the best way (as always) is to practice. The
second example cron job is probably a good one to experiment with, as updating your
repository index isn't going to hurt anything.

Understanding load average
Before we close out this chapter, a very important topic to understand when monitoring
processes and performance is load average, which is a series of numbers that represents
your server's trend in CPU utilization over a given time. You've probably already seen
these series of numbers before, as there are several places in which the load average
appears. If you run the IUPQ or UPQ command, the load average is shown within the output
of each. In addition, if you execute the VQUJNF command, you can see the load average in
the output of that command as well. You can also view your load average by viewing the
text file that stores it in the first place:
cat /proc/loadavg

Personally, I habitually use the VQUJNF command to view the load average. This command
not only gives me the load average, but also tells me how long the server has been running.
The load average is broken down into three sections, each representing 1 minute, 5 minutes,
and 15 minutes respectively. A typical load average may look something like the following:
0.36, 0.29, 0.31
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In this example, we have a load average of  in the 1- minute section,  in the five
minute section, and  in the fifteen minute section. In particular, each number
represents how many tasks were waiting on attention from the CPU for that given time
period. Therefore, these numbers are really good. The server isn't that busy, since virtually
no task is waiting on the CPU at any one moment. This is contrary to something such as
overall CPU percentages, which you may have seen in task managers on other platforms.
While viewing your CPU usage percentage can be useful, the problem with this is that your
CPUs will constantly go from a high percent of usage to a low percent of usage, which you
can see for yourself by just running IUPQ for a while. When a task does some sort of
processing, you might see your cores shoot up to 100 percent and then right back down to a
lower number. That really doesn't tell you much, though. With load averages, you're seeing
the trend of usage over three given time frames, which is more accurate in determining if
your server's CPUs are running efficiently or are choking on a workload they just can't
handle.
The main question, though, is when you should be worried, which really depends on what
kind of CPUs are installed on your server. Your server will have one or more CPUs, each
with one or more cores. To Linux, each of these cores, whether they are physical or virtual,
are the same thing (a CPU). In my case, the machine I took the earlier output from has a
CPU with four cores. The more CPUs your server has, the more tasks it's able to handle at
any given time and the more flexibility you have with the load average.
When a load average for a particular time period is equal to the number of CPUs on the
system, that means your server is at capacity. It's handling a consistent number of tasks that
are equal to the number of tasks it can handle. If your load average is consistently more
than the number of cores you have available, that's when you'd probably want to look into
the situation. It's fine for your server to be at capacity every now and then, but if it always
is, that's a cause for alarm.
I'd hate to use a clichc example in order to fully illustrate this concept, but I can't resist, so
here goes. A load average on a Linux server is equivalent to the check-out area at a
supermarket. A supermarket will have several registers open, where customers can pay to
finalize their purchases and move along. Each cashier is only able to handle one customer
at a time. If there are more customers waiting to check out then there are cashiers, the lines
will start to back up and customers will get frustrated. In a situation where there are four
cashiers and four customers being helped at a time, the cashiers would be at capacity,
which is not really a big deal since no one is waiting. What can add to this problem is a
customer that is paying by check and/or using a few dozen coupons, which makes the
checkout process much longer (similar to a resource-intensive process).
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Just like the cashier's, a CPU can only handle one task at a time, with some tasks hogging
the CPU longer than others. If there are exactly as many tasks as there are CPUs, there's no
cause for concern. But if the lines start to back up, we may want to investigate what is
taking so long. To take action, we may hire an additional cashier (add a new CPU) or ask a
disgruntled customer to leave (kill a process).
Let's take a look at another example load average:
1.87, 1.53, 1.22

In this situation, we shouldn't be concerned, because this server has four CPUs, and none of
them have been at capacity within the 1, 5, or 15-minute time periods. Even though the load
is consistently higher than 1, we have CPU resources to spare, so it's no big deal. Going
back to our supermarket example, this is equivalent to having four cashiers with an average
of almost two customers being assisted during any 1 minute. If this server only had one
CPU, we would probably want to figure out what's causing the line to begin to back up.
It's normal for a server to always have a workload (so long as it's lower than the number of
CPUs available), since that just means that our server is being utilized, which is the whole
point of having a server to begin with (servers exist to do work). While typically, the lower
the load average the better, depending on the context, it might actually be a cause for alarm
if the load is too low. If your server's load average drops to an average of zero-something,
that might mean that a service that would normally be running all the time has failed and
exited. For example, if you have a database server that constantly has a load within the 1x
range that suddenly drops to 0x, that might mean that you either have legitimately less
traffic or the database server service is no longer running. This is why it's always a good
idea to develop baselines for your server, in order to gauge what is normal and what isn't.
Overall, load averages are something you'll become very familiar with as a Linux
administrator if you haven't already. As a snapshot in time of how heavily utilized your
server is, it will help you to understand when your server is running efficiently and when
it's having trouble. If a server is having trouble keeping up with the workload you've given
it, it may be time to consider increasing the number of cores (if you can) or scaling out the
workload to additional servers. When troubleshooting utilization, planning for upgrades,
or designing a cluster, the process always starts with understanding your server's load
average so you can plan your infrastructure to run efficiently for its designated purpose.
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Summary
In this chapter, we learned how to manage processes and monitor our server's resource
usage. We began with a look at the QT command, which we can use to view a list of
processes that are currently running. We also took a look at managing jobs, as well as
killing processes that for one reason or another are misbehaving. We took a look at IUPQ,
which is a very handy utility for viewing an overview of our resource utilization. In
addition, we learned how to monitor memory usage, schedule jobs with cron, and gained
an understanding of load average.
In $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, we'll dive back into networking, where we'll
learn how to set up our own DHCP and DNS servers for our network, and more. See you
there!

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which command allows you to view running processes on your server?
The ____ command shows you a list of running background processes.
You can immediately end a process with the ____ command.
____ is a system monitor program that you can optionally install which shows
extensive information on current resource utilization.
5. Which utility would you use to start, stop, or restart a process?
6. The ____ command prints information regarding current memory usage.
7. Which command would you use to edit your crontab?

Further reading
A Quick and Easy Guide to tmux: IUUQXXXIBNWPDLFDPNCMPHBRVJDL
BOEFBTZHVJEFUPUNVY

Tmux Cheat Sheet & Quick Reference: IUUQTUNVYDIFBUTIFFUDPN
Linux ate my RAM: IUUQTXXXMJOVYBUFNZSBNDPN
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Setting Up Network Services
In $IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks, we discussed various concepts related to networking.
We saw how to set the hostname, manage network interfaces, configure connections, use
network manager, and more. In this chapter, we'll revisit networking, specifically to set up
the resources that will serve as the foundation of our network. The majority of this chapter
will focus on setting up the DHCP and DNS servers, which are very important components
of any network. In addition, we'll also set up a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server to
keep our clocks synchronized. We'll even take a look at setting up a server to act as an
internet gateway for the rest of our network.
Along the way, we'll cover the following topics:
Planning your IP address scheme
Serving IP addresses with JTDEIDQTFSWFS
Setting up DNS with bind
Creating a secondary (slave) DNS server
Setting up an internet gateway
Keeping your clock in sync with NTP

Planning your IP address scheme
The first step in rolling out any solution is to plan it properly. Planning out your network
layout is one of the most important decisions you'll ever make in your organization. Even if
as an administrator you're not responsible for the layout and just go along with what your
network administrator provides, understanding this layout and being able to deploy your
solutions to fit within it is also very important.
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Planning an IP address scheme involves estimating how many devices will need to connect
to your network and being able to support them. In addition, a good plan will account for
potential growth and allow expansion as well. The main thing that factors into this is the
size of your user base. Perhaps you're a small office with only a handful of people, or a
large corporation with thousands of users and hundreds of virtual machines. Even if your
organization is only a small office, there's always room for growth if your organization is
doing well, which is another thing to take into consideration.
Typically, most off-the-shelf routers and network equipment come with an integrated
Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) server, with a default class C () network.
Essentially, this means that if you do not perform any configuration at all, you're limited to
254 addresses. For a small office, this may seem like plenty. After all, if you don't even have
254 users on your network, you may think that you're all set. As I mentioned before,
potential growth is always something to keep in mind. But even if we remove that from the
equation, IP addresses are used up quite quickly nowadaysbeven when it comes to
internal addressing. An average user may consume three IP addresses each, and sometimes
more. For example, perhaps a user not only has a laptop (which itself can have both a wired
and wireless interface, both consuming an IP), but perhaps they also have a mobile phone
(which likely features Wi-Fi), and a Voice over IP (VoIP) phone (there goes another
address). If that user somehow manages to convince their supervisor that they also need a
desktop computer as well as their laptop, there will be a total of five IP addresses for that
one user. Suddenly, 254 addresses doesn't seem like all that many.
The obvious answer to this problem is splitting up your network into subnets. Although I
won't go into the details of how to subnet your network (this book is primarily about
servers and not a course on network administration), I mentioned it here because it's
definitely something you should take into consideration. In the next section, I'll explain
how to set up your own DHCP server with a single network. However, if you need to
expand your address space, you can easily do so by updating your DHCP configuration.
When coming up with an IP address layout, always assume the worst and plan ahead.
While it may be a cinch to expand your DHCP server, planning a new IP scheme rollout is
very time consuming, and to be honest, annoying.
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When I set up a new network, I like to divide the address space into several categories.
First, I'll usually set aside a group of IP addresses specifically for DHCP. These addresses
will get assigned to clients as they connect, and I'll usually have them expire and need to be
renewed in about one day. Then, I'll set aside a block of IP addresses for network
appliances, another block for servers, and so on. In the case of a typical 24-bit network, I
might decide on a scheme such as the following (assuming it's a small office with no
growth planned):
/FUXPSL
/FUXPSLFRVJQNFOU
4FSWFST
%)$1
3FTFSWBUJPOT

Of course, no IP address scheme is right for everyone. The one I provided is simply a
hypothetical example, so you shouldn't copy mine and use it on your network unless it
matches your needs. I'll use this scheme for the remainder of this chapter, since it works
fine as an example. To explain my sample rollout, we start off with a 24-bit network,
. If you're accustomed to the classful model, this is the same as a class C
network. The address  refers to the network itself, and that IP is not
assignable to clients. In fact, the last IP address in this block () is not
assignable either, since that is known as the Broadcast Address. Anything that's sent to the
broadcast address is effectively sent to every IP in the block, so we can't really use it for
anything but broadcasts.
Next, I set aside a group of IP addresses starting with  through
 for use by network appliances. Typical devices that would fit into this
category would be managed switches, routers, wireless access points, and so on. These
devices typically have an integrated web console for remote management, so it would be
best to have a static IP address assignment. That way, I'll have an IP address available
which I can use to access these devices. I like to set up network appliances as the first
devices so that they all get the lowest numbers when it comes to the last number (octet) of
each IP. This is just personal preference.
Next, we have a block of IP addresses for servers,  through .
This may seem like quite a few addresses for servers, and it is. However, with the rise of
virtualization and how simple it has become to spin up a server, this block could get used
up faster than you'd think. Feel free to adjust accordingly.
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Now we have our DHCP pool, which consists of addresses  through
. These IP addresses are assignable to any devices that connect to our
network. As I mentioned, I typically have these assignments expire in one day to prevent
one-off devices from claiming and holding onto an IP address for too long, which can lead
to devices fighting over a DHCP lease. In this situation, you'd have to clear your DHCP
leases to reset everything, and I find that to be too much of a hassle. When we get to the
section on setting up a DHCP server, I'll show you how to set the expiration time.
Finally, we have addresses  through  for the purposes of
DHCP reservations. I call these static leases, but both terms mean the same thing. These
addresses will be assigned by DHCP, but each device with a static lease will be given the
same IP address each time. You don't have to separate these into their own pool, since
DHCP will not assign the same address twice. It may be a good idea to separate them, if
only to be able to tell from looking at an IP address that it's a static lease, due to it being
within a particular hypothetical block. Static leases are good for devices that aren't
necessarily a server, but still need a predictable IP address. An example of this may be an
administrator's desktop PC. Perhaps they want to be able to connect to the office via VPN
and be able to easily find their computer on the network and connect to it. If the IP was
dynamically assigned instead of statically assigned, it would be harder for them to find it.
After you carve up your IP addresses, the next thing is creating a spreadsheet to keep track
of your static IP assignments. It doesn't have to be anything fancy, but it will certainly help
you later. Ideally, your IP layout and the devices that populate it would be best placed
within an internal wiki or knowledge-base solution that you may already be using. But if
you don't have anything like that set up yet, a spreadsheet can serve a similar purpose. In
my example IP spreadsheet, I include a designation of (R) if the IP address is a reservation
or (S) if the IP address is a manually assigned static address. I also include the MAC
address of each device, which will come in handy when we set up our DHCP server in the
next section:
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Although subnetting is beyond the scope of this book, it's definitely something you should
look into if you're not already familiar with it. As you can see from my example layout, our
number of available addresses is rather limited with a 24-bit network. However, this layout
will serve as an example we can follow that's good enough for the remainder of the chapter.

Serving IP addresses with isc-dhcp-server
While most network appliances you purchase nowadays often come with their own DHCP
server, rolling your own gives you ultimate flexibility. Some of these built-in DHCP servers
are full-featured and come with everything you need, while others may contain just enough
features for it to function, but nothing truly exciting. Ubuntu servers make great DHCP
servers, and rolling your own server is actually very easy to do.
First, the server that serves DHCP will need a static IP address. This means you'll need to
configure Netplan with a static IP assignment. A static lease won't work here, since the
DHCP server can't assign an IP address to itself.
If you have yet to set a static IP, $IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks, has a
section that will walk you through the process.

Once you assign a static IP address, the next step is to install the JTDEIDQTFSWFS
package:
sudo apt install isc-dhcp-server
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Depending on your configuration, the JTDEIDQTFSWFS service may have started
automatically, or your server may have attempted to start it and failed to do so with an
error. You can check the status of the daemon with the following command:
systemctl status isc-dhcp-server

The output will either show that the service failed or is running. If the service failed to start,
that's perfectly finebwe haven't even configured it yet. If it's running, then you need to
stop it for now, since it's not a good idea to leave an unconfigured DHCP server running on
your network. It might conflict with your existing one.
sudo systemctl stop isc-dhcp-server

Now that you've installed the JTDEIDQTFSWFS package, you'll have a default
configuration file for it at FUDEIDQEIDQEDPOG. This file will contain some default
configuration, with some example settings that are commented out. Feel free to take a look
at this file to get an idea of some of the settings you can configure. We'll create our own
EIDQEDPOG file from scratch. So when you're done looking at it, copy the existing file to a
new name so we can refer to it later if we ever need to:
sudo mv /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf.orig

Now, we're ready to create our own EIDQEDPOG file. Open FUDEIDQEIDQEDPOG in
your preferred text editor. Since the file no longer exists (we moved it), we should start
with an empty file. Here's an example EIDQEDPOG file that I will explain so that you
understand how it works:
EFGBVMUMFBTFUJNF
NBYMFBTFUJNF
PQUJPOTVCOFUNBTL
PQUJPOCSPBEDBTUBEESFTT
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFMPDBMMBO
BVUIPSJUBUJWF
TVCOFUOFUNBTL\
SBOHF
PQUJPOSPVUFST
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFTFSWFST
^

As always, change the values I've used with those that match your network. I'll explain
each line so that you'll understand how it affects the configuration of your DHCP server.
EFGBVMUMFBTFUJNF
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When a device connects to your network and requests an IP address, the expiration of the
lease will be set to the number of seconds in EFGBVMUMFBTFUJNF if the device doesn't
explicitly ask for a longer lease time. Here, I'm setting that to  seconds, which is
equivalent to half a day. This basically means that the device will need to renew its IP
address every  seconds, unless it asks for a longer duration.
NBYMFBTFUJNF

While the previous setting dictated the default lease time for devices that don't ask for a
specific lease time, the NBYMFBTFUJNF is the most that the device is allowed to have. In
this case, I set this to one day ( seconds). Therefore, no device that receives an IP
address from this DHCP server is allowed to hold onto their lease for longer than this
without first renewing it.
PQUJPOTVCOFUNBTL

With this setting, we're informing clients that their subnet mask should be set to
, which is for a default 24-bit network. If you plan to subnet your network,
you'll put in a different value here.  is fine if all you need is a 24-bit
network.
PQUJPOCSPBEDBTUBEESFTT

With this setting, we're informing the client to use  as the broadcast
address, which is typically the last address in the subnet and cannot be assigned to a host.
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFMPDBMMBO

Here, we're setting the domain name of all hosts that connect to the server to include
MPDBMMBO. The domain name is added to the end of the hostname. For example, if a
workstation with a hostname of NVGGJO receives an IP address from our DHCP server, it
will be referred to as NVGGJOMPDBMMBO. Feel free to change this to the domain name of
your organization, or you can leave it as is if you don't have one.
authoritative;

With the BVUIPSJUBUJWF; setting (the opposite is OPUBVUIPSJUBUJWF), we're declaring
our DHCP server as authoritative to our network. Unless you are planning to have multiple
DHCP servers for multiple networks (which is rare), the BVUIPSJUBUJWF; option should be
included in your DPOGJH file.
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Now, we get to the most important part of our configuration file for DHCP. The following
block details the specific information that will be provided to clients:
TVCOFUOFUNBTL\
SBOHF
PQUJPOSPVUFST
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFTFSWFST
^

This block is probably self-explanatory, but we're basically declaring our pool of addresses
for the  network. We're declaring a range of IPs from 
through  to be available from clients. Now when our DHCP server
provides an address to clients, it will choose one from this pool. We're also providing a
default gateway (PQUJPOSPVUFST) and DNS server of . This is assuming
that your router and local DNS server are both listed at that address, so make sure that you
change it accordingly. Otherwise, anyone who receives a DHCP lease from your server will
not be able to connect to anything. For the address pool (SBOHF), feel free to expand it or
shrink it accordingly. For example, you might need more addresses than the 140 that are
allowed in my sample range, so you may change it to something like 
through . Feel free to experiment.
Now we have our configuration file in place, but the DHCP server will likely still not start
until we declare an interface for it to listen for requests on. You can do that by editing the
FUDEFGBVMUJTDEIDQTFSWFS file, where you'll see a line toward the bottom similar
to the following:
*/5&3'"$&4W

Simply type the name of the interface within the quotes:
*/5&3'"$&4WFOQT

In case you forgot, the command to list the details of the interfaces on your server is JQ
BEESTIPX, or the shortened version, JQB.

Now that we have our DHCP server configured, we should be able to start it:
sudo systemctl start isc-dhcp-server

Next, double-check that there were no errors; the daemon should report that it's BDUJWF
SVOOJOH , similar to what's shown in the following screenshot (note that I use a different
IP address scheme on this network):
sudo systemctl status isc-dhcp-server
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Assuming all went well, your DHCP server should be running. When an IP lease is
assigned to a client, it will be recorded in the WBSMJCEIDQEIDQEMFBTFT file. While
your DHCP server runs, it will also record information to your server's system log, located
at WBSMPHTZTMPH. To see your DHCP server function in all its glory, you can follow the
log as it gets written to with the following:
sudo tail -f /var/log/syslog

The G flag of the UBJM command is indispensable, and it is something you'll likely use
quite often as a server administrator. With the G option, you'll watch the log as it gets
written to, rather than needing to refresh it manually. You can press Ctrl + C to break out of
the file.
While your DHCP server runs, you'll see notices appear within the TZTMPH file whenever a
DHCP request was received and when a lease is offered to a client. A typical DHCP request
will appear in the log similar to the following (the name of my DHCP server is IFSNFT, in
case you were wondering):
.BZIFSNFTEIDQE%)$1%*4$07&3GSPNGCDWJB
FOQT
.BZIFSNFTEIDQE%)$10''&3POUP
GCDWJBFOQT
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Active and previous DHCP leases are stored in the WBSMJCEIDQEIDQEMFBTFT file,
and a typical lease entry in that file would look similar to the following:
MFBTF\
TUBSUT
FOET
DMUU
CJOEJOHTUBUFBDUJWF
OFYUCJOEJOHTUBUFGSFF
SFXJOECJOEJOHTUBUFGSFF
IBSEXBSFFUIFSOFUFGG
^

When a new device is added to your network and receives an IP address from your new
DHCP server, you should see the lease information populate into that file. This file can be
incredibly helpful, because whenever you connect a new device, you won't have to
interrogate the device itself to find out what its IP address is. You can just check the
WBSMJCEIDQEIDQEMFBTFT file. If the device advertises its hostname, you'll see it
within its lease entry. A good example of how this can be useful is connecting a Raspberry
Pi to your network. Once you plug it in and turn it on, you'll see its IP address in the
EIDQDEMFBTFT file, and then you can connect to it via SSH without having to plug a
monitor in to it. Similarly, you can view the temporary IP address of a new network
appliance you plug in so that you can connect to it and configure it.
If you have any trouble setting up the JTDEIDQTFSWFS daemon, double-check that you
have set all the correct and matching values within your static IP assignment (the
FUDOFUXPSLJOUFSGBDFT file), as well as within your FUDEIDQEIDQEDPOG file.
For example, your server must be within the same network as the IPs you're assigning to
clients. As long as everything matches, you should be fine and it should start properly.

Setting up DNS with bind
I'm sure most of you are familiar with the purpose of a Domain Name System (DNS)
server. Its simplest definition is that it's a service that's responsible for matching an IP
address to a domain or hostname. When you connect to the internet, name-to-IP matching
happens constantly as you browse. After all, it's much easier to connect to
IUUQTXXXHPPHMFDPN with its domain name, than it is to remember its IP address.
When you connect to the internet, your workstation or server will connect to an external
DNS server in order to figure out the IP addresses for the websites you attempt to visit.
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It's also very common to run a local DNS server internally in your organization. The benefit
is that you'll be able to resolve your local hostnames as well, something that an external
DNS server would know nothing about. For example, if you have an intranet site that you
intend to make available to your co-workers, it would be easier to give everyone a local
domain that they can access than it would be to make everyone its IP address. With a local
DNS server, you would create what is known as a Zone File, which would contain
information regarding the hosts and IP address in use within your network so that local
devices would be able to resolve them. In the event that your local DNS server is unable to
fulfill your request (such as a request for an external website), the server would pass the
request along to an external DNS server, which would then carry out the request.
A detailed discussion of DNS, how it functions, and how to manage it is outside the scope
of this book. However, a basic understanding is really all you need in order to make use of
a DNS server within your network. In this section, I'll show you how to set up your very
own DNS server to allow your devices to resolve local hostnames, which should greatly
enhance your network.
First, we'll need to install the Berkeley Internet Name Daemon (BIND) package on our
server:
sudo apt install bind9

At this point, we have the CJOE service running on our server, though it's not actually
configured to do much at this point. The most basic function of CJOE is to act as what's
called a Caching Name Server, which means that the server doesn't actually match any
names itself. Instead, it caches responses from an external server. We'll configure CJOE with
actual hosts later, but setting up a caching name server is a good way to get started.
To do so, open the FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGPQUJPOT file in your favorite text editor.
Within the file, you should see a block of text that looks similar to the following:
GPSXBSEFST\

^
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Uncomment these lines. The forward slashes are the comment marks as far as this
configuration file is concerned, so remove them. Then, we can add a few external DNS
server IP addresses. For these, you can use the IP addresses for your ISP's DNS servers, or
you could simply use Google's DNS servers ( and ) instead:
GPSXBSEFST\


^

After you save the file, restart the CJOE service:
sudo systemctl restart bind9

To be sure that everything is running smoothly, check the status of the service. It should
report that it's BDUJWF SVOOJOH :
systemctl status bind9

%JGEMKPIVJGUVCVWUQHVJGDKPFUGTXKEG
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As long as you've entered everything correctly, you should now have a working DNS
server. Of course, it isn't resolving anything, but we'll get to that. Now, all you should need
to do is configure other devices on your network to use your new DNS server. The easiest
way to do this is to reconfigure the JTDEIDQTFSWFS service we set up in the previous
section. Remember the section that designates a pool of addresses from the server to the
clients? It also contained a section to declare the DNS server your clients will use as well.
Here's that section again, with the relevant lines in bold:
TVCOFUOFUNBTL\
SBOHF
PQUJPOSPVUFST
option domain-name-servers 192.168.1.1;
^

To configure the devices on your network to use your new DNS server, all you should need
to do is change the configuration PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFTFSWFST to
point to the IP address of your new server. When clients request a DHCP lease (or attempt
to renew an existing lease), they will be configured with the new DNS server automatically.
With the caching name server we just set up, hosts that utilize it will check it first for any
hosts they attempt to look up. If they look up a website or host that is not within your local
network, their requests will be forwarded to the forwarding addresses you configured for
CJOE. In my example, I used Google's DNS servers, so if you used my configuration your
hosts will first check your local server and then check Google's servers when resolving
external names. Depending on your network hardware and configuration, you might even
see a slight performance boost. This is because the DNS server you just set up is caching
any lookups done against it. For example, if a client looks up IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPN in
a web browser, your DNS server will forward the request along since that site doesn't exist
locally and it will also remember the result. The next time a client within your network
looks up that site, the response will be much quicker because your DNS server cached it.
To see this yourself, execute the following command twice on a node that is utilizing your
new DNS server:
dig www.packtpub.com
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In the response, look for a line toward the end that gives you your query time. It will look
similar to the following:
;; Query time: 98 msec

When you run it again, the query time should be much lower:
;; Query time: 1 msec

This is your caching name server in action! Even though we haven't even set up any zone
files to resolve your internal servers, your DNS server is already adding value to your
network. You just laid the groundwork we'll use for the rest of our configuration.
Now, let's add some hosts to our DNS server so we can start fully utilizing it. The
configuration file for CJOE is located at FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOG. In addition to some
commented lines, it will have the following three lines of configuration within it:
JODMVEFFUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGPQUJPOT
JODMVEFFUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGMPDBM
JODMVEFFUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGEFGBVMU[POFT

As you can see, the default CJOE configuration is split among several configuration files.
Here, it includes three others: OBNFEDPOGPQUJPOT, OBNFEDPOGMPDBM, and
OBNFEDPOGEFGBVMU[POFT (the first of which we already took care of editing). In order
to resolve local names, we need to create what is known as a Zone File, which is essentially
a text file that includes some configuration, a list of hosts, and their IP addresses. In order to
do this, we need to tell CJOE where to find the zone file we're about to create. Within
FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGMPDBM, we need to add a block of code like the following to the
end of the file:
[POFMPDBMMBO*/\
UZQFNBTUFS
GJMFFUDCJOEOFUMPDBMMBO
^
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Notice that the zone is named MPDBMMBO, which is the same name I gave our domain in
our DHCP server configuration. It's best to keep everything consistent when we can. If you
use a different domain name than the one I used in my example, make sure that it matches
here as well. Within the block, we're creating a NBTUFS zone file and informing bind that it
can find a file named OFUMPDBMMBO, stored in the FUDCJOE directory. This should be
the only change we'll need to make to the OBNFEDPOGMPDBM file; we'll only create a
single zone file (for the purpose of this section). Once you save this file, you'll need to create
the FUDCJOEOFUMPDBMMBO file. So, go ahead and open that file in a text editor. Since
we haven't created it yet, it should be blank. Here's an example of this zone file, completely
filled out with some sample configuration:
55-%
!*/40"MPDBMMBOIPTUNBTUFSMPDBMMBO
TFSJBM
)SFGSFTI
)SFUSZ
8FYQJSF
% NJOJNVN
*/"

!*//4IFSNFTMPDBMMBO
GJMFTFSW*/"
IFSNFT*/"
NBJMTFSW*/"
NBJM*/$/".&NBJMTFSW
XFC*/"

Feel free to edit this file to match your configuration. You can edit the list of hosts at the end
of the file to match your hosts within your network, as the ones I included are merely
examples. You should also ensure that the file matches the IP scheme for your network.
Next, I'll go over each line in order to give you a deeper understanding of what each line of
this configuration file is responsible for:
55-%
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The Time to Live (TTL) determines how long a record may be cached within a DNS server.
If you recall from earlier, where we practiced with the EJH command, you saw that the
second time you queried a domain with EJH, the query time was less than the first time you
ran the command. This is because your DNS server cached the result, but it won't hold onto
it forever. At some point, the lookup will expire. The next time you look up that same
domain after the cached result expired, your server will go out and fetch the result from the
DNS server again. In my examples, I used Google's DNS servers. That means at some point,
your server will query those servers again once the record times out:
!*/40"MPDBMMBOIPTUNBTUFSMPDBMMBO

With the Start of Authority (SOA) line, we're establishing that our DNS server is
authoritative over the MPDBMMBO domain. We also set IPTUNBTUFS!MPDBMMBO as the
email address of the responsible party for this server, but we enter it here in a different
format for CJOE (IPTUNBTUFSMPDBMMBO). This is obviously a fake address, but for the
purposes of an internal DNS server, that's not an issue we'll need to worry about:
TFSJBM

Of all the lines of configuration within a zone file, the TFSJBM is by far the one that will
frustrate us the most. This is because it's not enough to simply update the zone file any time
we make a change to it (change an IP address, add or remove a host, and so on); we also
need to remember to increase the serial number by at least one. If we don't, CJOE won't be
aware that we've made any changes, as it will look at the serial before the rest of the file.
The problem with this is that you and I are both human, and we're prone to forgetting
things. I've forgotten to update the serial many times and became frustrated when the DNS
server refused to resolve new hosts that were recently added. Therefore, it's very important
for you to remember that any time you make a change to any zone file, you'll need to also
increment the serial. The format doesn't really matter; I used , which is simply
the year, two-digit month, two-digit day, and an extra number to cover us if we make more
than one change in a day (which can sometimes happen). As long as you increment the
serial by one every time you modify your zone file, you'll be in good shape-regardless of
what format you use. However, the sample format I gave here is actually quite common in
the field:
)SFGSFTI
)SFUSZ
8FYQJSF
% NJOJNVN
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These values control how often slave DNS servers will be instructed to check in for
updates. With the refresh value, we're instructing any slave DNS servers to check in every
eight hours to see whether or not the zone records were updated. The SFUSZ field dictates
how long the slave will wait to check in, in case there was an error doing so the last time.
The last two options in this section, FYQJSF and NJOJNVN, set the minimum and maximum
age of the zone file, respectively. As I mentioned though, a full discussion of DNS with
CJOE could constitute an entire book on its own. For now, I would just use these values
until you have a reason to need to experiment:
*/"
!*//4IFSNFTMPDBMMBO

Here, we identify the name server itself. In my case, the server is called IFSNFT and it's
located at .
Next, in our file we'll have several host entries to allow our resources to be resolved on our
network by name. In my example, I have three hosts: GJMFTFSW, NBJMTFSW, and XFC. In
the example, these are all address records, which means that any time our server is asked to
resolve one of these names, it will respond with the corresponding IP address. If our DNS
server is set as a machine's primary DNS server, it will respond with  when
asked for GJMFTFSW and  when asked for XFC. The entry for NBJM is
special as it is not an address record, but instead a Canonical Name (CNAME) record. In
this case, it just points back to NBJMTFSW. Essentially, that's what a $/".& record does: it
creates a pointer to another resource. In this case, if someone tries to access a server named
NBJM, we redirect them to the actual server NBJMTFSW. Notice that on the $/".& record,
we're not inputting an IP address, but instead the hostname of the resource it's linked to:
GJMFTFSW*/"
IFSNFT*/"
NBJMTFSW*/"
NBJM*/$/".&NBJMTFSW
XFC*/"

In addition, you should also notice that I added the DNS server itself (IFSNFT) to the file as
well. You can see it on the second line above. I've found that if you don't do this, the DNS
server may complain and refuse to load the file.
Now that we have a zone file in place, we should be able to start using it. First, we'll need to
restart the CJOE service:
sudo systemctl restart bind9
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After the command finishes, check to see if there are any errors:
systemctl status bind9

%JGEMKPIVJGUVCVWUQHVJGDKPFUGTXKEGCHVGTCFFKPICPGY\QPG

You should see that the service state is BDUJWF SVOOJOH , and in addition a line telling
you that the serial number for your zone file was loaded. In my case, serial number
 was loaded for zone MPDBMMBO. If you don't see the service is running and/or
your zone file was not loaded, you should see specific information in the output while
checking the status that should point you in the right direction. If not, you can also check
the system log for clues regarding CJOE as well:
cat /var/log/syslog | grep bind9
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The most common mistakes I've seen typically result from not being consistent within the
file. For example, if you're using a different IP scheme (such as ), you'll
want to make sure you didn't forget to replace any of my example IP addresses with the
proper scheme. Assuming that everything went smoothly, you should be able to point
devices on your network to use this new DNS server. Make sure you test not only pinging
devices local to your network, but outside resources as well, such as websites. If the DNS
server is working properly, it should resolve your local names, and then forward your
requests to your external DNS servers (the two we set as forwarders) if it doesn't find what
you're looking for locally. In addition, you'll also want to make sure that port  is open in
your network's firewall, which is the port that DNS uses. It's extremely rare that this would
be an issue, but I have seen it happen.
To further test our DNS server, we can use the EJH command, as we did before while we
were experimenting with caching. Try EJH against a local and external resource. For
example, you could try EJH against a URL as well as a local server:
dig webserv.local.lan
dig www.packtpub.com

You should see a response similar to the following:
;;
;;
;;
;;

Query time: 1 msec
SERVER: 127.0.0.53#53(127.0.0.53)
WHEN: Sat Feb 10 10:00:59 EST 2018
MSG SIZE rcvd: 83

What you're looking for here is that both local resources and external websites should be
resolvable now. You'll probably notice that the DNS server used in the output will most
likely show up as a localhost address, such as it did in my output and not the DNS server
we just set up. Actually, you can ignore this. Most distributions of Linux nowadays use
local resolvers, which essentially cache DNS lookup results on your local computer. Your
computer is still using the DNS server we set up, but there's just an additional layer in
between your computer and the DNS server. You can verify this with the following
command:
systemd-resolve --status |grep DNS Servers

The output will show you the IP address of the actual server that's responding to your DNS
lookups.
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Creating a secondary (slave) DNS server
Depending on just one server to provide a resource to your network is almost never a good
idea. If our DNS server has a problem and fails, our network users will be unable to resolve
any names, internal or external. To rectify this, we can actually set up a slave DNS server
that will cache zone records from the master and allow name resolution to work in case the
primary fails. This is not required, but redundancy is always a good thing.
To set up a secondary DNS server, we first need to configure our primary server to allow it
to transfer zone records to a slave server. To do so, we'll need to edit the
FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGPQUJPOT file, which currently looks similar to the following:
PQUJPOT\
EJSFDUPSZWBSDBDIFCJOE
GPSXBSEFST\


^
EOTTFDWBMJEBUJPOBVUP
BVUIOYEPNBJOOP
MJTUFOPOW\BOZ^
^

I've omitted some redundant lines from the file (such as comments). When we edited this
file the last time, we uncommented the forwarders section and added two external DNS
servers there. In order to allow the transfer of zone records to another server, we'll need to
add a new line to this file. Here's the contents of this file again, with a new line added to it:
PQUJPOT\
EJSFDUPSZWBSDBDIFCJOE
BMMPXUSBOTGFS\MPDBMIPTU^
GPSXBSEFST\


^
EOTTFDWBMJEBUJPOBVUP
BVUIOYEPNBJOOP
MJTUFOPOW\BOZ^
^
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Basically, we added one line to the file, which allows zone transfer to an IP address of
, which you'd want to change to be the IP address for your secondary DNS
server. Next, restart the CJOE service on your primary server, and it should be ready to
allow transfer to another machine.
On the slave DNS server, the first thing you'll need to do is to install the CJOE packages as
we did with the first server. Then, we'll configure the slave server quite similar to the
master server, but with some notable differences. On the slave server, you'll omit the
BMMPXUSBOTGFS line that we added to the FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGPQUJPOT file, since
the slave server is only going to receive records, not transfer them. Like before, you'll
uncomment the forwarders section in the FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGPQUJPOT file. In the
FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGMPDBM file, you'll add an entry for our zone just as we did with
the first server, but we'll configure this file differently than we did the last time:
[POFMPDBMMBO*/\
UZQFTMBWF
NBTUFST\^
GJMFWBSMJCCJOEOFUMPDBMMBO
^

Inside the FUDCJOEOBNFEDPOGMPDBM file on the slave server, we first identify it as a
slave (UZQFTMBWF) and then we set the master server to  (or whatever the
IP address of your primary DNS server is). Then, we save our zone file to a different
location than we did on the master; in this case, it is WBSMJCCJOEOFUMPDBMMBO.
This is due to how the permissions differ on the slave and the master server, and
WBSMJCCJOE is a good place to store this file. After the new configuration is in place,
restart CJOE on both the slave and the master servers. At this point though, we should test
both servers out one last time to ensure both are working properly.
In this chapter, I've mentioned the EJH command a few times. It's a great way to interrogate
DNS servers to ensure they're providing the correct records. One thing I haven't mentioned
so far is that you can specify a DNS server for the EJH command to check, rather than
having it use whatever DNS server the system was assigned. In my examples, I have two
DNS servers set up, one at  and the other at . Specifying a DNS
server to interrogate with the EJH command is easy enough:
dig @192.168.1.1 fileserv
dig @192.168.1.2 fileserv
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You should see results from both of your DNS servers. When you check the status of the
CJOE daemon on your slave server (TZTUFNDUMTUBUVTCJOE), you should see entries
that indicate a successful transfer. The output will look similar to this:
May 06 13:19:47 ubuntu-server named[2615]: transfer of 'local.lan/IN' from
10.10.99.184#53: connected using 192.168.1.2#35275
May 06 13:19:47 ubuntu-server named[2615]: zone local.lan/IN: transferred
serial 201602093
May 06 13:19:47 ubuntu-server named[2615]: transfer of 'local.lan/IN' from
10.10.99.184#53: Transfer status: success
May 06 13:19:47 ubuntu-server named[2615]: transfer of 'local.lan/IN' from
10.10.99.184#53: Transfer completed: 1 messages, 10 records, 290
May 06 13:19:47 ubuntu-server named[2615]: zone local.lan/IN: sending
notifies (serial 201602093)

From this point forward, you should have a redundant CJOE slave to work with, but the
server is useless until you inform your clients to use it. To do that, we need to revisit our
DHCP server configuration yet again. Specifically, the FUDEIDQEIDQEDPOG file. Here
are the sample contents of the file again, so you don't need to flip back to the earlier section:
EFGBVMUMFBTFUJNF
NBYMFBTFUJNF
PQUJPOTVCOFUNBTL
PQUJPOCSPBEDBTUBEESFTT
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFMPDBMMBO
BVUIPSJUBUJWF
TVCOFUOFUNBTL\
SBOHF
PQUJPOSPVUFST
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFTFSWFST
^

On the last line, we inform clients to set their DNS server to . However, since
we now have a slave server, we should change this file to include it so that it's passed along
to clients:
EFGBVMUMFBTFUJNF
NBYMFBTFUJNF
PQUJPOTVCOFUNBTL
PQUJPOCSPBEDBTUBEESFTT
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFMPDBMMBO
BVUIPSJUBUJWF
TVCOFUOFUNBTL\
SBOHF
PQUJPOSPVUFST
PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFTFSWFST
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^

Basically, all we did was add the secondary server to the PQUJPOEPNBJOOBNFTFSWFST
line. We separated the first with a comma, then we ended the line with a semicolon as we
did before. At this point (assuming you've tested your secondary DNS server and trust it),
you can restart the JTDEIDQTFSWFS daemon, and your nodes will have the primary and
secondary DNS servers assigned to them the next time they check in for an IP address or to
renew their existing lease.
That about does it for our journey into setting up bind. From now on, you have a DHCP
server and a DNS server or two in your network, providing addressing and name
resolution. We've pretty much set up two of the most common services that run on
commercial routers, but we haven't actually set up a router just yet. In the next section
though, we'll change that.

Setting up an internet gateway
As long as we're setting up network services, we may as well go all the way and set up a
router to act as a gateway for our network. In most commercial routers, we'll have DNS and
DHCP built in, as well as routing. Quite often, these services will all run on the same box.
Depending on how you set up your DNS and DHCP servers in the previous sections, you
may have even set up your primary DNS and DHCP servers on the same machine, which is
quite common. However, your internet connection will likely be terminated on a separate
box, possibly a commercial routing device or internet gateway from your internet service
provider.
Depending on what kind of internet connection you have, Linux itself can likely replace
whatever device your internet modem connects to. A good example of this is a cable
modem that your office or home router may utilize. In this case, the modem provides your
internet connection, and then your router allows other devices on your network to access it.
In some cases, your modem and router may even be the same device.
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Linux servers handle this job very well, and if you want to consolidate your DHCP, DNS,
and routing into a single server, that's a very easy (and common) thing to do. Specifically,
you'll need a server with at least two Ethernet ports, as well as a network switch that will
allow you to connect multiple devices. If you need to connect devices with wireless
network cards, you'll need an access point as well. Therefore, depending on the hardware
you have, this method of setting up your networking may or may not be efficient. But if
you do have the hardware available, you'll be able to manage the entire networking stack
with Ubuntu Server quite easily.
In fact, we'll only need to execute a single command to set up routing between interfaces,
which is technically all that's required in order to set up an internet gateway. But before we
get into that, it's also important to keep in mind that if you do set up an internet gateway,
you'll need to pay special attention to security. The device that sits between your network
and your modem will be a constant attack target, just like any other gateway device would
be. When it comes to commercial routers, they're also attacked constantly. However, in
most cases, they'll have some sort of default security or firewall built in. In all honesty, the
security features built in to common routing equipment are extremely poor and most of
them are easy to hack when someone wants in bad enough. The point is that these devices
have some sort of security to begin with (regardless of how good or bad), whereas a custom
internet gateway of your own won't have any security at all until you add it.
When you set up an internet gateway, you'll want to pay special attention to setting up the
firewall, restricting access to SSH, using very strong passwords, keeping up to date on
security patches, as well as installing an authentication monitor such as GBJMCBO. We'll
get into those topics in $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server. The reason I bring this up now
though is that if you do set up an internet gateway, you'll probably want to take a detour
and read that chapter right away, just to make sure that you secure it properly.
Anyway, let's move on. A proper internet gateway, as I've mentioned, will have two
Ethernet ports. On the first, you'll plug in your cable modem or internet device, and you'll
connect a switch on the second. By default, though, routing between these interfaces will be
disabled, so traffic won't be able to move from one Ethernet port to the other. To rectify
this, use the following command:
echo 1 | sudo tee /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
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That's actually it. With that single command, you've just made your server into a router.
However, that change will not survive a reboot. To make it permanent, open the
FUDTZTDUMDPOG file in your editor:
sudo nano /etc/sysctl.conf

Look for the following line:
OFUJQWJQ@GPSXBSE

Uncomment the line and save the file. With that change made, your server will allow
routing between interfaces even after a reboot. Of all the topics we've covered in this
chapter, that one was probably the simplest. However, I must remind you again to
definitely secure your server if it's your frontend device to the internet, as computer
security students always enjoy practicing on a real-life Linux server. With good security
practices, you'll help ensure that they'll leave you alone, or at least have a harder time
breaking in. From here, all you should need to do is attach a network switch to your other
network interface, and then you can attach your other wired Ethernet devices and wireless
access point to the switch. Now, Ubuntu Server is managing your entire network!

Keeping your clock in sync with NTP
It's incredibly important for Linux servers to keep their time synchronized, as strange
things can happen when a server's clock is wrong. One issue I've run into that's especially
problematic is file synchronization utilities, which will exhibit strange behavior when there
are time issues. However, Ubuntu servers feature the NTP client and server within the
default repositories to help keep your time in sync. If it's not already installed, all you
should need to do is install the OUQ package:
sudo apt install ntp

Once installed, the OUQ daemon will immediately start and will keep your time up to date.
To verify, check the status of the OUQ daemon with the following command:
systemctl status ntp
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The output should show that OUQ is running:

%JGEMKPIVJGUVCVWUQHVJG062UGTXKEG

If all you wanted was a working NTP client, then you're actually all set. The default
configuration is fine for most. But further explanation will help you understand how this
client is configured. You'll find the configuration file at FUDOUQDPOG, which will
contain some lines of configuration detailing which servers your local OUQ daemon will
attempt to synchronize time with:
QPPMVCVOUVQPPMOUQPSHJCVSTU
QPPMVCVOUVQPPMOUQPSHJCVSTU
QPPMVCVOUVQPPMOUQPSHJCVSTU
QPPMVCVOUVQPPMOUQPSHJCVSTU

As you can see, our server will synchronize with Ubuntu's time servers if we leave the
default configuration as it is. For most users, that's perfectly fine. There's nothing wrong
with using Ubuntu's servers. However, if you have a great number of clients in your
organization, it may make sense to set up your own NTP server so that only one server is
talking to the outside world instead of every one of your nodes. Essentially, this is how you
can become a friendly neighbor online. If you have hundreds of workstations in your
organization that are configured to check Ubuntu's NTP servers, that's quite a bit of traffic
those servers will need to endure. To be fair, Ubuntu's servers won't have any trouble
handling this traffic, though it's a nice gesture to configure one server in your network to
synchronize with Ubuntu's time servers, then configure your local nodes to synchronize
with just your local server. If everyone did this, then Ubuntu's time servers would see far
less traffic.
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Setting up a local NTP server is actually quite straightforward. All you need to do is
designate a server within your network for this purpose. You could even use the internet
gateway you set up in the previous section if you wanted to. Once you have that server set
up to synchronize, you should be able to configure your local nodes to talk to that server
and synchronize their clocks with it.
Before we get ahead of ourselves though, we should make sure that the server we installed
NTP on is synchronizing properly. This will give us a chance to use the OUQR command,
which we can use to view statistics about how well our server is synchronizing. The OUQR
Q command should print out statistics we can use to verify connectivity:

'ZCORNGQWVRWVHTQOVJGPVRSREQOOCPF

To better understand the output of the OUQRQ command, I'll go through each column.
First, the SFNPUF column details the NTP servers we're connected to. The SFGJE column
refers to the NTP servers that the remote servers are connected to. The TU column refers to
a server's stratum, which refers to how close the server is from us (the lower the number,
the closer, and typically, better). The U column refers to the type, specifically whether the
server is using unicast, broadcast, multicast, or manycast.
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Continuing, the XIFO column refers to how long ago it was since the last time the server
was polled. The QPMM column indicates how often the server will be polled, which is 64
seconds for most of the entries in the example screenshot. The SFBDI column contains the
results of the most recent eight NTP updates. If all eight are successful, this field will read
. This number is in octal, so eight successes in octal will be represented by . When
you first start the OUQ daemon on your server, it may take some time for this number to
reach .
Finally, we have the EFMBZ, PGGTFU, and KJUUFS columns. The PGGTFU column refers to
the delay in reaching the server, in milliseconds. 0GGTFU references the difference between
the local clock and the server's clock. Finally, the KJUUFS column refers to the network
latency between your server and theirs.
Assuming that the results of the OUQRQ command look good and your server is
synchronizing properly, you already essentially have an NTP server at your disposal, since
there is little difference between a client and a server. As long as your server is
synchronizing properly and port  is open between them through the firewall, you
should be able to reconfigure your nodes to connect to your server, by changing the pool
addresses in your client's configuration (within FUDOUQDPOG), to point to either the IP
address or the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of your NTP server instead of
Ubuntu's servers. Once you restart the OUQ service on your other nodes, they should start
synchronizing with the master server.
Before we close out this chapter, there is one additional change you should consider
implementing to the FUDOUQDPOG file, however. Look for the following line within that
file:
SFTUSJDUNBTLOPUSVTU

Change this line by first uncommenting it, changing the network address and subnet mask
to match the details for your network, and then remove the OPUSVTU keyword at the end.
The line should look similar to the following, depending on your network configuration:
SFTUSJDUNBTL

So, what does this option do for us? Basically, we're limiting access to our NTP server to
local clients only, and we're only allowing read-only access for security purposes.
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Now that you have a working NTP server, feel free to experiment and point your existing
nodes to it and have them synchronize. Depending on the size of your network, a local NTP
server may or may not make sense, but at the very least, NTP should be installed on every
Linux workstation and server to ensure proper time synchronization. In most cases, the
workstation version of Ubuntu will already be configured to synchronize to the Ubuntu
time servers, but when it comes to the server version, NTP isn't typically installed for you.

Summary
In this chapter, we explored additional networking topics. We started off with some notes
on planning an IP address scheme for your network so that you could create groups for the
different types of nodes, such as servers and network equipment, as well as plan a pool of
addresses for DHCP. We also set up a DHCP and DNS server, with an additional section on
creating a DNS slave for added redundancy. We closed off this chapter with discussions on
setting up an internet gateway, as well as configuring NTP.
In the next chapter, we'll take a look at sharing and transferring files over the network. This
will include covering NFS and Samba shares, as well as using TDQ, STZOD, and TTIGT. Stay
tuned!

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is subnetting, and how does it benefit your network?
The first step in setting up a DHCP server is installing the ____ package.
In what file are DHCP leases stored?
What benefit does a DNS server provide your network?
What is the benefit of a secondary DNS server?
Which command can you use to interrogate a DNS server?
____ helps you keep your system clock in sync with an external time server.

Further reading
8 Steps to Understanding IP Subnetting: IUUQTXXXUFDIPQFEJBDPN
JOUFSOFUTUFQTUPVOEFSTUBOEJOHJQTVCOFUUJOH
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Sharing and Transferring Files
Within an enterprise network, having one or more servers available to store files and make
data accessible over the network is a great asset. Perhaps you've used a file server before, or
even set one up on a different platform. With Ubuntu Server, there are multiple methods to
not only store files, but also to transfer files from one node to another over a network link.
In this chapter, we'll look into setting up a central file server using both Samba and NFS, as
well as how to transfer files between nodes with utilities such as TDQ and STZOD. We'll also
go over some situations in which one solution may work better than another. As we go
through these concepts, we will cover the following topics:
File server considerations
Sharing files with Windows users via Samba
Setting up NFS shares
Transferring files with STZOD
Transferring files with TDQ
Mounting remote directories with SSHFS

File server considerations
There are two common technologies you can utilize to share files with your users, Samba
and NFS. In fact, there's nothing stopping you from hosting both Samba and NFS shares on
a single server. However, each of the two popular solutions is valid for particular use cases.
Before we get started with setting up our file server, we should first understand the
differences between Samba and NFS, so we can make an informed decision as to which one
is more appropriate for our environment. As a general rule of thumb, Samba is great for
mixed environments (where you have Windows as well as Linux clients), and NFS is more
appropriate for use in Linux or UNIX environments, but there's a bit more to it than that.
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Samba is a great solution for many environments, because it allows you to share files with
Windows, Linux, and macOS machines. Basically, pretty much everyone will be able to
access your shares, provided you give them permission to do so. The reason this works is
because Samba is a re-implementation of the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol, which
is primarily used by Windows systems. However, you don't need to use the Windows
platform in order to be able to access Samba shares, since many platforms offer support for
this protocol. Even Android phones are able to access Samba file shares with the
appropriate app, as well as other platforms.
You may be wondering why I am going to cover two different solutions in this chapter.
After all, if Samba shares can be accessed by pretty much everything and everyone, why
bother with anything else? Even with Samba's many strengths, there are also weaknesses as
well. First of all, permissions are handled very differently, so you'll need to configure your
shares in specific ways in order to prevent access to users that shouldn't be able to see
confidential data. With NFS, full support of standard UNIX permissions is provided, so
you'll only need to be able to configure your permissions once. If permissions and
confidentiality are important to you, you may want to look closer at NFS.
That's not to say that Windows systems cannot access NFS shares, because some versions
actually can. By default, no version of Windows supports NFS outright, but some editions
offer a plugin you can install that enables this support. The name of the NFS plugin in
Windows has changed from one version to another (such as Services for UNIX, Subsystem
for UNIX-based Applications, NFS Client, and most recently, Windows Subsystem for
Linux) but the idea is the same. You'll need to enable a specific plugin for your version of
Windows in order to access NFS shares. The problem is that historically Microsoft has
limited access to these tools to only the more expensive Windows editions, such as Ultimate
and Enterprise when it comes to Windows 7, and Enterprise when it comes to Windows 8.
Thankfully though, Microsoft came to their senses a bit and have allowed the Linux
Subsystem to be installed on any version of Windows 10, so this licensing restriction only
comes into play on older versions. Depending on how many legacy Windows machines
exist in your environment that need to access NFS shares, this could be a significant
licensing cost to your organization. This is yet another reason why Samba is a great choice
when you're dealing with the Windows platform; you can circumvent the cost of upgraded
licenses, since even home editions of legacy versions of Windows can access Samba shares.
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In regards to an all-Linux environment or in a situation where you only have Linux
machines that need to access your shares, NFS is a great choice because its integration is
much tighter with the rest of the distribution. Permissions can be more easily enforced and,
depending on your hardware, performance may be higher. The specifics of your computing
environment will ultimately make your decision for you. Perhaps you'll choose Samba for
your mixed environment, or NFS for your all-Linux environment. Maybe you'll even set up
both NFS and Samba, having shares available for each platform. My recommendation is to
learn and practice both, since you'll use both solutions at one point or another during your
career anyway.
Before you continue on to read the sections on setting up Samba and NFS, I recommend
you first decide where in your filesystem you'd like to act as a parent directory for your file
shares. This isn't actually required, but I think it makes for better organization. There is no
one right place to store your shares, but personally I like to create a TIBSFE directory at
the SPPU filesystem and create sub-directories for my network shares within it. For
example, I can create TIBSFEEPDVNFOUT, TIBSFEQVCMJD, and so on for Samba shares.
With regards to NFS, I usually create shared directories within FYQPSUT. You can choose
how to set up your directory structure. As you read the remainder of this chapter, make
sure to change my example paths to match yours if you use a different style.

Sharing files with Windows users via Samba
In this section, I'll walk you through setting up your very own Samba file server. I'll also go
over a sample configuration to get you started so that you can add your own shares.
First, we'll need to make sure that the TBNCB package is installed on our server:
sudo apt install samba

When you install the TBNCB package, you'll have a new daemon installed on your server,
TNCE. The TNCE daemon will be automatically started and enabled for you. You'll also be
provided with a default configuration file for Samba, located at FUDTBNCBTNCDPOG.
For now, I recommend stopping Samba since we have yet to configure it:
sudo systemctl stop smbd

Since we're going to configure Samba from scratch, we should start with an empty
configuration file. Let's back up the original file, rather than overwrite it. The default file
includes some useful notes and samples, so we should keep it around for future reference:
TVEPNWFUDTBNCBTNCDPOGFUDTBNCBTNCDPOGPSJH
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Now, we can begin a fresh configuration. Although it's not required, I like to split my
Samba configuration up between two files, FUDTBNCBTNCDPOG and
FUDTBNCBTNCTIBSFEDPOG. You don't have to do this, but I think it makes the
configuration cleaner and easier to read. First, here is a sample FUDTBNCBTNCDPOG file:
<HMPCBM>
TFSWFSTUSJOH'JMF4FSWFS
XPSLHSPVQ803,(3061
TFDVSJUZVTFS
NBQUPHVFTU#BE6TFS
OBNFSFTPMWFPSEFSCDBTUIPTUTXJOT
JODMVEFFUDTBNCBTNCTIBSFEDPOG

As you can see, this is a really short file. Basically, we're including only the lines we
absolutely need to in order to set up a file server with Samba. Next, I'll explain each line
and what it does.
<HMPCBM>

With the <HMPCBM> stanza, we're declaring the global section of our configuration, which
will consist of settings that will impact Samba as a whole. There will also be additional
stanzas for individual shares, which we'll get to later.
TFSWFSTUSJOH'JMF4FSWFS

The TFSWFSTUSJOH is somewhat of a description field for the 'JMF4FSWFS. If you've
browsed networks from Windows computers before, you may have seen this field.
Whatever you type here will display underneath the server's name in Windows Explorer.
This isn't required, but it's nice to have.
XPSLHSPVQ803,(3061

Here, we're setting the XPSLHSPVQ, which is the exact same thing as a XPSLHSPVQ on
Windows PCs. In short, the workgroup is a namespace that describes a group of machines.
When browsing network shares on Windows systems, you'll see a list of workgroups, and
then one or more computers within that workgroup. In short, this is a way to logically
group your nodes. You can set this to whatever you like. If you already have a workgroup
in your organization, you should set it here to match the workgroup names of your other
machines. The default workgroup name is simply 803,(3061 on Windows PCs, if you
haven't customized the workgroup name at all.
TFDVSJUZVTFS
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This setting sets up Samba to utilize usernames and passwords for authentication to the
server. Here, we're setting the TFDVSJUZ mode to VTFS, which means we're using local
users to authenticate, rather than other options such as BET (Active Directory) or EPNBJO
(Domain Controller) which are both outside the scope of this book.
NBQUPHVFTU#BE6TFS

This option configures Samba to treat unauthenticated users as guest users. Basically,
unauthenticated users will still be able to access shares, but they will have guest
permissions instead of full permissions. If that's not something you want, then you can
omit this line from your file. Note that if you do omit this, you'll need to make sure that
both your server and client PCs have the same user account names on either side. Ideally,
we want to use directory-based authentication, but that's beyond the scope of this book.
OBNFSFTPMWFPSEFSCDBTUIPTUTXJOT

The OBNFSFTPMWFPSEFS setting configures how Samba resolves hostnames. In this case,
we're using the broadcast name first, followed by any mappings that might exist in our
FUDIPTUT file, followed by XJOT. Since XJOT has been pretty much abandoned (and
replaced by DNS), we include it here solely for compatibility.
JODMVEFFUDTBNCBTNCTIBSFEDPOG

Remember how I mentioned that I usually split my Samba configurations into two different
files? On this line, I'm calling that second FUDTBNCBTNCTIBSFEDPOG file. The contents
of the TNCTIBSFEDPOG file will be inserted right here, as if we only had one file. We
haven't created the TNCTIBSFEDPOG file yet. Let's take care of that next. Here's a sample
TNCTIBSFEDPOG file:
<%PDVNFOUT>
QBUITIBSFEPDVNFOUT
GPSDFVTFSNZVTFS
GPSDFHSPVQVTFST
QVCMJDZFT
XSJUBCMFOP
<1VCMJD>
QBUITIBSFQVCMJD
GPSDFVTFSNZVTFS
GPSDFHSPVQVTFST
DSFBUFNBTL
GPSDFDSFBUFNPEF
EJSFDUPSZNBTL
GPSDFEJSFDUPSZNPEF
QVCMJDZFT
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XSJUBCMFZFT

As you can see, I'm separating share declarations into its file. We can see several interesting
things within TNCTIBSFEDPOG. First, we have two stanzas, <%PDVNFOUT> and <1VCMJD>.
Each stanza is a share name, which will allow Windows users to access the share under
TFSWFSOBNFTIBSFOBNF. In this case, this file will give us two shares:
TFSWFSOBNF%PDVNFOUT and TFSWFSOBNF1VCMJD. The 1VCMJD share is writable for
everyone, though the %PDVNFOUT share is restricted to read only. The %PDVNFOUT share has
the following options:
QBUITIBSFEPDVNFOUT

This is the path to the share, which must exist on the server's filesystem. In this case, when
a user reads files from TFSWFSOBNF%PDVNFOUT on a Windows system, they will be
reading data from TIBSFEPDVNFOUT on the Ubuntu Server that's housing the share.
GPSDFVTFSNZVTFS
GPSDFHSPVQVTFST

These two lines are basically bypassing user ownership. When a user reads this share, they
are treated as NZVTFS instead of their actual user account. Normally, you would want to set
up LDAP or Active Directory to manage your user accounts and handle their mapping to
the Ubuntu Server, but a full discussion of directory-based user access is beyond the scope
of this book, so I provided the GPSDF options as an easy starting point. The user account
you set here must exist on the server.
QVCMJDZFT
XSJUBCMFOP

With these two lines, we're configuring what users are able to do once they connect to this
share. In this case, QVCMJDZFT means that the share is publicly available, though
XSJUBCMFOP prevents anyone from making changes to the contents of this share. This is
useful if you want to share files with others, but you want to restrict access and stop anyone
being able to modify the content.
The 1VCMJD share has some additional settings that weren't found in the %PDVNFOUT share:
DSFBUFNBTL
GPSDFDSFBUFNPEF
EJSFDUPSZNBTL
GPSDFEJSFDUPSZNPEF
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With these options, I'm setting up how the permissions of files and directories will be
handled when new content is added to the share. Directories will be given  permissions
and files will be given permissions of . Yes, these permissions are very open; note that
the share is named 1VCMJD, which implies full access anyway, and its intent is to house
data that isn't confidential or restricted:
QVCMJDZFT
XSJUBCMFZFT

Just as I did with the previous share, I'm setting up the share to be publicly available, but
this time I'm also configuring it to allow users to make changes.
To take advantage of this configuration, we need to start the Samba daemon. Before we do
though, we want to double-check that the directories we entered into our TNCTIBSFEDPOG
file exist, so if you're using my example, you'll need to create TIBSFEEPDVNFOUT and
TIBSFEQVCMJD. Also, the user account that was referenced in the force user and the
group referenced in the force group must both exist and have ownership over the shared
directories.
At this point, it's a good idea to use the UFTUQBSN command, which will test the syntax of
our Samba configuration files for us. It won't necessarily catch every error we could have
made, but it is a good command to run to quickly check the sanity. This command will first
check the syntax, then it will print the entire configuration to the Terminal for you to have a
chance to review it. If you see no errors here, then you can proceed to start the service.
With UFTUQBSN out of the way, feel free to start Samba:
sudo systemctl start smbd

That really should be all there is to it; you should now have a %PDVNFOUT and 1VCMJD
share on your file server that Windows users should be able to access. In fact, your Linux
machines should be able to access these shares as well. On Windows, Windows Explorer
has the ability to browse file shares on your network. If in doubt, try pressing the Windows
key and the R key at the same time to open the Run dialog, and then type the Universal
Naming Convention (UNC) path to the share (TFSWFSOBNF%PDVNFOUT or
TFSWFSOBNF1VCMJD). You should be able to see any files stored in either of those
directories. In the case of the 1VCMJD share, you should be able to create new files there as
well.
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On Linux systems, if you have a desktop environment installed, most of them feature a file
manager that supports browsing network shares. Since there are a handful of different
desktop environments available, the method varies from one distribution or configuration
to another. Typically, most Linux file managers will have a network link within the file
manager, which will allow you to easily browse your local shares. Otherwise, you can also
access a Samba share by adding an entry for it in the FUDGTUBC file, such as the
following:
NZTFSWFSTIBSFEEPDVNFOUTNOUEPDVNFOUTDJGTVTFSOBNFNZVTFSOPBVUP

In order for the GTUBC entry to work, your Linux client will need to have the Samba client
packages installed. If your distribution is Debian based (such as Ubuntu), you will need to
install the TNCDMJFOU and DJGTVUJMT packages:
sudo apt install smbclient cifs-utils

Then, assuming the local directory exists (NOUEPDVNFOUT in the example), you should be
able to mount the share with the following command:
sudo mount /mnt/documents

In the GTUBC entry, I included the OPBVUP option so that your system won't mount the
Samba share at boot time (you'll need to do so manually with the NPVOU command). If you
do want the Samba share automatically mounted at boot time, change OPBVUP to BVUP.
However, you may receive errors during the boot if for some reason the server hosting your
Samba shares isn't accessible, which is why I prefer the OPBVUP option.
If you'd prefer to mount the Samba share without adding an GTUBC entry, the following
example command should do the trick; just change the share name and mount point to
match your local configuration:
sudo mount -t cifs //myserver/Documents -o username=myuser /mnt/documents
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Setting up NFS shares
A Network File System (NFS) is a great method of sharing files from a Linux or UNIX
server to a Linux or UNIX server. As I mentioned earlier in the chapter, Windows systems
can access NFS shares as well, but there may be an additional licensing penalty if you need
to upgrade to a different release. NFS is preferred in a Linux or UNIX environment though,
since it fully supports Linux- and UNIX-style permissions. As you can see from our earlier
dive into Samba, we essentially forced all shares to be treated as being accessed by a
particular user, which was messy, but was the easiest example of setting up a Samba server.
Samba can certainly support per-user access restrictions and benefit greatly from a
centralized directory server, though that would basically be a book of its own! NFS is a bit
more involved to set up, but in the long run, I think it's easier and integrates better.
Earlier, we set up a parent directory on our filesystem to house our Samba shares, and we
should do the same thing with NFS. While it wasn't mandatory to have a special parent
directory with Samba (I had you do that in order to be neat, but you weren't required to),
NFS really does want its own directory to house all of its shares. It's not required with NFS
either, but there's an added benefit in doing so, which I'll go over before the end of this
section. In my case, I'll use FYQPSUT as an example, so you should make sure that
directory exists:
sudo mkdir /exports

Next, let's install the required NFS packages on our server. The following command will
install NFS and its dependencies:
sudo apt install nfs-kernel-server

Once you install the OGTLFSOFMTFSWFS package, the OGTLFSOFMTFSWFS daemon will
start up automatically. It will also create a default FUDFYQPSUT file (which is the main
file that NFS reads its share information from), but it doesn't contain any useful settings,
just some commented lines. Let's back up the FUDFYQPSUT file, since we'll be creating
our own:
sudo mv /etc/exports /etc/exports.orig

To set up NFS, let's first create some directories that we will share to other users. Each share
in NFS is known as an Export. I'll use the following directories as examples, but you can
export any directory you like:
FYQPSUTCBDLVQ
FYQPSUTEPDVNFOUT
FYQPSUTQVCMJD
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In the FUDFYQPSUT file (which we're creating fresh), I'll insert the following four lines:
FYQPSUT SPGTJEOP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL
FYQPSUTCBDLVQ SXOP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL
FYQPSUTEPDVNFOUT SPOP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL
FYQPSUTQVCMJD SXOP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL

The first line is Export Root, which I'll go over a bit later. The next three lines are individual
shares or exports. The backup, documents, and public directories are being shared from the
FYQPSUT parent directory. Each of these lines is not only specifying which directory is
being shared with each export, but also which network is able to access them. In this case,
after the directory is called out in a line, we're also setting which network is able to access
them (/ in our case). This means that if you're connecting
from a different network, your access will be denied. Each connecting machine must be a
member of the  network in order to proceed (so make sure you change
this to match your IP scheme). Finally, we include some options for each export, for
example, SXOP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL.
As far as what these options do, the first (SX) is rather self-explanatory. We can set here
whether or not other nodes will be able to make changes to data within the export. In the
examples I gave, the documents export is read-only (SP), while the others allow read and
write.
The next option in each example is OP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL. This option is known to increase
reliability and is mainly implied by default. However, not including it may make NFS
complain when it restarts, but nothing that will actually stop it from working. Particularly,
this option disables what is known as subtree checking, which has had some stability
issues in the past. Normally, when a directory is exported, NFS might scan parent
directories as well, which is sometimes problematic, and can cause issues when it comes to
open file handles.
There are several other options that can be included in an FYQPSU, and you can read more
about them by checking the man page for FYQPSU:
man export
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One option you'll see quite often in the wild is OP@SPPU@TRVBTI. Normally, the SPPU user
on one system is mapped to nobody on the other for security reasons. In most cases, one
system having SPPU access to another is a bad idea. The OP@SPPU@TRVBTI option disables
this, and it allows the SPPU user on one end to be treated as the SPPU user on the other. I
can't think of a reason, personally, where this would be useful (or even recommended), but
I have seen this option quite often in the wild, so I figured I would bring it up. Again, check
the man pages for FYQPSU for more information on additional options you can pass to your
exports.
Next, we have one more file to edit before we can actually seal the deal on our NFS setup.
The FUDJENBQEDPOG file is necessary for mapping permissions on one node to another.
In $IBQUFS, Managing Users, we talked about the fact that each user has an ID (UID)
assigned to them. The problem, though, is that from one system to another, a user will not
typically have the same UID. For example, user KEPF may be UID  on server A, but
 on server B. When it comes to NFS, this greatly confuses the situation, because UIDs
are used in order to reference permissions. Mapping IDs with JENBQE allows this to stay
consistent and handles translating each user properly, though it must be configured
correctly and consistently on each node. Basically, as long as you use the same domain
name on each server and client and configure the FUDJENBQEDPOG file properly on
each, you should be fine.
To configure this, open FUDJENBQEDPOG in your text editor. Look for an option that is
similar to the following:
TVEP%PNBJOMPDBMEPNBJO

First, remove the  symbol from that line to uncomment it. Then, change the domain to
match the one used within the rest of your network. You can leave this as it is as long as it's
the same on each node, but if you recall from $IBQUFS, Setting Up Network Services, we
used a sample domain of MPDBMMBO in our DHCP configuration, so it's best to make sure
you use the same domain name everywherebeven the domain provided by DHCP.
Basically, just be as consistent as you can and you'll have a much easier time overall. You'll
also want to edit the FUDJENBQEDPOG file on each node that will access your file server,
to ensure they are configured the same as well.
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With our FUDFYQPSUT and FUDJENBQEDPOG files in place, and assuming you've
already created the exported directories on your filesystem, we should be all set to restart
NFS to activate our configuration:
sudo systemctl restart nfs-kernel-server

After restarting NFS, you should check the daemon's output via TZTUFNDUM to ensure that
there are no errors:
systemctl status -l nfs-kernel-server

As long as there are no errors, our NFS server should be working. Now, we just need to
learn how to mount these shares on another system. Unlike Samba, using a Linux file
manager and browsing the network will not show NFS exports; we'll need to mount them
manually. Client machines, assuming they are Debian based (Ubuntu fits this description)
will need the OGTDPNNPO package installed in order to access these exports:
sudo apt install nfs-common

With the client installed, we can now use the NPVOU command to mount NFS exports on a
client. For example, with regards to our documents export, we can use the following
variation of the NPVOU command to do the trick:
sudo mount myserver:/documents /mnt/documents

Replace NZTFSWFS with either your server's hostname or its IP address. From this point
forward, you should be able to access the contents of the documents export on your file
server. Notice, however, that the exported directory on the server was
FYQPSUTEPDVNFOUT, but we only asked for EPDVNFOUT instead of the full path with the
example NPVOU command. The reason this works is because we identified an export SPPU
of FYQPSUT. To save you from flipping back, here's the first line from the FUDFYQPSUT
file, where we identified our export SPPU:
FYQPSUT

SPGTJEOP@TVCUSFF@DIFDL
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With the export SPPU, we basically set the base directory for our NFS exports. We set it as
read-only (SP), because we don't want anyone making any changes to the FYQPSUT
directory itself. Other directories within FYQPSUT have their own permissions and will
thus override the SP setting on a per-export basis, so there's no real reason to set our export
SPPU as anything other than read-only. With our export SPPU set, we don't have to call out
the entire path of the export when we mount it; we only need the directory name. This is
why we can mount an NFS export from NZTFSWFSEPDVNFOUT instead of having to type
the entire path. While this does save us a bit of typing, it's also useful because from the
user's perspective, they aren't required to know anything about the underlying filesystem
on the server. There's simply no value for the user to have to memorize the fact that the
server is sharing a documents directory from FYQPSUT; all they're interested in is getting
to their data. Another benefit is if we ever need to move our export SPPU to a different
directory (during a maintenance period), our users won't have to change their
configuration to reference the new place; they'll only need to unmount and remount the
exports.
So, at this point, you'll have three directories being exported from your file server, and you
can always add others as you go. However, anytime you add a new export, they won't be
automatically added and read by NFS. You can restart NFS to activate new exports, but
that's not really a good idea while users may be connected to them, since that will disrupt
their access. Thankfully, the following command will cause NFS to reread the
FUDFYQPSUT file without disrupting existing connections. This will allow you to activate
new exports immediately without having to wait for users to finish what they're working
on:
sudo exportfs -a

With this section out of the way, you should be able to export a directory on your Ubuntu
Server, and then mount that export on another Linux machine. Feel free to practice creating
and mounting exports until you get the hang of it. In addition, you should familiarize
yourself with a few additional options and settings that are allowable in the FUDFYQPSUT
file, after consulting with the man page on export. When you've had more NFS practice
than you can tolerate, we'll move on to a few ways in which you can copy files from one
node to another without needing to set up an intermediary service or daemon.
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Transferring files with rsync
Of all the countless tools and utilities available in the Linux and UNIX world, few are as
beloved as STZOD. STZOD is a utility that you can use to copy data from one place to another
very easily, and there are many options available to allow you to be very specific about
how you want the data transferred. Examples of its many use cases include copying files
while preserving permissions, copying files while backing up replaced files, and even
setting up incremental backups. If you don't already know how to use STZOD, you'll
probably want to get lots of practice with it, as it's something you'll soon see will be
indispensable during your career as a Linux administrator, and it is also something that the
Linux community generally assumes you already know. STZOD is not hard to learn. Most
administrators can learn the basic usage in about an hour, but the countless options
available will lead you to learn new tricks even years down the road.
Another aspect that makes STZOD flexible is the many ways you can manipulate the source
and target directories. I mentioned earlier that STZOD is a tool you can use to copy data
from one place to another. The beauty of this is that the source and target can literally be
anywhere you'd like. For example, the most common usage of STZOD is to copy data from a
directory on one server to a directory on another server over the network. However, you
don't even have to use the network; you can even copy data from one directory to another
on the same server. While this may not seem like a useful thing to do at first, consider that
the target directory may be a mount-point that leads to a backup disk, or an NFS share that
actually exists on another server. This also works in reverse: you can copy data from a
network location to a local directory if you desire.
To get started with practicing with STZOD, I recommend that you find some sample files to
work with. Perhaps you have a collection of documents you can use, MP3 files, videos, text
files, basically any kind of data you have lying around. It's important to make a copy of this
data. If we make a mistake we could overwrite things, so it's best to work with a copy of the
data, or data you don't care about while you're practicing. If you don't have any files to
work with, you can create some text files. The idea is to practice copying files from one
place to another; it really doesn't matter what you copy or to where you send it. I'll walk
you through some STZOD examples that will progressively increase in complexity. The first
few examples will show you how to backup a IPNF directory, but later examples will be
potentially destructive so you will probably want to work with sample files until you get
the hang of it.
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Here's our first example:
sudo rsync -r /home/myusr /backup

With that command, we're using STZOD (as SPPU) to copy the contents of the IPNF
directory for the NZVTFS directory to a backup directory, CBDLVQ (make sure the target
directory exists). In the example, I used the S option, which means STZOD will grab
directories recursively as well (you should probably make a habit of including this if you
use no other option). You should now see a copy of the NZVTFS home directory inside your
CBDLVQ directory.
However, we have a bit of a problem. If you look at the permissions in the
CBDLVQNZVTFS directory, you can see that everything in the target is now owned by
SPPU. This isn't a good thing; when you back up a user's IPNF directory, you'll want to
retain their permissions. In addition, you should retain as much metadata as you can,
including things like timestamps. Let's try another variation of SZTOD. Don't worry about
the fact that CBDLVQ already has a copy of the NZVTFS home directory from our previous
backup. Let's perform the backup again, but instead we'll use the B option:
sudo rsync -a /home/myuser /backup

This time, we replaced the S option with B (archive), which retains as much metadata as
possible (in most cases, it should make everything an exact copy). What you should notice
now is that the permissions within the backup match the permissions within the user's
IPNF directory we copied from. The timestamps of the files will now match as well. This
works because whenever STZOD runs, it will copy what's different from the last time it ran.
The files from our first backup were already there, but the permissions were wrong. When
we ran the second command, STZOD only needed to copy what was different, so it applied
the correct permissions to the files. If any new files were added to the source directory since
we last ran the command, the new or updated files would be copied over as well.
The BSDIJWF mode (the B option that we used with the previous command) is actually
very popular; you'll probably see it a lot in the industry. The B option is actually a
wrapper option that includes the following options all at the same time:
SMQUHP%
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If you're curious about what each of these options do, consult the man page for STZOD for
more detailed information. In summary, the S option copies data recursively (which we
already know), the M option copies symbolic links, Q preserves permissions, H preserves
group ownership, P preserves the owner, and % preserves device files. If you put those
options together, we get SMQUHP%. Therefore, B is actually equal to SMQUHP%. I find B
easier to remember.
The BSDIJWF mode is great and all, but wouldn't it be nice to be able to watch what STZOD
is up to when it runs? Add the W option and try the command again:
sudo rsync -av /home/myuser /backup

This time, STZOD will display on your Terminal what it's doing as it runs (W activates the
verbose mode). This is actually one of my favorite variations of the STZOD command, as I
like to copy everything and retain all the metadata, as well as watch what STZOD is doing as
it works.
What if I told you that STZOD supports SSH by default? It's true! Using STZOD, you can
easily copy data from one node to another, even over SSH. The same options apply, so you
don't actually have to do anything different other than point STZOD to the other server,
rather than to another directory on your server:
sudo rsync -av /home/myuser admin@192.168.1.5:/backup

With this example, I'm copying the IPNF directory for NZVTFS to the CBDLVQ directory on
server . I'm connecting to the other server as the BENJO user. Make sure you
change the user account and IP address accordingly, and also make sure the user account
you use has access to the CBDLVQ directory. When you run this command, you should get
prompted for the SSH password as you would when using plain SSH to connect to the
server. After the connection is established, the files will be copied to the target server and
directory.
Now, we'll get into some even cooler examples (some of which are potentially destructive),
and we probably won't want to work with an actual IPNF directory for these, unless it's a
test account and you don't care about its contents. As I've mentioned before, you should
have some test files to play with. When practicing, simply replace my directories with
yours. Here's another variation worth trying:
sudo rsync -av --delete /src /target
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Now I'm introducing you to the EFMFUF option. This option allows you to synchronize
two directories. Let me explain why this is important. With every STZOD example up until
now, we've been copying files from point A to point B, but we weren't deleting anything.
For example, let's say you've already used STZOD to copy contents from point A to point B.
Then, you delete some files from point A. When you use STZOD to copy files from point A
to point B again, the files you deleted in point A won't be deleted in point B. They'll still be
there. This is because by default, STZOD copies data between two locations but it doesn't
remove anything. With the EFMFUF option, you're effectively synchronizing the two
points, thus you're telling STZOD to make them the same by allowing it to delete files in the
target that are no longer in the source.
Next, we'll add the C (backup) option:
sudo rsync -avb --delete /src /target

This one is particularly useful. Normally, when a file is updated on TSD and then copied
over to UBSHFU, the copy on UBSHFU is overwritten with the new version. But what if
you don't want any files to be replaced? The C option renames files on the target that are
being overwritten, so you'll still have the original file. If you add the CBDLVQEJS option,
things get really interesting:
sudo rsync -avb --delete --backup-dir=/backup/incremental /src /target

Now, we're copying files from TSD to UBSHFU as we were before, but we're now sending
replaced files to the CBDLVQJODSFNFOUBM directory. This means that when a file is going
to be replaced on the target, the original file will be copied to CBDLVQJODSFNFOUBM. This
works because we used the C option (backup) but we also used the CBDLVQEJS option,
which means that replaced files won't be renamed, they'll simply be moved to the
designated directory. This allows us to effectively perform incremental backups.
Building on our previous example, we can use the Bash shell itself to make incremental
backups work even better. Here, we have two commands:
CURDATE=$(date +%m-%d-%Y)
export $CURDATE
sudo rsync -avb --delete --backup-dir=/backup/incremental/$CURDATE /src
/target
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With this example, we grab the current date and set it to a variable ($63%"5&). We'll also
FYQPSU the new variable so that it is available everywhere. In the STZOD portion of the
command, we use the variable for the CBDLVQEJS option. This will copy replaced files
to a CBDLVQ directory named after the EBUF the command was run. Basically, if today's
date was , the resulting command would be the same as if we run the
following:
sudo rsync -avb --delete --backup-dir=/backup/incremental/08-17-2018 /src
/target

Hopefully, you can see how flexible STZOD is and how it can be used to not only copy files
between directories and/or nodes, but also to serve as a backup solution as well (assuming
you have a remote destination to copy files to). The best part is that this is only the
beginning. If you consult the man page for STZOD, you'll see that there are a lot of options
you can use to customize it even further. Give it some practice, and you should get the
hang of it in no time.

Transferring files with scp
A useful alternative to STZOD is the Secure Copy (SCP) utility, which comes bundled with
OpenSSH. It allows you to quickly copy files from one node to another. While STZOD also
allows you to copy files to other network nodes via SSH, SCP is more practical for one-off
tasks; STZOD is geared more toward more complex jobs. If your goal is to send a single file
or a small number of files to another machine, SCP is a great tool you can use to get the job
done. To utilize SCP, we'll use the TDQ command. Since you most likely already have
OpenSSH installed, you should already have the TDQ command available. If you execute
XIJDITDQ, you should receive the following output:
/usr/bin/scp

If you don't see any output, make sure that the PQFOTTIDMJFOU package is installed.
Using SCP is very similar in nature to STZOD. The command requires a source, a target, and
a filename. To transfer a single file from your local machine to another, the resulting
command would look similar to the following:
scp myfile.txt jdoe@192.168.1.50:/home/jdoe
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With this example, we're copying the NZGJMFUYU file (which is located in our current
working directory) to a server located at . If the target server is recognized
by DNS, we could've used the DNS name instead of the IP address. The command will
connect to the server as user KEPF and place the file into that user's IPNF directory.
Actually, we can shorten that command a bit:
scp myfile.txt jdoe@192.168.1.50:

Notice that I removed the target path, which was IPNFKEPF. I'm able to omit the path to
the target, since the IPNF directory is assumed if you don't give the TDQ command a target
path. Therefore, the NZGJMFUYU file will end up in IPNFKEPF whether or not I included
the path. If I wanted to copy the file somewhere else, I would definitely need to call out the
location. Make sure you always include at least the colon when copying a file, since if you
don't include it, you'll end up copying the file to your current working directory instead of
the target.
The TDQ command also works in reverse as well:
scp jdoe@192.168.1.50:myfile.txt

.

With this example, we're assuming that NZGJMFUYU is located in the IPNF directory for the
user KEPF. This command will copy that file to the current working directory of our local
machine, since I designated the local path as a single period (which corresponds to our
current working directory). Using TDQ in reverse isn't always practical, since you have to
already know the file is where you expect it to be before transferring it.
With our previous TDQ examples, we've only been copying a single file. If we want to
transfer or download an entire directory and its contents, we will need to use the S option,
which allows us to do a recursive copy:
scp -r /home/jdoe/downloads/linux_iso jdoe@192.168.1.50:downloads

With this example, we're copying the local folder IPNFKEPFEPXOMPBETMJOVY@JTP to
remote machine . Since we used the S option, TDQ will transfer the
MJOVY@JTP folder and all of its contents. On the remote end, we're again connecting via the
user KEPF. Notice that the target path is just simply EPXOMPBET. Since TDQ defaults to the
user's IPNF directory, this will copy the MJOVY@JTP directory from the source machine to
the target machine under the IPNFKEPFEPXOMPBET directory. The following command
would've had the exact same result:
scp -r /home/jdoe/downloads/linux_iso
jdoe@192.168.1.50:/home/jdoe/downloads
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The IPNF directory is not the only assumption the TDQ command makes, it also assumes
that SSH is listening on port  on the remote machine. Since it's possible to change the
SSH port on a server to something else, port  may or may not be what's in use. If you
need to designate a different port for TDQ to use, use the 1 option:
scp -P 2222 -r /home/jdoe/downloads/linux_iso jdoe@192.168.1.50:downloads

With that example, we're connecting to the remote machine via port . If you've
configured SSH to listen on a different port, change the number accordingly.
Although port  is always the default for OpenSSH, it's common for
some administrators to change it to something else. While changing the
SSH port doesn't add a great deal of benefit in regards to security (an
intensive port scan will still find your SSH daemon), it's a relatively easy
change to make, and making it even just a little bit harder to find is
beneficial. We'll discuss this further in $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server.
Like most commands in the Linux world, the TDQ command supports the verbose mode. If
you want to see how the TDQ command progresses as it copies multiple files, add the W
option:
scp -rv /home/jdoe/downloads/linux_iso jdoe@192.168.1.50:downloads

Well, there you have it. The TDQ command isn't overly complex or advanced, but it's really
great for situations in which you want to perform a one-time copy of a file from one node to
another. Since it copies files over SSH, you benefit from its security, and it also integrates
well with your existing SSH configuration. An example of this integration is the fact that
TDQ recognizes your _TTIDPOGJH file (if you have one), so you can shorten the
command even further. Go ahead and practice with it a bit, and in the next section, we'll go
over yet another trick that OpenSSH has up its sleeve.
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Mounting remote directories with SSHFS
Earlier in this chapter, we took a look at several ways in which we can set up a Linux file
server, using Samba and/or NFS. There's another type of file sharing solution I haven't
mentioned yet, the SSH Filesystem (SSHFS). NFS and Samba are great solutions for
designating file shares that are to be made available to other users, but these technologies
may be more complex than necessary if you want to set up a temporary file-sharing service
to use for a specific period of time. SSHFS allows you to mount a remote directory on your
local machine, and have it treated just like any other directory. The mounted SSHFS
directory will be available for the life of the SSH connection. When you're finished, you
simply disconnect the SSHFS mount.
There are some downsides when it comes to SSHFS, however. First, performance of file
transfers won't be as fast as with an NFS mount, since there's encryption that needs to be
taken into consideration as well. However, unless you're performing really resourceintensive work, you probably won't notice much of a difference anyway. Another downside
is that you'd want to save your work regularly as you work on files within an SSHFS
mount, because if the SSH connection drops for any reason, you may lose data. This logic is
also true of NFS and Samba shares, but SSHFS is more of an on-demand solution and not
something intended to remain connected and in place all the time.
To get started with SSHFS, we'll need to install it:
sudo apt install sshfs

Now we're ready to roll. For SSHFS to work, we'll need a directory on both your local
Linux machine as well as a remote Linux server. SSHFS can be used to mount any directory
from the remote server you would normally be able to access via SSH. That's really the only
requirement. What follows is an example command to mount an external directory to a
local one via SSHFS. In your tests, make sure to replace my sample directories with actual
directories on your nodes, as well as use a valid user account:
sshfs myuser@192.168.1.50:/share/myfiles /mnt/myfiles
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As you can see, the TTIGT command is fairly straightforward. With this example, we're
mounting TIBSFNZGJMFT on  to NOUNZGJMFT on our local machine.
Assuming the command didn't provide an error (such as access denied, if you didn't have
access to one of the directories on either side), your local directory should show the
contents of the remote directory. Any changes you make to files in the local directory will
be made to the target. The SSHFS mount will basically function in the same way as if you
had mounted an NFS or Samba share locally.
When we're finished with the mount, we should unmount it. There are two ways to do so.
First, we can use the VNPVOU command as the SPPU (just like we normally would):
sudo umount /mnt/myfiles

Using the VNPVOU command isn't always practical for SSHFS, though. The user that's
setting up the SSHFS link may not have SPPU permissions, which means that he or she
won't be able to unmount it with the VNPVOU command. If you tried the VNPVOU command
as a regular user, you would see an error similar to the following:
VNPVOUNOUNZGJMFT1FSNJTTJPOEFOJFE

It may seem rather strange that a normal user can mount an external directory via SSHFS,
but not unmount it. Thankfully, there's a specific command a normal user can use, so we
won't need to give them SPPU or TVEP access:
fusermount -u /mnt/myfiles

That should do it. With the GVTFSNPVOU command, we can unmount the SSHFS connection
we set up, even without SPPU access. The GVTFSNPVOU command is part of the Filesystem
in Userspace (FUSE) suite, which is what SSHFS uses as its virtual filesystem to facilitate
such a connection. The V option, as you've probably guessed, is for unmounting the
connection normally. There is also the [ option, which unmounts the SSHFS mount lazily.
By lazy, I mean it basically unmounts the filesystem without any cleanup of open resources.
This is a last resort that you should rarely need to use, as it could result in data loss.
Connecting to an external resource via SSHFS can be simplified by adding an entry for it in
FUDGTUBC. Here's an example entry using our previous example:
myuser@192.168.1.50:/share/myfiles
rw,noauto,users,_netdev 0 0

/mnt/myfiles
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Notice that I used the OPBVUP option in the GTUBC entry, which means that your system
will not automatically attempt to bring up this SSHFS mount when it boots. Typically, this
is ideal. The nature of SSHFS is to create on-demand connections to external resources, and
we wouldn't be able to input the password for the connection while the system is in the
process of booting anyway. Even if we set up password-less authentication, the SSH
daemon may not be ready by the time the system attempts to mount the directory, so it's
best to leave the OPBVUP option in place and just use SSHFS as the on-demand solution it is.
With this FUDGTUBC entry in place, any time we would like to mount that resource via
SSHFS, we would only need to execute the following command going forward:
mount /mnt/myfiles

Since we now have an entry for NOUNZGJMFT in FUDGTUBC, the NPVOU command
knows that this is an SSHFS mount, where to locate it, and which user account to use for
the connection. After you execute the example NPVOU command, you should be asked for
the user's SSH password (if you don't have password-less authentication configured) and
then the resource should be mounted.
SSH sure does have a few unexpected tricks up its sleeve. Not only is it the de facto
standard in the industry for connecting to Linux servers, but it also offers us a neat way of
transferring files quickly and mounting external directories. I find SSHFS very useful in
situations where I'm working on a large number of files on a remote server but want to
work on them with applications I have installed on my local workstation. SSHFS allows us
to do exactly that.

Summary
In this chapter, we explored multiple ways of accessing remote resources. Just about every
network has a central location for storing files, and we explored two ways of accomplishing
this with NFS and Samba. Both NFS and Samba have their place in the data center and are
very useful ways we can make resources on a server available to our users who need to
access them. We also talked about STZOD and TDQ, two great utilities for transferring data
without needing to set up a permanent share. We closed off the chapter with a look at
SSHFS, which is a very handy utility for mounting external resources locally, on demand.
Next up is $IBQUFS, Managing Databases. Now that we have all kinds of useful services
running on our Ubuntu Server network, it's only fitting that we take a look at serving
databases as well. Specifically, we'll look at MariaDB. See you there!
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Questions
1. What are two primary technologies used to set up file shares on a network?
2. ____ is a technology that utilizes OpenSSH and allows users to mount directories
over an SSH connection.
3. ____ and ____ are two command-line utilities that can be used to send files over
the network.
4. When is Samba a good choice for setting up a file share?
5. When is NFS a good choice for setting up a file share?
6. Which file can be used with NFS to better map usernames?
7. The ____ command can be used to unmount an SSHFS attachment.

Further reading
Ubuntu rsync documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZSTZOD
Ubuntu Samba documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ4BNCB
Ubuntu NFS documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ
4FUUJOH6Q/'4)PX5P
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Managing Databases
The Linux platform has long been a very popular choice for hosting databases. Given the
fact that databases power a large majority of popular websites across the internet
nowadays, this is a very important role for servers to fill. Ubuntu Server is also a very
popular choice for this purpose, as its stability is a major benefit to the hosting community.
This time around, we'll take a look at MariaDB, a popular fork of MySQL. The goal won't
be to provide a full walkthrough of MySQL's syntax (as that would be a full book in and of
itself), but we'll focus on setting up and maintaining database servers utilizing MariaDB,
and we'll even go over how to set up a master/slave relationship between them. If you
already have a firm understanding of how to architect databases, you'll still benefit from
this chapter as we'll be discussing Ubuntu's implementation of MariaDB in particular,
which has its configuration organized a bit differently than in other platforms.
As we work through setting up our very own MariaDB server, we will cover the following
topics:
Preparations for setting up a database server
Installing MariaDB
Understanding the MariaDB configuration files
Managing MariaDB databases
Setting up a slave database server
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Preparations for setting up a database
server
Before we get started with setting up our database server, there are a few odds and ends to
get out of the way. As we go through this chapter, we'll set up a basic database server using
MariaDB. I'm sure more than a few of you are probably familiar with MySQL. MySQL is a
tried and true solution which is still in use in many data centers today, and that will
probably continue to be the case for the foreseeable future. There's a good chance that a
popular website or two that you regularly visit utilizes it on the backend. So, you may be
wondering then, why not go over that instead of MariaDB?
There are two reasons why this book will focus on MariaDB. First, the majority of the Linux
community is migrating over to it (more on that later), and it's also a drop-in replacement
for MySQL. This means that any databases or scripts you've already written for MySQL
will most likely work just fine with MariaDB, barring some edge cases. In reverse, the
commands you practice with MariaDB should also function as you would expect on a
MySQL server. This is great, considering that many MySQL installations are still in use in
many data centers, and you'll be able to support those too. For the most part, there are very
few reasons to stick with MySQL when your existing infrastructure can be ported over to
MariaDB, and that's the direction the Linux community is headed toward anyway.
Why the change? If you were paying attention to the news in the open source community
over the last several years, you may have seen articles from time to time regarding various
distributions switching to MariaDB from MySQL. Red Hat is one such example; it switched
to MariaDB in version 7 of Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Other distributions, such as Arch
Linux and Fedora, went the same route. This was partly due to a lack of trust in Oracle, the
company that now owns MySQL. When Oracle became the owner of MySQL, there were
some serious questions raised in the open source community regarding the future of
MySQL as well as its licensing. The Linux community, in general, doesn't seem to trust
Oracle as a company, and in turn doubts its stewardship of MySQL. I'm not going to get
into any speculation about Oracle, the future of MySQL, or any conspiracies regarding its
future since it's not relevant to this book (and I'm not a fan of corporate drama). The fact,
though, is that many distributions are moving toward MariaDB, and that seems to be the
future. It's a great technology, and I definitely recommend it over MySQL for several
reasons.
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MariaDB is more than just a fork of MySQL. On its own, it's a very competent database
server. The fact that your existing MySQL implementations should be compatible with it
eases adoption. But more than that, MariaDB makes some very worthwhile changes and
improvements to MySQL that will only benefit you. Everything you love about MySQL can
be found in MariaDB, plus some cutting edge features that are exclusive to it. Some of the
improvements in MariaDB include the fact that we'll receive faster security patches (since
developers don't need to wait for approval from Oracle before releasing updates), as well as
better performance. But, even better, is the fact that MariaDB features additional clustering
options that are leaps and bounds better and more efficient than plain old MySQL.
So hopefully I've sold you on the value of MariaDB. Ultimately, whether or not you actually
use it will depend on the needs of your organization. I've seen some organizations opt to
stick with MySQL, if only for the sole reason that it's what they know, and new
technologies tend to scare management. I can understand that if a solution has proven itself
in your data center, there's really no reason to change if your database stack is working
perfectly fine the way it is. To that end, while I'll be going over utilizing MariaDB, most of
my instructions should work for MySQL as well.
With regards to your server, a good implementation plan is key (as always). I won't spend
too much time on this aspect, since by now I know you've probably been through a
paragraph or two in this book where I've mentioned the importance of redundancy (and
I'm sure I'll mention redundancy again a few more times before the last page). At this point,
you're probably just setting up a lab environment or test server on which to practice these
concepts before using your new found skills in production. But when you do eventually
roll out a database server into production, it's crucial to plan for long-term stability.
Database servers should be regularly backed up, redundant (there I go again), and
regularly patched. Later on in this chapter, I'll walk you through setting up a slave database
server, which will take care of the redundancy part. However, that's not enough on its own,
as regular backups are important. There are many utilities that allow you to do this, such as
NZTRMEVNQ, and also snapshots of your virtual machine (assuming you're not using a
physical server). Both solutions are valid, depending on your environment. As someone
who has lost an entire work day attempting to resurrect a fallen database server for a client
(of which they had no backups or redundancy) my goal is simply to spare you
that headache.
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As far as how much resources a database server needs, that solely depends on your
environment. MariaDB itself does not take up a huge amount of resources, but as with
MySQL, your usage is dependent on your workload. Either you'll have a few dozen clients
connecting, or a few thousand or more. But one recommendation I'll definitely make is to
use LVM for the partition that houses your database files. This will certainly spare you grief
in the long run. As we've discussed in $IBQUFS, Managing Storage Volumes, LVM makes it
very simple to expand a filesystem, especially on a virtual machine. If your database server
is on a virtual machine, you can add a disk to the volume group and expand it if your
database partition starts to get full, and your customers will never notice there was ever
about to be a problem. Without LVM, you'll need to shut down the server, add a new
volume, STZOD your database server files over to the new location, and then bring up the
server. Depending on the size of your database, this situation can span hours. Do yourself a
favor, use LVM.
With that out of the way, we can begin setting up MariaDB. For learning and testing
purposes, you can use pretty much any server you'd like, physical, virtual, or VPS. Once
you're ready, let's move on and we'll get started!

Installing MariaDB
Now we've come to the fun part, installing MariaDB. To get the ball rolling, we'll install the
NBSJBECTFSWFS package:
sudo apt install mariadb-server

If your organization prefers to stick with MySQL, the package to install is
NZTRMTFSWFS instead:
sudo apt install mysql-server

Although it might be tempting to try out both MySQL and MariaDB to
compare and contrast their differences, I don't recommend switching from
MariaDB to MySQL (or vice versa) on the same server. I've seen some
very strange configuration issues occur on servers that had one installed
and then were switched to the other (even after wiping the configuration).
For the most part, it's best to pick one solution per server and stick with it.
As a general rule, MySQL should only be used if you have legacy
databases to support. For brand new installations, go with MariaDB.
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Going forward, I'll assume that you've installed MariaDB, though the instructions here
shouldn't differ much between them. For the name of the service, you'll want to substitute
NZTRM for NBSJBEC whenever I mention it if you are using MySQL instead. Previous
versions of Ubuntu Server used NZTRM for the service name, even when installing MariaDB
(Ubuntu 16.04 is an example of this). This is just something to keep in mind if you're
supporting a legacy edition of Ubuntu.
After you install the NBSJBECTFSWFS package, check to make sure the service started and
is enabled. By default, it should already be running:
systemctl status mariadb

Next, we'll want to add some security to our MariaDB installation (even though we're using
MariaDB, the following command still references NZTRM in the name):
sudo mysql_secure_installation

At this point, we haven't set a SPPU password yet, so go ahead and just press Enter when
the script asks for it. This script will ask you additional questions. Next, it will ask you if
you want to set a SPPU password. The SPPU user for MariaDB is not the same as the SPPU
user on your system, and you definitely should create a password for it. So when this
comes up, press y to tell it you want to create a SPPU password, then enter that password
twice.
After setting the root password, the script will ask you whether you'd like to remove
anonymous users, and also disallow remote access to the database server. You should
answer yes to both. The latter is especially important, as there's almost never a situation in
which allowing external access to MySQL/MariaDB is a good idea. Even if you're hosting a
website for external users, those users only need access to the website, not the database
server. The website itself will interface with the database locally as needed, an external
connection wouldn't be necessary. Basically, just answer yes to everything the script asks
you.
The entire process after executing NZTRM@TFDVSF@JOTUBMMBUJPO looks like the following:
Enter current password for root (enter for none):
Set root password? [Y/n]
Remove anonymous users? [Y/n]
Disallow root login remotely? [Y/n]
Remove test database and access to it? [Y/n]
Reload privilege tables now? [Y/n]
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At this point, we officially have a fully functional database server. The previous command
allowed us to apply some basic security, and our database server is now available to us. To
connect to it and manage it, we'll use the NBSJBEC command to access the MariaDB shell,
where we'll enter commands to manage our database(s). There are actually two methods to
connect, to this shell. The first method is by simply using the NBSJBEC command with
TVEP:
sudo mariadb

This particular command works because if you use the NBSJBEC command as SPPU (we
used TVEP in this example) the password is bypassed. In fact, we didn't even enter the
username either, SPPU is assumed if you are attempting to access MariaDB with TVEP. This
is by far the simplest way to connect. However, some of you may be accustomed to a
different method of authentication if you've used other Linux distributions: entering the
username and password. In that case, the command will look like this (it won't work by
default though):
mariadb -u root -p

When that command works correctly, it will ask you for your SPPU password and then let
you into the shell. However, by default the SPPU user is set up to use a completely different
mode of authentication altogether (UNIX sockets) and this will fail with the following error
(even if you enter the correct password):
ERROR 1045 (28000): Access denied for user 'root'@'localhost' (using password: YES)
You have two options for dealing with this. First, you can simply use TVEPNBSJBEC to
access the MariaDB shell and not use this method. Doing so is perfectly valid, and there are
no downsides as it gives you the same level of access. If you prefer to access the SPPU
account via the traditional means (by providing the username and password for the SPPU
user) you'll need to change the SPPU user to use the native password authentication method
instead. To do so, first access the MariaDB shell and then enter these two commands:
61%"5&NZTRMVTFS4&5QMVHJO NZTRM@OBUJWF@QBTTXPSE 8)&3&64&3 SPPU 
'-64)13*7*-&(&4
/PXZPV MMCFBCMFUPBDDFTTUIF.BSJB%#TIFMMBTSPPUXJUIOBUJWF
BVUIFOUJDBUJPO
NZTRMVSPPUQ
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It's recommended to create a different user in order to manage your
MariaDB installation, as logging in to SPPU is not recommended in most
cases. We'll be creating additional users later on in this chapter, but for
now, the SPPU account is the only one we have available at the moment.
It's common practice to use the SPPU account to do the initial setup, and
then create a different user for administrative purposes going forward.
However, the SPPU account is still often used for server maintenance, so
use your best judgment.
So now that we have access to the MariaDB shell, what can we do with it? The commands
we'll execute on this shell allow us to do things such as create and delete databases and
users, add tables, and so on. The NBSJBEC command comes from the NBSJBECDMJFOU
package which was installed as a dependency when we installed NBSJBECTFSWFS.
Entering the NBSJBEC command by itself with no options connects us to the database
server on our local machine. This utility also lets us connect to external database servers to
manage them remotely, which we'll discuss later.
The MariaDB shell prompt will look like this:
MariaDB [(none)]>

We'll get into MariaDB commands and user management later. For now, you can exit the
shell. To exit, you can type FYJU and press Enter or press Ctrl + D on your keyboard.
Now, our MariaDB server is ready to go. While you can now move on to the next section,
you might want to consider setting up another MariaDB server by following these steps on
another machine. If you have room for another virtual machine, it might be a good idea for
you to get this out of the way now, since we'll be setting up a slave database server later.
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Understanding the MariaDB configuration
files
Now that we have MariaDB installed, let's take a quick look at how its configuration is
stored. While we won't be changing much of the configuration in this chapter (aside from
adding parameters related to setting up a slave), it's a good idea to know where to find the
configuration, since you'll likely be asked by a developer to tune the database configuration
at some point in your career. This may involve changing the storage engine, buffer sizes, or
countless other settings. A full walkthrough on performance tuning is outside the scope of
this book, but it will be helpful to know how the settings for MariaDB are read, since
Ubuntu's implementation is fairly unique.
The configuration files for MariaDB are stored in the FUDNZTRM directory. In that
directory, you'll see the following files by default:
EFCJBODOG
EFCJBOTUBSU
NBSJBECDOG
NZDOG
NZDOGGBMMCBDL

You'll also see the following directories:
DPOGE
NBSJBECDPOGE

The configuration file that MariadDB reads on startup is the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG
file. This is where you'll begin perusing when you want to configure the daemon, but we'll
get to that soon. The FUDNZTRMEFCJBOTUBSU file is actually a script that sets default
values for MariaDB when it starts, such as setting some environment variables. It also
defines a SIGHUP trap that is executed if the NBSJBEC process receives the SIGHUP
signal, which will allow it to check for crashed tables.
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The EFCJBOTUBSU script also loads the FUDNZTRMEFCJBODOG file, which sets some
client settings for the NBSJBEC daemon. Here's a list of values from that file:
<DMJFOU>
IPTUMPDBMIPTU
VTFSSPPU
QBTTXPSE
TPDLFUWBSSVONZTRMENZTRMETPDL
<NZTRM@VQHSBEF>
IPTUMPDBMIPTU
VTFSSPPU
QBTTXPSE
TPDLFUWBSSVONZTRMENZTRMETPDL
CBTFEJSVTS

The defaults for these values are fine and there's rarely a reason to change them.
Essentially, the file sets the default user, host, and socket location. If you've used MySQL
before on other platforms, you may have seen many of those settings in the FUDNZDOG
file, which is typically the standard file for the NBSJBEC daemon. With MariaDB on Ubuntu
Server, you can see that the default layout of files was changed considerably.
The FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG file sets the global defaults for MariaDB. However, in
Ubuntu's implementation, this default file just includes configuration files from the
FUDNZTRMDPOGE and the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE directories. Within those
directories, there are additional files ending with the DOG extension. Many of these files
contain default configuration values that would normally be found in a single file, but
Ubuntu's implementation modularizes these settings into separate files instead. For our
purposes in this book, we'll be editing the FUDNZTRMDPOGENZTRMDOG file when it
comes time to set up master and slave replication.
The other configuration files aren't relevant for the content of this book, and their current
values are more than sufficient for what we need. When it comes to performance tuning,
you may consider creating a new configuration file ending with the DOG extension, with
specific tuning values as provided by the documentation of a software package you want to
run that interfaces with a database, or requirements given to you by a developer.
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For additional information on how these configuration files are read, you can refer to the
FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG file, which includes some helpful contents at the top of the file
that details the order in which these configuration files are read, as well as their purpose.
Here's an excerpt of these comments from that file:
5IF.BSJB%#.Z42-UPPMTSFBEDPOGJHVSBUJPOGJMFTJOUIFGPMMPXJOHPSEFS
FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG UIJTGJMF UPTFUHMPCBMEFGBVMUT
FUDNZTRMDPOGE DOGUPTFUHMPCBMPQUJPOT
FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE DOGUPTFU.BSJB%#POMZPQUJPOT
_NZDOGUPTFUVTFSTQFDJGJDPQUJPOT

As we can see, when MariaDB starts up, it first reads the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG file,
followed CZDOG files stored within the FUDNZTRMDPOGE directory, then the DOG files
stored within the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE directory, followed by any user-specific
settings stored within a NZDOG file that may be present in the user's IPNF directory.
With Ubuntu's implementation, when the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG file is read during
startup, the process will immediately scan the contents of FUDNZTRMDPOGE and
FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE, because the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDOG file contains the
following lines:
JODMVEFEJSFUDNZTRMDPOGE
JODMVEFEJSFUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE

As you can see, even though the order the configuration files are checked is set to check the
NBSJBECDOG file first, followed by the FUDNZTRMDPOGE and
FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE directories, the NBSJBECDOG file simply tells the NBSJBEC
service to immediately check those directories.
This may be a bit confusing at first, because the default configuration for MariaDB in
Ubuntu Server essentially consists of files that redirect to other files. But the main takeaway
is that any configuration changes you make that are not exclusive to MariaDB (basically,
configuration compatible with MySQL itself), should be placed in a configuration file the
ends with the DOG extension, and then stored in the FUDNZTRMDPOGE directory. If the
configuration you're wanting to add is for a feature exclusive to MariaDB (but not
compatible with MySQL itself), the configuration file should be placed in the
FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE directory instead. For our purposes, we'll be editing the
FUDNZTRMDPOGENZTRMDOG file when it comes time to setting up our master/slave
replication, since the method we'll be using is not specific to MariaDB.
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In this section, we discussed MariaDB configuration and how it differs from its
implementation in other platforms. The way the configuration files are presented is not the
only difference in Ubuntu's implement of MariaDB; there are other differences as well. In
the next section, we'll take a look at a few additional ways in which Ubuntu's
implementation differs.

Managing MariaDB databases
Now that our MariaDB server is up and running, we can finally look into managing it. In
this section, I'll demonstrate how to connect to a database server using the NBSJBEC
command, which will allow us to create databases, remove (drop) them, and also manage
users and permissions.
To begin, we'll need to create an administrative user for MariaDB. The SPPU account
already exists as the default administrative user, but it's not a good idea to allow others to
use that account. Instead, it makes more sense to create an administrative account separate
from SPPU for managing our databases. Therefore, we'll begin our discussion on managing
databases with user management. The users we'll manage within MariaDB are specific to
MariaDB, these are separate from the user accounts on the actual system.
To create this administrative user, we'll need to enter the MariaDB shell, which again is
simply a matter of executing the NBSJBEC command with TVEP. Alternatively, we can use
the following command as a normal user to switch to SPPU, without using TVEP:
mariadb -u root -p
Once inside the MariaDB shell, your prompt will change to the following:
MariaDB [(none)]>

Now, we can create our new administrative user. I'll call mine BENJO in my examples, but
you can use whatever name you'd like. In a company I used to work for, we used the
username WFMPDJSBQUPS as our administrative user on our servers, since nothing is more
powerful than a velociraptor (and they can open doors). Feel free to use a clever name, but
just make sure you remember it. Using a non-standard username has the added benefit of
security by obscurity; the name wouldn't be what an intruder would expect.
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Here's the command to create a new user in MariaDB (replace the username and password
in the command with your desired credentials):
$3&"5&64&3 BENJO ! MPDBMIPTU *%&/5*'*&%#: QBTTXPSE 
'-64)13*7*-&(&4

When it comes to MySQL syntax, the commands are not case sensitive
(though the data parameters are), but it's common to capitalize
instructions to separate them from data. During the remainder of this
chapter, we'll be executing some commands within the Linux shell, and
others within the MariaDB shell. I'll let you know which shell each
command needs to be executed in as we come to them, but if you are
confused, just keep in mind that MariaDB commands are the only ones
that are capitalized.
With the preceding commands, we're creating the BENJO user and restricting it to
MPDBMIPTU. This is important because we don't want to open up the BENJO account to the
world. We're also flushing privileges, which causes MariaDB to reload its privilege
information. The '-64)13*7*-&(&4 command should be run every time you add a user
or modify permissions. I may not always mention the need to run this command, so you
might want to make a mental note of it and make it a habit now.
As I mentioned, the previous command created the BENJO user but is only allowing it to
connect from MPDBMIPTU. This means that an administrator would first need to log in to the
server itself before he or she would be able to log in to MariaDB with the BENJO account. As
an example of the same command (but allowing remote login from any other location), the
following command is a variation that will do just that:
$3&"5&64&3 BENJO !  *%&/5*'*&%#: QBTTXPSE 

Can you see the percent symbol () in place of MPDBMIPTU? That basically means
everywhere, which indicates we're creating a user that can be logged in to from any source
(even external nodes). By restricting our user to MPDBMIPTU with the first command, we're
making our server just a bit more secure. You can also restrict access to particular networks,
which is desired if you really do need to allow a database administrator access to the server
remotely:
$3&"5&64&3 BENJO !  *%&/5*'*&%#: QBTTXPSE 

That's a little better, but not as secure as limiting login to MPDBMIPTU. As you can see, the 
character is basically a wildcard, so you can restrict access to needing to be from a specific
IP or even a particular subnet.
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So far, all we did is create a new user, we have yet to give this user any permissions. We
can create a set of permissions (also known as Grants) with the (SBOU
command. First, let's give our admin user full access to the DB server when
called from localhost.
(3"/5"--13*7*-&(&40/  50 BENJO ! MPDBMIPTU 
'-64)13*7*-&(&4

Now, we have an administrative user we can use to manage our server's databases. We can
use this account for managing our server instead of the SPPU account. Any logged on Linux
user will be able to access the database server and manage it, provided they know the
password. To access the MariaDB shell as the BENJO user that we created, the following
command will do the trick:
mariadb -u admin -p

After entering the password, you'll be logged in to MariaDB as BENJO.
In addition, you can actually provide the password to the NBSJBEC command without
needing to be prompted for it:
NBSJBECVBENJOQQBTTXPSE

Notice that there is no space in between the Q option and the actual password (though it's
common to put a space between the -u option and the username). As useful as it is to
provide the username and password in one shot, I don't recommend that you ever use that
method. This is because any Linux command you type is saved in the history, so anyone
can view your command history and they'll see the password in plain text. I only mention it
here because I find that many administrators do this, even though they shouldn't. At least
now you're aware of this method and why it's wrong.
The BENJO account we created is only intended for system administrators who need to
manage databases on the server. The password for this account should not be given to
anyone other than staff employees or administrators that absolutely need it. Additional
users can be added to the MariaDB server, each with differing levels of access. Keep in
mind that our BENJO account can manage databases but not users. This is important, as you
probably shouldn't allow anyone other than server administrators to create users. You'll
still need to log in as SPPU to manage user permissions.
It may also be useful to create a read-only user for MariaDB for employees who need to be
able to read data but not make changes. Back in the MariaDB shell (as SPPU), we can issue
the following command to effectively create a read-only user:
(3"/54&-&$50/  50 SFBEPOMZVTFS ! MPDBMIPTU *%&/5*'*&%#: QBTTXPSE 
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With this command (and flushing privileges afterwards), we've done two things. First, we
created a new user and also set up (SBOUT for that user with a single command. Second, we
created a read-only user that can view databases but not manage them (we restricted the
permissions to 4&-&$5). This is more secure. In practice, it's better to restrict a read-only
user to a specific database. This is typical in a development environment, where you'll have
an application that connects to a database over the network and needs to read information
from it. We'll go over this scenario soon.
Next, let's create a database. At the MariaDB prompt, execute:
CREATE DATABASE mysampledb;

That was easy. We should now have a database on our server named NZTBNQMFEC. To list
all databases on our server (and confirm our database was created properly), we can
execute the following command:
SHOW DATABASES;

.KUVKPI/CTKC&$FCVCDCUGU

The output will show some system databases that were created for us, but our new
database should be listed among them. We can also list users just as easily:
SELECT HOST, USER, PASSWORD FROM mysql.user;
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.KUVKPI/CTKC&$WUGTU

In a typical scenario, when installing an application that needs its own database, we'll
create the database and then a user for that database. We'll normally want to give that user
permission to only that database, with as little permission as required to allow it to function
properly. We've already created the NZTBNQMFEC database, so if we want to create a user
with read-only access to it, we can do so with the following command:
GRANT SELECT ON mysampledb.* TO 'appuser'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY
'password';

With one command, we're not only creating the user BQQVTFS, but we're also setting a
password for it, in addition to allowing it to have 4&-&$5 permissions on the NZTBNQMFEC
database. This is equivalent to read-only access. If our user needed full access, we could use
the following instead:
GRANT ALL ON mysampledb.* TO 'appuser'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY
'password';

To double-check that we've executed the command correctly, we can use this command to
show the grants for a particular user:
SHOW GRANTS FOR 'appuser'@'localhost';
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Now, our BQQVTFS has full access but only to the NZTBNQMFEC database. Of course, we
should only provide full access to the database if absolutely necessary. We can also provide
additional permissions, such as %&-&5& (whether or not the user has access to delete rows
from database tables), $3&"5& (which controls whether the user can add rows to the
database), */4&35 (controls whether or not the user can add new rows to a table), 4&-&$5
(allows the user to read information from the database), %301 (allows the user to fully
remove a database), and "-- (which gives the user everything). There are other
permissions we can grant or deny, check the MariaDB documentation for more details. The
types of permissions you'll need to grant to a user to satisfy the application you're installing
will depend on the documentation for that software. Always refer to the installation
instructions for the application you're attempting to install to determine which permissions
are required for it to run.
If you'd like to remove user access, you can use the following command to do so
(substituting NZVTFS with the user account you wish to remove and IPTU with the proper
host access you've previously granted the user):
DELETE FROM mysql.user WHERE user='myuser' AND host='localhost';

Now, let's go back to databases. Now that we've created the NZTBNQMFEC database, what
can we do with it? We'll add tables and rows, of course! A database is useless without
actual data, so we can work through some examples of adding data to our database to see
how this works. First, log in to the MariaDB shell as a user with full privileges to the
NZTBNQMFEC database. Now, we can have some fun and modify the contents. Here are
some examples you can follow:
USE mysampledb;

The 64& command allows us to select a database we want to work with. The MariaDB
prompt will change from .BSJB%#< OPOF > to .BSJB%#<NZTBNQMFEC> . This is very
useful, as the MariaDB prompt changes to indicate which database we are currently
working with. We basically just told .BSJB%# that for all of the commands we're about to
execute, we would like them used against the NZTBNQMFEC database.
Now, we can $3&"5& a table in our database. It doesn't matter what you call yours, since
we're just practicing. I'll call mine &NQMPZFFT:
CREATE TABLE Employees (Name char(15), Age int(3), Occupation char(15));
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We can verify this command by showing the columns in the database, to ensure it shows
what we expect:
SHOW COLUMNS IN Employees;
With this command, we've created a table named &NQMPZFFT that has three columns (/BNF,
"HF, and 0DDVQBUJPO). To add new data to this table, we can use the following */4&35
command:
INSERT INTO Employees VALUES ('Joe Smith', '26', 'Ninja');

The example */4&35 command adds a new employee to our &NQMPZFFT table. When we
use */4&35, we insert all the data for each of the columns. Here, we have an employee
named +PF, who is  years old and whose occupation is a /JOKB. Feel free to add
additional employees; all you would need to do is formulate additional */4&35 statements
and provide data for each of the three fields. When you're done, you can use the following
command to show all of the data in this table:
SELECT * FROM Employees;

.KUVKPIFCVCDCUGTQYUHTQOCVCDNG

To remove an entry, the following command will do what we need:
DELETE FROM Employees WHERE Name = 'Joe Smith';

Basically, we're using the %&-&5&'30. command, giving the name of the table we wish to
delete from (&NQMPZFFT, in this case) and then using 8)&3& to provide some search criteria
for narrowing down our command.
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The %301 command allows us to delete tables or entire databases, and it should be used
with care. I don't actually recommend you delete the database we just created, since we'll
use it for additional examples. But if you really wanted to drop the &NQMPZFFT table, you
could use:
DROP TABLE Employees;

Or use this to drop the entire database:
DROP DATABASE mysampledb;

There is, of course, much more to MariaDB and its MySQL syntax than the samples I
provided, but this should be enough to get you through the examples in this book. As
much as I would love to give you a full walkthrough of the MySQL syntax, it would easily
push this chapter beyond a reasonable number of pages. If you'd like to push your skills
beyond the samples of this chapter, there are great books available on the subject.
Before I close this section though, I think it will be worthwhile for you to see how to back
up and restore your databases. To do this, we have the NZTRMEVNQ command at our
disposal. Its syntax is very simple, as you'll see. First, exit the MariaDB shell and return to
your standard Linux shell. Since we've already created an BENJO user earlier in the chapter,
we'll use that user for the purposes of our backup:
mysqldump -u admin -p --databases mysampledb > mysampledb.sql

With this example, we're using NZTRMEVNQ to create a copy of the NZTBNQMFEC database
and storing it in a file named NZTBNQMFECTRM. Since MariaDB requires us to log in, we
authenticate to MariaDB using the V option with the username BENJO and the Q option
that will prompt us for a password. The EBUBCBTFT option is necessary because, by
default, NZTRMEVNQ does not include the database create statement nor the tables.
However, the EBUBCBTFT option forces this, which just makes it easier for you to restore.
Assuming that we were able to authenticate properly, the contents of the NZTBNQMFEC
database will be dumped into the NZTBNQMFECTRM file. This export should happen very
quickly, since this database probably only contains a single table and a few rows. Larger
production databases can take hours to dump.
Restoring a backup is fairly simple. We can utilize the NBSJBEC command with the backup
file used as a source of input:
sudo mariadb < mysampledb.sql

So, there you have it. The NZTRMEVNQ command is definitely very handy in backing up
databases. In the next section, we'll work through setting up a slave database server.
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Setting up a slave database server
Earlier in this chapter, we discussed installing MariaDB on a server. To set up a slave, all
you really need to begin the process is set up another database server. If you've already set
up two database servers, you're ready to begin. If not, feel free to spin up another VM and
follow the process from earlier in this chapter that covered installing MariaDB. Go ahead
and set up another server if you haven't already done so. Of your two servers, one should
be designated as the master and the other the slave, so make a note of the IP addresses for
each.
To begin, we'll first start working on the master. We'll need to edit the
FUDNZTRMDPOGENZTRMDOG file. Currently, the file contains just the following line:
[mysql]

Right underneath that, add a blank line and then the following code:
[mysqld]
log-bin
binlog-do-db=mysampledb
server-id=1

With this configuration, we're first enabling bin logging, which is required for a
master/slave server to function properly. These binary logs record changes made to a
database, which will then be transferred to a slave.
Another configuration file that we'll need to edit is FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGE
TFSWFSDOG. In this file, we have the following line:
bind-address = 127.0.0.1

With this default setting, the NZTRM daemon is only listening for connections on localhost
(), which is a problem since we'll need to connect to it from another machine
(the slave). Change this line to the following:
bind-address = 0.0.0.0

Next, we'll need to access the MariaDB shell on the master and execute the following
commands:
GRANT REPLICATION SLAVE ON *.* to 'replicate'@'192.168.1.204' identified by
'slavepassword';
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Here, we're creating a replication user named SFQMJDBUF and allowing it to connect to our
primary server from the IP address . Be sure to change that IP to match the
IP of your slave, but you can also use a hostname identifier such as NZEPNBJO if you
have a domain configured, which is equivalent to allowing any hostname that ends with
NZEPNBJO. Also, we're setting the password for this user to TMBWFQBTTXPSE, so feel free
to customize that as well to fit your password requirements (be sure to make a note of the
password).
We should now restart the NBSJBEC daemon so that the changes we've made to the
NZTRMDOG file take effect:
sudo systemctl restart mariadb

Next, we'll set up the slave server. But before we do that, there's a consideration to make
now that will possibly make the process easier on us. In a production environment, it's very
possible that data is still being written to the master server. The process of setting up a slave
is much easier if we don't have to worry about the master database changing while we set
up the slave. The following command, when executed within the MariaDB shell, will lock
the database and prevent additional changes:
FLUSH TABLES WITH READ LOCK;

If you're absolutely sure that no data is going to be written to the master,
you can disregard that step.

Next, we should utilize NZTRMEVNQ to make both the master and the slave contain the same
data before we start synchronizing them. The process is smoother if we begin with them
already synchronized, rather than trying to mirror the databases later. Using NZTRMEVNQ as
we did in the previous section, create a dump of the master server's database and then
import that dump into the slave. The easiest way to transfer the dump file is to use STZOD
or TDQ. Then, on the slave, use NBSJBEC to import the file.
The command to back up the database on the master becomes the following:
mysqldump -u admin -p --databases mysampledb > mysampledb.sql

After transferring the NZTBNQMFECTRM file to the slave, you can import the backup into
the slave server:
mariadb -u root -p < mysampledb.sql
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Back on the slave, we'll need to edit the FUDNZTRMDPOGENZTRMDOG and then place
the following code at the end (make sure to add a blank line after <NZTRM>:
[mysqld]
server-id=2

Although it's outside the scope of this book, you can set up multiple
slaves. If you do, each will need a unique TFSWFSJE.

Make sure you restart the NBSJBEC unit on the slave before continuing:
sudo systemctl restart mariadb

From the SPPU MariaDB shell on your slave, enter the following command. Change the IP
address in the command accordingly:
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST="192.168.1.184", MASTER_USER='replicate',
MASTER_PASSWORD='slavepassword';

Now that we're finished configuring the synchronization, we can unlock the master's tables.
On the master server, execute the following command within the MariaDB shell:
UNLOCK TABLES;

Now, we can check the status of the slave to see whether or not it is running.
Within the slave's MariaDB shell, execute the following command:
SHOW SLAVE STATUSG;

Here, we're adding G, which changes the output to be displayed vertically
instead of horizontally.

Assuming all went well, we should see the following line in the output:
Slave_IO_State: Waiting for master to send event

If the slave isn't running (4MBWF@*0@4UBUF is blank), execute the following command:
START SLAVE;
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Next, check the status of the slave again to verify:
SHOW SLAVE STATUSG;

From this point forward, any data you add to your database on the master should be
replicated to the slave. To test, add a new record to the &NQMPZFFT table on the
NZTBNQMFEC database on the master server:
USE mysampledb;
INSERT INTO Employees VALUES ('Optimus Prime', '100', 'Transformer');

On the slave, check the same database and table for the new value to appear. It may take a
second or two:
USE mysampledb;
SELECT * FROM Employees;

If you see any errors in the 4MBWF@*0@4UBUF line when you run 4)084-"7&45"564(; or
your databases aren't synchronizing properly, here are a few things you can try. First, make
sure that the database master is listening for connections on  port . To test,
run this variation of the OFUTUBU command to see which port the NBSJBEC process is
listening on (it's listed as NZTRME):
sudo netstat -tulpn |grep mysql

The output should be similar to the following:
tcp
0
946/mysqld

0 0.0.0.0:3306

0.0.0.0:*

LISTEN

If you see that the service is listening on  instead, that means it's only
accepting connections from localhost. Earlier in this section, I mentioned changing the bind
address in the FUDNZTRMNBSJBECDPOGETFSWFSDOG file. Make sure you've
already done that and restart NBSJBEC. During my tests, I've actually had one situation
where the NBSJBEC service became locked after I made this change and attempting to
restart the process did nothing (I ended up having to reboot the entire server, which is not
typically something you'd have to do). Once the server came back up, it was listening for
connections from the network.
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If you receive errors on the slave when you run 4)084-"7&45"564(; with regards to
authentication, make sure you've run '-64)13*7*-&(&4; on the master. Even if you have,
run it again to be sure. Also, double check that you're synchronizing with the correct
username, IP address, and password. For your convenience, here's the command we ran on
the master to grant replication permissions:
GRANT REPLICATION SLAVE ON *.* to 'replicate'@'192.168.1.204' identified by
'slavepassword';
FLUSH PRIVILEGES

Here's the command that we ran on the slave:
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST="192.168.1.184", MASTER_USER='replicate',
MASTER_PASSWORD='slavepassword';

Finally, make sure that your master database and the slave database both contain the same
databases and tables. The master won't be able to update a database on the slave if it
doesn't exist there. Flip back to my example usage on NZTRMEVNQ if you need a refresher.
You should only need to use NZTRMEVNQ and import the database onto the slave once, since
after you get the replication going, any changes made to the database on the master should
follow over to the slave. If you have any difficulty with the NZTRMEVNQ command, you can
manually create the NZTBNQMFEC and the &NQMPZFFT table on the slave, which is really all
it needs for synchronization to start.
Synchronization should then begin within a minute, but you can execute 45014-"7&;
followed by 45"354-"7&; on the slave server to force it to try to synchronize again
without waiting.
And that should be all there is to it. At this point, you should have fully functional master
and slave servers at your disposal. To get additional practice, try adding additional
databases, tables, users, and insert new rows into your databases. It's worth mentioning
that the users we've created here will not be synced to the slave, so you can use the
commands we've used earlier in this chapter to create users on the slave server if you wish
for them to be present there.
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Summary
Depending on your skillset, you're either an administrator who is learning about SQL
databases for the first time, or you're a seasoned veteran who is curious how to implement
a database server with Ubuntu Server. In this chapter, we dove into Ubuntu's
implementation of this technology, and worked through setting up our own database
server. We also worked through some examples of the MariaDB syntax, such as creating
databases, as well as setting up users and their grants. We also worked through setting up a
master and slave server for replication.
Database administration is a vast topic, and we've only scratched the surface here. Being
able to manage MySQL and MariaDB databases is a very sought after skill for sure. If you
haven't worked with these databases before, this chapter will serve as a good foundation
for you to start your research.
In the next chapter, we'll use our database server to act as a foundation for Nextcloud,
which we will set up as part of our look into setting up a web server. When you've finished
practicing these database concepts, head on over to $IBQUFS, Serving Web Content, where
we'll journey into the world of web hosting.

Questions
1. MariaDB is a fork of which popular database engine?
2. When setting up a database server, which command can be used to provide basic
security for MariaDB?
3. What command would you run to create a user named TBNVT with a password
of TS and allow access from any IP address on the  network?
4. Assuming you have a database named MyAppDB, what command would you
use to give user XJMMJBN full access to this database with the password
NZTFDSFUQBTTXPSE and allow connection from any IP address in the
 network?
5. What utility can you use to copy an entire database to a file?
6. Which command would you use to fetch a list of all user MariaDB user accounts?
7. Which command would you use to remove a database named MyAppDB?
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Serving Web Content
The flexible nature of Ubuntu Server makes it an amazing platform to host your
organization's web presence. In this chapter, we'll take a look at Apache and NGINX, which
make up the leading web server software on the internet. We'll go through installing,
configuring, and extending both, as well as securing it with SSL. In addition, we'll also take
a look at installing Nextcloud, which is a great solution for setting up your very own cloud
environment for your organization to collaborate on and share files. As we work through
concepts related to hosting web content on Ubuntu Server, we will cover:
Installing and configuring Apache
Installing additional Apache modules
Securing Apache with SSL
Installing and configuring NGINX
Setting up failover with keepalived
Setting up and configuring Nextcloud

Installing and configuring Apache
The best way to become familiar with any technology is to dive right in. We'll begin this
chapter by installing Apache, which is simply a matter of installing the BQBDIF package:
sudo apt install apache2

By default, Ubuntu will immediately start and enable the BQBDIF daemon as soon as its
package is installed. You can confirm this yourself with the following command:
systemctl status apache2
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In fact, at this point, you already have (for all intents and purposes) a fully functional web
server. If you were to open a web browser and enter the IP address of the server you just
installed Apache on, you should see Apache's sample web page:

6JGFGHCWNVUCORNGYGDRCIGRTQXKFGFD[#RCEJG

There you go, you have officially served web content. All you needed to do was install the
BQBDIF package, and your server was transformed into a web server. Chapter over, time
to move on.
Of course, there's more to Apache than simply installing it and having it present a sample
web page. While you could certainly replace the content in the sample web page with your
own and be all set as far as hosting content to your users, there's much more to understand.
For instance, there are several configuration files in the FUDBQBDIF directory that
govern how sites are hosted, as well as which directories Apache will look in to find web
pages to host. Apache also features plugins, which we will go over as well.
The directory that Apache serves web pages from is known as a Document Root, with
WBSXXXIUNM being the default. Inside that directory, you'll see an JOEFYIUNM file,

which is actually the default page you see when you visit an unmodified Apache server.
Essentially, this is a test page that was designed to show you that the server is working, as
well as some tidbits of information regarding the default configuration.
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You're not limited to hosting just one website on a server, though. Apache supports the
concept of a Virtual Host, which allows you to serve multiple websites from a single server.
Each virtual host would consist of an individual configuration file, which differentiate
themselves based on either name or IP address. For example, you could have an Apache
server with a single IP address that hosts two different websites, such as
BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN and BDNFTBMFTDPN. These are hypothetical websites, but you get
the idea. To set this up, you would create a separate configuration file for
BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN and BDNFTBMFTDPN and store them in your Apache configuration
directory. Each configuration file would include a 7JSUVBM)PTU stanza, where you
would place an identifier such as a name or IP address that differentiates one from the
other. When a request comes in, Apache will serve either BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN or
BDNFTBMFTDPN to the user's browser, depending on which criteria matched when the
request came in. The configuration files for each site typically end with the DPOG filename
extension, and are stored in the FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMF directory. We'll go
over all of this in more detail shortly.
The basic workflow for setting up a new site (virtual host) will typically be similar to the
following:
The web developer creates the website and related files
These files are uploaded to the Ubuntu Server, typically in a subdirectory of
WBSXXX or another directory the administrator has chosen
The server administrator creates a configuration file for the site, and copies it into
the FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMF directory
The administrator enables the site and reloads Apache
Enabling virtual hosts is handled a bit differently in Debian and Ubuntu than in other
platforms. In fact, there are two specific commands to handle this purpose: BFOTJUF for
enabling a site and BEJTTJUF for disabling a site. You won't find these commands on
distributions such as CentOS, for example. Configuration files for each site are stored in the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMF directory and we would use the BFOTJUF command
to enable each configuration. Assuming a site with the URL of BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN is to
be hosted on our Ubuntu Server, we would create the FUDBQBDIFTJUFT
BWBJMBCMFBDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPNDPOG configuration file, and enable the site with the
following commands:
sudo a2ensite acmeconsulting.com.conf
sudo systemctl reload apache2
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I'm not using absolute paths in my examples; as long as you've copied the
configuration file to the correct place, the BFOTJUF and BEJTTJUF
commands will know where to find it.
If we wanted to disable the site for some reason, we would execute the BEJTTJUF
command against the site's configuration file:
sudo a2dissite acmeconsulting.com.conf
sudo systemctl reload apache2

If you're curious how this works behind the scenes, when the BFOTJUF command is run
against a configuration file, it basically creates a symbolic link to that file and stores it in the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTFOBCMFE directory. When you run BEJTTJUF to disable a site,
this symbolic link is removed. Apache, by default, will use any configuration files it finds in
the FUDBQBDIFTJUFTFOBCMFE directory. After enabling or disabling a site, you'll
need to refresh Apache's configuration, which is where the SFMPBE option comes in. This
command won't restart Apache itself (so users who are using your existing sites won't be
disturbed) but it does give Apache a chance to reload its configuration files. If you replaced
SFMPBE with SFTUBSU on the preceding commands, Apache will perform a full restart. You
should only need to do that if you're having an issue with Apache or enabling a new
plugin, but in most cases the SFMPBE option is preferred on a production system.
The main configuration file for Apache is located at FUDBQBDIFBQBDIFDPOG. Feel
free to view the contents of this file; the comments contain a good overview of how
Apache's configuration is laid out. The following lines in this file are of special interest:
*ODMVEFUIFWJSUVBMIPTUDPOGJHVSBUJPOT
*ODMVEF0QUJPOBMTJUFTFOBCMFE DPOG

As you can see, this is how Ubuntu has configured Apache to look for enabled sites in the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTFOBCMFE directory. Any file stored there with the DPOG file
extension is read by Apache. If you wish, you could actually remove those lines and
Apache would then behave as it does on other platforms, and the BFOTJUF and
BEJTTJUF commands would no longer have any purpose. However, it's best to keep the
framework of Ubuntu's implementation intact, as separating the configuration files makes
logical sense, and helps simplify the configuration. This chapter will go along with the
Ubuntu way of managing configuration.
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An additional virtual host is not required if you're only hosting a single site. The contents of
WBSXXXIUNM are served by the default virtual host if you make no changes to Apache's
configuration. This is where the example site that ships with Apache comes from. If you
only need to host one site, you could remove the default JOEFYIUNM file stored in this
directory and replace it with the files required by your website. If you wish to test this for
yourself, you can make a backup copy of the default JOEFYIUNM file and create a new one
with some standard HTML. You should see the default page change to feature the content
you just added to the file.
The EFGBVMUDPOG file is special, in that it's basically the configuration file that
controls the default Apache sample website. If you look at the contents of the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMF and the FUDBQBDIFTJUFTFOBCMFE directories,
you'll see the EFGBVMUDPOG configuration file stored in TJUFTBWBJMBCMF, and
TZNMJOLFE in TJUFTFOBCMFE. This shows you that, by default, this site was included
with Apache, and its configuration file was enabled as soon as Apache was installed. For all
intents and purposes, the EFGBVMUDPOG configuration file is all you need if you only
plan on hosting a single website on your server. The contents of this file are as follows, but
I've stripped the comments out of the file in order to save space on this page:
7JSUVBM)PTU 
4FSWFS"ENJOXFCNBTUFS!MPDBMIPTU
%PDVNFOU3PPUWBSXXXIUNM
&SSPS-PH\"1"$)&@-0(@%*3^FSSPSMPH
$VTUPN-PH\"1"$)&@-0(@%*3^BDDFTTMPHDPNCJOFE
7JSUVBM)PTU

As you can see, this default virtual host is telling Apache to listen on port  for requests
and to serve content from WBSXXXIUNM as soon as requests come in. The
7JSUVBM)PTU declaration at the beginning is listening to everything (the asterisk is a
wildcard) on port , so this is basically handling all web traffic that comes in to the server
from port . The 4FSWFS"ENJO clause specifies the email address that is displayed in any
error messages shown in case there is a problem with the site.
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The %PDVNFOU3PPU setting tells Apache which directory to look for in order to find files to
serve for connections to this virtual host. WBSXXXIUNM is the default, but some
administrators choose to customize this. This file also contains lines for where to send
logging information. The access log contains information relating to HTTP requests that
come in, and by default is stored in WBSMPHBDDFTTMPH. The error log is stored at
WBSMPHFSSPSMPH and contains information you can use whenever someone has
trouble visiting your site. The \"1"$)&@-0(@%*3^ variable equates to WBSMPH by
default, and this is set in the FUDBQBDIFFOWWBST file, in case for some reason you
wish to change this.
If you wish to host another site on the same server by creating an additional virtual host,
you can use the same framework as the original file, with some additional customizations.
Here's an example for a hypothetical website, BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN:
<VirtualHost 192.168.1.104:80>
4FSWFS"ENJOXFCNBTUFS!MPDBMIPTU
DocumentRoot /var/www/acmeconsulting
ErrorLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/acmeconsulting.com-error.log
CustomLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/acmeconsulting.com-access.log combined
7JSUVBM)PTU

I've emphasized some important differences in this file. First, with this virtual host, I'm not
listening for all connections coming in on port , instead I'm specifically looking for
incoming traffic going to IP address  on port . This works because this
server has two network cards, and therefore two IP addresses. With virtual hosts, I'm able
to serve a different website, depending on which IP address the request is coming in on.
Next, I set the %PDVNFOU3PPU to WBSXXXBDNFDPOTVMUJOH. Each virtual host should
have their own individual %PDVNFOU3PPU to keep each site separate from one another. On
my servers, I will typically disable or remove the sample virtual host (the one that has the
default %PDVNFOU3PPU of WBSXXXIUNM). Instead, I use WBSXXX as a base directory,
and each virtual host gets their own directory as a subdirectory of this base.
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Another change I find useful is to give each virtual host its own log files. Normally, Apache
will use WBSMPHBQBDIFFSSPSMPH and WBSMPHBQBDIFBDDFTTMPH to store
log entries for all sites. If you only have a single site on your server, that is fine. However,
when you're serving multiple sites, I find it useful to give each site their own independent
log files. That way, if you are having trouble with a particular site, you don't have to scroll
through unrelated log entries to find what you're looking for when you're troubleshooting.
In my example, I inserted the website name in the log file names, so this virtual host is
logging errors in the WBSMPHBQBDIFBDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPNFSSPSMPH, and the
access log is being written to WBSMPHBQBDIFBDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPNBDDFTTMPH.
These log files will be created for you automatically as soon as you reload Apache.
With a server that only has a single IP address, you can still set up multiple virtual hosts.
Instead of differentiating virtual hosts by IP, you can instead differentiate them by name.
This is common on Virtual Private Server (VPS) installations of Ubuntu, where you'll
typically have a single IP address assigned to you by your VPS provider. For name-based
virtual hosts, we would use the 4FSWFS/BNF option in our configuration. Refer to the
following example to see how this would work. With this example, I'm adding name-based
virtual hosts to their own file. I called mine WJSUVBMIPTUTDPOG and stored it in the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMF directory. The contents are as follows:
7JSUVBM)PTU 
4FSWFS/BNFBDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN
%PDVNFOU3PPUWBSXXXBDNFDPOTVMUJOH
7JSUVBM)PTU
7JSUVBM)PTU 
4FSWFS/BNFBDNFTBMFTDPN
%PDVNFOU3PPUWBSXXXBDNFTBMFT
7JSUVBM)PTU

For each virtual host, I'm declaring a 4FSWFS/BNF with a matching %PDVNFOU3PPU. With
the first example, any traffic coming into the server requesting BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN will
be provided a Document Root of WBSXXXBDNFDPOTVMUJOH. The second looks for traffic
from BDNFTBMFTDPN and directs it to WBSXXXBDNFTBMFT. You can list as many virtual
hosts here as you'd like to host on your server. Providing your server has enough resources
to handle traffic to each site, you can host as many as you need.
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As we continue through this chapter, we'll perform some additional configuration for
Apache. At this point though, you should have an understanding of the basics of how
Apache is configured in Ubuntu Server. For extra practice, feel free to create additional
virtual hosts and serve different pages for them. The easiest way to test virtual hosts is with
a virtual machine. Software such as VirtualBox allows you to set up virtual machines with
multiple network interfaces. If you set each one to be a bridged connection, they should get
an IP address from your local DHCP server, and you can then create virtual hosts to serve
different websites depending on which interface the request comes in on.

Installing additional Apache modules
Apache features additional modules that can be installed that will extend its functionality.
These modules can provide additional features such as adding support for things like
Python or PHP. Ubuntu's implementation of Apache includes two specific commands for
enabling and disabling mods, BFONPE and BEJTNPE, respectively. Apache modules are
generally installed via packages from Ubuntu's repositories. To see a list of modules
available for Apache, run the following command:
apt search libapache2-mod

In the results, you'll see various module packages available, such as MJCBQBDIFQZUIPO
(which adds Python support) and MJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ (which adds PHP 7.2
support), among many others. Installing an Apache module is done the same way as any
other package, with the BQUJOTUBMM or BQUJUVEF commands. In the case of PHP support,
we can install the required package with the following command:
sudo apt install libapache2-mod-php7.2

Installing a module package alone is not enough for a module to be usable in Apache,
though. Modules must be enabled in order for Apache to be able to utilize them. We can
use the BFONPE and BEJTNPE commands for enabling or disabling a module. If you wish
to simply view a list of modules that Apache has available, the following command
examples will help.
You can view a list of modules that are built-in to Apache with the following command:
apache2 -l
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The modules shown in the output will be those that are built-in to Apache, so you won't
need to enable them. If the module your website requires is listed in the output, you're all
set.
To view a list of all modules that are installed and ready to be enabled, you can run the
BFONPE command by itself with no options:

6JGCGPOQFEQOOCPFUJQYKPICNKUVQHCXCKNCDNG#RCEJGOQFWNGU

The end of the output of the BFONPE command will ask you whether or not you'd like to
enable any of the modules:
Which module(s) do you want to enable (wildcards ok)?

If you wanted to, you could type the names of any additional modules you'd like to enable
and then press Enter. Alternatively, you can press Enter without typing anything to simply
return to the prompt.
If you give the BFONPE command a module name as an option, it will enable it for you. To
enable PHP 7 (which we'll need later), you can run the following command:
sudo a2enmod php7.2
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Chances are though, if you've installed a package for an additional module, it was most
likely was enabled for you during installation. With Debian and Ubuntu, it's very common
for daemons and modules to be enabled as soon as their packages are installed, and Apache
is no exception. In the case of the MJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ package I used as an example,
the module should've been enabled for you once the package was installed:
sudo a2enmod php7.2
Module php7.2 already enabled

If the module wasn't already enabled, we would see the following output:
Enabling module php7.2.
To activate the new configuration, you need to run:
service apache2 restart

As instructed, we'll need to restart Apache in order for the enabling of a module to take
effect. The same also holds true when we disable a module as well. Disabling modules
works pretty much the same way, you'll use the BEJTNPE command along with the name
of the module you'd like to disable:
sudo a2dismod php7.2
Module php7.2 disabled.
To activate the new configuration, you need to run:
service apache2 restart

The modules you install and enable on your Apache server will depend on the needs of
your website. For example, if you're going to need support for Python, you'll want to install
the MJCBQBDIFNPEQZUIPO package. If you're installing a third-party package, such as
WordPress or Drupal, you'll want to refer to the documentation for those packages in order
to obtain a list of which modules are required for the solution to install and run properly.
Once you have such a list, you'll know which packages you'll need to install and which
modules to enable.
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Securing Apache with SSL
Nowadays, it's a great idea to ensure your organization's website is encrypted and available
over HTTPS. Encrypting your web traffic is not that hard to do and will help protect your
organization against common exploits. Utilizing SSL doesn't protect you from all exploits
being used in the wild, but it does offer a layer of protection you'll want to benefit from.
Not only that, but your customers pretty much expect you to secure their communications
nowadays. In this section, we'll look at how to use SSL with our Apache installation. We'll
work through enabling SSL, generating certificates, and configuring Apache to use those
certificates with both a single site configuration and with virtual hosts.
By default, Ubuntu's Apache configuration listens for traffic on port , but not port 
(HTTPS). You can check this yourself by running the following command:
sudo netstat -tulpn |grep apache

The results will look similar to the following and will show the ports that Apache is
listening on, which is only port  by default:
tcp6

0

0 :::80

:::*

LISTEN

2791/apache2

If the server were listening on port  as well, we would've seen the following output
instead:
tcp6
tcp6

0
0

0 :::80
0 :::443

:::*
:::*

LISTEN
LISTEN

3257/apache2
3257/apache2

To enable support for HTTPS traffic, we need to first enable the TTM module:
sudo a2enmod ssl

Next, we need to restart Apache:
sudo systemctl restart apache2

In addition to the sample website we discussed earlier, Ubuntu's default Apache
implementation also includes another site configuration file, FUDBQBDIFTJUFT
BWBJMBCMFEFGBVMUTTMDPOG. Unlike the sample site, this one is not enabled by default.
This configuration file is similar to the sample site configuration but it's listening for
connections on port  and contains additional configuration items related to SSL. Here's
the content of that file, with the comments stripped out in order to save space on this page:
*G.PEVMFNPE@TTMD
7JSUVBM)PTU@EFGBVMU@
4FSWFS"ENJOXFCNBTUFS!MPDBMIPTU
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%PDVNFOU3PPUWBSXXXIUNM
&SSPS-PH\"1"$)&@-0(@%*3^FSSPSMPH
$VTUPN-PH\"1"$)&@-0(@%*3^BDDFTTMPHDPNCJOFE
44-&OHJOFPO
44-$FSUJGJDBUF'JMFFUDTTMDFSUTTTMDFSUTOBLFPJMQFN
44-$FSUJGJDBUF,FZ'JMFFUDTTMQSJWBUFTTMDFSUTOBLFPJMLFZ
'JMFT.BUDI DHJ]TIUNM]QIUNM]QIQ 
44-0QUJPOT 4UE&OW7BST
'JMFT.BUDI
%JSFDUPSZVTSMJCDHJCJO
44-0QUJPOT 4UE&OW7BST
%JSFDUPSZ
7JSUVBM)PTU
*G.PEVMF

We've already gone over the 4FSWFS"ENJO, %PDVNFOU3PPU, &SSPS-PH, and $VTUPN-PH
options earlier in this chapter, but there are additional options in this file that we haven't
seen yet. On the first line, we can see that this virtual host is listening on port . We also
see @EFGBVMU@ listed here instead of an IP address. The @EFGBVMU@ option only applies to
unspecified traffic, which in this case means any traffic coming in to port  that hasn't
been identified in any other virtual host. In addition, the 44-&OHJOF on option enables SSL
traffic. Right after that, we have options for our SSL certificate file and key file, which we'll
get to a bit later.
We also have a %JSFDUPSZ clause, which allows us to apply specific options to a
directory. In this case, the VTSMJCDHJCJO directory is being applied to the
44-0QUJPOT 4UE&OW7BST setting, which enables default environment variables for use
with SSL. This option is also applied to files that have an extension of DHJ, TIUNM,
QIUNM, or QIQ through the 'JMFT.BUDI option. The #SPXTFS.BUDI option allows
you to set options for specific browsers, though it's out of scope for this chapter. For now,
just keep in mind that if you want to apply settings to specific browsers, you can.
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By default, the EFGBVMUTTMDPOG file is not enabled. In order to benefit from its
configuration options, we'll need to enable it, which we can do with the BFOTJUF
command as we would with any other virtual host:
sudo a2ensite default-ssl.conf

Even though we just enabled SSL, our site isn't secure just yet. We'll need SSL certificates
installed in order to secure our web server. We can do this in one of two ways, with selfsigned certificates, or certificates signed by a certificate authority. Both are implemented in
very similar ways, and I'll discuss both methods. For the purposes of testing, self-signed
certificates are fine. In production, self-signed certificates would technically work, but most
browsers won't trust them by default, and will give you an error when you go to their page.
Therefore, it's a good idea to refrain from using self-signed certificates on a production
system. Users of a site with self-signed certificates would need to bypass an error page
before continuing to the site and seeing this error may cause them to avoid your site
altogether. You can install the certificates into each user's web browser, but that can be a
headache. In production, it's best to use certificates signed by a vendor.
As we go through this process, I'll first walk you through setting up SSL with a self-signed
certificate so you can see how the process works. We'll create the certificate, and then install
it into Apache. You won't necessarily need to create a website to go through this process,
since you could just secure the sample website that comes with Apache if you wanted
something to use as a proof of concept. After we complete the process, we'll take a look at
installing certificates that were signed by a certificate authority.
To get the ball rolling, we'll need a directory to house our certificates. I'll use
FUDBQBDIFDFSUT in my examples, although you can use whatever directory you'd
like, as long as you remember to update Apache's configuration with your desired location
and filenames:
sudo mkdir /etc/apache2/certs

For a self-signed certificate and key, we can generate the pair with the following command.
Feel free to change the name of the key and certificate files to match the name of your
website:
sudo openssl req -x509 -nodes -days 365 -newkey rsa:2048 -keyout
/etc/apache2/certs/mysite.key -out /etc/apache2/certs/mysite.crt
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You'll be prompted to enter some information for generating the certificate. Answer each
prompt as they come along. Here's a list of the questions you'll be asked, along with my
responses for each. Change the answers to fit your server, environment, organization name,
and location:
Country Name (2 letter code) [AU]:US
State or Province Name (full name) [Some-State]:Michigan
Locality Name (eg, city) []:Detroit
Organization Name (eg, company) [Internet Widgits Pty Ltd]:My Company
Organizational Unit Name (eg, section) []:IT
Common Name (e.g. server FQDN or YOUR name) []:myserver.mydomain.com
Email Address []:webmaster@mycompany.com

Now, you should see that two files have been created in the FUDBQBDIFDFSUT
directory, NZTJUFDSU and NZTJUFLFZ, which represent the certificate and private key
respectively. Now that these files have been generated, the next thing for us to do is to
configure Apache to use them. Look for the following two lines in the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMFEFGBVMUTTMDPOG file:
44-$FSUJGJDBUF'JMFFUDTTMDFSUTTTMDFSUTOBLFPJMQFN
44-$FSUJGJDBUF,FZ'JMFFUDTTMQSJWBUFTTMDFSUTOBLFPJMLFZ

Comment these lines out by placing a  symbol in front of both:
44-$FSUJGJDBUF'JMFFUDTTMDFSUTTTMDFSUTOBLFPJMQFN
44-$FSUJGJDBUF,FZ'JMFFUDTTMQSJWBUFTTMDFSUTOBLFPJMLFZ

Next, add the following two lines underneath the lines you just commented out. Be sure to
replace the target directories and certificate file names with yours, if you followed your
own naming convention:
44-$FSUJGJDBUF'JMFFUDBQBDIFDFSUTNZTJUFDSU
44-$FSUJGJDBUF,FZ'JMFFUDBQBDIFDFSUTNZTJUFLFZ

To make Apache benefit from the new configuration, reload the BQBDIF daemon:
sudo systemctl reload apache2
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With the new configuration in place, we're not quite done but close. We still have a small
bit of configuration left to add. But before we get to that, let's return to the topic of
installing SSL certificates that were signed by a certificate authority. The process for
installing signed SSL certificates is pretty much the same, but the main difference is how
the certificate files are requested and obtained. Once you have them, you will copy them to
your file server and configure Apache the same way as we just did. To start the process of
obtaining a signed SSL certificate, you'll need to create a Certificate Signing Request
(CSR). A CSR is basically a request for a certificate in file form that you'll supply to your
certificate authority to start the process of requesting a signed certificate. A CSR can be
easily generated with the following command:
openssl req -new -newkey rsa:2048 -nodes -keyout server.key -out server.csr

With the CSR file that was generated, you can request a signed certificate. The CSR file
should now be in your current working directory. The entire process differs from one
provider to another, but in most cases it's fairly straightforward. You'll send them the CSR,
pay their fee, fill out a form or two on their website, prove that you are the owner of the
website in question, and then the vendor will send you the files you need. It may sound
complicated, but certificate authorities usually walk you through the entire process and
make it clear what they need from you in order to proceed. Once you complete the process,
the certificate authority will send you your certificate files, which you'll then install on your
server. Once you configure the 44-$FSUJGJDBUF'JMF and 44-$FSUJGJDBUF,FZ'JMF
options in FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMFEFGBVMUTTMDPOG to point to the new
certificate files and reload Apache, you should be good to go.
There's one more additional step we should perform for setting this up properly. At this
point, our certificate files should be properly installed, but we'll need to inform Apache of
when to apply them. If you recall, the EFGBVMUTTMDPOG file provided by the BQBDIF
package is answering requests for any traffic not otherwise identified by a virtual host (the
7JSUVBM)PTU@EFGBVMU@ option). We will need to ensure our web server is
handling traffic for our existing websites when SSL is requested. We can add a 4FSWFS/BNF
option to that file to ensure our site supports SSL.
Add the following option to the FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMFEFGBVMUTTMDPOG
file, right underneath 7JSUVBM)PTU@EFGBVMU@ :
ServerName mydomain.com:443
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Now, when traffic comes in to your server on port  requesting a domain that matches
the domain you typed for the 4FSWFS/BNF option, it should result in a secure browsing
session for the client. You should see the green padlock icon in the address bar (this depends
on your browser), which indicates your session is secured. If you're using self-signed
certificates, you'll probably see an error you'll have to skip through first, and you may not
get the green padlock icon. This doesn't mean the encryption isn't working, it just means
your browser is skeptical of the certificate since it wasn't signed by a known certificate
authority. Your session will still be encrypted.
If you are planning on hosting multiple websites over HTTPS, you may want to consider
using a separate virtual host file for each. An easy way to accomplish this is to use the
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMFEFGBVMUTTMDPOG file as a template and change the
%PDVNFOU3PPU to the directory that hosts the files for that site. In addition, be sure to
update the 44-$FSUJGJDBUF'JMF and 44-$FSUJGJDBUF,FZ'JMF options to point to the
certificate files for the site and set the 4FSWFS/BNF to the domain that corresponds to your
site. Here's an example virtual host file for a hypothetical site that uses SSL. I've highlighted
lines that I've changed from the normal EFGBVMUTTMDPOG file:
<IfModule mod_ssl.c>
<VirtualHost *:443>
ServerName acmeconsulting.com:443
4FSWFS"ENJOXFCNBTUFS!MPDBMIPTU
DocumentRoot /var/www/acmeconsulting
ErrorLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/acmeconsulting.com-error.log
CustomLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/acmeconsulting.com-access.log
combined
44-&OHJOFPO
SSLCertificateFile
/etc/apache2/certs/acmeconsulting/acme.crt
SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/apache2/certs/acmeconsulting/acme.key
'JMFT.BUDI DHJ]TIUNM]QIUNM]QIQ 
44-0QUJPOT 4UE&OW7BST
'JMFT.BUDI
%JSFDUPSZVTSMJCDHJCJO
44-0QUJPOT 4UE&OW7BST
%JSFDUPSZ
7JSUVBM)PTU
*G.PEVMF
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Basically, what I did was create a new virtual host configuration file (using the existing
EFGBVMUTTMDPOG file as a template). I called this new file BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPOG and
I stored it in the FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMF directory. I changed the 7JSUVBM)PTU
line to listen for anything coming in on port . The line 4FSWFS/BNF
BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN was added, to make this file responsible for traffic coming in
looking for BDNFDPOTVMUJOHDPN on port . I also set the %PDVNFOU3PPU to
WBSXXXBDNFDPOTVMUJOH. In addition, I customized the error and access logs so that it
will be easier to find log messages relating to this new site, since its log entries will go to
their own specific files.
In my experience, I find that a modular approach, such as what I've done with the sample
virtual host file for HTTPS, works best when setting up a web server that's intended to host
multiple websites. With each site, I'll typically give them their own Document Root,
certificate files, and log files. Even if you're only planning on hosting a single site on your
server, using this modular approach is still a good idea, since you may want to host
additional sites later on.
So, there you have it. You should now understand how to set up secure virtual hosts in
Apache. However, security doesn't equal redundancy.

Installing and configuring NGINX
Apache isn't the only technology that is capable of allowing you to host web content on
your server. NGINX also serves the same purpose and is gaining popularity quite rapidly.
Although Apache is still the most common right now and is what I recommend for hosting
sites, it's a good idea to at least be familiar with NGINX and learn its basics.
Before we do so, I want to mention first that you can really only have one web server
service running on a single web server. If you've been following along up to now, you
currently have a functional Apache web server. If you were to also install NGINX, it
probably wouldn't start as the ports it wants to listen on (port  and/or ) will already
be in use. You can run both on a single server, but that's outside the scope of this book.
Ideally, you'd want to use one or the other. Therefore, to continue with this section you'd
either want to remove Apache or set up a separate web server for testing NGINX. I
recommend the latter, because later on in this chapter we will take a look at hosting
Nextcloud and we will be using Apache to do so. If you remove Apache now, you'd have to
add it back in order to follow along in that section. Theoretically, you'd only have to stop
the BQBDIF process before starting OHJOY, but the two resources sharing the same server
has a lot of variables and may conflict.
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To get started with NGINX, simply install it:
sudo apt install nginx

Just like with Apache, if we enter the IP address of our server in a browser, we're presented
with a sample page. This time, NGINX's version instead of the one that ships with Apache.
It certainly looks boring in comparison, but it works:

6JGPIKPZUCORNGRCIG

The default configuration files for OHJOY are stored in the FUDOHJOY directory. Go ahead
and peruse these files to get a general feel for how the configuration is presented. Similar to
Apache, you also have a sites-enabled and sites-available directory here, which serve the
same purpose.
Just as with Apache, the TJUFTBWBJMBCMF directory houses configuration files for sites
that can be enabled, while the TJUFTFOBCMFE directory stores configuration files for sites
that are enabled. Unlike Apache, though, we don't have dedicated commands to enable
these sites. We have to link them manually. Although we haven't even looked at NGINX
configuration files yet, let's just assume that we have created the following configuration
file:
FUDOHJOYTJUFTBWBJMBCMFBDNFTBMFTDPN
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To enable that site, we would need to create a symbolic link for it and store that link in the
FUDOHJOYTJUFTFOBCMFE directory:
sudo ln -s /etc/nginx/sites-available/acmesales.com /etc/nginx/sitesenabled/acmesales.com

Then, we can reload OHJOY:
sudo systemctl reload nginx

As it stands right now, a site configuration file named EFGBVMU exists in
FUDOHJOYTJUFTBWBJMBCMF and a symbolic link to it is already present in
FUDOHJOYTJUFTFOBCMFE. If all we want to do is host a single site, we only need to
replace the default content that NGINX serves which is located in the WBSXXXIUNM
directory (the same as Apache) with the content for our site. After refreshing the page,
we're good to go.
In case we want to serve more than one site from one server, the EFGBVMU file is a great
starting point for creating additional virtual hosts. We can start by copying it to a new
name:
sudo cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/default /etc/nginx/sitesavailable/acmesales.com

Obviously, BDNFTBMFTDPN is an example, so feel free to name this
whatever you wish.

Now, we can edit this file and change it to serve additional content. First of all, only one site
can be referred to as a default site. A default site in NGINX is one that answers if none of the
other sites match a request. Therefore, we want to remove both occurrences of
EFGBVMU@TFSWFS from our newly copied config. Change these lines:
MJTUFOEFGBVMU@TFSWFS
MJTUFO<>EFGBVMU@TFSWFS

Change them to this:
MJTUFO
MJTUFO<>
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Next, we'll need to adjust the TFSWFS@OBNF option to refer to the name of our new site.
Add this line:
TFSWFS@OBNFBDNFTBMFTDPNXXXBDNFTBMFTDPN

Now, we'll need to change the Document Root to the directory that will store the files for
our new site. Find this line:
SPPUWBSXXXIUNM

And change it to this:
SPPUWBSXXXBDNFTBMFTDPN

The final file should look like the following at this point:
TFSWFS\
MJTUFO
MJTUFO<>
SPPUWBSXXXBDNFTBMFTDPN
JOEFYJOEFYIUNMJOEFYIUNJOEFYOHJOYEFCJBOIUNM
TFSWFS@OBNFBDNFTBMFTDPNXXXBDNFTBMFTDPN
MPDBUJPO\
USZ@GJMFTVSJVSJ
^
^

You can probably see that the configuration format for NGINX configuration files is
simpler than with Apache. I find this to be true, and I've noticed that sites I've configured
with NGINX generally have fewer lines in their configuration files than Apache does.
At this point, assuming that you have the required content in WBSXXXBDNFTBMFTDPN
and have a proper configuration file, the new site should respond as soon as you reload
OHJOY. But what about SSL? I recommend we always secure our websites, regardless of
which solution we're using to serve it. With NGINX, we can add that feature easily. The
certificate files themselves are the same regardless of whether we're using Apache or
NGINX. If you haven't already created your certificate files, refer back to the section in this
chapter in which we did so. Assuming you already have certificate files, we just need to
make additional changes to our configuration.
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First, we change the first two lines to listen on port  with SSL instead of standard port
:
MJTUFOTTM
MJTUFO<>TTM

Next, we'll add the following two lines before the MPDBUJPO section:
TTM@DFSUJGJDBUFFUDDFSUTDFSUQFN
TTM@DFSUJGJDBUF@LFZFUDDFSUTDFSULFZ
TTM@TFTTJPO@UJNFPVUN

For this to work, you'll need to adjust the paths and the names of the DFSU files to make
sure they match what you called them on your server. The entire file should look similar to
the following at this point:
TFSWFS\
MJTUFOTTM
MJTUFO<>TTM
SPPUWBSXXXIUNM
JOEFYJOEFYIUNMJOEFYIUNJOEFYOHJOYEFCJBOIUNM
TFSWFS@OBNFBDNFTBMFTDPNXXXBDNFTBMFTDPN
TTM@DFSUJGJDBUFFUDDFSUTDFSUQFN
TTM@DFSUJGJDBUF@LFZFUDDFSUTDFSULFZ
TTM@TFTTJPO@UJNFPVUN
MPDBUJPO\
USZ@GJMFTVSJVSJ
^
^

Finally, a potential problem is that users may access our site via port , instead of utilizing
HTTPS. We can tell NGINX to forward these people to the secure version of our site
automatically. To do that, we can edit the default configuration file (FUDOHJOYTJUFT
BWBJMBCMFEFGBVMU) and add the following line just after the two MJTUFO directives:
SFUVSOIUUQTIPTUSFRVFTU@VSJ

Now, anytime a user visits the HTTP version of our site, they'll be redirected to the secure
HTTPS version automatically.
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Setting up failover with keepalived
Using LFFQBMJWFE is a great way to add high availability to an application or even a
hosted website. LFFQBMJWFE allows you to configure a floating IP (also known as a Virtual
IP or VIP) for a pool of servers, with this special IP being applied to a single server at a
time. Each installation of LFFQBMJWFE in the same group will be able to detect when
another server isn't available, and claim ownership of the floating IP whenever the master
server isn't responding. This allows you to run a service on multiple servers, with a server
taking over in the event another becomes unavailable.
LFFQBMJWFE is by no means specific to Apache. You can use it with many
different applications and services, NGINX being another example.
LFFQBMJWFE also allows you to create a load balanced environment as
well.

Let's talk a little bit about how LFFQBMJWFE can work with Apache in theory. Once
LFFQBMJWFE is installed on two or more servers, it can be configured such that a master
server will have ownership of the floating IP, and other servers will continually check the
availability of the master, claiming the floating IP for themselves whenever the current
master becomes unreachable. For this to work, each server would need to contain the same
Apache configuration and site files. I'll leave it up to you in order to set up multiple Apache
servers. If you've followed along so far, you should have at least one already. If it's a virtual
machine, feel free to create a clone of it and use that for the secondary server. If not, all you
should have to do is set up another server, following the instructions earlier in this chapter.
If you're able to view a website on both servers, you're good to go.
To get started, we'll need to declare a floating IP. This can be any IP address that's not
currently in use on your network. For this to work, you'll need to set aside an IP address for
the purposes of LFFQBMJWFE. If you don't already have one, pick an IP address that's not
being used by any device on your network. If you're at all unsure, you can use an IP
scanner on your network to find an available IP address. There are several scanners that can
accomplish this, such as ONBQ on Linux or the Angry IP Scanner for Windows (I have no
idea what made that IP scanner so angry, but it does work well).
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Be careful when scanning networks for free IP addresses, as scanning a
network may show up in intrusion detection systems as a threat. If you're
scanning any network other than one you own, always make sure you
have permission from both the network administrator as well as
management before you start scanning. Also, if you're scanning a
company network, keep in mind that any hardware load balancers in use
may not respond to pings, so you may want to also look at an IP layout
from your network administrator as well and compare the results.
To save you the trouble of a Google search, the following ONBQ syntax will scan a subnet
and report back regarding which IP addresses are in use. You'll need the ONBQ package
installed first. Just replace the network address with yours:
nmap -sP 192.168.1.0/24

Next, we'll need to install LFFQBMJWFE. Simply run the following command on both of
your servers:
sudo apt install keepalived

If you check the status of the LFFQBMJWFE daemon, you'll see that it attempted to start as
soon as it was installed, and then immediately failed. If you check the status of
LFFQBMJWFE with the TZTUFNDUM command, you'll see an error similar to the following:
Condition: start condition failed

Since we haven't actually configured LFFQBMJWFE, it's fine for it to have failed. After all, we
haven't given it anything to check, nor have we assigned our floating IP. By default, there is
no sample configuration file created once you've installed the package, we'll have to create
that on our own. Configuration for LFFQBMJWFE is stored in FUDLFFQBMJWFE, which at
this point should just be an empty directory on your system. If, for some reason, this
directory doesn't exist, create it:
sudo mkdir /etc/keepalived
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Let's open a text editor on our primary server and edit the
FUDLFFQBMJWFELFFQBMJWFEDPOG file, which should be empty. Insert the following
code into the file. There are some changes you'll need to make in order for this
configuration to work in your environment. As we continue, I'll explain what the code is
doing and what you'll need to change. Keep your text editor open after you paste the code,
and keep reading for some tips on how to ensure that this DPOGJH file will work for you:
HMPCBM@EFGT\
OPUJGJDBUJPO@FNBJM\
NZFNBJM!NZDPNQBOZDPN
^
OPUJGJDBUJPO@FNBJM@GSPNLFFQBMJWFE!NZDPNQBOZDPN
TNUQ@TFSWFS
TNUQ@DPOOFDU@UJNFPVU
SPVUFS@JENZDPNQBOZ@XFC@QSPE
^
WSSQ@JOTUBODF7*@\
TNUQ@BMFSU
JOUFSGBDFFOQT
WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE
QSJPSJUZ
BEWFSU@JOU
WJSUVBM@JQBEESFTT\

^
^

There's quite a bit going on in this file, so I'll explain the configuration section by section, so
you can better understand what's happening.
HMPCBM@EFGT\
OPUJGJDBUJPO@FNBJM\
NZFNBJM!NZDPNQBOZDPN
^
OPUJGJDBUJPO@FNBJM@GSPNLFFQBMJWFE!NZDPNQBOZDPN
TNUQ@TFSWFS
TNUQ@DPOOFDU@UJNFPVU
SPVUFS@JENZDPNQBOZ@XFC@QSPE
^
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In the HMPCBM@EFGT section, we're specifically configuring an email host to use in order to
send out alert messages. When there's an issue and LFFQBMJWFE switches to a new master
server, it can send you an email to let you know that there was a problem. You'll want to
change each of these values to match that of your mail server. If you don't have a mail
server, LFFQBMJWFE will still function properly. You can remove this section if you don't
have a mail server, or comment it out. However, it's highly recommended that you set a
mail server for LFFQBMJWFE to use.
WSSQ@JOTUBODF7*@\
TNUQ@BMFSU
JOUFSGBDFFOQT
WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE
QSJPSJUZ
BEWFSU@JOU

Here, we're assigning some configuration options regarding how our virtual IP assignment
will function. The first thing you'll want to change here is the interface. In my sample
DPOGJH, I have FOQT as the interface name. This will need to match the interface on your
server where you would like LFFQBMJWFE to be bound to. If in doubt, execute JQB at your
shell prompt to get a list of interfaces.
The WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE is a very special number that can be anything from . This
number is used to differentiate multiple instances of LFFQBMJWFE running on the same
subnet. Each member of each LFFQBMJWFE cluster should have the same
WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE, but if you're running multiple pairs or groups of servers on the same
subnet, each group should have their own WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE. I used  in my example,
but you can use whatever number you'd like. You'll just have to make sure both web
servers have the same WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE. I'll go over some tips setting up the other
server shortly, so don't worry if you haven't configured LFFQBMJWFE on your second server
yet.
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Another option in this block that's important is the QSJPSJUZ. This number must
absolutely be different on each server. The LFFQBMJWFE instance with the highest
QSJPSJUZ is always considered the master. In my example, I set this number to . Using
 for the priority is fine, so long as no other server is using that number. Other servers
should have a lower priority. For example, you can set the second web server's priority to
. If you set up a third or fourth one, you could set their priority to  and ,
respectively. Those are just arbitrary numbers I picked off the top of my head. As long as
each server has a different priority, and the server you'd like to be the master has the
highest priority, you're in good shape.
WJSUVBM@JQBEESFTT\

^

In the final block, we're setting the virtual IP address. I chose  as a
hypothetical example; you should choose an IP address outside of your DHCP range that's
not being used by any device.
Now that you've configured LFFQBMJWFE, let's test it out and see whether it's working. On
your master server, start LFFQBMJWFE:
sudo systemctl start keepalived

After you start the daemon, take a look at its status to see how it's doing:
sudo systemctl status -l keepalived

If there are no errors, the status of the daemon should be BDUJWF SVOOJOH . If for some
reason the status is something else, take a look at the log entries shown after you execute
the TUBUVT command, as LFFQBMJWFE is fairly descriptive regarding any errors it finds in
your DPOGJH file. If all went well, you should see the IP address you chose for the floating
IP listed in your interfaces. Execute JQB at your prompt to see them. Do you see the
floating IP? If not, keep in mind it can take a handful of seconds for it to show up. Wait 30
seconds or so and check your interface list again.
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If all went well on the first server, we should set up LFFQBMJWFE on the second web server.
Install the LFFQBMJWFE package on the other server if you haven't already done so, and
then copy the LFFQBMJWFEDPOG file from your working server to your new one. Here are
some things to keep in mind regarding the second server's LFFQBMJWFEDPOG file:
Be sure to change the priority on the slave server to a lower number than what
you used on the master server
The WJSUVBM@JQBEESFTT should be the same on both
The WJSUVBM@SPVUFS@JE should be the same on both
Start or restart LFFQBMJWFE on your slave server, and verify there were no errors
when the service started up
Now, let's have some fun and see LFFQBMJWFE in action. What follows is an extremely
simple HTML file:
IUNM
UJUMF LFFQBMJWFEUFTUUJUMF
CPEZ
Q 5IJTJTTFSWFSQ
CPEZ
IUNM

Copy this same HTML file to both servers and serve it via Apache or NGINX. We've gone
over setting up both in this chapter. The easiest and quickest way to implement this is to
replace Apache's sample HTML file with the preceding one. Make sure you change the text
5IJTJTTFSWFS to 5IJTJTTFSWFS on the second server. You should be able
to use your browser and visit the IP address for each of your two web servers and see this
page on both. The only difference between them should be the text inside the page.
Now, in your browser, change the URL you're viewing to that of your floating IP. You
should see the same page as you did when you visited the IP address for TFSWFS.
Let's now simulate a failover. On the master server, stop the LFFQBMJWFE service:
sudo systemctl stop keepalived

In our DPOGJH, we set the BEWFSU@JOU option to , so the second server should take over
within 5 seconds of you stopping LFFQBMJWFE on the master. When you refresh the page,
you should see the web page for TFSWFS instead of TFSWFS. If you execute JQB on
the shell to view a list of interfaces on your slave server, you should also see that the slave
is now holding your floating IP address. Neat, isn't it? To see your master reclaim this IP,
start the LFFQBMJWFE daemon on your master server and wait a few seconds.
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Congratulations, you set up a cluster for your Apache implementation. If the master server
encounters an issue and drops off the network, your slave server will take over. As soon as
you fix your master server, it will immediately take over hosting your web page. Although
we made our site slightly different on each server, the idea is showing how hosting a
website can survive a single server failure. You can certainly host more than just Apache
with LFFQBMJWFE. Almost any service you need to be highly available that doesn't have its
own clustering options is a good candidate for LFFQBMJWFE. For additional
experimentation, try adding a third server.

Setting up and configuring Nextcloud
I figured we'd end this chapter with a fun activity: setting up our very own Nextcloud
server. Nextcloud is a very useful web application that's handy for any organization. Even
if you're not working on a company network, Nextcloud is a great asset for even a single
user. Personally, I use it every day and can't imagine life without it. You can use it to
synchronize files between machines, store and sync contacts, keep track of tasks you're
working on, fetch email from a mail server, and more. To complete this activity, you'll need
a web server to work with. Nextcloud supports multiple different web server platforms,
but in this example, we'll be using Apache.
You'll also need an installation of MySQL or MariaDB, as Nextcloud will need its own
database. We went over installing and managing MariaDB databases in $IBQUFS,
Managing Databases. I'll give you all the commands you'll need to set up the database in this
section, but refer back to $IBQUFS, Managing Databases if any of these commands confuse
you.
To get started, we need to download Nextcloud. To do so, head on over to the project's
website at IUUQTXXXOFYUDMPVEDPN and navigate to the Download section. The layout
of this site may change from time to time, but as of the time of this writing, the download
link is at the top-right corner of the page. Once there, look for a Get Nextcloud Server
section, and click on the Download button right underneath that. You should see a large
Download Nextcloud button here, but don't click on it. Instead, right-click on it and click
Copy link address or a similarly named option, depending on the browser you use. This
should copy the link for the download to your clipboard.
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Next, open an SSH session to your web server. Make sure you're currently working from
your home directory, and execute the following command:
wget <URL of Nextcloud>

To get the Nextcloud URL, simply paste the URL into your Terminal after typing XHFU.
Your entire command will look similar to the following (the version number changes
constantly as they release new versions):
wget https://download.nextcloud.com/server/releases/nextcloud-13.0.0.zip

This command will download the Nextcloud software locally to your current working
directory. Next, we'll need to VO[JQ the archive:
unzip nextcloud-13.0.0.zip

If you get an error message insinuating that the VO[JQ command is not available, you may
need to install it:
sudo apt install unzip

Now, let's move the newly extracted OFYUDMPVE directory to WBSXXXIUNM:
sudo mv nextcloud /var/www/html/nextcloud

In order for Nextcloud to function, the user account that Apache uses to serve content will
need full access to it. Let's use the following command to give the user XXXEBUB
ownership of the OFYUDMPVE directory:
sudo chown www-data:www-data -R /var/www/html/nextcloud

Now, you should have the required files for the Nextcloud software installed on the server
in the WBSXXXOFYUDMPVE directory. In order for this to work, though, Apache will need
a configuration file that includes WBSXXXOFYUDMPVE as its Document Root. We can
create the file we need at the following location:
FUDBQBDIFTJUFTBWBJMBCMFOFYUDMPVEDPOG

Example content to include in that file is as follows:
"MJBTOFYUDMPVEWBSXXXIUNMOFYUDMPVE
%JSFDUPSZWBSXXXIUNMOFYUDMPVE
0QUJPOT 'PMMPX4ZNMJOLT
"MMPX0WFSSJEF"MM
*G.PEVMFNPE@EBWD
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%BWPGG
*G.PEVMF
4FU&OW)0.&WBSXXXIUNMOFYUDMPVE
4FU&OW)551@)0.&WBSXXXIUNMOFYUDMPVE
%JSFDUPSZ

Next, we enable the new site:
sudo a2ensite nextcloud.conf

Next, we'll need to make a change to Apache. First, we'll need to ensure that the
MJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ package is installed since Nextcloud requires PHP, but we'll
need some additional packages as well. You can install Nextcloud's prerequisite packages
with the following command:
sudo apt install libapache2-mod-php7.2 php7.2-curl php7.2-gd php7.2-intl
php7.2-mbstring php7.2-mysql php7.2-xml php7.2-zip

Next, restart Apache so it can take advantage of the new PHP plugin:
sudo systemctl restart apache2

At this point, we'll need a MySQL or MariaDB database for Nextcloud to use. This database
can exist on another server, or you can share it on the same server you installed Nextcloud
on. If you haven't already set up MariaDB, a walk-through was covered during $IBQUFS,
Managing Databases. At this point, it's assumed that you already have MariaDB installed
and running.
Log in to your MariaDB instance as your SPPU user, or a user with full root privileges. You
can create the Nextcloud database with the following command:
CREATE DATABASE nextcloud;

Next, we'll need to add a new user to MariaDB for Nextcloud and give that user full access
to the OFYUDMPVE database. We can take care of both with the following command:
GRANT ALL ON nextcloud.* to 'nextcloud'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY
'super_secret_password';

Make sure to change TVQFS@TFDSFU@QBTTXPSE to a very strong (preferably randomly
generated) password. Make sure you save this password in a safe place.
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Now we have all we need in order to configure Nextcloud. You should now be able to visit
your Nextcloud instance in a web browser. Just enter a URL similar to the following,
replacing the sample IP address with the one for your server:
IUUQOFYUDMPVE

If you're using a subdomain and gave Nextcloud its own virtual host, that URL would then
be something like this:
IUUQOFYUDMPVEZPVSEPNBJODPN

You should see a page asking you to configure Nextcloud:

0GZVENQWFEQPcIWTCVKQPRCIG

If you do not see this page, make sure that the
WBSXXXIUNMOFYUDMPVE directory is accessible via Apache. Also,
make sure you have an appropriate virtual host for Nextcloud referencing
this directory as its Document Root.
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This page will ask you for several pieces of information. First, you'll be asked for Username
and Password. This is not asking you for a pre-existing account, but actually to set up a
brand-new administrator account. This shouldn't be an account you'll use on a day-to-day
basis, but instead an admin account you'll use only when you want to add users and
maintain your system. Please note that it won't ask you to confirm the password, so you'll
want to make certain you're entering the password you think you are. It's perhaps safer to
type the password in a text editor, and then copy and paste the password into the
Password box to make sure you don't lock yourself out.
The %BUB folder will default to WBSXXXIUNMOFYUDMPVEEBUB. This default is
normally fine, but if you have configured your server to have a separate data partition, you
can configure that here. If you plan on storing a large amount of data on your Nextcloud
server, setting up a separate partition for it may be a good idea. If you do, you can set that
here. Otherwise, leave the default.
In the next section, you'll be asked to fill in information for the Nextcloud database we
created earlier:

/FYUDMPVEDPO`HVSBUJPOQBHF EBUBCBTFTFDUJPO

The Database user and Database password will use the values we created when we set up
the MariaDB database for Nextcloud earlier. In my examples, I used OFYUDMPVE for the
username as well as the Database name. The password will be whatever it is you used for
the password when we set up the database user account and grant. Finally, the database
server defaults to MPDBMIPTU, which is correct as long as you set up the database on the
same machine as the Nextcloud server. If not, enter the server's IP address here.
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That's it! Assuming all went well, Nextcloud will set itself up in the background and you'll
then continue to the main screen. Since you only created an BENJO account so far, I
recommend you create an account for yourself, as well as any friends or colleagues you'd
like to have check out your Nextcloud server. To do so, click on the top-right corner of the
Nextcloud page, where it shows the username you're logged in with. When you click on
this, you'll see an option for Users. On the Users screen, you'll be able to add additional
users to access Nextcloud. Simply fill out the Username and Password fields at the top of
the screen, and click on Create.
As an administrative user, you can enable or disable various apps that are used by your
users. Out of the box, Nextcloud has a basic suite of Apps enabled, such as the Files and
Gallery plugins. There are many more apps that you can enable in order to extend its
functionality. On the top-right corner of the main screen of Nextcloud you'll find an icon
that looks like a gear, and if you click on it, you will find a link to Apps which will allow
you to add additional functionality. Feel free to enable additional apps to extend
Nextcloud's capabilities. Some of my must-haves include Calendar and Contacts, Tasks.
Now, you have your very own Nextcloud server. I find Nextcloud to be a very useful
platform, something I've come to depend on for my calendar, contacts, and more. Some
Linux desktop environments (such as GNOME) allow you to add your Nextcloud account
right to your desktop, which will allow calendar and contact syncing with your desktop or
laptop. I'm sure you'll agree that Nextcloud is a very useful asset to have available. For
more information on using Nextcloud, check out the manual. In fact, it's available in the
files app from within the application itself.

Summary
In this action-packed chapter, we looked at serving web pages with Apache. We started out
by installing and configuring Apache, and then added additional modules. We also covered
the concept of virtual hosts, which allow us to serve multiple websites on a single server,
even if we only have a single network interface. Then, we walked through securing our
Apache server with SSL. With Apache, we can use self-signed certificates, or we can
purchase SSL certificates from a vendor for a fee. We looked at both possibilities. We even
set up NGINX, which is a very powerful application that is growing in popularity.
keepalived is a handy daemon that we can use to make a service highly available. It allows
us to declare a floating IP, which we can use to make an application such as Apache highly
available. Should something go wrong, the floating IP will move to another server and as
long as we direct traffic toward the floating IP, our service will still be available should the
master server run into an issue. Finally, we closed out the chapter with a guide to installing
Nextcloud, which is an application I'm sure you'll find incredibly useful.
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In the next chapter of our journey, we'll learn more advanced command-line techniques

Questions
1. What are two popular solutions for serving web pages in Ubuntu Server?
2. What is the name of Apache's background daemon that you can manage with
TZTUFNDUM?
3. Apache features ____, which allow you to serve multiple web pages from one
server.
4. The ____ command allows you to enable a site configuration in Apache.
5. ____ certificates allow you to benefit from secure connections, but browsers don't
trust them by default.
6. The ____ is the default directory where website files are served from.
7. Which port is generally reserved for secure HTTPS connections?
8. LFFQBMJWFE will prefer the server with the highest ____.

Further reading
NGINX documentation from the Ubuntu community wiki: IUUQTIFMQ
VCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ/HJOY

Nextcloud 13 Administration Manual: IUUQTEPDTOFYUDMPVEDPNTFSWFS
BENJO@NBOVBM
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Learning Advanced Shell
Techniques
Throughout this book so far, we've been using the command line quite heavily. We've
installed packages, created users, edited configuration files, and more using the shell. This
time around, we dedicate an entire chapter to the shell so we can become more efficient
with it. Here, we'll take what we already know and add some useful time saving tips, some
information on looping, variables, and we'll even look into writing scripts.
In this chapter, we will cover:
Understanding the Linux shell
Understanding Bash history
Learning some useful command-line tricks
Redirecting output
Understanding variables
Writing simple scripts
Putting it all together: Writing an rsync backup script

Understanding the Linux shell
When it comes to the Linux shell, it's important to understand what exactly this pertains to.
We've been using the command-line repeatedly throughout the book, but we haven't yet
had any formal discussion about the actual interface through which our commands are
entered.
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Essentially, we've been entering our commands into a command interpreter known as the
Bourne-Again Shell, or simply Bash. Bash is just one of many different shells that you can
use to enter commands. There are other options, such as Zsh, Fish, ksh, and so on. Bash is
the default command shell for pretty much every Linux distribution in existence. It's
possible there's a Linux distribution I have yet to try that defaults to another shell, but Bash
is definitely the most common. In fact, it's even available on macOS in its Terminal, and in
Windows by installing the Ubuntu plugin. Therefore, by understanding the basics of Bash,
your knowledge will be compatible with other distributions and platform. While it's fun to
learn other shells such as Zsh, Bash is definitely the one to focus the most attention on if
you're just starting.
You may wonder, then, where you configure the shell that your user account will use. If
you recall from $IBQUFS, Managing Users, we looked at the FUDQBTTXE file. As I'm sure
you remember, this file keeps a list of user accounts available on the system. Go ahead and
take a look at this file to refresh yourself:
cat /etc/passwd

See the last field in every entry? That's where we configure which shell is launched when a
user logs in or starts a new Terminal session. Unless you've already changed it, the entry
for your user account should read CJOCBTI. You'll see other variations in this file, such
as CJOGBMTF or VTSTCJOOPMPHJO. Setting the user's shell to one of these will
actually prevent them from being able to log in. This is primarily used by system accounts,
those that exist to run a task on the system, but we don't want to allow this user to open a
shell to do other things. The VTSTCJOOPMPHJO shell also doesn't allow the user to log
in, but will provide a polite message letting them know.
The shell program itself is responsible for reading the commands you type and having the
Linux kernel execute them. Some shells, Bash notably, have additional features, such as
history, that are very useful to administrators.

Understanding Bash history
Speaking of history, let's dive right into that concept. Bash keeps track of all the commands
you enter, so that if you need to recall a previously entered command, you can definitely do
so. History also serves another purpose, and that is seeing what other users have been up
to. However, since users can edit their own history to cover their tracks, it's not always
useful for that purpose unless you have a spiteful user that is also sloppy.
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You may have already seen Bash's history feature in some form, if you've ever pressed the
up and down arrows on the shell to recall a previously-used command. If you didn't
already know you can do that, you know now. Go ahead and give it a try, you should see
that by pressing the up and down arrows you can cycle through commands that you've
used previously.
Another trick is you can also simply type IJTUPSZ in the shell and see a list:

1WVRWVHTQOVJGJQUVPCOGEQOOCPF

At this point, you can copy and paste a command used previously from this list. Actually,
there's an even easier way. Do you notice the number on the left of each command? We can
utilize that number to quickly recall a previously used command. In my screenshot, item
 is where I checked the status of the BQBDIF service. If I wanted to check that again, I
can simply enter the following command:
!100

In this case, I typed just four characters, and I was able to recall the previously used
command, which was the exact same as typing this:
systemctl status apache2

That saves a lot of typing, which is great because we administrators want to type as little as
possible (unless we're writing a book).
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Let's look at a few additional history commands we can use. First, if we want to delete
something from the history, we can simply do this:
history -d 100

In this case, we can replace  with whatever the number is for the item we would want to
delete. You may be wondering, "why delete something from the history?" and the answer to
that is simple: sometimes we make mistakes. Perhaps we mistyped something, and we
don't want a junior administrator to look at the history and rerun an invalid command.
Worse, if we accidentally saved a password to the history, it will be there for all to see. We
would definitely want to remove that item so that the password isn't saved in plain text in
the history file. One very common example of this is with MySQL/MariaDB. When you
enter the MySQL or MariaDB shell, you can use the Q option and type the password in one
line. It would look something like this:
mariadb -u root -pSuperSecretPassword

That command may appear useful, because in one command you'd be logged in to your
database server as SPPU. However, this is one of my pet peevesbI really don't like it when
people do this. Having the SPPU password in your shell's history is a HUGE security risk.
This is just one example of something you won't want in our Bash history, though. My
main goal here is to demonstrate that you should think about security when entering
commands. If you have a potentially sensitive item in your command history, you should
remove it. In fact, you can actually enter a command and not have it saved in the history at
all. Simply prefix the command with a space. If you do, it will not be recorded in the history
file. Go ahead, give it a try and see for yourself.
Having commands prefixed with a space ignored in Bash is actually a
custom option enabled by default in Ubuntu Server. Not all distributions
include this feature. If you're using a distribution that doesn't have this
feature, add the following to your CBTISD file (we will talk about this file
in greater detail later).
)*45$0/530-JHOPSFCPUI
This configuration line also causes duplicate commands to not be entered
into the history file as well, which can condense the history file.
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So, you might be wondering, where is this history information actually stored? Check out
the CBTI@IJTUPSZ file, which is found in your home directory (or SPPU for the SPPU
user). When you exit your shell, your history is copied to that file. If you remove that file,
you're effectively clearing your history. I don't recommend you make a habit of that,
though. Having a history of commands is very useful, especially when you may not
remember how you solved a problem last time. History in Bash can save you from looking
up a command again. To find out more about what the IJTUPSZ command can do, check
out its NBO page.

Learning some useful command-line tricks
Productivity hacks utilizing the shell are one of my favorite things in this world, right up
there with music, video games, and Diet Pepsi. There's nothing like the feeling you get
when you discover a useful feature that saves you time or increases your efficiency. There
are many things I've discovered along the way that I wish I had known earlier on. One of
my goals while writing this book is to teach you as many things as I can that took me longer
to learn than it should have. In this section, in no particular order, I'll go over a few tricks
that increased my work-flow.
First, entering  (two exclamation marks) in your Terminal will repeat the command you
last used. By itself, this may not seem like much. After all, you can press the up arrow key
once and press Enter to recall the previous command and execute it. But, when paired with
TVEP,  becomes more interesting. Imagine for a moment that you entered a command
that needs SPPU privileges, but you forgot to use TVEP. We've all made this mistake. In fact,
as of the time I'm writing this chapter, I've been using Linux for 16 years and I still forget to
use TVEP from time to time. When we forget TVEP, we can type the command all over
again. Or, we can just do this:
sudo !!

And just like that, you prefixed the previously used command with TVEP without having to
retype that command.
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Going a bit further into command history, we can also press Ctrl + R on the shell to initiate
a search. After pressing these keys, we can start typing a command, and we'll get a preview
of a command that matches what we're typing, which will be narrowed down further as we
type more characters of it. This is one of those things that is hard for me to describe, and
screenshots certainly don't help here, so go ahead and just give it a shot. For example, press
Ctrl + R and then start typing TVEPBQU. The last time you used that command should
appear, and you can press Ctrl + R again, and again, and again to see additional examples
of commands that you've typed in the past that contain those characters. When you get
efficient with this, it's actually faster than the IJTUPSZ command, but it takes a bit to get
used to this.
Another fun trick is editing a command you've previously typed in a text editor. I know
this sounds strange, but hear me out. Assume you pressed the up arrow, you have a very
long command, and you just want to edit part of it without having to execute the entire
thing, perhaps a command like this:
sudo apt update && sudo apt install apache2

Let's assume you want to install OHJOY instead of BQBDIF, but the rest of the command is
right. If you hold Ctrl and then press X followed by E, which will open the command in a
text editor. There, you can change the command. Once you're done making your changes,
the command will execute once you save the file. Admittedly, this is usually only useful
when you have a very long command and you need to just change part of it.
Did you notice the two  symbols in the previous command? This is another useful trick,
you can actually chain commands together. In the previous example command, we're
telling the shell to execute TVEPBQUVQEBUF. Next, we're telling the shell to then execute
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMBQBDIF. The double ampersand is known as the logical "/%
operator, where the second command is run if the first was successful. If the first command
was successful, the second command will execute right after. Another method to chain
commands is this:
sudo apt update; sudo apt install apache2

The difference with the semicolon is that we're telling the shell to execute the second
command regardless of whether the first command was successful. You may then be
wondering, what constitutes success on the shell? An obvious answer to this question
might be "it's successful if there are no error messages." While that's true, the shell utilizes exit
codes to programmatically attribute success or failure. You can see the exit code of a
command by typing this:
echo $?
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An exit code of  means success, anything else is some sort of error. Different programs will
attribute different codes to different types of failures, but  is always a success. With this
command, what we're actually doing is printing the content of a variable.  is actually a
variable, which in this case only exists to hold an exit code. The FDIP command itself can be
used to print text to the shell, but it's often used to print the contents of a variable (which
we'll get into in more detail later).
Now, it's time for my favorite time-consuming trick of them all, command aliases. The
concept of an alias is simple: it allows you to create a command that is just another name
for another command. This allows you to simplify commands down to just one word or a
few letters. Consider this command, for example:
alias install="sudo apt install"

When you enter previous command, you will receive no actual output. But, what happens
is now you have a new command available, JOTUBMM. This command isn't normally
available; you just created it with this command.
You can verify that the alias was created successfully by simply running
the BMJBT command, which will show you a list of aliases present in the
shell. If you create a new alias, you should see it in the output. You'll also
see additional aliases in the output that you did not create. This is because
Ubuntu sets up some by default. In fact, even the MT command is an alias!
With this new alias created, any time you execute JOTUBMM on the command-line, you're
instead executing TVEPBQUJOTUBMM. Now, installing packages becomes simpler:
install tmux

Just like that, you installed UNVY. You didn't have to type TVEPBQUJOTUBMMUNVY, you
simplified the first three words in the command into JOTUBMM. In fact, you can simplify it
even further:
alias i="sudo apt install"

Now, you can install a package with this:
i tmux

With aliases, you can get very creative. Here are some of my personal favorites:
View the top ten CPU consuming processes:
alias cpu10='ps auxf | sort -nr -k 3 | head -10'
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View the top ten RAM consuming processes:
alias mem10='ps auxf | sort -nr -k 4 | head -10'

View all mounted filesystems, and present the information in a clean tabbed
layout:
alias lsmount='mount |column -t'

Clear the screen by simply typing c:
alias c=clear

What other aliases can you come up with? Think of a command you may use on a regular
basis and simplify it.
There's one issue though, and that is the fact that when you exit your Terminal window,
your aliases are wiped out. How do you retain them? That leads me into my next
productivity trick, editing your CBTISD file. This file is present in your home directory
and is read every time you start a new Terminal session. You can add all of your BMJBT
commands there, just add them somewhere in the file (for example, at the end). You will
need to include the entire command, beginning with alias and ending with the commands
in quotes. If you wanted to steal my example aliases, you would enter the following lines
somewhere in your CBTISD file:
BMJBTJ TVEPBQUJOTUBMM
BMJBTDQV QTBVYG]TPSUOSL]IFBE
BMJBTNFN QTBVYG]TPSUOSL]IFBE
BMJBTMTNPVOU NPVOU]DPMVNOU

There are, of course, additional time saving tricks that we could talk about here, but then
again Bash is so complex we can write an entire book about it (and many people have). As
we go along in this chapter, I'll give you even more tips. Here's a bonus trick:
cd -

That simple command changes your working directory back to the previous directory you
were in.
You're welcome!
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Redirecting output
Before we go any further, we should have a discussion about redirecting output. One of the
many great things about Linux is that it's made up of many utilities, each doing one thing
and doing that one thing well. These smaller commands and utilities become even more
efficient because we can take the output of one command and redirect it into the input of
another command. Take this command as an example:
cat /var/log/syslog | grep apache2

Here, we're using the DBU command to print the contents of the system log stored at
WBSMPHTZTMPH. Using the pipe symbol, we're redirecting the output of that command
and feeding it into HSFQ, which is looking for the string BQBDIF. When used together,
we're able to fetch lines from the system log that reference BQBDIF. This is useful if we're
troubleshooting some sort of issue with the BQBDIF service, and we'd like to look at the
log file but ignore any lines that aren't relevant to our investigation. This is something you'll
probably find yourself doing a lot.
Working with redirecting output is probably best explained with simple text examples.
These are admittedly contrived, but understanding how to work with text is important:
echo "this is a test" >> ~/myfile.txt

Here, we're simply using the FDIP command, which normally outputs to the Terminal, but
instead telling it to direct its output to a file named NZGJMFUYU, stored in your home
directory. If we run this command over and over, it will continue to append this string to
the file. With a single greater-than symbol, the output from FDIP will actually wipe out the
contents of NZGJMFUYU:
echo "this is a test" > ~/myfile.txt

This distinction is important, because you may want to add a new line to the end of a file,
and not have the existing contents deleted. Therefore, it's best to get in the habit of using
two greater-than symbols by default. There will be, of course, situations in which you do
want to wipe out a file, but its best to make two greater-than symbols the one you commit
to muscle memory.
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Effectively, we're working with a File Descriptor called Standard Output (also referred to
as stdout) with commands that produce output. File descriptors are numbers that refer to
open files, and these numbers are integers. Standard output is a special file descriptor, with
an integer of . Anytime text is printed to the Terminal, we call that standard output.
Therefore, when the MT command is run, it's printing the contents of the current working
directory to standard output. Another important file descriptor is Standard Error (stderr),
which constitutes output that is considered to be produced in error. Standard error is
designated by a file descriptor of . Why is this important? Sometimes when working with
the shell, we would like it to do something different with error output than with normal
output. Perhaps we want to run a command, and have all error output go to a file, but any
non-error output to not be captured. Sometimes, even vice versa. The best way to illustrate
this is with an example. Let's run this command (make sure to NOT use TVEP):
find /etc -name *apache*

With this hypothetical example, we're telling the shell to look in the FUD directory and
return a list of files and/or directories that contain BQBDIF in the name.
The problem is that as a normal user (we didn't use TVEP) we don't have privileges to
access every file and directory in FUD. Among the output of this variation of the GJOE
command, we might see lines of output similar to this:
find:
find:
find:
find:
find:
find:

'/etc/lvm/backup': Permission denied
'/etc/lvm/archive': Permission denied
'/etc/vpnc': Permission denied
'/etc/ssl/private': Permission denied
'/etc/libvirt/secrets': Permission denied
'/etc/polkit-1/localauthority': Permission denied

With really large directories, we can have so many errors that we won't even be able to see
the results that we actually care about. Obviously, you could just prefix the GJOE command
with TVEP, but we don't want to use TVEP unless we really need to. For our purposes, there
aren't going to be any configuration files for Apache that we don't at least have read access
to, so we don't need to use TVEP here, but trimming the output would be helpful. We can
do this instead:
find /etc -name *apache* 2>/dev/null
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We've redirected output with a greater-than symbol before, but here we're doing it a bit
differently. We're directing output from the find command with  instead of . Since  is
the identifier of TUEFSS, we're telling the shell to direct any errors to EFWOVMM.
EFWOVMM is a special device that is similar to a black hole: anything that enters it is never
seen or heard from again. Basically, anything copied or moved to EFWOVMM is eliminated
and wiped from existence. Any output we direct there isn't printed, but deleted. In fact,
don't do this, but you can move a file there to get rid of it too (it's still easier to use the SN
command though).
Going further, we can also direct specific output to a file as well. Here's an example:
find etc -name *apache* 1> ~/myfile.txt

Here, we're copying TUEPVU (not TUEFSS) to a file. The ability to copy TUEPVU or TUEFSS to
specific places will increasingly become useful as you become more proficient with the
shell.

Understanding variables
Bash is more than just a shell. You could argue that it is very similar to a complete
programming language, and you wouldn't be wrong. Bash is a scripting engine (we will get
into scripting later) and there are many debates as far as what separates a scripting
language from a programming language, and that line is blurred more and more as new
languages come out. As with any scripting language, Bash supports variables. The concept
of variables is very easy in Bash, but I figured I'd give it its own (relatively short) section to
make sure you understand the basics. You can set a variable with a command such as the
following:
myvar='Hello world!'

When Bash encounters an equal sign after a string, it assumes you're creating a variable.
Here, we're creating a variable named NZWBS and setting it equal to )FMMP
XPSME Whenever we refer to a variable, though, we need to specifically clarify to Bash that
we're requesting a variable, and we do that by prefixing it with a dollar symbol ().
Consider this command:
echo $myvar
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If you've set the variable as I have, executing that command will print )FMMPXPSME to
TUEPVU. The FDIP command is very useful for printing the contents of variables. The key
thing to remember here is that when you set a variable, you don't include the dollar symbol,
but you do when you retrieve it.
You will see variations of variable name formats as you work with various
Linux servers. For example, you may see variable names in all caps, camel
case (.Z7BS), as well as other variations. These variations are all valid and
depending on the background of the individual creating them
(developers, administrators, and so on), you may see different forms of
variable naming.
Variables work in other aspects of the shell as well, not just with FDIP. Consider this:
mydir="/etc"
ls $mydir

Here, we're storing a directory name in a variable, and using the MT command against it to
list the contents of it. This may seem relatively useless, but when you're scripting, this will
save you time. Anytime you need to refer to something more than once, it should be in a
variable. That way, in a script, you can change the contents of that variable and everywhere
in the script will reference it.
There are also variables that are automatically present in your shell, that you did not
explicitly set yourself. Enter this command for fun:
env

Wow! That's a lot of variables, especially if you enter it in a desktop version of Ubuntu.
These variables are set by the system, but can still be accessed via FDIP as you would any
other. Some notable ones include 4)&-- (stores the name of the binary that currently
handles your shell), 64&3 (stores your current username), and )045 (stores the hostname
for your server). Any of these variables can be accessed at any time, and may even prove
beneficial in scripts.
We've already gone over standard output and standard error, but there's also another we
haven't gone over yet, and that is Standard Input (stdin). Basically, TUEJO is just a fancy
way of describing the process of taking input from a user and storing it in a variable. Try
this command:
read age
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When you run this command, you'll just be brought to a blank line, with no indication as to
what you should be doing. Go ahead and enter your age, then press Enter. Next, run this:
echo $age

In a script, you would want to inform the user what they should be entering, so you would
probably use something similar to these commands:
echo "Please enter your age"
read age
echo "Your age is $age"

We're getting a bit ahead of ourselves here, but I wanted to at least make sure you
understand the concept of standard input, since it directly relates to setting variables as
we're discussing here.

Writing simple scripts
This is the section were everything we've talked about so far starts to come together.
Scripting can be very fun and rewarding, as they allow you to automate large jobs or just
simplify something that you find yourself doing over and over. The most important point
about scripting is this: if it's something you'll be doing more than once, you really should be
making into a script. This is a great habit to get into.
A script is a very simple concept. A script is just a text file, that contains commands for
your shell to execute one by one. A script written to be executed by Bash is known as a Bash
script, and that's what we'll work on creating in this section.
At this point, I'm assuming that you've practiced a bit with a text editor in Linux. It doesn't
matter if you use WJN or the simpler OBOP. Since we've edited text files before, I'm under the
assumption that you already know how to create and edit files. If not, all you really need to
know is that OBOP is a good text editor to begin with and is simple to use.
There's a big chance that at some point in your Linux career, you'll
gravitate toward WJN; almost everyone does (unless you're one of those
people that use FNBDT, for some reason). If in doubt, just stick with OBOP
for now.
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Basic usage of OBOP is really easy: all you need to do is give the OBOP command a path and
filename. You don't actually have to give it a filename, but I find it easier to do so. After
you've typed some content, you can press Ctrl + O to save and then Ctrl + X to exit the
editor. To get started, let's create a simple script so we can see what the process looks like:
nano ~/myscript.sh

If you weren't already aware, a tilde (_) is just a shortcut for a user's home
directory. Therefore, on my system, the previous command would be the
same as if I had typed:
nano /home/jay/myscript.sh

Inside the file, type the following:
CJOCBTI
FDIP.ZOBNFJT64&3
FDIP.ZIPNFEJSFDUPSZJT)0.&

Save the file and exit the editor. In order to run this file as a script, we need to mark it as
executable:
chmod +x ~/myscript.sh

To execute it, we simply call the path to the file and the filename:
~/myscript.sh

The output should look similar to the following:
"My name is jay"
"My home directory is /home/jay"

The first line might seem strange if you haven't seen it before. Normally, lines starting with
a hash symbol () are ignored by the interpreter. The one on the first line is an exception to
this. The CJOCBTI we see on the 1st line, this is known as a hash bang, or shebang.
Basically, it just tells the shell which interpreter to use to run the commands inside the
script. There are other interpreters we could be using, such as VTSCJOQZUIPO if we
were writing a script in the Python language. Since we're writing a bash script, we used
CJOCBTI.
The lines that followed were simple print statements. Each one used a system variable, so
you didn't have to declare any of those variables as they already existed. Here, we printed
the current user's username, home directory, and default text editor.
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The concept of scripting becomes more valuable when you start to think of things you do
on a regular basis that you can instead automate. To be an effective Linux administrator, it's
important to adopt the automation mindset. Again, if you are going to do a job more than
once, script it. Here's another example script to help drive this concept home. This time, the
script will actually be somewhat useful:
CJOCBTI
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMBQBDIF
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMMJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ
TVEPBFONPEQIQ
TVEPTZTUFNDUMSFTUBSUBQBDIF

We haven't gone over any advanced shell concepts yet, so this will do for now. But what
we've done is theoretically scripted the setup of a web server. We could extend this script
further by having it copy site content to WBSXXXIUNM, enable a configuration file, and so
on. But from the preceding script, you can probably see how scripting can be useful in
condensing the amount of work you do. This script could be an advanced web server install
script, that you could simply copy to a new server and then run.
Now, let's get a bit more advanced with scripting. The previous script only installed some
packages, something we probably could've done just as easily by copying and pasting the
commands into the shell. Let's take this script a bit further. Let's write a conditional
statement. Here's a modified version of the previous script:
CJOCBTI
*OTUBMM"QBDIFJGJU TOPUBMSFBEZQSFTFOU
JG<GVTSTCJOBQBDIF>UIFO
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMZBQBDIF
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMZMJCBQBDIFNPEQIQ
TVEPBFONPEQIQ
TVEPTZTUFNDUMSFTUBSUBQBDIF
GJ

Now it's getting a bit more interesting. The first line after the hash bang is a comment,
letting us know what the script does:
*OTUBMM"QBDIFJGJU TOPUBMSFBEZQSFTFOU

Comments are ignored by the interpreter but are useful in letting us know what a block of
code is doing.
Next, we start an JG statement:
JG<GVTSTCJOBQBDIF>UIFO
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Bash, like any scripting language, supports branching and the JG statement is one way of
doing that. Here, it's checking for the existence of the BQBDIF binary. The G option here
specifies that we're looking for a file. We can change this to E to check for the existence of
a directory instead. The exclamation mark is an inverse, it basically means we're checking if
something is not present. If we wanted to check if something is present, we would omit the
exclamation mark. Basically, we're setting up the script to do nothing if Apache is already
installed. In this case, inside the brackets we are just executing a shell command, and then
the result is checked.
The commands sandwiched inside the JG statement are simply installing packages. We use
the Z option here, because in a script we probably don't want to have it wait for
confirmation. Normally, I don't like using the Z option, but in a script it's perfectly
acceptable.
Finally, we close out our JG statement with the word if backwards (GJ). If you forgot to do
this, the script will fail.
In regard to the concept of JG statements, we can compare values as well. Consider the
following example:
CJOCBTI
NZWBS
JG<NZWBSFR>UIFO
FDIP5IFWBSJBCMFFRVBMT
GJ

With this script, we're merely checking the contents of a variable, and taking action if it
equals a certain number. Notice we didn't use quotation marks when creating the variable.
We just set a number (integer) here, so we would've only used quotation marks if we
wanted to set a string. We can also take action if the JG statement doesn't match:
CJOCBTI
NZWBS
JG<NZWBSFR>UIFO
FDIP5IFWBSJBCMFFRVBMT
FMTF
FDIP5IFWBSJBCMFEPFTO UFRVBM
GJ

This was a silly example, I know, but it works as far as illustrating how to create an
JG/FMTF logic block in Bash. The JG statement checks to see if the variable was equal to . It
isn't, so the FMTF block executes instead.
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The FR portion of the command is similar to  in most programming languages. It's
checking to see whether the value is equal to something. Alternatively, we can use OF (not
equal), HU (greater than), HF (greater than or equal to), MU (less than), and so on.
At this point, I recommend you take a break from reading to further practice scripting
(practice is key to committing concepts to memory). Try the following challenges:
Ask the user to enter input, such as their age, and save it to a variable. If the user
enters a number less than 30, tell them they're young. If the number is equal to or
greater than 30, FDIP a statement telling them that they're old.
Write a script that copies a file from one place to another. Make the script check
to see whether that file exists first, and have an FMTF statement printing an error
if the file doesn't exist.
Think about any topic we've already worked on during this book, and attempt to
automate it.
Now, let's take a look at another concept, which is looping. The basic idea behind looping is
simply do something repeatedly until some condition has been met. Consider the following
example script:
CJOCBTI
NZWBS
XIJMF<NZWBSMF>
EP
FDIPNZWBS
 NZWBS
EPOF

Let's go through the script line by line to understand what it's doing.
NZWBS

With this new script, we're creating a control variable, called NZWBS, and setting it equal to
.
XIJMF<NZWBSMF>
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Next, we set up a XIJMF loop. A XIJMF loop will continue until a condition is met. Here,
we're telling it to execute the statements in the block over and over until NZWBS becomes
equal to . In fact, a XIJMF loop can continue forever if you enter something incorrectly,
which is known as an Infinite Loop. If you used HF instead, you would've created
exactly that.
echo $myvar

Here, we're printing the current content of the NZWBS variable, nothing surprising here.
NZWBS

With this statement, we're using what's known as an incrementer to increase the value of
our variable by . The double parenthesis tells the shell that we're doing an arithmetic
operation, so the interpreter doesn't think that we're working with strings.
EPOF

When we're done writing a XIJMF loop, we must close the block with EPOF. If you've typed
the script properly, it should count from  to .
Another type of loop is a For Loop. A GPS loop executes a statement for every item in a set.
For example, you can have the GPS loop execute a command against every file in a
directory. Consider this example:
CJOCBTI
UVSUMFT %POBUFMMP-FPOBSEP.JDIFMBOHFMP3BQIBFM
GPSUJOUVSUMFT
EP
FDIPU
EPOF

Let's take a deeper look into what we've done here.
UVSUMFT %POBUFMMP-FPOBSEP.JDIFMBOHFMP3BQIBFM

Here, we're creating a list and populating it with names. Each name is one item in the list.
We're calling this list UVSUMFT. We can see the contents of this list with FDIP as we would
with any other variable:
echo $turtles

Next, let's look at how we set up the GPS loop:
GPSUJOUVSUMFT
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Now, we're telling the interpreter to prepare to do something for every item in the list. The
U here is arbitrary, we could've used any letter here or even a longer string. We're just
setting up a temporary variable we want to use in order to hold the current item the script
is working on.
EP

With EP, we're telling the GPS loop to prepare itself to start doing something.
echo $t

Now, we're printing the current value of U to TUEPVU.
EPOF

Just as we did with the XIJMF loop, we type EPOF to let the interpreter know this is the end
of the GPS loop. Effectively, we just created a GPS loop to print each item in a list
independently. We included four turtle names in our list.
Feel free to practice the concepts I listed here until you get the hang of everything. If you
want to explore further, I have an entire series about Bash scripting on my YouTube
channel you can use to expand your knowledge. Check out the Further reading section for
the URL.

Putting it all together: Writing an rsync
backup script
Let's close this chapter with a Bash script that will not only prove to be very useful, but will
also help you further your skills. The STZOD utility is one of my favorites; it's very useful for
not only copying data from one place to another, but also helpful for setting up a backup
job. Let's use the following example STZOD command to practice automation:
rsync -avb --delete --backup-dir=/backup/incremental/08-17-2018 /src
/target
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This variation of STZOD is the exact one we used back in $IBQUFS, Sharing and Transferring
Files. Feel free to consult that chapter for an overview of how this utility works. This
example STZOD command uses the B (archive) option, which we've discussed before.
Basically, it retains the metadata of the file, such as the time stamp and owner. The W
option gives us verbose output, so we can see exactly what STZOD is doing. The C option
enables backup mode, which means that if a file on the target will be overwritten by a file
from the source, the previous file will be renamed so it won't be overwritten. Combining
these three options, we simplify it into BWC rather than typing BWC. The EFMFUF
option tells STZOD to delete any files in the target that aren't present in the source (since we
used C, any file that is deleted will be retained). The CBDLVQEJS option tells STZOD
that any time a file would've been renamed in this way (or deleted), to instead just copy it
to another directory. In this case, we send any files that would've been overwritten to the
CBDLVQJODSFNFOUBM directory.
Let's script this STZOD job. One problem we can fix in our script right away is the date that
is present inside the the directory we're using for the CBDLVQEJS. The date changes
every day, so we shouldn't be hard-coding this. Therefore, let's start our script by
addressing this:
CJOCBTI
$63%"5& EBUF NE:

We're creating a variable called $63%"5&. We're setting it equal to the output of the  EBUF
NE: command. You can execute EBUF NE: in your Terminal window to
see exactly what that does. In this case, putting a command (such as EBUF) in parenthesis
and a dollar symbol means that we're executing the command in a sub-shell. The
command will run, and we're going to capture the result of that command and store it in
the $63%"5& variable.
Next, let's make sure STZOD is actually installed, and install it if it's not:
*G<GVTSCJOSTZOD>UIFO
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMZSTZOD
GJ

Here, we're simply checking to see whether STZOD is not installed. If it's not, we'll install it
via BQU. This is similar to how we checked for the existence of BQBDIF earlier in this
chapter.
Now, we add the final line:
rsync -avb --delete --backup-dir=/backup/incremental/$CURDATE /src /target
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You definitely see the magic of variables in Bash now, if you haven't already. We're
including $63%"5& in our command, which is set to whatever the current date actually is.
When we add it all together, our script looks like this:
CJOCBTI
$63%"5& EBUF NE:
JG<GVTSCJOSTZOD>UIFO
TVEPBQUJOTUBMMZSTZOD
GJ
STZODBWCEFMFUFCBDLVQEJSCBDLVQJODSFNFOUBM$63%"5&TSDUBSHFU

This script, when run, will run an STZOD job that will copy the contents from TSD to
UBSHFU. (Be sure to change these directories to match the source directory you want to
back up and the target where you want to copy it to.) The beauty of this is that UBSHFU
can be an external hard drive or network share. So in a nutshell, you can automate a nightly
backup. This backup, since we used the C option along with CBDLVQEJS, will allow
you to retrieve previous versions of a file from the CBDLVQJODSFNFOUBM directory. Feel
free to get creative here as far as where to place previous file versions and where to send
the backup.
Of course, don't forget to mark the script as executable. Assuming it was saved with a name
like CBDLVQTI:
chmod +x backup.sh

At this point, you can put this script in a cron job to automate its run. To do so, it's best to
put the script in a central location where it can be found, such as in VTSMPDBMCJO:
mv backup.sh /usr/local/bin

Now, simply create a cron job for this script to be run periodically. Refer to $IBQUFS,
Controlling and Monitoring Processes for more information on how to create cron jobs if you
need a refresher on that.
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Summary
In this chapter, we dived in to some more advanced concepts relating to shell commands,
such as redirection, Bash history, command aliases, some command-line tricks, and more.
Working with the shell is definitely something you'll continue to improve upon, so don't be
worried if you have any trouble committing all of this knowledge to memory. After over 16
years working with Linux, I'm still learning new things myself. The main takeaway in this
chapter is to serve as a starting point to broaden your command-line techniques, and also
serve as the basis for future exploration into the subject.
In the next chapter, we'll take a look at virtualization, which is one of my favorite subjects.
We'll set up our very own virtualization server, which will be a lot of fun. See you there!

Questions
1. What are some other command shells, aside from Bash?
2. An ____ allows you to create a new command that executes a different command
or string of commands.
3. A ____ should be the first line in your script and informs the shell which
interpreter to use.
4. Commands that you've executed previously can be seen by using the ____
command.
5. ____ captures output from commands that are run and is identified by the
number 1.
6. Error messages are written to ____ and can be identified by the number 2.
7. The _ operator redirects output to a file and appends it to the end of that file.
8. The _ operator redirects output to a file and wipes the content of that file.
9. After storing information in a variable, you must include the _ symbol in the
variable name in order to fetch its contents.
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Further reading
Comparison operators for Bash: IUUQUMEQPSH-%1BCTIUNMDPNQBSJTPO
PQTIUNM

Introduction to Bash scripting tutorial series (YouTube): IUUQTUJOZVSM
DPNNGFBRY

Commandlinefu: IUUQTXXXDPNNBOEMJOFGVDPNDPNNBOETCSPXTF
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Virtualization
There have been a great many advancements in the IT space in the last few decades, and a
few technologies have come along that have truly revolutionized the technology industry.
I'm sure few would argue that the internet itself is by far the most revolutionary technology
to come around, but another technology that has created a paradigm shift in IT is
virtualization. This concept changed the way we maintain our data centers, allowing us to
segregate workloads into many smaller machines being run from a single server or
hypervisor. Since Ubuntu features the latest advancements of the Linux kernel,
virtualization is actually built right into it. After installing just a few packages, we can
create virtual machines on our Ubuntu Server without the need for a pricey license
agreement or support contract. In this chapter, I'll walk you through setting up your own
Ubuntu-based virtualization solution. Along the way, I'll walk you through the following
topics:
Setting up a virtual machine server
Creating virtual machines
Bridging the virtual machine network
Simplifying VM creation with cloning
Managing virtual machines via the command line
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Setting up a virtual machine server
I'm sure many of you have already used a virtualization solution before. In fact, I bet a
great many readers are following along with this book while using a virtual machine
running in a solution such as VirtualBox, Parallels, VMware, or one of the others. In this
section, we'll see how to use an Ubuntu Server in place of those solutions. While there's
certainly nothing wrong with solutions such as VirtualBox, Ubuntu has virtualization built
right in, in the form of a dynamic duo consisting of Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM)
and Quick Emulator (QEMU), which together form a virtualization suite that enables
Ubuntu (and Linux in general) to run virtual machines without the need for a third-party
solution. KVM is built right into the Linux kernel, and handles the low-level instructions
needed to separate tasks between a host and a guest. QEMU takes that a step further and
emulates system hardware devices. There's certainly nothing wrong with running
VirtualBox on your Ubuntu Server, and many people do. But there's something to be said
of a native system, and KVM offers a very fast interface to the Linux kernel to run your
virtual machines with near-native speeds, depending on your use case. QEMU/KVM
(which I'll refer to simply as KVM going forward) is about as native as you can get.
I bet you're eager to get started, but there are a few quick things to consider before we dive
in. First, of all the activities I've walked you through in this book so far, setting up our own
virtualization solution will be the most expensive from a hardware perspective. The more
virtual machines you plan on running, the more resources your server will need to have
available (especially RAM). Thankfully, most computers nowadays ship with 8 GB of RAM
at a minimum, with 16 GB or more being fairly common. With most modern computers,
you should be able to run virtual machines without too much of an impact. Depending on
what kind of machine you're using, CPU and RAM may present a bottleneck, especially
when it comes to legacy hardware.
For the purposes of this chapter, it's recommended that you have a PC or server available
with a processor that's capable of supporting virtual machine extensions. The performance
of virtual machines may suffer without this support, if you can even get VMs to run at all
without these extensions. A good majority of CPUs on computers nowadays offer this,
though some may not. To be sure, you can run the following command on the machine you
intend to host KVM virtual machines on in order to find out whether your CPU supports
virtualization extensions. A result of  or more means that your CPU does support
virtualization extensions. A result of  means it does not:
egrep -c '(vmx|svm)' /proc/cpuinfo
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Even if your CPU does support virtualization extensions, it's usually a feature that's
disabled by default with most end-user PCs sold today. To enable these extensions, you
may need to enter the BIOS setup screen for your computer and enable the option.
Depending on your CPU and chipset, this option may be called VT-x or AMD-V. Some
chipsets may simply call this feature virtualization support or something along those lines.
Unfortunately, I won't be able to walk you through how to enable the virtualization
extensions for your hardware, since the instructions will differ from one machine to
another. If in doubt, refer to the documentation for your hardware.
There are two ways in which you can use and interface with KVM. You can choose to set
up virtualization on your desktop or laptop computer, replacing a solution such as
VirtualBox. Alternatively, you can set up a server on your network, and manage the VMs
running on it remotely. It's really up to you, as neither solution will impact how you follow
along with this chapter. Later on, I'll show you how to connect to a local KVM instance as
well as a remote one. It's really simple to do, so feel free to set up KVM on whichever
machine you prefer. If you have a spare server available, it will likely make a great KVM
host. Not all of us have spare servers lying around though, so use what you have.
One final note: I'm sure many of you are using VirtualBox, as it seems to be a very popular
solution for those testing out Linux distributions (and rightfully so, it's great!). However,
you can't run both VirtualBox and KVM virtual machines on the same machine
simultaneously. This probably goes without saying, but I wanted to mention it just in case
you didn't already know. You can certainly have both solutions installed on the same
machine, you just can't have a VirtualBox VM up and running, and then expect to start up a
KVM virtual machine at the same time. The virtualization extensions of your CPU can only
work with one solution at a time.
Another consideration to bear in mind is the amount of space the server has available, as
virtual machines can take quite a bit of space. The default directory for KVM virtual
machine images is WBSMJCMJCWJSUJNBHFT. If your WBS directory is part of the SPPU
filesystem, you may not have a lot of space to work with here. One trick is that you can
mount an external storage volume to this directory, so you can store your virtual machine
disk images on another volume. Or, you can simply create a symbolic link that will point
this directory somewhere else. The choice is yours. If your SPPU filesystem has at least 10
GB available, you should be able to create at least one virtual machine without needing to
configure the storage. I think it's a fair estimate to assume at least 10 GB of hard drive space
per virtual machine.
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We'll also need to create a group named LWN as we're going to allow members of this group
to manage virtual machines:
sudo groupadd kvm

Even though KVM is built into the Linux kernel, we'll still need to install some packages in
order to properly interface with it. These packages will require a decent number of
dependencies, so it may take a few minutes for everything to install:
sudo apt install bridge-utils libvirt-bin qemu-kvm qemu-system

You'll now have an additional service running on your server, MJCWJSUE. Once you've
finished installing KVM's packages, this service will be started and enabled for you. Feel
free to take a look at it to see for yourself:
systemctl status libvirtd

Let's stop this service for now, as we have some additional configuration to do:
sudo systemctl stop libvirtd

Next, make the root user and the LWN group the owner of the WBSMJCMJCWJSUJNBHFT
directory:
sudo chown root:kvm /var/lib/libvirt/images

Let's set the permissions of WBSMJCMJCWJSUJNBHFT such that anyone in the LWN
group will be able to modify its contents:
sudo chmod g+rw /var/lib/libvirt/images

The primary user account you use on the server should be a member of the LWN group. That
way, you'll be able to manage virtual machines without switching to SPPU first. Make sure
you log out and log in again after executing the next command, so the changes take effect:
sudo usermod -aG kvm <user>

At this point, we should be clear to start the MJCWJSUE service:
sudo systemctl start libvirtd

Next, check the status of the service to make sure that there are no errors:
sudo systemctl status libvirtd
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On your laptop or desktop (or the machine you'll be managing KVM from), you'll need a
few additional packages:
sudo apt install ssh-askpass virt-manager

The last package we installed with the previous command was WJSUNBOBHFS, which is a
graphical utility for managing KVM virtual machines. As a Linux-only tool, you won't be
able to install it on a Windows or macOS workstation. There is a way to manage VMs via
the command line which we'll get to near the end of this chapter, but WJSUNBOBHFS is
definitely recommended. If all else fails, you can install this utility inside a Linux VM
running on your workstation.
We now have all the tools installed that we will need, so all that we need to do is configure
the KVM server for our use. There are a few configuration files we'll need to edit. The first
is FUDMJCWJSUMJCWJSUEDPOG. There are a number of changes you'll need to make to
this file, which I'll outline below. First, you should make a backup copy of this file in case
you make a mistake:
sudo cp /etc/libvirt/libvirtd.conf /etc/libvirt/libvirtd.conf.orig

Next, look for the following line:
VOJY@TPDL@HSPVQMJCWJSUE

Change previous line to the following:
VOJY@TPDL@HSPVQLWN

Now, find this line:
VOJY@TPDL@SP@QFSNT

Change it to this:
VOJY@TPDL@SP@QFSNT

Afterwards, restart libvirtd:
sudo systemctl restart libvirtd
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Next, open virt-manager on your administration machine. It should be located in the
Applications menu of your desktop environment, usually under the System Tools section
under Virtual Machine Manager. If you have trouble finding it, simply run WJSUNBOBHFS
at your shell prompt:

6JGXKTVOCPCIGTCRRNKECVKQP

The WJSUNBOBHFS utility is especially useful as it allows us to manage both remote and
local KVM servers. From one utility, you can create connections to any of your KVM
servers, including an external server or localhost if you are running KVM on your laptop or
desktop. To create a new connection, click on File and select Add Connection. A new
screen will appear, where we can fill out the details for the KVM server we wish to connect
to:
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#FFKPICPGYEQPPGEVKQPVQXKTVOCPCIGT

In the Add Connection window, you can simply leave the defaults if you're connecting to
localhost (meaning your local machine is where you installed the KVM packages). If you
installed KVM packages on a remote server, enter the details here. In the screenshot, you
can see that I first checked the Connect to remote host box, and then I selected SSH as my
connection Method, KBZ for my Username, and  was the IP address for
the server I installed KVM on. Fill out the details here specific to your KVM server to set up
your connection. Keep in mind that in order for this to work, the username you include
here will need to be able to access the server via SSH, have permissions to the hypervisor
(be a member of the LWN group we added earlier) and the MJCWJSUE unit must be running
on the server. If all of these requirements are met, you'll have a new connection set up to
your KVM server when you click Connect. You might see a pop-up dialog box with the text
"SFZPVTVSFZPVXJTIUPDPOUJOVFDPOOFDUJOH ZFTOP  If you do, type ZFT
and press Enter.
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Either way, you should be prompted for your password to your KVM server; type that in
and press Enter. You should now have a connection listed in your WJSUNBOBHFS
application. You can see the connection I added in the following screenshot; it's the second
one on the list. The first connection is localhost, since I also have KVM running on my local
laptop in addition to having it installed on a remote server:

XKTVOCPCIGTYKVJCPGYEQPPGEVKQPCFFGF

We're almost at a point where we'll be able to test our KVM server. But first, we'll need a
storage group for ISO images, for use when installing operating systems on our virtual
machines. When we create a virtual machine, we can attach an ISO image from our ISO
storage group to our VM, which will allow it to install the operating system. To create this
storage group, open WJSUNBOBHFS if it's not already. Right-click on the listing for your
server connection and then click on Details. You'll see a new window that will show details
regarding your KVM server. Click on the Storage tab:
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6JGcTUVUETGGPYJKNGUGVVKPIWRCPGYUVQTCIGRQQN

At first, you'll only see the default connection we edited earlier. Now, we can add our ISO
storage pool. Click on the plus symbol to create the new pool:

6JGUVQTCIGVCDQHVJGXKTVOCPCIGTCRRNKECVKQP
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In the Name field, type *40. You can actually name it anything you want, but ISO makes
sense, considering it will be storing ISO images. Leave the Type setting as dir: Filesystem
Directory and click Forward to continue to the next screen:

6JGUGEQPFUETGGPYJKNGUGVVKPIWRCPGYUVQTCIGRQQN

For the Target Path field, you can leave the default if you want to, which will create a new
directory at WBSMJCMJCWJSUJNBHFT*40. If this default path works for you, then you
should be all set. Optionally, you can enter a different path here if you prefer to store your
ISO images somewhere else. Just make sure the directory exists first. Also, we should
update the permissions for this directory:
sudo chown root:kvm /var/lib/libvirt/images/ISO
sudo chmod g+rw var/lib/libvirt/images/ISO

Congratulations! You now have a fully configured KVM server for creating and managing
virtual machines. Our server has a place to store virtual machines as well as ISO images.
You should also be able to connect to this instance using WJSUNBOBHFS, as we've done in
this section. Next, I'll walk you through the process of setting up your first VM. Before we
get to that, I recommend you copy some ISO images over to your KVM server. It doesn't
really matter which ISO image you use, any operating system should suffice. If in doubt,
you can download the Ubuntu minimal ISO image from the following wiki article:
IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ*OTUBMMBUJPO.JOJNBM$%
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The mini ISO file is a special version of Ubuntu that installs only a very small base set of
packages and is the smallest download of Ubuntu available.
After you've chosen an ISO file and you've downloaded it, copy it over to your server via
scp or rsync. Both of those utilities were covered in $IBQUFS, Sharing and Transferring
Files. Once the file has been copied over, move the file to your storage directory for ISO
images. The default, again, is WBSMJCMJCWJSUJNBHFT*40 if you didn't create a
custom path.

Creating virtual machines
Now, the time has come to put your new virtual machine server to the test and create a
virtual machine. At this point, I'm assuming that the following is true:
You're able to connect to your KVM server via WJSUNBOBHFS
You've already copied one or more ISO images to the server
Your storage directory has at least 10 GB of space available
The KVM server has at least 512 MB of RAM free
Go ahead and open up WJSUNBOBHFS, and let's get started
Before continuing, I highly recommend that you set up public key
authentication for SSH between your workstation and virtual machine
server. If you're using a local connection, you won't need to do this. But
when you're connecting to a remote KVM instance, without setting up
public key authentication between your workstation and server, you will
likely be asked for your SSH password repeatedly. It can be very
annoying. If you haven't used public key authentication for SSH yet,
please refer back to $IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks for an overview.
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In WJSUNBOBHFS, right-click your server connection and click on New to start the process
of creating a new virtual machine:

6JGcTUVUETGGPYJKNGUGVVKPIWRCPGY8/
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The default selection will be on Local install media (ISO image or CDROM); leave this
selection and click on Forward:

%TGCVKPICPGY8/CPFUGVVKPI8/QRVKQPU
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On the next screen, click on Browse to open up another window where you can select an
ISO image you've downloaded. If you click on your ISO storage pool, you should see a list
of ISO images you've downloaded. If you don't see any ISO images here, you may need to
click the refresh icon. In my sample server, I added an install image for the minimal version
of Ubuntu, because it's small and quick to download. You can use whatever operating
system you prefer. Click on Choose Volume to confirm your selection:

%JQQUKPICP+51KOCIGFWTKPI8/ETGCVKQP
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Next, you'll be asked to allocate RAM and CPU resources to the virtual machine. For most
Linux distributions with no graphical user interface,  MB is plenty (unless your
workload demands more). The resources you select here will depend on what you have
available on your host. Click on Forward when you've finished allocating resources:

#FLWUVKPI4#/CPF%27EQWPVHQTVJGPGY8/
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Next, you'll allocate free disk space for your virtual machine's virtual hard disk. This space
won't be used up all at once; by default, KVM utilizes thin provisioning that basically just
fills up the virtual disk as your VM needs space. You can select Allocate entire disk now if
you'd like to claim all the space all at once, but that isn't necessary. Click on Forward when
done:

#NNQECVKPIUVQTCIGTGUQWTEGUHQTVJGPGY8/
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Finally, you'll name your virtual machine. This won't be the hostname of the virtual
machine; it's just the name you'll see when you see the VM listed in WJSUNBOBHFS. When
you click on Finish, the VM will start and it will automatically boot into the install ISO
you've attached to the VM near the beginning of the process. The installation process for
that operating system will then begin:

0COKPIVJGPGYXKTVWCNOCEJKPG

When you click on the VM window, it will steal your keyboard and
mouse and dedicate it to the window. Press Ctrl and Alt at the same time
to release this control and regain full control of your keyboard and mouse.
Unfortunately, I can't walk you through the installation process of your VM's operating
system, since there are hundreds of possible candidates you may be installing. If you're
installing another instance of Ubuntu Server, you can refer back to $IBQUFS, Deploying
Ubuntu Server, where we walked through the process. The process will be the same in the
VM. From here, you should be able to create as many VMs as you need and have resources
for.
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Bridging the virtual machine network
Your KVM virtual machines will use their own network, unless you configure bridged
networking. This means your virtual machines will get an IP address in their own network,
instead of yours. By default, each machine will be a member of the 
network, with an IP address in the range of  to . If
you're utilizing KVM VMs on your personal laptop or desktop, this behavior might be
adequate. You'll be able to SSH into your virtual machines by their IP address if you're
connecting from the same machine the VMs are running on. If this satisfies your use case,
there's no further configuration you'll need to do.
Bridged networking allows your VMs to receive an IP address from the DHCP server on
your network instead of its internal one, which will allow you to communicate with your
VMs from any other machine on your network. This use case is preferable if you're setting
up a central virtual machine server to power infrastructure for your small office or
organization. With a bridged network on your VM server, each VM will be treated as any
other network device. All you'll need is a wired network interface, as wireless cards
typically don't work with bridged networking.
That last point is very important. Some network cards don't support
bridging, and if yours doesn't, you won't be able to use a bridge with your
VM server unless you replace the network card. Before continuing, you
may want to ensure your network card supports bridging by reading the
documentation. In my experience, most wired cards made by Intel
support bridging, and most wireless cards do NOT. Make sure you back
up the Netplan configuration file before changing it, so you can revert
back to the original version if you find that bridging doesn't work for you.
To set up bridged networking, we'll need to create a new interface on our server. Open up
the FUDOFUQMBOOFUDGHZBNM file in your text editor with TVEP. We already talked
about this file in $IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks, so I won't go into too much detail about
it here. Basically, this file includes configuration for each of our network interfaces, and this
is where we'll add our new bridged interface.
Make sure you make a backup of the original Netplan configuration file, and then replace
its contents with the following. Be sure to replace FOQT (the interface name) with your
actual wired interface name if it's different. There are two occurrences of it in the file. Take
your time while configuring this file. If you make a single mistake, you will likely not have
network access to the machine once it restarts.
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If you're reading the digital version of this book, it's highly recommended
that you refrain from copying and pasting the following code, but rather
type it manually or copy it from the GitHub URL for the books code
bundle. Reason being, the YAML format is extremely picky about spaces,
and if you end up with a mix of spaces and tabs, the file might not work.
When Netplan errors, it can be very hard to figure out exactly what it's
complaining about, but spacing is quite often the culprit even if the error
output doesn't lead you to believe so.
OFUXPSL
WFSTJPO
SFOEFSFSOFUXPSLE
FUIFSOFUT
FOQT
EIDQGBMTF
CSJEHFT
CS
JOUFSGBDFT<FOQT>
EIDQUSVF
QBSBNFUFST
TUQGBMTF
GPSXBSEEFMBZ

After you make the change, you can apply the new settings immediately, or simply reboot
the server. If you have a monitor and keyboard hooked up to the server, the following
command is the easiest way to activate the new configuration:
sudo netplan apply

If you're connected to the server via SSH, restarting networking will likely result in the
server becoming inaccessible because the SSH connection will likely drop as soon as the
network stops. This will disrupt the connection and prevent networking from starting back
up. If you know how to use screen or tmux, you can run the restart command from within
either; otherwise, it may just be simpler for you to reboot the server.
After networking restarts or the server reboots, check whether you can still access network
resources, such as pinging websites and accessing other network nodes from it. If you can,
you're all set. If you're having any trouble, make sure you edited the FUDOFUQMBO
OFUDGHZBNM file properly.
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Now, you should see an additional network interface listed when you run JQBEESTIPX.
The interface will be called CS. The CS interface should have an IP address from your
DHCP server, in place of your FOQT interface (or whatever it may be named on your
system). From this point onwards, you'll be able to use CS for your virtual machine's
networking, instead of the internal network. The internal KVM network will still be
available, but you can select CS to be used instead when you create new virtual machines.
If you have a virtual machine you've already created that you'd like to switch to utilize
your bridged networking, you can use the following steps to convert it:
1. First, open WJSUNBOBHFS and double-click on your virtual machine. A new
window with a graphical console of your VM will open.
2. The second button along the top will open the Virtual Hardware Details tab,
which will allow you to configure many different settings for the VM, such as the
CPU count, RAM amount, boot device order, and more.
3. Among the options on the left-hand side of the screen, there will be one that
reads NIC and shows part of the virtual machine's network card's MAC address.
If you click on this, you can configure the virtual machine to use your new
bridge.
4. Under the Network source drop-down menu, select the option Specify shared
device name. This will allow you to type an interface name in the Bridge name
text box; type CS into that text box. Make sure that the Device model is set to
virtio.
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5. Finally, click on Apply. You may have to restart the virtual machine for the
changes to take affect:

%QPcIWTKPICXKTVWCNOCEJKPGVQWUGDTKFIGDT
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While creating a brand new virtual machine, there's an additional step you'll need to do in
order to configure the VM to use bridged networking. On the last step of the process, where
you set a name for the VM, you'll also see Advanced options listed near the bottom of the
window. Expand this, and you'll be able to set your network name. Change the dropdown
in this section to Specify shared device name and set the bridge Name to CS. Now, you
can click on Finish to finalize the VM as before, and it should use your bridge whenever it
starts up:

5GNGEVKPICDTKFIGHQTCPGYN[ETGCVGF8/
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From this point onwards, you should have not only a fully-configured KVM server or
instance, but also a solution that can be treated as a full citizen of your network. Your VMs
will be able to receive an IP address from a DHCP server and communicate with other
network nodes directly. If you have a very beefy KVM server, you may even be able to
consolidate other network appliances into VMs to save space, which is basically the entire
purpose of virtualization.

Simplifying virtual machine creation with
cloning
Now that we have a KVM server, and we can spin up an army of virtual machines to do
our bidding, we can try and find clever ways of automating some of the workload of setting
up a new VM. Every time we go to create a new VM, we need to go through the entire
installation process again. We'll select an ISO file, navigate through the various screens to
install the operating system, and then the VM is ready for use.
Most prominent virtualization solutions feature something called a Template. Essentially,
we can create a virtual machine once and get it completely configured. Then, we can
convert it to a template and use it as a base for all future VMs that will use that same
operating system. This saves a tremendous amount of time. You'll probably recall the many
screens you had to navigate through to install Ubuntu Server in our first chapter. Imagine
not having to go through that process again (or at least not nearly as often).
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Unfortunately, as great as QEMU/KVM is, it doesn't have a template feature. This glaring
hole in its feature set is a sizable setback, but thankfully we Linux administrators are very
clever, and we can easily work around this to roll our own solution and create a system that
is essentially the same thing as templates. Take the following screenshot, for example:

5GNGEVKPICDTKFIGHQTCPGYN[ETGCVGF8/
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That screenshot is taken from an actual QEMU/KVM server that I maintain. It has four
VMs, dev, nagios, pi-hole, and ubuntu-18.04-template. The latter is not a template at all;
it's just a virtual machine. There's nothing really different between it and the others, aside
from the fact that it isn't running. What it is, though, is a clever workaround (if I do say so
myself). If I want to create a new virtual machine, I simply right-click on it, then click
Clone. The following window will appear:

%NQPKPIC8/

When I click Clone in this window, after giving the new VM a name, I've made a copy of it
to serve as my new virtual machine. It will use the original as a base, which I've already
configured. Since Ubuntu Server was installed on the template" I don't need to do all that
work again.
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However, there are a few tasks to do after cloning the template. For one, it won't have all of
the security updates that have been released since it was created, so updating all of the
packages in the clone is a good first step so we can make sure it's current. But there's
another aspect that you may not immediately think of, and that is OpenSSH. When
installed, OpenSSH (assuming you had it installed on the original template) will generate a
Host Key. On the clone, the OpenSSH host key will be the same as the one in the template.
This isn't good, because that will confuse the OpenSSH client into thinking that it is
connecting to the same machine but at a different IP address. Resetting the OpenSSH host
key should be done before we put the new server into production. To do that, connect to
the cloned machine and run the following two commands:
sudo rm /etc/ssh/ssh_host_*
sudo dpkg-reconfigure openssh-server

Basically, all you're doing is deleting all the original host keys and regenerating them.
While this solution isn't glamorous, it does work. Now, the cloned virtual machine has its
own set of host keys. Now you can put this server into production. So long as you maintain
your base VM, you can spin up as many virtual machines as you need and be able to do so
with minimal configuration steps.

Managing virtual machines via the command
line
In this chapter, I showed you how to manage virtual machines with WJSUNBOBHFS. This is
great if you have a secondary machine with a graphical user interface running Linux as its
operating system. But what do you do if such a machine isn't available, and you'd like to
perform simple tasks such as rebooting a virtual machine or checking to see which virtual
machines are running on the server?
On the virtual machine server itself, you have access to the virsh suite of commands, which
will allow you to manage virtual machines even if a GUI isn't available. To use these
commands, simply connect to the machine that stores your virtual machines via SSH. What
follows are some easy examples to get you started. Here's the first one:
virsh list
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5JQYKPITWPPKPIXKTVWCNOCEJKPGUYKVJVJGXKTUJNKUVEQOOCPF

With one command, we were able to list which virtual machines are running on the server.
In the example screenshot, which is taken from my very own KVM server, you can see that
I have three virtual machines running there. If you'd also like to see non-running instances,
simply add the BMM option to the command.
We can manage the state of our virtual machines with any of the following commands:
virsh
virsh
virsh
virsh
virsh

start my_vm
shutdown my_vm
suspend my_vm
resume my_vm
destroy my_vm

The command syntax for virsh is extremely straightforward. By looking at the previous list
of commands, you should be able to glean exactly what they do. The WJSTI commands
allow us to do things such as start, shutdown, suspend, and resume a virtual machine. The
last command is very destructive, as we'd use it when we want to permanently delete a VM
from our server. You should be VERY careful with that command.
That's not all WJSTI can do, however. We can actually create a virtual machine with the
WJSTI suite of commands as well. Learning how to do so is a good idea if you don't use
Linux as your workstation operating system, or you don't have access to WJSUNBOBHFS for
some reason. However, manually creating VM disk images and configuration is outside the
scope of this chapter. The main goal is for you to familiarize yourself with managing VMs
via WJSTI, and these simple basics will allow you to expand your knowledge further.
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Summary
In this chapter, we took a look at virtualization, specifically with QEMU/KVM. We walked
through the installation of KVM and the configuration required to get our virtualization
server up and running. We walked through the process of creating a bridged network so
that our virtual machines can be accessible from the rest of the network and created our
first virtual machine. In addition, although QEMU/KVM doesn't have its own solution for
templating, we worked around that and created our own solution.
In $IBQUFS, Running Containers, we'll take a look at containerization, which will include
both Docker and LXD. Stay tuned!

Questions
1. Between KVM and QEMU, which one handles hardware emulation, and which
handles the Linux kernel instructions?
2. Which application can be installed in order to interface with your QEMU/KVM
server?
3. A ____ is a directory on the filesystem that can store either virtual machine disk
images, as well as ISO images for installing the operating system.
4. A ____ can be created to allow your virtual machines to be accessible to the rest
of your network.
5. What are some tasks you should perform after cloning a virtual machine?
6. What are some of the requirements in order to be able to run virtual machines on
your hardware?

Further reading
Ubuntu virsh documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNDPNNVOJUZ,7.7JSTI
Mastering KVM Virtualization (Packt Publishing): IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVC
DPNOFUXPSLJOHBOETFSWFSTNBTUFSJOHLWNWJSUVBMJ[BUJPO
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Running Containers
The IT industry never ceases to amaze me. First, the concept of virtualization came about
and revolutionized the data center. Virtualization allowed us to run many smaller virtual
machines on one server, effectively allowing us to consolidate the equipment in our server
racks. And just when we thought it couldn't get any better, the concept of containerization
took the IT world by storm, allowing us to build portable instances of our software that not
only improved how we deploy applications, but it also changed the way we develop them.
In this chapter, we will cover the exciting world of containerization. This exploration will
include:
What containerization is
Understanding the differences between Docker and LXD
Installing Docker
Managing Docker containers
Automating Docker image creation with Dockerfiles
Managing LXD containers

What is containerization?
In the last chapter, we covered virtualization. Virtualization allows us to run multiple
virtual servers in one physical piece of hardware. We allocate CPU, RAM, and disk space to
these VMs, and they run as if they were a real server. In fact, for all intents and purposes, a
virtual machine is a real server. However, there are also weaknesses with VMs. Perhaps the
most glaringly obvious is the resources you allocate to a VM, which are likely being wasted.
For example, perhaps you've allocated 512 MB of RAM to a virtual machine. What if the
application only rarely uses more than 100 MB of RAM? That means most of the time, 412
MB of RAM that could otherwise be used for a useful purpose is just sitting idle. The same
can be said of CPU as well. Nowadays, virtual machine solutions do have ways of sharing
unused resources, but effectively, resource efficiency is a natural weakness of the platform.
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Containers, unlike virtual machines, are not actual servers. At least, not in the way you
typically think about them. While virtual machines typically have a dedicated CPU,
containers share the CPU with the host. VMs also generally have their own kernel, but
containers share the kernel of the host. Containers are still segregated, though. Just like a
virtual machine cannot access the host filesystem, a container can't either (unless you
explicitly set it up to do so). What is a container, then? It's probably best to think of a
container as a filesystem rather than a VM. The container itself contains a file structure that
matches that of the distribution it's based on. A container based on Ubuntu Server, for
example, will have the same filesystem layout as a real Ubuntu Server installation on a VM
or physical hardware. Imagine copying all the files and folders from an Ubuntu installation,
putting it all in a single segregated directory, and having the binary contents of the
filesystem executed as a program, without an actual operating system running. This would
mean that a container would use only the resources it needed.
Portability is another strength of containerization. With a container, you can literally pass it
around to various members of your development team, and then push the container into
production when everyone agrees that it's ready. The container itself will run exactly the
same on each workstation, regardless of which operating system the workstation uses. To
be fair, you can export and import virtual machines on any number of hosts, but containers
make this process extremely easy. In fact, portability is at the core of the design of this
technology.
The concept of containerization is not necessarily new. When Docker hit the scene, it took
the IT world by storm, but it was by no means the first solution to offer containerization.
(LXC, and other technologies, predate it). It was, however, a clever marketing tactic with a
cool-sounding brand that launched containerization into mainstream popularity. By no
means am I saying that Docker is all hype, though. It's a huge technology and has many
benefits. It's definitely worth using, and you may even find yourself preferring it to virtual
machines.
The main difference with containerization is that each container generally does one thing.
For example, perhaps a container holds a hosted website, or contains a single application.
Virtual machines are often created to do many tasks, such as a web server that hosts ten
websites. Containers on the other hand are generally used for one task each, though
depending on the implementation you may see others going against this norm.
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When should you use containers? I recommend you consider containers any time you're
running a web app or some sort of service, and you'd benefit from sharing resources
instead of dedicating memory or CPU. The truth is, not all applications will run well in a
container, but it's at least something to consider. Any time you're running a web
application (Jenkins, and so on) it's probably better off in a container rather than a VM. As
an administrator, you'll most likely experiment with the different tools available to you and
decide the best tool for the job based on your findings.

Understanding the differences between
Docker and LXD
In this chapter, we're going to explore both Docker and LXD and see examples of containers
running in both. Before we start working on that though, it's a good idea to understand
some of the things that set each solution apart from the other.
Docker is probably the technology most of my readers have heard of. You can't visit a
single IT conference nowadays without at least hearing about it. Docker is everywhere, and
it runs on pretty much any platform. There's lots of documentation available for Docker,
and various resources you can utilize to deploy it. Docker utilizes a layered approach to
containerization. Every change you make to the container creates a new layer, and these
layers can form the base of other containers, thus saving disk space.
LXD (pronounced Lex-D) finds its roots in LXC, so it's important to understand that first
before we talk about LXD. LXC is short for Linux Containers (pronounced Lex-C) and is
another implementation of containerization, very similar to Docker. This technology uses
the control groups (cgroups) feature of the Linux kernel, which isolates processes and is
able to segregate them from one another. This enhances security, as processes should not be
able to read data from other processes unless there's a good reason to. LXC takes the
concept of segregation even further, by creating an implementation of virtualization based
solely on running applications in an isolated environment that matches the environment of
an operating system. You can run LXC containers on just about every distribution of Linux
available today.
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LXD is, at least, in part, specific to Ubuntu. That's not completely true these days, as the
technology has been made to work on other platforms, too. This is due to the fact that the
LXD software is distributed via TOBQ packages, so any distribution of Linux that is able to
install TOBQ packages should be able to install LXD. Created initially by Canonical (the
company behind Ubuntu itself) LXD enhances LXC, and gives it additional features that it
otherwise wouldn't have, such as snapshots, ZFS support, and migration. LXD doesn't
replace LXC; it actually utilizes it to provide its base technology (you even utilize the MYD
command to manage it). Perhaps the best way to think of LXD is LXC with an additional
management layer on top, that adds additional features.
How does LXD/LXC differ from Docker? The main difference is that while they are both
container solutions and solve the same goal in a very similar way, LXD is more similar to
an actual virtual machine while Docker tries harder to differentiate itself from that. By
comparison, Docker containers are transactional (every task is run in a separate layer) and
you generally have an &/53:10*/5 command that is run inside the container. Essentially,
LXC has a filesystem that you can directly access from the host operating system, and has a
simpler approach to containerization. You can think of LXC as a form of machine container
that closely emulates a virtual machine, and a Docker as an application container that
provides the foundation needed to run an application. Regardless of these differences, both
technologies can be used the same way and provide support for identical use cases.
When should you use Docker and when should you use LXD? I actually recommend you
practice both, since they're not overly difficult to learn. We will go over the basics of these
technologies in this chapter. But to answer the question at hand, there are a few use cases
where one technology may make more sense than the other. Docker is more of a generalpurpose tool. You can run Docker containers on Linux, macOS, and even Windows. It's a
good choice if you want to create a container that runs everywhere. LXD is generally best
for Linux environments, though Docker runs great in Linux too. The operating system
you're running your container solution on is of little importance nowadays, since most
people use a container service to run containers rather than an actual server that you
manage yourself. In the future, if you get heavy into containerization, you may find
yourself forgoing the operating system altogether and just running them in a service such
as Amazon's Elastic Container Service (ECS).
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Another benefit of Docker is the Docker Hub, which you can use to download containers
others have made or even upload your own for others to use. The benefit here is that if
someone has already solved the goal you're trying to achieve, you can benefit from their
work rather than starting from scratch, and they can also benefit from your work as well.
This saves time, and is often better than creating a solution by hand. However, always
make sure to audit third-party resources before you put them to use in your organization.

Installing Docker
Installing Docker is very fast and easy, so much so that it barely constitutes its own section.
In the last chapter, we had to install several packages in order to get a KVM virtualization
server up and running as well as tweaking some configuration files. By comparison,
installing Docker is effortless, as you only need to install the EPDLFSJP package:
sudo apt install docker.io

Docker is only supported on 64-bit versions of Ubuntu. The required
package is available in 32-bit Ubuntu, but it's not guaranteed to function
properly. If you don't recall which version of Ubuntu Server you installed,
run the following command:
uname -m
You should receive the following output:
x86_64
Yes, that's all there is to it. Installing Docker was definitely much easier than setting up
KVM as we did in the previous chapter. Ubuntu includes Docker in its default repositories,
so it's only a matter of installing this one package and its dependencies. You'll now have a
new service running on your machine, simply titled EPDLFS. You can inspect it with the
TZTUFNDUM command, as with any other service:
systemctl status docker

You should see that the service is running, and enabled to start at boot. We also have the
EPDLFS command available to us now, which allows us to manage our containers. By
default, it does require SPPU privileges so you'll need to use TVEP to use it. To make this
easier, I recommend that you add your user account to the EPDLFS group before going any
further. This will eliminate the need to use TVEP every time you run a EPDLFS command.
The following command will add your user account to the appropriate group:
sudo usermod -aG docker <yourusername>
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After you log out and then log in again, you'll be able to manage Docker much more easily.
You can verify your group membership by simply running the HSPVQT
command with no options, which should now show you as a member of
the EPDLFS group.
Well, that's it. Docker is installed, your user account is a member of the EPDLFS group, so
you're good to go. Wow, that was easy!

Managing Docker containers
Now that Docker is installed and running, let's take it for a test drive. After installing
Docker, we have the EPDLFS command available to use now, which has various subcommands to perform different functions with containers. First, let's try out EPDLFS
TFBSDI:
docker search ubuntu

The EPDLFSTFBSDI command allows us to search for a container given a search term. By
default, it will search the Docker Hub, which is an online repository that hosts containers for
others to download and utilize. You could search for containers based on other
distributions, such as Fedora or CentOS, if you wanted to experiment. The command will
return a list of Docker images available that meet your search criteria.
So, what do we do with these images? An image in Docker is equivalent to a virtual
machine or hardware image. It's a snapshot that contains the filesystem of a particular
operating system or Linux distribution, along with some changes the author included to
make it perform a specific task. This image can then be downloaded and customized to suit
your purposes. You can choose to upload your customized image back to the Docker Hub,
or you can choose to be selfish and keep it to yourself. Every image you download will be
stored on your machine, so that you won't have to re-download it every time you wish to
create a new container.
To pull down a EPDLFS image for our use, we can use the EPDLFSQVMM command, along
with one of the image names we saw in the output of our TFBSDI command:
docker pull ubuntu
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With the preceding command, we're pulling down the latest Ubuntu container image
available on the Docker Hub. The image will now be stored locally, and we'll be able to
create new containers from it. The process will look similar to the following screenshot:

&QYPNQCFKPICP7DWPVWEQPVCKPGTKOCIG

If you're curious as to which images you have saved locally, you can execute EPDLFS
JNBHFT to get a list of the Docker container images you have stored on your server. The
output will look similar to this:
docker images

.KUVKPIKPUVCNNGF&QEMGTKOCIGU

Notice the *."(&*% in the output. If for some reason you want to remove an image, you
can do so with the EPDLFSSNJ command, and you'll need to use the ID as an argument to
tell the command what to delete. The syntax would look similar to this if I was removing
the image with the ID shown in the screenshot:
docker rmi 0458a4468cbc

Feel free to remove the Ubuntu image if you already downloaded it so
you can see what the process looks like. You can always re-download it by
running EPDLFSQVMMVCVOUV.
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Once you have a container image downloaded to your server, you can create a new
container from it by running the EPDLFSSVO command, followed by the name of your
image and an application within the image to run. The application you're running is known
as an &/53:10*/5, which is just a fancy term to describe an application a particular
container is configured to run. You're not limited to the &/53:10*/5 though, and not all
containers actually have an &/53:10*/5. You can use any command in the container that
you would normally be able to run in that distribution. In the case of the Ubuntu container
image we downloaded earlier, we can run CBTI with the following command so we can get
a prompt and enter any command(s) we wish:
docker run -it ubuntu:latest /bin/bash

Once you run that command, you'll notice that your shell prompt immediately changes.
You're now within a shell prompt from within your container. From here, you can run
commands you would normally run within a real Ubuntu machine, such as installing new
packages, changing configuration files, and more. Go ahead and play around with the
container, and then we'll continue with a bit more theory on how this is actually working.
There are some potentially confusing aspects of Docker we should get out of the way first
before we continue with additional examples. The thing that's most likely to confuse
newcomers to Docker is how containers are created and destroyed. When you execute the
EPDLFSSVO command against an image you've downloaded, you're actually creating a
container. Therefore, the image you downloaded with the EPDLFSQVMM command wasn't
an actual container itself, but it becomes a container when you run an instance of it. When
the command that's being run inside the container finishes, the container goes away.
Therefore, if you were to run CJOCBTI in a container and install a bunch of packages,
those packages would be wiped out as soon as you exit the container.
Every container you run has a container ID that differentiates it from others. If you want to
remove a container for example, you would need to reference this ID with the EPDLFSSN
command. This is very similar to the EPDLFSSNJ command that's used to remove
container images.
To see the container ID for yourself, you'll first need to exit the container if you're currently
running one. There are two ways of doing so. First, you could press Ctrl + D to disconnect,
or even type FYJU and press Enter. Exiting the container this way, though, will remove it.
When you run the EPDLFSQT command (which is the command you'll use any time you
want a list of containers on your system), you won't see it listed. Instead, you can add the 
B option to see all containers listed, even those that have been stopped.
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You're probably wondering, then, how to exit a container and not have it go away. To do
so, while you're attached to a container, press Ctrl + P and then press q (don't let go of
THE Ctrl key while you press these two letters). This will drop you out of the container,
and when you run the EPDLFSQT command (even without the B option), you'll see that
it's still running.
The EPDLFSQT command deserves some attention. The output will give you some very
useful information about the containers on your server, including the $0/5"*/&3*% that
was mentioned earlier. In addition the output will contain the *."(& it was created from,
the $0.."/% being run when the container was $3&"5&%, and its 45"564, as well as any
10354 you may have forwarded. The output will also display randomly generated names
for each container, which are usually quite comical. As I was going through the process of
creating containers while writing this section, the code names for my containers were
UFOEFS@DPSJ, TFSFOF@NDOVMUZ, and IJHI@HPMEXBTTFS. This is just one of the many
quirks of Docker, and some of these can be quite humorous.
The important output of the EPDLFSQTB command is the $0/5"*/&3*%, the $0.."/%,
and the 45"564. The ID, which we already discussed, allows you to reference a specific
container to enable you to run commands against it. $0.."/% lets you know what
command was being run. In our example, we executed CJOCBTI when we started our
containers.
If we have any containers that were stopped, we can we can resume a container with the
EPDLFSTUBSU command, giving it a container ID as a argument. Your command will end
up looking similar to this:
docker start 353c6fe0be4d

The output will simply return the ID of the container, and then drop you back to your shell
promptbnot the shell prompt of your container, but that of your server. You might be
wondering at this point: how do I get back to the shell prompt for the container? We can
use EPDLFSBUUBDI for that:
docker attach 353c6fe0be4d

The EPDLFSBUUBDI command is useful because it allows you to attach your shell to a
container that is already running. Most of the time, containers are started automatically
instead of starting with CJOCBTI as we have done. If something were to go wrong, we
may want to use something like EPDLFSBUUBDI to browse through the running container
to look for error messages. It's very useful.
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Speaking of useful, another great command is EPDLFSJOGP. This command will give you
information about your implementation of Docker, such as letting you know how many
containers you have on your system, which should be the number of times you've run the
EPDLFSSVO command unless you cleaned up previously run containers with EPDLFSSN.
Feel free to take a look at its output and see what you can learn from it.
Getting deeper into the subject of containers, it's important to understand what a Docker
container is and what it isn't. A container is not a service running in the background, at
least not inherently. A container is a collection of namespaces, such as a namespace for its
filesystem or users. When you disconnect without a process running within the container,
there's no reason for it to run, since its namespace is empty. Thus, it stops. If you'd like to
run a container in a way that is similar to a service (it keeps running in the background),
you would want to run the container in detached mode. Basically, this is a way of telling
your container to run this process and to not stop running it until you tell it to. Here's an
example of creating a container and running it in detached mode:
docker run -dit ubuntu /bin/bash

Normally, we use the JU options to create a container. This is what we used a few pages
back. The J option triggers interactive mode, while the U option gives us a QTVFEP55:.
At the end of the command, we tell the container to run the Bash shell. The E option runs
the container in the background.
It may seem relatively useless to have another Bash shell running in the background that
isn't actually performing a task. But these are just simple examples to help you get the hang
of Docker. A more common use case may be to run a specific application. In fact, you can
even serve a website from a Docker container by installing and configuring Apache within
the container, including a virtual host. The question then becomes: how do you access the
container's instance of Apache within a web browser? The answer is port redirection,
which Docker also supports. Let's give this a try.
First, let's create a new container in detached mode. Let's also redirect port  within the
container to port  on the host:
docker run -dit -p 8080:80 ubuntu /bin/bash

The command will output a container ID. This ID will be much longer than you're
accustomed to seeing. This is because when we run EPDLFSQTB, it only shows
shortened container IDs. You don't need to use the entire container ID when you attach;
you can simply use part of it as long as it's long enough to be different from other IDs:
docker attach dfb3e
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Here, I've attached to a container with an ID that begins with EGCF. I'm now attached to a
Bash shell within the container.
Let's install Apache. We've done this before, but there are a few differences that you'll see.
First, if you simply run the following command to install the BQBDIF package as we
would normally do, it may fail for one or two reasons:
sudo apt install apache2

The two problems here are first that TVEP isn't included by default in the Ubuntu container,
so it won't even recognize the TVEP part of the command. When you run EPDLFSBUUBDI,
you're actually attaching to the container as the SPPU user, so the lack of TVEP won't be an
issue anyway. Second, the repository index in the container may be out of date, if it's even
present at all. This means that BQU within the container won't even find the BQBDIF
package. To solve this, we'll first update the repository index:
apt update

Then, install BQBDIF using the following command:
apt install apache2

Now we have Apache installed. We don't need to worry about configuring the default
sample web page or making it look nice. We just want to verify that it works. Let's start the
service:
/etc/init.d/apache2 start

Apache should be running within the container. Now, press Ctrl + P and Ctrl + Q to exit the
container, but allow it to keep running in the background. You should be able to visit the
sample Apache web page for the container by navigating to MPDBMIPTU in your web
browser. You should see the default *UXPSLT page of Apache. Congratulations, you're
officially running an application within a container.
As your Docker knowledge grows, you'll want to look deeper into the
concept of an &/53:10*/5. An &/53:10*/5 is a preferred way of starting
applications in a Docker container. In our examples so far, we used an
&/53:10*/5 of CJOCBTI. While that's perfectly valid, &/53:10*/5s are
generally Bash scripts that are configured to run the desired application
and are launched by the container.
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Our Apache container is running happily in the background, responding to HTTP requests
over port  on the host. But what should we do with it at this point? We can create our
own image from it so that we can simplify deploying it later. Before we do so, we should
configure Apache to automatically start when the container is started. We'll do this a bit
differently inside the container than we would on an actual Ubuntu Server. Attach to the
container and open the FUDCBTICBTISD file in a text editor within the container. In
order to do this, you may need to install a text editor (such as OBOP) with the BQU
command, as the container may not have an editor installed:
sudo apt install nano

Add the following to the very end of the FUDCBTISD file inside the container:
FUDJOJUEBQBDIFTUBSU

Save the file and exit your editor. Exit the container with the Ctrl + P and Ctrl + Q key
combinations. Next, let's grab the container ID by running the EPDLFSQT command. Once
we have that, we can now create a new image of the container with the EPDLFSDPNNJU
command:
docker commit <Container ID> ubuntu/apache-server:1.0

That command will return us the ID of our new image. To view all the Docker images
available on our machine, we can run the EPDLFSJNBHFT command to have Docker return
a list. You should see the original Ubuntu image we downloaded, along with the one we
just created. We'll first see a column for the repository the image came from; in our case it is
Ubuntu. Next, we see tag. Our original Ubuntu image (the one we used EPDLFSQVMM to
download) has a tag of latest. We didn't specify that when we first downloaded it, it just
defaulted to latest. In addition, we see an image ID for both, as well as the size.
To create a new container from our new image, we just need to use EPDLFSSVO, but
specify the tag and name of our new image. Note that we may already have a container
listening on port , so this command may fail if that container hasn't been stopped:
docker run -dit -p 8080:80 ubuntu/apache-server:1.0 /bin/bash

Speaking of stopping a container, I should probably show you how to do that as well. As
you can probably guess, the command is EPDLFSTUPQ followed by a container ID. This
will send the 4*(5&3. signal to the container, followed by 4*(,*-- if it doesn't stop on its
own after a delay:
docker stop <Container ID>
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Admittedly, the Apache container example was fairly simplistic, but it does the job as far as
showing you a working example of a container that is actually somewhat useful. Before
continuing on, think for a moment of all the use cases you can use Docker for in your
organization. It may seem like a very simple concept (and it is), but it allows you to do
some very powerful things. Perhaps you'll want to try to containerize your organization's
intranet page, or some sort of application. The concept of Docker sure is simple, but it can
go a long way with the right imagination.
Before I close out this section, I'll give you a personal example of how I implemented a
container at a previous job. At this organization, I worked with some Embedded Linux
software engineers who each had their own personal favorite Linux distribution. Some
preferred Ubuntu, others preferred Debian, and a few even ran Gentoo. This in and of itself
wasn't necessarily an issuebsometimes it's fun to try out other distributions. But for
developers, a platform change can introduce inconsistency, and that's not good for a
software project. The build tools are different in each distribution, because they all ship
different versions of all development packages and libraries. The application this particular
organization developed was only known to compile properly in Debian, and newer
versions of the GCC compiler posed a problem for the application. My solution was to
provide each developer with a Docker container based on Debian, with all the build tools
baked in that they needed to perform their job. At this point, it no longer mattered which
distribution they ran on their workstations. The container was the same no matter what
they were running. Regardless of what their underlying OS was, they all had the same
tools. This gave each developer the freedom to run their preferred distribution of Linux
(and the stranger ones used macOS) and it didn't impact their ability do their job. I'm sure
there are some clever use cases you can come up with for implementing containerization.
Now that we understand the basics of Docker, let's take a look at automating the process of
building containers.

Automating Docker image creation with
Dockerfiles
I've mentioned previously in this book that anything worth having a server do more than
once should be automated, and building a Docker container is no exception. A Dockerfile is
a neat way of automating the building of Docker images by creating a text file with a set of
instructions for their creation. Docker is able to take this file, execute the commands it
contains, and build a container. It's magic.
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The easiest way to set up a %PDLFSGJMF is to create a directory, preferably with a
descriptive name for the image you'd like to create (you can name it whatever you wish,
though), and inside it create a text file named %PDLFSGJMF. For a quick example, copy this
text into your %PDLFSGJMF and I'll explain how it works:
FROM ubuntu
MAINTAINER Jay <jay@somewhere.net>
# Update the container's packages
RUN apt update; apt dist-upgrade -y
# Install apache2 and vim
RUN apt install -y apache2 vim
# Make Apache automatically start-up`
RUN echo "/etc/init.d/apache2 start" >> /etc/bash.bashrc

Let's go through this Dockerfile line by line to get a better understanding of what it's doing:
FROM ubuntu

We need an image to base our new image on, so we're using Ubuntu as a starting point.
This will cause Docker to download the VCVOUVMBUFTU image from the Docker Hub, if we
haven't already downloaded it locally. If we do have it locally, it will just use the locally
cached version.
MAINTAINER Jay <myemail@somewhere.net>

Here, we're setting the maintainer of the image. Basically, we're declaring its author. This is
optional, so you don't need to include that if you don't want to.
# Update the container's packages

Lines beginning with a hash symbol () are ignored, so we are able to create comments
within the Dockerfile. This is recommended to give others a good idea of what your
Dockerfile is doing.
RUN apt update; apt dist-upgrade -y

With the 36/ command, we're telling Docker to run a specific command while the image is
being created. In this case, we're updating the image's repository index and performing a
full package update to ensure the resulting image is as fresh as can be. The Z option is
provided to suppress any requests for confirmation while the command runs.
RUN apt install -y apache2 vim-nox
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Next, we're installing both BQBDIF and WJNOPY. The WJNOPY package isn't required, but
I personally like to make sure all of my servers and containers have it installed. I mainly
included it here to show you that you can install multiple packages in one line.
RUN echo "/etc/init.d/apache2 start" >> /etc/bash.bashrc

In the previous section, we copied the startup command for the BQBDIF daemon into the
FUDCBTICBTISD file to serve as an example of how to automatically start an
application. We're including that here so we won't have to do this ourselves when
containers are created from the image. Naturally, you'd want to write an &/53:10*/5
script, but that's a relatively advanced topic and we don't really need to focus on that to get
an understanding of how Docker works.
Great, so now we have a Dockerfile. So, what do we do with it? Well, turn it into an image
of course! To do so, we can use the EPDLFSCVJME command, which can be executed from
within the directory that contains the Dockerfile. Here's an example of using the EPDLFS
CVJME command to create an image tagged QBDLUBQBDIFTFSWFS:
docker build -t packt/apache-server:1.0 .

Once you run that command, you'll see Docker create the image for you, running each of
the commands you asked it to. The image will be set up just the way you like. Basically, we
just automated the entire creation of the Apache container we used as an example in this
section. If anything goes wrong, Docker will print an error to your shell. You can then fix
the error in your Dockerfile and run it again, and it will continue where it left off.
Once complete, we can create a container from our new image:
docker run -dit -p 8080:80 packt/apache-server:1.0 /bin/bash

Almost immediately after running the container, the sample Apache site will be available
on MPDBMIPTU on the host. With a Dockerfile, you'll be able to automate the creation
of your Docker images. That was easy, wasn't it? There's much more you can do with
Dockerfiles; feel free to peruse Docker's official documentation to learn more. Exploration is
key, so give it a try and experiment with it.
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Managing LXD containers
With Docker out of the way, let's take a look at how to run containers with LXD. Let's dive
right in and install the required package:
sudo snap install lxd

As you can see, installing LXD is just as easy as installing Docker. In fact, managing
containers with LXD is very straightforward as well, as you'll soon see. Installing LXD
gives us the MYD command, which is the command we'll use to manage LXD containers.
Before we get going though, we should add our user account to the MYE group:
sudo usermod -aG lxd <yourusername>

Make sure you log out and log in for the changes to take effect. Just like with the EPDLFS
group with Docker, the MYE group will allow our user account to manage LXD containers.
Next, we need to initialize our new LXD installation. We'll do that with the MYEJOJU
command:
lxd init
5IFPVUQVUXJMMMPPLTJNJMBSUPUIFGPMMPXJOHTDSFFOTIPU

5GVVKPIWR.:&YKVJVJGNZFKPKVEQOOCPF
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The MYEJOJU command will ask us a series of questions regarding how we'd like to set up
LXD. The defaults are fine for everything, and for the size of the pool, I just used 2 GB but
you can use whatever size you want to. Even though we chose the defaults for each of the
questions, they'll give you a general consensus of some of the different options that LXD
makes available for us. For example, we can see that LXD supports the concept of a storage
pool, which is one of its neater features. Here, we're creating a default storage pool with a
filesystem format of CUSGT, which is a filesystem that is used on actual hard disks. In fact,
we could even use ZFS if we wanted to, which just goes to show you how powerful this
technology is. During the setup process, LXD sets up the storage pool, network bridge, IP
address scheme, and basically everything we need to get started.
Now that LXD is installed and set up, we can configure our first container:
lxc launch ubuntu:18.04 mycontainer

With that simple command, LXD will now download the root filesystem for this container
and set it up for us. Once done, the container will actually be running and available for use.
This is different than Docker, which only sets up an image by default, making us run it
manually. During this process, we gave the container a name of NZDPOUBJOFS and based it
on Ubuntu 18.04. The process should be fairly easy to follow so far.
You might be wondering why we used an MYD command to create a container, since we're
learning about LXD here. As I mentioned earlier, LXD is a management layer on top of
LXC, and as such it uses MYD commands for management. Commands that are specific to
the LXD layer will be MYE, and anything specific to container management will be done
with MYD.
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When it comes to managing containers, there are several types of operations you will want
to perform, such as listing containers, starting a container, stopping a container, deleting a
container, and so on. The MYD command suite is very easy and straightforward. Here is a
table listing some of the most common commands you can use, and I'm sure you'll agree
that the command syntax is very logical. For each example, you substitute DPOUBJOFS
with the name of the container you created:
Goal
Command
MYDMJTU
List containers
MYDTUBSUDPOUBJOFS
Start a container
MYDTUPQDPOUBJOFS
Stop a container
MYDEFMFUFDPOUBJOFS
Remove a container
List downloaded images MYDJNBHFMJTU
MYDJNBHFEFMFUFJNBHF@OBNF
Remove an image
With all the basics out of the way, let's jump into our container and play around with it. To
open a shell to the container we just created, we would run the following:
lxc exec mycontainer Bash

The preceding command immediately logs you in to the container as SPPU. From here, you
can configure the container as you need to, installing packages, setting up services, or
whatever else you may need to do in order to make the container conform to the purpose
you have for it. In fact, the process of customizing the container for redeployment is
actually easier than it is with Docker. Unlike with Docker, changes are not wiped out when
you exit a container, and you don't have to exit it a certain way to avoid losing your
changes. We also don't have layers to deal with in LXD, which you may or may not be
happy about (layers in Docker containers can make deployments faster but when
previously run containers aren't cleaned up, it can look messy).
The Ubuntu image we used to create our container includes a default user account, VCVOUV.
This is similar to some VPS providers, which also include an VCVOUV user account by
default (Amazon EC2 is an example of this). If you prefer to log in as this user rather than
SPPU, you can do that with this command:
lxc exec mycontainer -- sudo --login --user ubuntu
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The VCVOUV user has access to TVEP, so you'll be able to run privileged
tasks with no issue.

To exit the container, you can press Ctrl + D on your keyboard, or simply type FYJU. Feel
free to log in to the container, and make some changes to experiment. Once you have the
container set up the way you like it, you may want the container to automatically start up
when you boot your server. This is actually very easy to do:
lxc config set mycontainer boot.autostart 1

Now your newly created container will start up with the server anytime it's booted.
Now, let's have a bit of fun. Feel free to install the BQBDIF package in your container.
Similar to Docker, I've found that you will probably want to run BQUVQEBUF to update
your package listings first, as I've seen failures installing packages on a fresh container
solely because the indexes were stale. So, just run this to be safe:
sudo apt update && sudo apt install apache2

Now, you should have Apache installed and running in the container. Next, we need to
grab the IP address of the container. Yes, you read that right, LXD has its own IP address
space for its containers, which is very neat. Simply run JQBEESTIPX (the same command
you'd run in a normal server) and it will display the IP address information. On the same
machine that's running the container, you can visit this IP address to see the default Apache
web page. In case you're running the container on a server with no graphical user interface,
you can use the DVSM command to verify that it's working:
curl <container_ip_address>

Although we have Apache running in our container, we can see that it's not very useful yet.
The web page is only available from the machine that's hosting the container. This doesn't
help us much if we want users in our local network or even from the outside internet to be
able to reach our site. We could set up firewall rules to route traffic to it, but there's an
easier waybcreating a profile for external access. I mentioned earlier that even though LXD
is a containerization technology, it shares some of its feature-set with virtual machines,
basically giving you VM-like features in a non-VM environment. With LXD, we can create a
profile to allow it to get an IP address from your DHCP server and route traffic directly
through your LAN, just as with a physical device you connect to your network.
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Before continuing, you'll need a bridge connection set up on your server. This is done in
software via Netplan, and was discussed as part of $IBQUFS, Virtualization. If you list
your network interfaces (JQBEESTIPX) you should see a CS connection. If you don't
have this configured, refer back to $IBQUFS, Virtualization, and refer to the Bridging the
virtual machine network section there. Once you've created this connection, you can continue
on.
Some network cards do not support bridging, especially with some Wi-Fi
cards. If you're unable to create a bridge on your hardware, the following
section may not work for you. Consult the documentation for your
hardware to ensure your network card supports bridging.
To create the profile we'll need in order to enable external access to our containers, we'll use
the following command:
lxc profile create external

We should see output similar to the following:
Profile extbr0 created

Next, we'll need to edit the profile we just created. The following command will open the
profile in a text editor so that you can edit it:
lxc network edit external

Inside the profile, we'll replace its text with this:
EFTDSJQUJPO&YUFSOBMBDDFTTQSPGJMF
EFWJDFT
FUI
OBNFFUI
OJDUZQFCSJEHFE
QBSFOUCS
UZQFOJD

From this point forward, we can launch new containers with this profile with the following
command:
lxc launch ubuntu:18.04 mynewcontainer -p default -p external
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Notice how we're applying two profiles, EFGBVMU and then FYUFSOBM. We do this so the
values in EFGBVMU can be loaded first, followed by the second profile so that it overrides
any conflicting parameters that may be present.
We already have a container, though, so you may be curious how we can edit the existing
one to take advantage of our new profile. That's simple:
lxc profile add mycontainer external

At this point forward, assuming the host bridge on your server is configured properly, the
container should be accessible via your local LAN. You should be able to host a resource,
such as a website, and have others be able to access it. This resource could be a local
intranet site or even an internet-facing web site.
As far as getting started with LXD is concerned, that's essentially it. LXD is very simple to
use and its command structure is very logical and easy to understand. With just a few
simple commands, we can create a container, and even make it externally accessible.
Canonical has many examples and tutorials available online to help you push your
knowledge even further, but with what you've learned so far, you should have enough
practical knowledge to roll out this solution in your organization.

Summary
Containers are a wonderful method of hosting applications. Without needing to dedicate
RAM and CPU resources, you can spin up more containers on your hardware than you'd
be able to with virtual machines. While not all applications can be run inside containers, it's
a very useful tool to have available. In this chapter, we looked at both Docker and LXD.
While Docker is better for cross-platform applications, LXD is simpler to use but is very
flexible. We started out by discussing the differences between these two solutions, then we
experimented with both, creating containers and looking at how to manage them.
In the next chapter, we will venture back into the world of automation. While we have
taken a look at scripting in $IBQUFS, Learning Advanced Shell Techniques, we're going to
look at an even more powerful method in $IBQUFS, Automating Server Configuration with
Ansible. There, we'll venture into the exciting world of Ansible.
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Questions
1. Name two of the solutions you can use to run containers.
2. What are some of the pros and cons to containerization?
3. What is the name of the online registry where Docker containers come from
(assuming you are using only defaults)?
4. LXD is an extension of which containerization technology?
5. What company is behind LXD and is the steward of its development?
6. A ____ allows you to automate the building of a Docker container.
7. Name some of the extra features that LXD provides that aren't normally part of
LXC.

Further reading
Docker documentation page: IUUQTEPDTEPDLFSDPN
Canonical's LXD web page: IUUQTXXXVCVOUVDPNDPOUBJOFSTMYE
LXD documentation: IUUQTIFMQVCVOUVDPNMUTTFSWFSHVJEFMYEIUNM
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Automating Server
Configuration with Ansible
Nowadays, it's not uncommon to have hundreds of servers that make up your
organization's infrastructure. As our user base grows, we're able to scale our environment
to meet the demands of our customers. As we scale our resources and add additional
servers, the amount of time we spend configuring them and setting them up increases
considerably. The time spent setting up new servers can be a major burdenbespecially if
we need to create hundreds of servers within a small window of time. As workload
demands increase, we need to have a solution in place to manage our infrastructure and
quickly deploy new resources with as minimal of a workload as possible. In this chapter,
we explore the concept of configuration management along with automated deployments.
This sure sounds complicated, but it's notbyou'll be surprised how easy it is to automate
your configuration.
In this chapter, we will cover:
Understanding the need for configuration management
Why Ansible?
Creating a Git repository
Getting started with Ansible
Making your servers do your bidding
Putting it all together: Automating a web server deployment
Using Ansible's pull method
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Understanding the need for configuration
management
When I first started working in the IT industry, it was a much different landscape than it is
today. Servers were all physical, and any time you needed a new server, you literally
needed to call a vendor and order one. You waited for a week or two for the server to be
built and sent to you. When it arrived, you installed it in a rack, set up an operating system,
and then installed whatever applications you needed. You then tested the server for a
while, to make sure the combination of software, hardware, and drivers was stable and
reliable. After some time, you'd deploy the new server into production.
Nowadays, it's still the case that system administrators need to purchase and install
hardware, much like the process I mentioned in the previous paragraph. However, with
virtual machines and containers, the physical hardware we install is commonly just a
catalyst to host virtual resources. In the past, we had one physical server for each use case,
which meant we needed to have very large server rooms. But in modern times, you may
have a server with dozens of cores that are capable of running hundreds of virtual
machines. But the problem of configuration still remainsbthe process of setting up an
operating system and applications is a very time-consuming endeavor.
As the landscape changed, the need for automation increased. Servers needed to be
deployed quickly and efficiently. With the large number of servers in a typical data center,
it became less and less practical to connect to each and configure them one by one every
time a change was necessary. For example, when a security vulnerability hit the news, the
typical administrator would need to manually install a patch on every server. This could
take days or even weeks. That's not very efficient.
To better deal with this issue, the concept of configuration management has become very
popular. With configuration management, an administrator can write some sort of code
(such as a script) and then use a utility to execute it across every server. Configuration
management is also known as Infrastructure as Code, and basically lets the administrator
define a set of guidelines for servers of various types and have them automatically be
provisioned to meet those requirements. This automation saves a ton of work.
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Configuration management also comes into play while provisioning a new server. Imagine
defining some rules for a specific type of server, and having it come to life meeting those
exact specifications. The applications you want it to have are installed during the
provisioning process, configuration files are copied over, users are created, and firewall
rules are put in place, all automatically as defined in your specification. Put even more
simply, imagine setting up something like a web server with just a single command. No
need to install Apache or do any of that manual work. You simply request a server, and the
configuration management solution you have in place will take care of the rest.
Infrastructure as Code, which is basically a fancy term for configuration management, is
essentially just the automated running of scripts on your servers. In this book, we've looked
at automation already. In $IBQUFS, Learning Advanced Shell Techniques, we wrote a
simple script that we could use to back up a server. That same mentality can be used for
provisioning servers as well, by simply having a server run a script when it comes online.
For existing servers, you can make a change once and have that change applied to every
server you manage, or even just a subset.
This is where configuration management utilities, such as Chef, Puppet, and others, come
into play. Each of these solutions feature a specific type of scripting language that is
designed from the ground up to facilitate the provisioning of resources. With such utilities,
there is typically some sort of program (or locally installed agent) that interprets the
instructions from a central server and runs them on its clients. Each solution is relatively
smart; it will determine what needs to be done and perform the steps. If a requirement is
met, the instruction is skipped. If a required resource is not present, it will be configured
appropriately. One such configuration management solution is Ansible, which we will use
in this chapter.

Why Ansible?
In this chapter, I will show you how to set up Ansible, and then we will use it to automate
some configuration tasks. By the end of this chapter, you'll understand the basic concepts
you can use to start the process of automating deployments in your organization. You may
be wondering, then, why Ansible and not one of the other solutions such as Chef or
Puppet?
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Most configuration management solutions are relatively heavy from a resource perspective.
With other solutions, you'll generally have a central server which will run a master
program. This program will periodically check in with each server under it is control by
communicating with the agent installed on each server. Then, the agent will receive
instructions from the master and carry them out. This means that you'll need to maintain a
server with modest CPU and RAM requirements, and the agent on the client side of the
communication will also spend valuable CPU in order to carry out the instructions. This
resource utilization can be very heavy on both the master and client.
Ansible is very different than the other solutions in that there is no agent at all. There is
typically a server, but it's not required to run any resource-intensive software. The entire
configuration happens via SSH, so you can even carry out the instructions from your
workstation if you want to skip having to maintain a central server. Typically, the
administrator will create a user account on each server, and then the central Ansible server
(or workstation) will execute commands over SSH to update the configuration on each
machine. Since there is no agent installed on each server, the process takes a lot less CPU.
Of course, the instructions that Ansible gives your servers will definitely result in CPU
usage, but certainly a lot less than the other solutions.
Ansible is typically set up by creating an inventory file, which contains a list of hostnames or
IP addresses that Ansible will be instructed to connect to and configure. If you want to add
a new server, you simply make sure that a specific user account exists on that server, then
you add it to the inventory list. If you want to remove it, you delete the line in the
inventory file corresponding to that server. It's very easy.
However, something that's magical about Ansible is that you don't even have to run a
central server at all if you don't want to. You can store your Ansible configuration in a Git
repository, and have each server download code from the repository and run it locally. This
means that if you do have a dynamic environment where servers come and go all the time
(which is very common in cloud deployments), you don't have to worry about maintaining
an inventory file. Just instruct each server to download the code and provision themselves.
This is known as the pull method of Ansible, which I will also show you.
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While solutions such as Chef and Puppet have their merits and are definitely fun to use, I
think you'll find that Ansible scales better and gives you far more control over how these
hosts are configured. While it's up to you to figure out exactly how you want to implement
Ansible, the creative freedom it gives you is second to none. I've been using Ansible for
several years, and I'm still finding new ways to use it. It's a technology that will grow with
you.

Creating a Git repository
For the examples in this chapter, it's recommended that you create a Git repository to store
your Ansible code. This isn't required, as you can find other ways of hosting your code, but
it's highly recommended. This is especially true when we get to the pull method of Ansible
at the end of this chapter. In this section, I'll walk you through creating a repository. If you
already know how to use GitHub, you can skip this section.
While a full walkthrough of Git is beyond the scope of this book, the basics are more than
enough for following along here. When it comes to Git, you can simply install the HJU
package on a server to have it host your code, but GitHub is probably the easiest way to get
started. An added bonus is that GitHub is home to a lot of great projects you can benefit
from, and browsing the code of these projects is a great way to become more accustomed to
syntax rules with different scripting and programming languages. For our purposes, we're
going to use GitHub as a central place to store our Ansible code.
It probably goes without saying, but GitHub is a public resource. Any
code you upload to the service will be available for all to see. Therefore, be
mindful of the information you commit to your repository. Make sure you
don't include any personally identifiable information, passwords, or
anything else you don't want the public to know about you or your
organization.
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To get started, create an account at IUUQTXXXHJUIVCDPN if you don't already have one,
which is free. Make sure you create a reasonably secure password here. After you create an
account, click on New repository, and then give it a name (simply calling it BOTJCMF is
fine):

%TGCVKPICP#PUKDNGTGRQUKVQT[QP)KV*WD
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In the example screenshot, I created a repository that is Public, which means exactly
thatbanyone will be able to view the code. You can create Private repositories as well, but
there is a charge for that. Since we're not going to include confidential information in the
repository, we won't need to worry about that.
Once the repository is created, we'll need to download it locally. For that, we'll need to
install the HJU package:
sudo apt install git

Next, we should set up our local HJU client so that we can fill out our name and email
address, otherwise HJU will most likely complain. To do this, we can issue the following
commands, substituting the content in the quotes with your information:
git config user.email "you@example.com"
git config user.name "John Doe"

To download our repository, the following will do the trick (ignore the warning about the
repository being empty if you see such a message):
git clone https://github.com/myusername/ansible.git

Now you have the Git repository downloaded locally. Right now, the repository doesn't
include anything useful. To create a file within the repository, you simply change your
working directory to be inside the repository folder that was downloaded when you cloned
it, and create whatever files you want inside. By default, Git doesn't care about any files
you create inside the repository until you add them. For example, we can create a test file
and commit it to the repository with the following commands:
echo "this is a test" > testfile.txt
git add testfile.txt
git commit -m "initial commit"

With these commands, we used FDIP to create a test file with some text in it. Then, we used
the HJUBEE command to tell Git that we want the file to be a part of our repository.
Finally, we finalized our changes by using HJUDPNNJU, along with the N flag and a
message about the commit.
At this point, the changes only exist locally. To push our changes back to GitHub, we use
the following command from inside the repository directory:
git push origin master

By following the on-screen prompts (GitHub username and password), our changes will be
placed inside our actual repository.
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So, how does this help us when it comes to configuration management? Typically, the code
administrators use to provision servers will be placed inside a repository for safe-keeping.
If the local copy of the code is lost, it can simply be cloned again from the repository.
GitHub is a safe place to put our code, since we can be reasonably sure that our code won't
disappear as the service is very stable (you still may want to create a local backup to be
safe). Whether you're using Ansible, Chef, Puppet, or another utility, it's common practice
to keep the code in a Git repository. In regards to Ansible, this will directly impact us in the
last section of this chapter since we'll be using the BOTJCMFQVMM command, which
actually expects a repository URL.
In practice, when we create Ansible Playbooks, you should commit those changes back to
the repository. I won't specifically call on you to do that, so go ahead and keep that in mind
as we go. When you create a new Playbook, add it to the repository, then commit it. If you
make changes to existing files, commit those changes. Be sure to use the HJUQVTI
command to push your changes back to the repository. For example, if you created a file
inside the repository named NZQMBZCPPLZNM, you would execute commands such as
these:
git add myplaybook.yml
git commit -m "insert message about the commit here"
git push origin master

Go ahead and practice this a bit before you move on. Even if you don't use Ansible in
production, understanding the basics of Git is invaluable, as you'll almost definitely need it
at some point in your career.

Getting started with Ansible
The first thing to know about Ansible is that it changes constantly. New versions with
exciting features are released regularly, and it shows no sign of slowing down whatsoever.
There is a lot of excitement around this technology, so it's regularly improving. The reason
I'm bringing this up is that many distributions often offer an older version of Ansible in
their repositories, with Ubuntu being no exception. This means that if you simply run BQU
JOTUBMMBOTJCMF to get the software from Ubuntu's repositories, you may get an older
version, and that version may not work with example solutions you find online. I think it's
better to get the software from the developers themselves.
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The examples in this book were created with Ansible 2.5 in mind. However, depending on
when you are reading this, a new version is most likely available. This shouldn't be an
issue in regards to the examples in this chapter, because Ansible handles backwards
compatibility pretty well. Even a newer version should run the code in this book just fine.
However, be on the lookout for examples online that utilize features that may not exist in
your version (which is where you may run into a problem).
So, what do we do? Simple: we add a PPA to our server that is maintained by the
developers of Ansible themselves. This repository will always give you the latest stable
version that's available. Let's go ahead and get this wonderful tool installed. We'll install
Ansible on a central server (or even just our workstation). We won't need to install Ansible
on the individual hosts that we'll maintain. As I mentioned, there's no agent with Ansible,
so there's nothing to install on the clients.
First, we will add this PPA to our central server or workstation:
sudo apt-add-repository ppa:ansible/ansible

Next, let's update our package indexes:
sudo apt update

Then, we'll install Ansible itself:
sudo apt install ansible

Now you should have the BOTJCMFQMBZCPPL command available, which is the main
binary that is used with Ansible. There are other commands that Ansible provides us, but
we're not concerned with those.
In order to follow along with the remainder of this chapter, it's recommended that you have
at least two servers to work with; the more the better. If you have a virtual machine
solution such as VirtualBox available, simply create additional VMs. To save time, consider
cloning an existing VM a few times (just make sure you don't overload your
computer/server by over-allocating resources).
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The most common workflow of Ansible works something like this: you have a main server
or workstation, on which Ansible is installed. While you don't need an agent on the clients,
they will, however, need OpenSSH installed and configured as that's how Ansible
communicates. To make things easy, it's recommended to have a dedicated Ansible user on
each machine, and the Ansible user on the server should be able to connect to each machine
without a password. It doesn't matter what you call the Ansible user; you can simply use
BOTJCMF or something clever. We already covered how to create SSH keys in $IBQUFS,
Connecting to Networks, so refer back to that if you need a reminder. Creating users was
covered in $IBQUFS, Managing Users. In a nutshell, here are the things you should work
on in order to set up your environment for Ansible:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install Ansible on a central server or workstation.
Create an Ansible user on each machine you want to manage configuration on
Create the same user on your server or local machine.
Set up the Ansible user on the server such that it can connect to clients via SSH
without a password.
5. Configure TVEP on the client machines such that the Ansible user can execute
commands with TVEP with no password.

In previous chapters, we covered how to create users and SSH keys, but we have yet to
cover the last point. Assuming you named your Ansible user BOTJCMF, create the following
file:
/etc/sudoers.d/ansible

Inside that file, place the following text:
BOTJCMF"-- "-- /01"448%"--

Next, we need to ensure that the file is owned by SPPU:
sudo chown root:root /etc/sudoers.d/ansible

Finally, we need to adjust the permissions of the file:
sudo chmod 440 /etc/sudoers.d/ansible

Go ahead and test this out. On the server, switch to the BOTJCMF user:
sudo su - ansible

Then, to test this out, use SSH to execute a command on a remote machine:
ssh 192.168.1.123 sudo ls /etc
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How does this work? You may or may not know this, but if you use SSH to execute just one
command, you don't necessarily need to set up a persistent connection. In this example, we
first switch to the BOTJCMF user. Then, we connect to  (or whatever the IP
address of the client is) and tell it to execute TVEPMTFUD. Executing an MT command
with TVEP may seem like a silly thing to do, but it's greatbit allows you to test whether or
not TVEP works without doing anything potentially dangerous. Listing the contents of a
directory is about as innocent as you can get.
It may seem like an awful lot of steps in order to get configuration
management working. But make sure you think with a system
administrator's mindsetbthese setup tips can be automated. In my case, I
have a Bash script that I run on each of my servers that sets up the
required user, keys, and TVEP access. Anytime I want to add a new server
to Ansible, I simply run that script on the machine just once, and from that
point forward Ansible will take care of the rest.
What should have happened is that the command should have executed and printed the
contents of FUD without prompting you for a password. If this doesn't work, make sure
you completed each of the recommended steps. You should have an BOTJCMF user on each
machine, and that user should have access to TVEP without a password since we created a
file for that user in FUDTVEPFSTE. If the SSH portion fails, check the log file at
WBSMPHBVUIMPH for clues, as that is where related errors will be saved. Once you have
met these requirements, we can get automating with Ansible!

Making your servers do your bidding
As server administrators, we're control freaks. There are few things more exciting than
executing a command and having every single server obey it and carry it out. Now that we
have Ansible set up, that's exactly what we're going to do. I'm assuming by now you have
some machines you want to configure, and they're all set up to communicate via SSH with
your central server. Also, as I mentioned before, I highly recommend you utilize something
like Git to store your configuration files, but that's not required for this section.
First, we'll need an inventory file, which is a special text file Ansible expects to find that
tells it where to find servers to connect to. By default, the name of this file is simply IPTUT
and Ansible expects to find this file in the FUDBOTJCMF directory.
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There's actually a way to avoid needing to create an inventory file, which
we'll get into later in this chapter.

With the inventory file, I highly recommend that you don't include it in your Ansible Git
repository. Reason being, if a miscreant is looking at it, they will be able to glean important
information regarding the layout of your internal servers. This file is only needed on the
server that's controlling the others anyway, so it shouldn't be an inconvenience to not have
it in the repository.
A sample inventory file will be created by default when you install the BOTJCMF package. If
for some reason it doesn't exist, you can create the file easily with the following command:
sudo touch /etc/ansible/hosts

We should also make sure that only the Ansible user account can read it. Execute the
following command to change ownership (replace BOTJCMF with whatever user account
you chose as your Ansible account if you're using something different):
chown ansible /etc/ansible/hosts

Next, modify the permissions such that only the owner can view or change the file:
chmod 600 /etc/ansible/hosts

Next, populate the file with the IP addresses of the servers you wish to manage. It should
look similar to the following:




That's it; it's simply just a list of IP addresses. I bet you were expecting some long
configuration with all kinds of syntax requirements? Sorry to disappoint. All you need to
do is copy a list of IP addresses of the servers you want to manage into this file. If you have
DNS names set up for the machines you want to configure, you can use those instead:
NZIPTUNZEPNBJODPN
NZIPTUNZEPNBJODPN
NZIPTUNZEPNBJODPN
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Since Ansible understands IP addresses as well as DNS names, we can use either or a
combination of both in order to set up our inventory file. We can also split up our hosts
within the inventory file between different roles, but that is outside the scope of this book. I
do recommend learning about roles in Ansible if you wish to take your knowledge further.
If you decide not to store your inventory file at FUDBOTJCMFIPTUT, you must tell
Ansible where to find it. There is another important file to Ansible, and that is its
configuration file, located at FUDBOTJCMFBOTJCMFDGH. Inside this file, we can finetune Ansible to get the best performance possible. While we won't go over this file in detail,
just know that you can seriously increase the performance of Ansible by fine-tuning its
settings, and Ansible will read settings from its configuration file every time it runs. In our
case, if we wish to store our inventory file somewhere other than
FUDBOTJCMFBOTJCMFDGH, we will need to add the following two lines to this file
(create the file if it doesn't exist already):
<EFGBVMUT>
JOWFOUPSZQBUIUPIPTUT

As you can see, we're basically telling Ansible where to find its inventory file. There are
many more configuration items we can place in the BOTJCMFDGH file to configure it
further, but that's all we need to configure right now.
Similar to the inventory file, Ansible also checks the local directory for a
file named BOTJCMFDGH to fetch its configuration, so you could actually
include the configuration file in the Git repository as well, and then
execute Ansible commands from within that directory. This works
because Ansible will check for the existence of a configuration file in your
current working directory, and use it if it's found there. You may want to
be careful of including your configuration file in your Git directory,
though. While it's not as private as the inventory file, it can potentially
contain privileged information. Therefore, you may want to keep the file
at FUDBOTJCMFBOTJCMFDGH and mange it outside of the Git
repository if you include anything private in the file (for example,
encryption keys).
Now we can test out whether or not Ansible is working at this point. Thankfully, this is also
easy. Just simply execute the following command:
ansible all -m ping
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The results should look similar to this:
192.168.1.145 | SUCCESS => {
"changed": false,
"ping": "pong"
}

Depending on how many servers you have set up, you should see that output one or more
times. If it fails, double-check that the hosts are available over SSH. Success here simply
means that Ansible is able to communicate with your hosts. Now that the communication
exists, we can actually build some actual configuration.
Ansible uses something called a Playbook in order to store configuration. A Playbook is
essentially another name for a file in the YAML format. YAML itself is beyond the scope of
this book, but you don't have to master this format or even fully understand it to use it with
Ansible. That will automatically come in time. The takeaway here is that YAML is simply
the format that Ansible uses. A Playbook is basically just a collection of instructions written
in this format, and each individual instruction is known as a Play. You can think of this
with the analogy of a sport, like football. Although I don't know the first thing about
football, I do know that football coaches have Playbooks containing things that they want
their players to do, and each action by a player is a play. It's the same concept here.
Let's write our first Playbook. Create a file called QBDLBHFTZNM in your local Ansible
directory. You can fill it with this content (make sure you include the hyphens):

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMMIUPQ
BQUOBNFIUPQ

We can run this Playbook with the following command:
ansible-playbook packages.yml

Just like that, all of the hosts in your inventory file will have the IUPQ package installed. It
really doesn't matter which package you install, so long as it exists in the repositories; I just
used IUPQ as a simple example. But once you run it, you should see an overview as far as
what was changed. Ansible will tell you how many items your hosts were updated, how
many tasks have failed, and how many targets weren't reachable at the time the Playbook
was run.
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Let's take a closer look at what the instructions in this sample Playbook do. The hyphens at
the beginning are part of the YAML format, so we really don't need to get into that. Spacing
is very important with the YAML format, as you need to be consistent throughout. In my
examples, I am inserting two spaces underneath each heading. A heading starts with a
hyphen:
IPTUTBMM

Here, we declare which hosts we want to have the commands apply to. I added BMM here,
which basically runs the configuration against every host in the inventory file. With
advanced usage, you can actually create SPMFT in Ansible and divide your hosts between
them, such as a web server, database server, and so one. Then, you can have configuration
only be applied to hosts inside a particular role. We're not going to get into that in this
chapter, but just know that it is possible:
CFDPNFUSVF

This line is basically Ansible's term for describing TVEP. We're telling Ansible to use TVEP
to execute the commands, since installing packages requires SPPU privileges:
UBTLT

This line starts the next section, which is where we place our individual tasks:
OBNF*OTUBMMIUPQ

With OBNF, we give the Play a name. This isn't required but you should always include it.
The importance of this is that whatever we type here is what is going to show up in the logs
if we enable logging, and will also print to the Terminal as the Play runs. We should be
descriptive here, as it will certainly help if a Play fails and we need to locate it in a log file
that has hundreds of lines:
BQUOBNFIUPQ

Next, we utilize the BQU module and tell it to install a package, IUPQ in this case. We use
the BQU module simply because Ubuntu uses the BQU command to manage packages, but
modules exist for all of the popular Linux distributions. Ansible's support of package
managers among various distributions is actually fairly extensive. All of the major
distributions, such as Red Hat, Fedora, OpenSUSE, Arch Linux, Debian, and more are
supported (and those are just the ones I've used in my lab off the top of my head). If you
want to execute a Play against a server that's running a distribution other than Ubuntu,
simply adjust BQU to something else, such as ZVN or EOG.
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You can, of course, add additional packages by simply adding more Plays to the existing
Playbook:

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMMIUPQ
BQUOBNFIUPQ
OBNF*OTUBMMHJU
BQUOBNFHJU
OBNF*OTUBMMWJNOPY
BQUOBNFWJNOPY

However, I think that is very sloppy. I'll show you how we can combine multiple similar
Plays in one Play. Sure, you don't have to, but I think you'll agree that this method looks
cleaner:

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMMQBDLBHFT
BQUOBNF\\JUFN^^
XJUI@JUFNT
IUPQ
HJU
WJNOPY

With the new format, we include just one Play to install multiple packages. This is similar
to the concept of a for loop if you have programming knowledge. For every package we list,
it will run the BQU module against it. If we want to add additional packages, we just add a
new one to the list. Simple.
We can also copy files to our hosts as well. Consider the following example Playbook,
which I will call DPQZ@GJMFTZNM:

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNFDPQZ44)NPUE
DPQZTSDNPUEEFTUFUDNPUE
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Inside the same directory, create a file called NPUE and place any text in it. It doesn't really
matter what you type into the file, but this file in particular acts as a message that is printed
any time a user logs into a server. When you run the Playbook, it will copy that file over to
the server at the destination you configured. Since we created a message of the day (NPUE),
we should see the new message the next time we log in to the server.
By now, you're probably seeing just how useful Ansible can be. Sure, we only installed a
few packages and copied one file. We could've performed those tasks easily ourselves
without Ansible, but this is only a start. Ansible lets you automate everything, and we have
to start somewhere. You can tell it to not only install a package, but also start the service for
it. You can also do things such as keep packages up to date, copy a configuration file, set up
a template, and so much morebit will surprise you. In fact, you can go as far as to
automate the setup of a web server, a user's workstation... you name it!

Putting it all together ` Automating web
server deployment
Speaking of automating the setup of a web server, why don't we go ahead and do exactly
that? It'll be another simple example, but it will serve you well if we demonstrate more of
what Ansible can do. We will set up a Playbook to perform the following tasks:
1. Install Apache
2. Start the BQBDIF service
3. Copy an HTML file for the new site
First, let's set up the Playbook to simply install Apache. I called mine BQBDIFZNM but the
name is arbitrary:

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMM"QBDIF
BQUOBNFBQBDIF
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No surprises here, we've already installed a package at this point. Let's add an additional
instruction to have the BQBDIF service started:

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMM"QBDIF
BQUOBNFBQBDIF
- name: Start the apache2 services
service: name=apache2 state=started

So far, the syntax should be self-explanatory. Ansible has a TFSWJDF module, which can be
used to start a service on a host. In this case, we start the BQBDIF service. (The service
would've already been started when BQBDIF was installed, but at least this way we can
make sure it's started). You do have to know the service name ahead of time, but you don't
have to pay attention to what utility needs to be used in the background to start the service.
Ansible already knows how to start services on all the popular distributions, and will take
care of the specifics for you.
Well, that was easy. Let's create a simple web page for Apache to serve for us. It doesn't
need to be fancy, we just want to see that it works. Create the following content inside a file
named JOEFYIUNM, in the same working directory of the other Ansible files:
IUNM
UJUMF "OTJCMFJTBXFTPNFUJUMF
CPEZ
Q "OTJCMFJTBNB[JOH8JUIKVTUBTNBMMUFYUGJMFXFBVUPNBUFEUIF
TFUVQPGBXFCTFSWFSQ
CPEZ
IUNM

As you can see, that HTML file is fairly lame, but it will work just fine for what we need.
Next, let's add another instruction to our Apache Playbook:

IPTUTBMM
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMM"QBDIF
BQUOBNFBQBDIF
OBNF4UBSUUIFBQBDIFTFSWJDFT
TFSWJDFOBNFBQBDIFTUBUFTUBSUFE
- name: Copy index.html
copy: src=index.html dest=/var/www/html/index.html
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With the DPQZ module, we can copy a file from our local Ansible directory to the server. All
we need to do is provide it a source (TSD) and destination (EFTU).
Let's go ahead and run the new Playbook:
ansible-playbook apache.yml

Within a few minutes, you should have at least one web server configured by Ansible. In a
real production environment, you would've only run this on servers within a specific role,
but roles are beyond the scope of this chapter. But from the simple Playbook we created,
you should be able to see the power of this amazing piece of software:

#PGZCORNGQHCYGDRCIGRTQXKUKQPGFD[#PUKDNG

At this point in our exploration into configuration management with Ansible, we've
installed packages, started services, and copied files. Admittedly, this isn't much, but it's
really all you need in order to practice the basics. The documentation for Ansible will
include guides on how to do all sorts of things and utilize modules to perform many
different tasks.
To explore Ansible further, I recommend that you think about things you do on a regular
basis that you would benefit from automating. Things like installing security updates,
creating user accounts, setting passwords, and enabling services to automatically start at
boot time are tasks that are easy to get started with.
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In addition, you may want to consider adding a simple cron job to run under your BOTJCMF
user, to run the Playbook every hour or so. This won't be an issue from a resource
perspective, since Ansible won't be actually doing much unless you add a new command.
In more advanced usage, you'll want to have Ansible check out code from a repository and
then apply the configuration if it has changed. This way, all you have to do is commit to a
Git repository and all of your servers will download the configuration and run it during the
next scheduled time. One of the things I love most about Ansible is that it's easy to get
started, but you'll continue to find new ways to use it and benefit from it.

Using Ansible's pull method
The way we set up our Ansible configuration in the previous section works very well if we
have a list of specific servers we wish for it to manage. To add a new server, we create the
user account and SSH configuration on the new host, and then add it to the inventory file. If
we decommission that server, we simply remove it from the inventory file. This works well
in a static environment, where servers you deploy typically stay around for a while. In a
dynamic environment though, this may not work as well.
Dynamic environments are very typical in the cloud. With cloud computing, you typically
have one or more virtual servers that provide a service to your company or users. These
servers may come and go at any time. With dynamic environments, servers will come
online as needed to handle load, and will also get decommissioned automatically as load
decreases. Therefore, you never really know when a server is going to come online, and
having to manually provision a server in such an environment is inefficient.
For this reason, Ansible's inventory file may not be a good fit for dynamic infrastructure.
There certainly are ways to make Ansible's inventory work in such an environment, as you
can actually replace the inventory file with an executable script that can make API calls and
customize itself for your infrastructure if you so desired to do so. However, that's out of the
scope of this book, and there's an easier method anyway.
As you know, normally Ansible uses an inventory file, and connects to every server listed
in that file. However, Ansible also features a pull mode, where instead of having a central
server that connects to other machines, each server in pull mode will actually run Ansible
against themselves. In my opinion, this is a great way to use Ansible and it doesn't seem to
get the attention it deserves. First, I'll explain the theory of how it works, and then we can
work through an actual example.
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With pull mode, you'll want to have your Ansible Playbooks inside a Git repository. This
repository must be accessible from the servers you will manage. For example, if you store
the Git repository on GitHub, you'll want to make sure the servers can access GitHub
externally. If you host your own Git server internally, you'll want to make sure your servers
are able to access it through your firewall or any security rules you may have in place.
Pull mode is used with the BOTJCMFQVMM command, which actually comes bundled with
Ansible. The syntax looks like the following:
ansible-pull -U https://github.com/myusername/ansible.git

Of course, you'd replace the URL with the actual HTTP or HTTPS URL to your actual Git
repository. However, that's basically it. The BOTJCMFQVMM command simply expects the 
6 option (short for URL) along with the URL to a Git repository.
In order for this to work, you'll need a Playbook inside the repository with a special name,
MPDBMZNM. If you don't declare a specific Playbook with Ansible, it will expect to find a

Playbook with that name inside the root of the repository. If you choose to use a name for
the main Playbook as something other than MPDBMZNM, you'll need to specify it:
ansible-pull -U https://github.com/myusername/ansible.git myplaybook.yml

In this example, the BOTJCMFQVMM command will cache the Git repository located at the
specified URL locally, and run the Playbook NZQMBZCPPLZNM that you would have inside
the repository. One thing you may find is that Ansible might complain about not finding an
inventory file, even though that's the entire point of the BOTJCMFQVMM command. You can
ignore this error. This will likely be fixed in Ansible at some point in the future, but as of
the time of this writing, it will print a warning if it doesn't detect an inventory file.
With the theory out of the way, let's work through an actual example. If you've been
following along so far, we created a Playbook in the previous section that automates the
deployment of a hypothetical web server. We can reuse that code. However, it's best
practice to have a file with the name of MPDBMZNM, so you can simply rename the
BQBDIFZNM Playbook we created earlier to MPDBMZNM. There's one small change we need
to make to the file, which I've highlighted below:

IPTUTMPDBMIPTU
CFDPNFUSVF
UBTLT
OBNF*OTUBMM"QBDIF
BQUOBNFBQBDIF
OBNF4UBSUUIFBQBDIFTFSWJDFT
TFSWJDFOBNFBQBDIFTUBUFTUBSUFE
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- name: Copy index.html
copy: src=index.html dest=/var/www/html/index.html

Since we're executing the Playbook locally (without SSH) we changed the IPTUT line to
point to MPDBMIPTU, to instruct Ansible that we want to execute the commands locally
rather than remotely. Now, we can push this Playbook to our Git repository and execute it
directly from the repository URL.
Pay careful attention to the IPTUT line of any Playbook you intend to
run. If you are using the pull method, this line will need to be changed
from IPTUTBMM to IPTUTMPDBMIPTU, the reason being, we are
executing the Playbooks directly on MPDBMIPTU, rather than from a
remote SSH connection. If you don't make this change, you'll see an error
similar to the following:
ERROR! Specified hosts and/or --limit does not match any
hosts
Before you run the Playbook, you'll want to first switch to your Ansible user, since the
Playbook will need to be run as a user with TVEP privileges since it will execute systemlevel commands:
sudo su - ansible

Then, execute the Playbook:
ansible-pull -U https://github.com/myusername/ansible.git

If we kept the name as BQBDIFZNM, we would just specify that:
ansible-pull -U h https://github.com/myusername/ansible.git apache.yml

Keep in mind that since BOTJCMFQVMM executes Playbooks directly on
MPDBMIPTU, the Playbook must be executed by a user that has access to
TVEP. If TVEP is not configured to run as that user without a password,
the Playbook will fail as it's not interactive (it won't ask for the password).
You can also use TVEP in front of the BOTJCMFQVMM command and
provide the password before it runs, but that won't work if you set it up to
run automatically via cron.
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If all goes according to plan, the Playbook repository should be cached to the server, and
the instructions carried out. If there is an error, Ansible is fairly good about presenting
logical error messages. As long as the user has permission to execute privileged commands
on the server, the required files are present in the repository, and the server has access to
download the repository (a firewall isn't blocking it) then the Playbook will run properly.
When it comes to implementing the pull method in production across various server types,
there are several ways we can go about this. One way is to have a separate Playbook per
server type. For example, perhaps you'd have an Apache Playbook, as well as Playbooks
specific to database servers, file servers, user workstations, and so on. Then, depending on
the type of server you're deploying, you'd specify the appropriate Playbook when you
called the BOTJCMFQVMM command. If you're using a service such as cloud computing, you
can actually provide a script for each server to execute upon their creation. You can then
instruct the service to automatically run the BOTJCMFQVMM command any time a new
server is created. In AWS for example, you can use a feature known as user data to place a
script for a server to execute when it's launched for the first time. This saves you from
having to provision anything manually. For this to work, you would first include a
command for the server to install Ansible itself, and then the next command would be the
BOTJCMFQVMM command along with the URL to the repository. Just those two lines would
completely automate the installation of Ansible and the application of your Playbook. Full
coverage of AWS is beyond the scope of this book, but it's important to think of the
possibilities ahead of time so you can understand the many ways that automation can
benefit you.
While provisioning new servers properly and efficiently is very important, so too is
maintaining your existing servers. When you need to install a new package or apply a
security update, the last thing you want to do is connect to all of your servers manually and
update them one by one. The BOTJCMFQVMM command allows for simple management as
well; you just simply run the command again. Every time you run BOTJCMFQVMM, it will
download the latest version of the code within your repository and run it. If there are any
changes, they will be applied, while things that have already been applied will be skipped.
For example, if you include a play to install the BQBDIF package, Ansible won't reinstall
the package if you run the Playbook a second time; it will skip that Play since that
requirement is already met.
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One trick worth knowing with BOTJCMFQVMM is the P option. This option will ensure that
the Playbook inside the repository is only run if there have been any actual changes to the
repository. If you haven't committed any changes to the repository, it will skip the entire
thing. This is very useful if you set up the BOTJCMFQVMM command syntax to be run
periodically via cron, for example, every hour. If you don't include the P option, Ansible
will run the entire Playbook every hour. This will consume valuable CPU resources for no
good reason at all. With the P option, Ansible will only use as much CPU as required for
simply downloading the repository locally. The Playbook will only be run if you actually
commit changes back to the repository.
The introduction to Ansible within this chapter has been very basic, as we've only used the
very core of the required components. By looking deeper into Ansible, you'll find more
advanced techniques, and some more clever ways to implement it. Examples include
automating firewall rules, security patches, user passwords, as well as having Ansible send
you an email any time a server is successfully provisioned (or even when that fails).
Basically, just about anything you can do manually, you can automate with Ansible. In the
future, I recommend looking at server administration from an automation mindset. As I've
mentioned several times before, if you will need to perform a task more than once,
automate it. Ansible is one of the best ways of automating server administration.

Summary
In this chapter, we took a look at configuration management using Ansible. Ansible is an
exciting technology that is exploding in popularity. It gives you the full power of
configuration management utilities such as Chef or Puppet, without all the resource
overhead. It allows you to automate just about everything. During our exploration, we
walked through installing packages, copying files, and starting services. Near the end of the
chapter, we worked through an example of using Ansible to provision a simple web server,
and even explored the pull method which is very useful in dynamic environments. These
concepts form the basis of knowledge that can be expanded to automate more complex
rollouts.
The next chapter will be the most important one yet. We'll take a look at security, which is
something you'll want to pay special attention to, the reason being, security makes or
breaks our organization, and we want to make sure we do everything in our power to keep
the bad guys out of our environment. During our journey into security, we'll secure SSH,
take a look at encryption, lock down TVEP, and more. See you there!
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Questions
1. Other than Ansible, what are some examples of other configuration management
utilities?
2. What are some advantages Ansible has over its competition?
3. Ansible reads a list of hosts from its ____ file.
4. Ansible utilizes ____ to communicate with hosts.
5. A ____ is a collection of individual tasks, known as ____, which Ansible performs
against its targets.
6. Name some of Ansible's modules, which we've used in this chapter.
7. By looking through Ansible's documentation, list some additional modules that
can be used, as well as what they allow you to do.
8. Describe the difference between the inventory and pull methods of Ansible.

Further reading
Ansible
documentation: IUUQEPDTBOTJCMFDPNBOTJCMFMBUFTUJOEFYIUNM
Ansible config file documentation
article: IUUQEPDTBOTJCMFDPNBOTJCMFMBUFTUJOUSP@DPOGJHVSBUJPOIUNM
ansible-pull
documentation: IUUQTEPDTBOTJCMFDPNBOTJCMFBOTJCMFQVMMIUNM
How to manage your workstation configuration with
Ansible: IUUQTPQFOTPVSDFDPNBSUJDMFNBOBHFXPSLTUBUJPOBOTJCMF
Git basics: IUUQTHJUTDNDPNCPPLFOW(FUUJOH4UBSUFE(JU#BTJDT
Set up Git (GitHub): IUUQTIFMQHJUIVCDPNBSUJDMFTTFUVQHJU
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Securing Your Server
It seems like every month there are new reports about companies getting their servers
compromised. In some cases, entire databases end up freely available on the internet, which
may even include sensitive user information that can aid miscreants in stealing identities.
Linux is a very secure platform, but it's only as secure as the administrator who sets it up.
Security patches are made available every day, but someone has to install them. OpenSSH
is a very handy utility, but it's also the first point of entry for an attacker who finds an
insecure installation. Backups are a must-have, but are also the bane of a company that
doesn't secure them and then the data can fall into the wrong hands. In some cases, even
your own employees can cause intentional or unintentional damage. In this chapter, we'll
look at some of the ways you can secure your servers from threats.
In this chapter, we will cover:
Lowering your attack surface
Understanding and responding to CVEs
Installing security updates
Automatically installing patches with the Canonical Livepatch service
Monitoring Ubuntu servers with the Canonical Landscape service
Securing OpenSSH
Installing and configuring Fail2ban
MariaDB best practices for secure database servers
Setting up a firewall
Encrypting and decrypting disks with LUKS
Locking down TVEP
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Lowering your attack surface
After setting up a new server, an administrator should always perform a security check to
ensure that it's as secure as it can possibly be. No administrator can think of everything,
and even the best among us can make a mistake, but it's always important that we do our
best to ensure we secure a server as much as we can. There are many ways you can secure a
server, but the first thing you should do is lower your attack surface. This means that you
should close as many holes as you can, and limit the number of things that outsiders can
potentially be able to access. In a nutshell, if it's not required to be available from the
outside, lock it down. If it's not necessary at all, remove it.
To start inspecting your attack surface, the first thing you should do is see which ports are
listening for network connections. When an attacker wants to break into your server, it's
almost certain that a port scan is the first thing they will perform. They'll inventory which
ports on your server are listening for connections, determine what kind of application is
listening on those ports, and then try a list of known vulnerabilities to try to gain access. To
inspect which ports are listening on your server, you can do a simple port query with the
OFUTUBU command:
sudo netstat -tulpn

4WPPKPICRQTVSWGT[YKVJPGVUVCV
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You don't actually need to run the OFUTUBU command with TVEP as I have, but if you do,
the output will show more information than without running it, namely the names of the
programs that are listening for connections (which makes it easier to associate ports, if you
don't have them all memorized). From the output, you'll see a list of ports that are listening
for connections. If the port is listening on , then it's listening for connections from
any network. This is bad. The server I took the screenshot from has several of these open
ports. If the port is listening on , then it's not actually accepting outside
connections. Take a minute to inspect one of your servers with the OFUTUBU command, and
note which services are listening for outside connections.
Armed with the knowledge of what ports your server is listening on, you can make a
decision about what to do with each one. Some of those ports may be required, as the entire
purpose of a server is to serve something, which usually means communicating over the
network. All of these legitimate ports should be protected in some way, which usually
means configuring the service with some sort of security settings (which will depend on the
particular service), or enabling a firewall, which we'll get to a bit later. If any of the ports
are not needed, you should close them down. You can either stop their daemon and disable
it, or remove the package outright. I usually go for the latter, since it would just be a matter
of reinstalling the package if I changed my mind.
This leads me to the very first step in lowering your attack surface: uninstalling unneeded
packages. In my case, the server has several RPC services listening for connections. These
services have to do with NFS, something that this server will never be serving or using in
any way. Therefore, there's no harm in removing support for NFS from this server. It
doesn't depend on it at all:
sudo apt remove rpcbind

Now that I've taken care of RPC, I'll look at other services this server is running that are
listening for connections. OpenSSH is a big one. It's usually going to be the first target any
attacker uses to try to gain entry into your server. What's worse, this is usually a very
important daemon for an administrator to have listening. After all, how can you administer
the server if you can't connect to it? But, if you're able to connect to it, then conceivably so
can someone else! What should we do? In this case, we'll want to lock the server down as
much as possible. In fact, I'll be going over how to secure SSH later in this chapter. Of
course, nothing we do will ever make a server bulletproof, but using the most secure
settings we can is a great first step. Later on in this chapter, I'll also go over Fail2ban, which
can help add an additional layer of security to OpenSSH.
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As I've mentioned, I'm a big fan of removing packages that aren't needed. The more
packages you have installed, the larger your attack surface is. It's important to remove
anything you don't absolutely need. Even if a package isn't listed as an open port, it could
be the target of some sort of vulnerability that may be affected by some other port or
means. Therefore, I'll say it again: remove any packages you don't
need. An easy way to get a list of all the packages you have installed is with the following
command:
dpkg --get-selections > installed_packages.txt

This command will result in the creation of a text file that will contain a list of all the
packages that you have installed on your server. Take a moment to look at it. Does
anything stand out that you know for sure you don't need? You most likely won't know the
purpose for every single package, and there could be hundreds or more. A lot of the
packages that will be contained in the text file are distribution-required packages you can't
remove if you want your server to boot up the next time you go to restart it. If you don't
know whether or not a package can be removed, do some research on Google. If you still
don't know, maybe you should leave that package alone and move on to inspect others. By
going through this exercise on your servers, you'll never really remember the purpose of
every single package and library. Eventually, you'll come up with a list of typical packages
most of your servers don't need, which you can make sure are removed each time you set
up a new server.
Another thing to keep in mind is using strong passwords. This probably goes without
saying, since I'm sure you already understand the importance of strong passwords.
However, I've seen hacks recently in the news caused by administrators who set weak
passwords for their external-facing database or web console, so you never know. The most
important rule is that if you absolutely must have a service listening for outside
connections, it absolutely must have a strong, randomly generated password. Granted,
some daemons don't have a password associated with them (Apache is one example, it
doesn't require authentication for someone to view a web page on port ). However, if a
daemon does have authentication, it should have a very strong password. OpenSSH is an
example of this. If you must allow external access to OpenSSH, that user account should
have a strong randomly generated password. Otherwise, it will likely be taken over within
a couple of weeks by a multitude of bots that routinely go around scanning for these types
of things. In fact, it's best to disable password authentication in OpenSSH entirely, which
we will do.
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Finally, it's important to employ the principle of least privilege (PoLP) for all your user
accounts. You've probably gotten the impression from several points I've made throughout
the book that I distrust users. While I always want to think the best of everyone, sometimes
the biggest threats can come from within (disgruntled employees, accidental deletions of
critical files, and so on). Therefore, it's important to lock down services and users, and allow
them access to only perform the functions a user's job absolutely requires of them. This may
involve, but is certainly not limited to:
Adding a user to the fewest possible number of groups
Defaulting all network shares to read-only (users can't delete what they don't
have permission to delete)
Routinely auditing all your servers for user accounts that have not been logged
into for a time
Setting account expirations for user accounts, and requiring users to re-apply to
maintain account status (this prevents hanging user accounts)
Allowing user accounts to access as few system directories as possible
(preferably none, if you can help it)
Restricting TVEP to specific commands (more on that later on in this chapter)
Above all, make sure you document each of the changes you make to your servers, in the
name of security. After you develop a good list, you can turn that list into a security
checklist to serve as a baseline for securing your servers. Then, you can set reminders to
routinely scan your servers for unused user accounts, unnecessary group memberships,
and any newly opened ports.

Understanding and responding to CVEs
I've already mentioned some of the things you can do in order to protect your server from
some common threats, and I'll give you more tips later on in this chapter. But how does one
know when there's a vulnerability that needs to be patched? How do you know when to
take action? The best practices I'll mention in this chapter will only go so far; at some point,
there may some sort of security issue that will require you to do something beyond
generating a strong password or locking down a port.
The most important thing to do is to keep up with the news. Subscribe to sites that report
news on security vulnerabilities, and I'll even place a few of these in the Further reading
section of this chapter. When a security flaw is revealed, it's typically reported on these
sites, and given a CVE number where security researchers will document their findings.
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CVEs, or Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures, is a special online catalog detailing
security vulnerabilities and their related information. In fact, many Linux distributions
(Ubuntu included) maintain their own CVE catalogs with vulnerabilities specific to their
platform. On such a page, you can see which CVEs the version of your distribution is
vulnerable to, have been responded to, and what updates to install in order to address
them.
Often, when a security vulnerability is discovered, it will receive a CVE identification right
away, even before mitigation techniques are known. In my case, I'll often watch a CVE page
for a flaw when one is discovered, and look for it to be updated with information on how to
mitigate it once that's determined. Most often, closing the hole will involve installing a
security update, which the security team for Ubuntu will create to address the flaw. In
some cases, the new update will require restarting the server or at least a running service,
which means I may have to wait for a maintenance period to perform the mitigation.
I recommend taking a look at the Ubuntu CVE tracker, available at IUUQTQFPQMF
DBOPOJDBMDPN_VCVOUVTFDVSJUZDWF.
On this site, Canonical (the makers of Ubuntu) keep information regarding CVEs that affect
the Ubuntu platform. There, you can get a list of vulnerabilities that are known to the
platform as well as the steps required to address them. There's no one rule about securing
your server, but paying attention to CVEs is a good place to start. We'll go over installing
security updates in the next section, which is the most common method of mitigation.

Installing security updates
Since I've mentioned updating packages several times, let's have a formal conversation
about it. Updated packages are made available for Ubuntu quite often, sometimes even
daily. These updates mainly include the latest security updates, but may also include new
features. Since Ubuntu 18.04 is an LTS release, security updates are much more common
than feature updates. Installing the latest updates on your server is a very important
practice, but, unfortunately, it's not something that all administrators keep up on for
various reasons.
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When installed, security updates very rarely make many changes to your server, other than
helping to keep it secure against the latest threats. However, it's always possible that a
security update that's intended to fix a security issue ends up breaking something else. This
is rare, but I've seen it happen. When it comes to production servers, it's often difficult to
keep them updated, since it may be catastrophic to your organization to introduce change
within a server that's responsible for a large portion of your profits. If a server goes down, it
could be very costly. Then again, if your servers become compromised and your
organization ends up the subject of a CNN hacking story, you'll definitely wish you had
kept your packages up-to-date!
The key to a happy data center is to test all updates before you install them. Many
administrators will feature a system where updates will graduate from one environment
into the next. For example, some may create virtual clones of their production servers,
update them, and then see whether anything breaks. If nothing breaks, then those updates
will be allowed on the production servers. In a clustered environment, an administrator
may just update one of the production servers, see how it gets impacted, and then schedule
a time to update the rest. In the case of workstations, I've seen policies where select users
are chosen for security updates before they are uploaded to the rest of the population. I'm
not necessarily suggesting you treat your users as guinea pigs, but everyone's organization
is different, and finding the right balance for installing updates is very important. Although
these updates represent change, there's a reason that Ubuntu's developers went through the
hassle of making them available. These updates fix issues, some of which are security
concerns that are already being exploited as you read this.
To begin the process of installing security updates, the first step is to update your local
repository index. As we've discussed before, the way to do so is to run TVEPBQUVQEBUF.
This will instruct your server to check all of its subscribed repositories to see whether any
new packages were added or out-of-date packages removed. Then, you can start the actual
process.
There are two commands you can use to update packages. You can run either TVEPBQU
VQHSBEF or TVEPBQUEJTUVQHSBEF.

The difference is that running BQUVQHSBEF will not remove any packages and is the safest
to use. However, this command won't pull down any new dependencies either. Basically,
the BQUVQHSBEF command simply updates any packages on your server that have already
been installed, without adding or removing anything. Since this command won't install
anything new, this also means your server will not have updated kernels installed either.
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The BQUEJTUVQHSBEF command will update absolutely everything available. It will
make sure all packages on your server are updated, even if that means installing a new
package as a dependency that wasn't required before. If a package needs to be removed in
order to satisfy a dependency, it will do that as well. If an updated kernel is available, it
will be installed. If you use this command, just take a moment to look at the proposed
changes before you agree to have it run, as it will allow you to confirm the changes during
the process.
Generally speaking, the EJTUVQHSBEF variation should represent your end goal, but it's
not necessarily where you should start. Updated kernels are important, since your
distribution's kernel receives security updates just as any other package. All packages
should be updated eventually, even if that means something is removed because it's no
longer needed or something new ends up getting installed.
When you start the process of updating, it will look similar to the following:
sudo apt upgrade

7RFCVKPIRCEMCIGUQPCP7DWPVWUGTXGT

Before the update process actually starts, you'll be given an overview of what it wants to
do. In my case, it wants to upgrade  packages. If you were to press Y and then Enter, the
update process would begin. At this point, I'll need to leave the Terminal window open, it's
actually dangerous to close it in the middle of the update process.
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Assuming that this process finishes successfully, we can run the BQUEJTUVQHSBEF
command to update the rest; specifically, the packages that were held back because they
would've installed new packages or removed existing ones. There weren't any in my case,
but in such a situation you may see text indicating that some upgrades were held back,
which is normal with BQUVQHSBEF. At that point, you'll run TVEPBQUEJTUVQHSBEF to
install any remaining updates that didn't get installed with the first command.
In regards to updating the kernel, this process deserves some additional discussion. Some
distributions are very risky when it comes to updating the kernel. Arch Linux is an example
of this, where only one kernel is installed at any one time. Therefore, when that kernel gets
updated, you really need to reboot the machine so that it can use it properly (sometimes,
various system components may have difficulty in the case where you have a pending
reboot after installing a new kernel).
Ubuntu, on the other hand, handles kernel upgrades very efficiently. When you update a
kernel in Ubuntu, it doesn't replace the kernel your server is currently running on. Instead,
it installs the updated kernel alongside your existing one. In fact, these kernels will
continue to be stacked and none of them will be removed as new ones are installed. When
new versions of the Ubuntu kernel are installed, the GRUB boot loader will be updated
automatically to boot the new kernel the next time you perform a reboot. Until you do, you
can continue to run on your current kernel for as long as you need to, and you shouldn't
notice any difference. The only real difference is the fact that you're not taking advantage of
the additional security patches of the new kernel until you reboot, which you can do during
your next maintenance window. The reason this method of updating is great is because if
you run into a problem where the new kernel doesn't boot or has some sort of issue, you'll
have a chance to press Esc at the beginning of the boot process, where you'll be able to
choose the Advanced options for Ubuntu option, which will bring you to a list of all of
your installed kernels. Using this list, you can select between your previous (known,
working) kernels and continue to use your server as you were before you updated the
kernel. This is a valuable safety net!
After you update the packages on your server, you may want to restart services in order to
take advantage of the new security updates. In the case of kernels, you would need to
reboot your entire server in order to take advantage of kernel updates, but other updates
don't require a reboot. Instead, if you restart the associated service, you'll generally be fine
(if the update itself didn't already trigger a restart of a service). For example, if your DNS
service (CJOE) was updated, you would only need to execute the following to restart the
service:
sudo systemctl restart bind9
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In addition to keeping packages up to date, it's also important that you understand how to
rollback an updated package in a situation where something went wrong. You can recover
from such a situation by simply reinstalling an older version of a package manually.
Previously downloaded packages are stored in the following directory:
/var/cache/apt/archives

There, you should find the actual packages that were downloaded as a part of your update
process. In a case where you need to restore an updated package to a previously installed
version, you can manually install a package with the EQLH command. Generally, the syntax
will be similar to the following:
sudo dpkg -i /path/to/package.deb

To be more precise, you would use a command such as the following to reinstall a
previously downloaded package, using an older Linux kernel as an example:
sudo dpkg -i /var/cache/apt/archives/linux-generic_4.15.0.7.8_amd64.deb

However, with the EQLH command, dependencies aren't handled automatically, so if you
are missing a package that your target package requires as a dependency, the package will
still be installed, but you'll have unresolved dependencies you'll need to fix. You can try to
resolve this situation with BQU:
sudo apt -f install

The BQUGJOTUBMM command will attempt to fix your installed packages, looking for
packages that are missing (but are required by an installed package), and will offer to
install the missing dependencies for you. In the case where it cannot find a missing
dependency, it will offer to remove the package that requires the missing packages if the
situation cannot be worked out any other way.
Well, there you have it. At this point, you should be well on your way to not only installing
packages, but keeping them updated as well.
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Automatically installing patches with the
Canonical Livepatch service
Since the publication of the first edition of this book, Canonical has released a new
Livepatch service for Ubuntu, which allows it to receive updates and have them applied
without rebooting. This is a game changer, as it takes care of keeping your running systems
patched, without you having to do anything, not even reboot. This is a massive benefit to
security as it gives you the benefits of the latest security patches without the inconvenience
of scheduling a restart of your servers right away.
However, the service is not free or included with Ubuntu by default. You can, however,
install the Livepatch service on three of your servers without paying, so it's still something
you may want to consider. In my case, I simply have this applied to the three most critical
servers under my jurisdiction, and the rest I update manually. Since you can use this
service for free on three servers, I see no reason why you shouldn't benefit from this on
your most critical resources.
Even though you generally won't need to reboot your server in order to take advantage of
patches with the Livepatch service, there may be some exceptions depending on the nature
of the vulnerability. There have been exploits in the past that were catastrophic, and even
servers subscribed to this service still needed to reboot. This is the exception rather than the
rule, though. Most of the time, a reboot is simply not something you'll need to worry about.
More often than not, your server will have all patches applied and inserted right into the
running kernel, which is an amazing thing.
One important thing to note is that this doesn't stop you from needing to install updates via
BQU. Live patches are inserted right into the kernel, but they're not permanent. You'll still
want to install all of your package updates on a regular basis through the regular means. At
the very least, live patches will make it so that you won't be in such a hurry to reboot. If an
exploit is revealed on Monday but you aren't able to reboot your server until Sunday, it's no
big deal.
Since the Livepatch service requires a subscription, you'll need to create an account in order
to get started using it. You can get started with this process at IUUQTBVUIMJWFQBUDI
DBOPOJDBMDPN.
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The process will involve having you create an Ubuntu One account (IUUQTMPHJO
VCVOUVDPN), which is Canonical's centralized login system. You'll enter your email
address, choose a password, and then at the end of the process you'll be given a token to
use with your Livepatch service, which will be a string of random characters.
Now that you have a token, you can decide on the three servers that are most important to
you. On each of those servers, you can run the following commands to get started:
sudo snap install canonical-livepatch
sudo canonical-livepatch enable <token>

Believe it or not, that's all there is to it. With how amazing the Livepatch service is, you'd
think it would be a complicated process to set up. The most time-consuming part is
registering for a new account, as it only takes two commands to set this service up on a
server. You can check the status of Livepatch with the following command:
sudo canonical-livepatch status

Depending on the budget of your organization, you may decide that this service is worth
paying for, which will allow you to benefit from having it on more than three servers. It's
definitely worth considerating. You'll need to contact Canonical to inquire about additional
support, should you decide to explore that option.

Monitoring Ubuntu servers with Canonical's
Landscape service
Another important aspect of security is keeping track of compliance. Servers simply won't
let you know by themselves whether they're behind on updates, and without some sort of
service performing some sort of monitoring, you really won't know what's going on with
your servers unless you check.
To solve this problem, Canonical offers a custom service known as Landscape. Landscape
allows you to manage your entire fleet of Ubuntu servers from a single page. Landscape
will allow you to list any servers that need security updates, automate common tasks,
create your own repositories, and more. It presents these features in an attractive user
interface. With such a service, it's easy to tell which of your servers need a security update,
or a reboot in order to apply a patch.
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There are two ways you can utilize Landscape. You can host it yourself (referred to by
Canonical as an on-premises installation) or you can simply subscribe to Canonical's hosted
version. The latter is the absolute easiest way to get on board with Landscape, but there is
an additional cost penalty. At the time of writing, the current cost is $0.01 USD per hour for
the hosted version. If you install it on-premises, you won't have to pay any fees for the first
ten servers, but it will be up to you to maintain it and keep it running.
In this section, I'll walk you through hosting this service yourself. However, there are some
important considerations to keep in mind. First, Landscape will have some modest resource
requirements. Therefore, a bottom-tier Virtual Private Servers (VPS) from a provider such
as DigitalOcean will simply not cut it. At the minimum, you'll want 2 GB of RAM, and 1
CPU core. Second, I advise against setting up Landscape on an existing server alongside
other hosted resources. While it's certainly possible to share it with other resources, it may
conflict with any web server configuration you may have applied. Last, Landscape will
only work with LTS editions of Ubuntu. If you're running something other than an LTS
release of Ubuntu Server, the required packages won't appear in the repositories.
At the time of publication, Landscape server is not available on Ubuntu
18.04 yet, as Ubuntu 16.04 is the highest supported version. This is
expected to be available at some point in the future, but for now, use
Ubuntu 16.04 if you would like to utilize Landscape server
Setup of the Landscape server is relatively easy, there are only three commands to run. The
following website lists all the commands required to set up the service:
IUUQTMBOETDBQFDBOPOJDBMDPNTFUVQPOQSFN

I will list the commands within this section as well, but I also wanted you to have the URL
for Canonical's official installation instructions in case any of the commands change for any
reason, so if the following commands don't work, check the website. At the time of writing,
the following commands will install the Landscape software on your server:
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:landscape/17.03
sudo apt update
sudo apt install landscape-server-quickstart

This process will take a decent chunk of time and install a great deal of
dependencies.
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Once the process completes, you should be able to access Landscape by simply typing the
IP address of your server in a browser window. Ignore the warning regarding SSL, since we
haven't actually generated any certificates. You should see a page welcoming you to
Landscape, which gives you some fields to fill out:

5GVVKPIWR.CPFUECRG
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Next, you should see the main interface for Landscape, but we haven't actually added a
system to this service yet so at this point it's not very useful:

6JGOCKPKPVGTHCEGRCIGHQT.CPFUECRG

Adding a system to the Landscape service is quite easy, and the instructions are actually on
your Landscape instance itself. To view the instructions, click on Computers at the top of
the screen, then click on the instructions in the middle of the screen. Or, simply access this
URL:
IUUQT*1@"EESFTT BDDPVOUTUBOEBMPOFDPNQVUFST

The commands the instructions page will give you will look similar to the following ones:
sudo apt update
sudo apt install landscape-client
sudo landscape-config --computer-title "My Server" --account-name
standalone --url https://<IP_ADDRESS>/message-system --ping-url
http://<IP_Address>/ping
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I don't recommend copying and pasting those exact commands, I just
included them as a sample reference. Your Landscape server will instruct
you on what to do, so I recommend you follow that.
The last of the three commands will ask you a series of questions, and if you're in a hurry,
you can accept the defaults for each. I recommend you take your time and read through
them though, as some of the optional features may be useful to you. For example, the
ability to execute scripts on servers is disabled by default, but you'll be asked whether you
want to enable this during the process. It may be a good idea to benefit from that feature,
but it's not required.
After you set up the client on your server, you should see a computer listed that is waiting
for approval on the Landscape page. It will look something like this:

#EQORWVGTYCKVKPIHQTCEEGRVCPEGKP.CPFUECRG

To accept the server, click on the server's name (which is shown under the Name section),
which will bring you to another page that will allow you to configure details, such as its
name and tags. Click the Accept button on that page to finish the process. The server will
now be listed on the Landscape homepage, and you'll be able to interact with it within the
interface.
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To get started with managing the servers you've added, click on the Computers tab at the
very top of the page. A list of all the servers associated with your Landscape server will
appear there:

.CPFUECRG UUGTXGTNKUV

Next, select a server by clicking on the text underneath the Name column that corresponds
to the server you'd like to manage. This will bring you to a page specific to that server,
showing you various details about it as well as giving you a menu of actions you can
perform against it. The menu will look like the following:

6JG.CPFUECRGEQORWVGTOGPW

Here's a list of the common items in this menu and a short description of what each one
does:
Info: Shows basic information about the server, such as what model of processor
it has, RAM, and other system information.
Activities: The Activities section shows the status of any commands you've
given the server to perform through the interface, such as installing a package.
The following is an example screenshot of what the Activities page looks like
when you've instructed a server to install a package:
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'ZCORNGQHCPCEVKXKV[KP.CPFUECRG

Hardware: Provides more specific details about hardware devices installed on
the server.
Monitoring: This section allows you to view information regarding resource
utilization:

#TGUQWTEGITCRJKP.CPFUECRG

Scripts: If enabled, you'll be able to paste a script here in a format such as Bash,
and have it run against the server.
Processes: Return a list of processes running on the server. You can end and even
kill processes here as well.
Packages: Here, you can search for a package, and even install it on the server
without having to enter a single shell command.
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Users: Here, you can create, delete, and modify users on the system.
Reports: In this section, you can report on specific information regarding your
server. Most notably for our purposes in this chapter, you can report on security
update compliance.
As I'm sure you can see, you can do some really neat things within Landscape. We only
scratched the surface in this section. This service provides you with a central interface
through which you can manage your servers. You can manage users, run scripts, install
packages, and more. I'll leave it up to you to spend some time thoroughly exploring
Landscape to experiment with all of the things you can do with it. In addition, I'll also
include a link to the official documentation pages at the end of this chapter if you would
like to explore this service even more.

Securing OpenSSH
OpenSSH is a very useful utility, it allows us to configure our servers from a remote
location as if we were sitting in front of the console. In the case of cloud resources, it's
typically the only way to access our servers. Considering the nature of OpenSSH itself
(remote administration), it's a very tempting target for miscreants who are looking to cause
trouble. If we simply leave OpenSSH unsecured, this useful utility may be our worst
nightmare.
Thankfully, configuring OpenSSH itself is very easy. However, the large number of
configuration options may be intimidating to someone who doesn't have much experience
tuning it. While it's a good idea to peruse the documentation for OpenSSH, in this section,
we'll take a look at the common configuration options you'll want to focus your attention
on first. The configuration file for OpenSSH itself is located at FUDTTITTIE@DPOGJH,
and we touched on it in $IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks. This is the file we're going to
focus on in this section, as the configuration options I'm going to give you are to be placed
in that file.
With each of the tweaks in this section, make sure you first look through the file in order to
see whether the setting is already there, and change it accordingly. If the setting is not
present in the file, add it. After you make your changes, it's important to restart the
OpenSSH daemon:
sudo systemctl restart ssh

Go ahead and open this file in your editor, and we'll go through some tweaks.
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One really easy tweak is to change the port number that OpenSSH listens on, which
defaults to port . Since this is the first port that hackers will attempt, it makes sense to
change it, and it's a very easy change to make. However, I don't want you to think that just
because you change the port for OpenSSH, that it's magically hidden and cannot be
detected. A persistent hacker will still be able to find the port by running a port scan
against your server. However, with the change being so easy to tweak, why not do it? To
change it, simply look for the port number in the FUDTTITTIE@DPOGJH file and change
it from its default of :
1PSU

The only downsides I can think of in regards to changing the SSH port are that you'll have
to remember to specify the port number when using SSH, and you'll have to communicate
the change to anyone that uses the server. To specify the port, we use the Q option with
the TTI command:
ssh -p 65332 myhost

If you're using TDQ, you'll need to use an uppercase 1 instead:
scp -P 65332 myfile myserver:/path/to/dir

Even though changing the port number won't make your server bulletproof, we shouldn't
underestimate the value. In a hypothetical example where an attacker is scanning servers
on the internet for an open port , they'll probably skip your server and move on to the
next. Only determined attackers that specifically want to break into your server will scan
other ports looking for it. This also keeps your log file clean; you'll see intrusion attempts
only from miscreants doing aggressive port scans, rather than random bots looking for
open ports. If your server is internet-facing, this will result in far fewer entries in the logs!
OpenSSH logs connection attempts in the authorization log, located at
WBSMPHBVUIMPH. Feel free to check out that log file to see what typical logging looks
like.
Another change that's worth mentioning is which protocol OpenSSH listens for. Most
versions of OpenSSH available in repositories today default to Protocol 2. This is what you
want. Protocol 2 is much more secure than Protocol 1. You should never allow Protocol 1 in
production under any circumstances. Chances are you're probably already using the
default of Protocol 2 on your server, unless you changed it for some reason. I mention it
here, just in case you have older servers still in production that are defaulting to the older
protocol. Nowadays, OpenSSH is always on Protocol 2 in any modern release of a Linux
distribution.
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Next, I'll give you two tweaks for the price of one. There are two settings that deal with
which users and groups are allowed to log in via 44), "MMPX6TFST, and "MMPX(SPVQT,
respectively. By default, every user you create is allowed to log in to your server via SSH.
With regards to SPPU, that's actually not allowed by default (more on that later). But each
user you create is allowed in. Only users that must have access should be allowed in. There
are two ways to accomplish this.
One option is to use "MMPX6TFST. With the "MMPX6TFST option, you can specifically set
which users can log in to your server. With "MMPX6TFST present (which is not found in the
DPOGJH file by default), your server will not allow anyone to use SSH that you don't
specifically call out with that option. You can separate each user with a space:
AllowUsers larry moe curly

Personally, I find "MMPX(SPVQT easier to manage. It works pretty much the same as
"MMPX6TFST, but with groups. If present, it will restrict OpenSSH connections to users who
are a member of this group. To use it, you'll first create the group in question (you can
name it whatever makes sense to you):
sudo groupadd sshusers

Then, you'll make one or more users a member of that group:
sudo usermod -aG sshusers myuser

Once you have added the group and made a user or two a member of that group, add the
following to your FUDTTITTIE@DPOGJH file, replacing the sample groups with yours.
It's fine to use only one group. Just make sure you add yourself to the group before you log
out, otherwise you'll lock yourself out:
AllowGroups admins sshusers gremlins

I recommend you use only one or the other. I think that it's much easier to use
"MMPX(SPVQT, since you'll never need to touch the TTIE@DPOGJH file again, you'll simply
add or remove user accounts to and from the group to control access. Just so you're aware,
"MMPX6TFST overrides "MMPX(SPVQT.
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Another important option is 1FSNJU3PPU-PHJO, which controls whether or not the SPPU
user account is able to make SSH connections. This should always be set to OP. By default,
this is usually set to QSPIJCJUQBTTXPSE, which means key authentication is allowed for
SPPU while passwords for SPPU aren't accepted. I don't see any reason for this either. In my
opinion, turn this off. Having SPPU being able to log in to your server over a network
connection is never a good idea. This is always the first user account attackers will try to
use:
PermitRootLogin no

There is one exception to the no-root rule with SSH. Some providers of cloud servers, such
as DigitalOcean, may have you log in as SPPU by default. This isn't really typical, but some
providers are set up that way. In such a case, I recommend creating a regular user with
TVEP access, and then disallowing SPPU login.
My next suggestion is by no means easy to set up, but it's worth it. By default, OpenSSH
allows users to authenticate via passwords. This is one of the first things I disable on all my
servers. Allowing users to enter passwords to establish a connection means that attackers
will also be able to brute-force your server. If passwords aren't allowed, then they can't do
that. What's tricky is that before you can disable password authentication for SSH, you'll
first need to configure and test an alternate means of authenticating, which will usually be
public key authentication. This is something we've gone over in $IBQUFS, Connecting to
Networks. Basically, you can generate an SSH key pair on your local workstation, and then
add that key to the BVUIPSJ[FE@LFZT file on the server, which will allow you in without a
password. Again, refer to $IBQUFS, Connecting to Networks if you haven't played around
with this yet.
If you disable password authentication for OpenSSH, then public key authentication will be
the only way in. If someone tries to connect to your server and they don't have the
appropriate key, the server will deny their access immediately. If password authentication
is enabled and you have a key relationship, then the server will ask the user for their
password if their key isn't installed. In my view, after you set up access via public key
cryptography, you should disable password authentication. Just make sure you test it first:
PasswordAuthentication no
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There you are, those are my most recommended tweaks for securing OpenSSH. There's
certainly more where that came from, but those are the settings you'll benefit from the
most. In the next section, we'll add an additional layer, in the form of Fail2ban. With
Fail2ban protecting OpenSSH and coupled with the tweaks I mentioned in this section,
attackers will have a tough time trying to break into your server. For your convenience,
here are all the OpenSSH configuration options I've covered in this section:
1PSU
1SPUPDPM
"MMPX6TFSTMBSSZNPFDVSMZ
"MMPX(SPVQTBENJOTTTIVTFSTHSFNMJOT
1FSNJU3PPU-PHJOOP
1BTTXPSE"VUIFOUJDBUJPOOP

Installing and configuring Fail2ban
Fail2ban, how I love thee! Fail2ban is one of those tools that once I learned how valuable it
is, I wondered how I ever lived so long without it. In the past, I used a utility known as
DenyHosts to secure OpenSSH. DenyHosts protects SSH (no more, no less). It watches the
server's log files, looking for authentication attempts. If it sees too many failures from a
single IP address, it will create a firewall rule to block that IP. The problem was that it only
protected OpenSSH. Another problem is that DenyHosts just kind of went away quietly.
For some reason, it stopped being maintained and some distributions removed it outright.
Fail2ban does what DenyHosts used to do (protect SSH) and more, as it is able to protect
other services as well.
Installing and configuring Fail2ban is relatively straightforward. First, install its package:
sudo apt install fail2ban

After installation, the GBJMCBO daemon will start up and be configured to automatically
start at boot-time. Configuring GBJMCBO is simply a matter of creating a configuration file.
But, this is one of the more interesting aspects of Fail2ban, you shouldn't use its default
DPOGJH file. The default file is FUDGBJMCBOKBJMDPOG. The problem with this file is
that it can be overwritten when you install security updates, if those security updates ever
include Fail2ban itself. To remedy this, Fail2ban also reads the
FUDGBJMCBOKBJMMPDBM file, if it exists. It will never replace that file, and the
presence of a KBJMMPDBM file will supersede the KBJMDPOG file. The simplest way to get
started is to make a copy of KBJMDPOG and save it as KBJMMPDBM:
sudo cp /etc/fail2ban/jail.conf /etc/fail2ban/jail.local
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Next, I'll go over some of the very important settings you should configure, so open up the
FUDGBJMCBOKBJMMPDBM file you just copied in a text editor. The first configuration
item to change is located on or around line 54 and is commented out:
JHOPSFJQ

First of all, uncomment it. Then, you should add additional networks that you don't want
to be blocked by Fail2ban. Basically, this will help prevent you from getting locked out in a
situation where you accidentally trigger Fail2ban. Fail2ban is relentless; it will block any
service that meets its block criteria, and it won't think twice about it. This includes blocking
you. To rectify this, add your company's network here, as well as any other IP address you
never want to be blocked. Make sure to leave the MPDBMIPTU IP intact:
*HOPSFJQ

In that example, I added the  network, as well as a single IP address of
. Add your networks to this line to ensure you don't lock yourself out.
Next, line 63 includes the CBOUJNF option. This option pertains to how many seconds a
host is banned when Fail2ban blocks it. This option defaults to N:
CBOUJNFN

Change this number to whatever you find reasonable, or just leave it as its default, which
will also be fine. If a host gets banned, it will be banned for this specific number of minutes,
until it will eventually be allowed again.
Continuing, we have the NBYSFUSZ setting:
NBYSFUSZ

This is specifically the number of failures that need to occur before Fail2ban takes action. If
a service it's watching reaches the number set here, game over! The IP will be blocked for
the number of minutes included in the CBOUJNF option. You can change this if you want to,
if you don't find  failures to be reasonable. The highest I would set it to is , for those users
on your network who insist they're typing the correct password and they type the same
(wrong) thing over and over. Hopefully, they'll realize their error before their seventh
attempt and won't need to call the helpdesk.
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Skipping ahead all the way down to line 231 or thereabouts, we have the +BJMT section.
From here, the DPOGJH file will list several Jails you can configure, which is basically
another word for something Fail2ban will pay attention to. The first is <TTIE>, which
configures its protection of the OpenSSH daemon. Look for this option underneath <TTIE>:
QPSUTTI

QPSU being equal to TTI basically means that it's defaulting to port . If you've changed

your SSH port, change this to reflect whatever that port is. There are two such occurrences,
one under <TTIE> and another underneath <TTIEEEPT>:
QPSU

Before we go too much further, I want to underscore the fact that we should test whether
Fail2ban is working after each configuration change we make. To do this, restart Fail2ban
and then check its status:
sudo systemctl restart fail2ban
sudo systemctl status -l fail2ban

The status should always be active (running). If it's anything else, that means that Fail2ban
doesn't like something in your configuration. Usually, that means that Fail2ban's status will
reflect that it exited. So, as we go, make sure to restart Fail2ban after each change and make
sure it's not complaining about something. The status command will show lines from the
log file for your convenience.
Another useful command to run after restarting Fail2ban is the following:
sudo fail2ban-client status

The output from that command will show all the Jails that you have enabled. If you enable
a new Jail in the DPOGJH file, you should see it listed within the output of that command.
So, how do you enable a Jail? By default, all Jails are disabled, except for the one for
OpenSSH. To enable a Jail, place the following within its DPOGJH block
in FUDGBJMCBOKBJMMPDBMGJMF:
FOBCMFEUSVF

Earlier versions of Ubuntu included the FOBCMFEGBMTF line for each
Jail in the sample KBJMDPOG file. In that case, you'd only need to change
the line to FOBCMFEUSVF to enable a Jail if you're using an older
version of Ubuntu.
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If you want to enable the BQBDIFBVUI Jail, find its section, and place FOBCMFEUSVF
right underneath its stanza. For example, BQBDIFBVUI will look like the following after
you add the FOBCMFE line:
<BQBDIFBVUI>
FOBCMFEUSVF
QPSUIUUQIUUQT
MPHQBUI BQBDIF@FSSPS@MPH

In that example, the FOBCMFEUSVF portion wasn't present in the default file. I added it.
Now that I've enabled a new Jail, we should restart GBJMCBO:
sudo systemctl restart fail2ban

Next, check its status to make sure it didn't explode on startup:
sudo systemctl status -l fail2ban

Assuming all went well, we should see the new Jail listed in the output of the following
command:
sudo fail2ban-client status

On my test server, the output became the following once I enabled BQBDIFBVUI:
4UBUVT
]/VNCFSPGKBJM
A+BJMMJTUBQBDIFBVUITTIE

If you enable a Jail for a service you don't have installed, Fail2ban may fail to start up. In
my example, I actually did have BQBDIF installed on that server before I enabled its Jail. If
I hadn't, Fail2ban would likely exit, complaining that it wasn't able to find log files for
Apache. This is the reason why I recommend that you test Fail2ban after enabling any Jail.
If Fail2ban decides it doesn't like something, or something it's looking for isn't present, it
may stop. Then, it won't be protecting you at all, which is not good.
The basic order of operations for Fail2ban is to peruse the Jail DPOGJH file, looking for any
Jails you may benefit from. If you have a daemon running on your server, there's a chance
that there's a Jail for that. If there is, enable it and see whether Fail2ban breaks. If not, you're
in good shape. If it does fail to restart properly, inspect the status output and check what
it's complaining about.
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One thing you may want to do is add the FOBCMFEUSVF line to <TTIE> and <TTIE
EEPT>. Sure, the <TTIE> Jail is already enabled by default, but since it wasn't specifically
called out in the DPOGJH file, I don't trust it. So you might as well add an FOBCMFE line to be
safe. There are several Jails you may benefit from. If you are using 44- with "QBDIF, enable
<BQBDIFNPETFDVSJUZ>. Also, enable <BQBDIFTIFMMTIPDL> while you're at it. If you're
running your own mail server and have 3PVOEDVCF running, enable <SPVOEDVCFBVUI>
and <QPTUGJY>. There are a lot of default Jails at your disposal!
Like all security applications, Fail2ban isn't going to automatically make your server
impervious to all attacks, but it is a helpful additional layer you can add to your security
regimen. When it comes to the Jails for OpenSSH, Fail2ban is worth its weight in gold, and
that's really the least you should enable. Go ahead and give Fail2ban a go on your
serversbjust make sure you also whitelist your own networks, in case you accidentally
type your own SSH password incorrectly too many times. Fail2ban doesn't discriminate;
it'll block anyone. Once you get it fully configured, I think you'll agree that Fail2ban is a
worthy ally for your servers.

MariaDB best practices for secure database
servers
MariaDB, as well as MySQL, is a very useful resource to have at your disposal. However, it
can also be used against you if configured improperly. Thankfully, it's not too hard to
secure, but there are several points of consideration to make regarding your database server
when developing your security design.
The first point is probably obvious to most of you, and I have mentioned it before, but I'll
mention it just in case. Your database server should not be reachable from the internet. I do
understand that there are some edge cases when developing a network, and certain
applications may require access to a MySQL database over the internet. However, if your
database server is accessible over the internet, miscreants will try their best to attack it and
gain entry. If there's any vulnerability in your version of MariaDB or MySQL, they'll most
likely be able to hack into it.
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In most organizations, a great way to implement a database server is to make it accessible
by only internal servers. This means that while your web server would obviously be
accessible from the internet, its backend database should exist on a different server on your
internal network and accept communications only from the web server. If your database
server is a VPS, it should especially be configured to only accept communications from
your web server, as VPS machines are accessible via the internet by default. Therefore, it's
still possible for your database server to be breached if your web server is also breached,
but it would be less likely to be compromised if it resides on a separate and restricted
server.
Some VPS providers, such as DigitalOcean, feature local networking,
which you can leverage for your database server instead of allowing it to
be accessible over the internet. If your VPS provider features local
networking, you should definitely utilize it and deny traffic from outside
the local network.
With regards to limiting which servers are able to access a database server, there are a few
tweaks we can use to accomplish this. First, we can leverage the FUDIPTUTBMMPX and
FUDIPTUTEFOZ files. With the FUDIPTUTEFOZ file, we can stop traffic from certain
networks or from specific services. With FUDIPTUTBMMPX, we do the same but we allow
the traffic. This works because IP addresses included in FUDIPTUTBMMPX override
FUDIPTUTEFOZ. So basically, if you deny everything in FUDIPTUTEFOZ and allow a
resource or two in FUDIPTUTBMMPX, you're saying, deny everything, except resources I
explicitly allow from the FUDIPTUTEFOZ file.
To make this change, we'll want to edit the FUDIPTUTBMMPX file first. By default, this
file has no configuration other than some helpful comments. Within the file, we can include
a list of resources we'd like to be able to access our server, no matter what. Make sure that
you include your web server here, and also make sure that you immediately add the IP
address you'll be using to SSH into the machine, otherwise you'll lock yourself out once we
edit the FUDIPTUTEFOZ file. Here are some example IPTUTBMMPX entries, with a
description of what each example rule does:
ALL: 192.168.1.50

This rule allows a machine with an IP address of  to access the server:
ALL: 192.168.1.0/255.255.255.0

This rule allows any machine within the  network to access the server:
ALL: 192.168.1.
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In this rule, we have an incomplete IP address. This acts as a wildcard, which means that
any IP address beginning with  is allowed:
ALL: ALL

This rule allows everything. You definitely don't want to do this:
ssh: 192.168.1.

We can also allow specific daemons. Here, I'm allowing OpenSSH traffic originating from
any IP address beginning with .
On your end, if you wish to utilize this security approach, add the resources on your
database server you'll be comfortable accepting communications from. Make sure you at
least add the IP address of another server with access to OpenSSH, so you'll have a way to
manage the machine. You can also add all your internal IP addresses with a rule similar to
the previous examples. Once you have this setup, we can edit the FUDIPTUTEFOZ file.
The FUDIPTUTEFOZ file utilizes the same syntax as FUDIPTUTBMMPX. To finish this
little exercise, we can block any traffic not included in the FUDIPTUTBMMPX file with the
following rule:
ALL: ALL

The FUDIPTUTBMMPX and FUDIPTUTEFOZ files don't represent a complete layer of
security, but are a great first step in securing a database server, especially one that might
contain sensitive user or financial information. They're by no means specific to MySQL
either, but I mention them here because databases very often contain data that if leaked,
could potentially wreak havoc on your organization and even put someone out of business.
A database server should only ever be accessible by the application that needs to utilize it.
Another point of consideration is user security. We walked through creating database users
in $IBQUFS, Managing Databases. In that chapter, we walked through the MySQL
commands for creating a user as well as (3"/5, performing both in one single command.
This is the example I used:
GRANT SELECT ON mysampledb.* TO 'appuser'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY
'password';
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What's important here is that we're allowing access to the NZTBNQMFEC database by a user
named BQQVTFS. If you look closer at the command, we're also specifying that this
connection is allowed only if it's coming in from MPDBMIPTU. If we tried to access this
database remotely, it wouldn't be allowed. This is a great default. But you'll also, at some
point, need to access the database from a different server. Perhaps your web server and
database server are separate machines, which is a common enterprise. You could do this:
GRANT SELECT ON mysampledb.* TO 'appuser'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'password';

However, in my opinion, this is a very bad practice. The  character in a MySQL (3"/5
command is a wildcard, similar to with other commands. Here, we're basically telling our
MariaDB or MySQL instance to accept connections from this user, from any network. There
is almost never a good reason to do this. I've heard some administrators use the argument
that they don't allow external traffic from their company firewall, so allowing MySQL
traffic from any machine shouldn't be a problem. However, that logic breaks down when
you consider that if an attacker does gain access to any machine in your network, they can
immediately target your database server. If an internal employee gets angry at
management and wants to destroy the database, they'll be able to access it from their
workstation. If an employee's workstation becomes affected by malware that targets
database servers, it may find your database server and try to brute-force it. I could go on
and on with examples of why allowing access to your database server from any machine is
a bad idea. Just don't do it!
If we want to give access to a specific IP address, we can do so with the following instead:
GRANT SELECT ON mysampledb.* TO 'appuser'@'192.168.1.50' IDENTIFIED BY
'password';

With the previous example, only a server or workstation with an IP address of
 is allowed to use the BQQVTFS account to obtain access to the database.
That's much better. You can, of course, allow an entire subnet as well:
GRANT SELECT ON mysampledb.* TO 'appuser'@'192.168.1.% IDENTIFIED BY
'password';

Here, any IP address beginning with  is allowed. Honestly, I really don't like
allowing an entire subnet. But depending on your network design, you may have a dozen
or so machines that need access. Hopefully, the subnet you allow is not the same subnet
your users' workstations use!
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Finally, another point of consideration is security patches for your database server
software. I know I talk about updates quite a bit, but as I've mentioned, these updates exist
for a reason. Developers don't release patches for enterprise software simply because
they're bored, these updates often patch real problems that real people are taking
advantage of right now as you read this. Install updates regularly. I understand that
updates on server applications can scare some people, as an update always comes with the
risk that it may disrupt business. But as an administrator, it's up to you to create a roll-out
plan for security patches, and ensure they're installed in a timely fashion. Sure, it's tough
and often has to be done after-hours. But the last thing I want to do is read about yet
another company where the contents of their database server were leaked and posted on
Pastebin (IUUQTQBTUFCJODPN). A good security design includes regular patching.

Setting up a firewall
Firewalls are a very important aspect to include in your network and security design.
Firewalls are extremely easy to implement, but sometimes hard to implement well. The
problem with firewalls is that they can sometimes offer a false sense of security to those
who aren't familiar with the best ways to manage them. Sure, they're good to have, but
simply having a firewall isn't enough by itself. The false sense of security comes when
someone thinks that they're protected just because a firewall is installed and enabled, but
they're also often opening traffic from any network to internal ports. Take into
consideration the firewall that was introduced with Windows XP and enabled by default
with Windows XP Service Pack 2. Yes, it was a good step but users simply clicked the
"allow" button whenever something wanted access, which defeats the entire purpose of
having a firewall. Windows implements this better nowadays, but the false sense of
security it created remains. Firewalls are not a "set it and forget it" solution!
Firewalls work by allowing or disallowing access to a network port from other networks.
Most good firewalls block outside traffic by default. When a user or administrator enables a
service, they open a port for it. Then, that service is allowed in. This is great in theory, but
where it breaks down is that administrators will often allow access from everywhere when
they open a port. If an administrator does this, they may as well not have a firewall at all. If
you need access to a server via OpenSSH, you may open up port  (or whatever port
OpenSSH is listening on) to allow it through the firewall. But if you simply allow the port,
it's open for everyone else as well.
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When configured properly, a firewall will enable access to a port only from specific places.
For example, rather than allowing port  for OpenSSH to your entire network, why not
just allow traffic to port  from specific IP addresses or subnets? Now we're getting
somewhere! In my opinion, allowing all traffic through a port is usually a bad idea, though
some services actually do need this (such as web traffic to your web server). If you can help
it, only allow traffic from specific networks when you open a port. This is where the use
case for a firewall really shines.
In Ubuntu Server, the Uncomplicated Firewall (UFW) is a really useful tool for configuring
your firewall. As the name suggests, it makes firewall management a breeze. To get started,
install the VGX package:
sudo apt install ufw

By default, the UFW firewall is inactive. This is a good thing, because we wouldn't want to
enable a firewall until after we've configured it. The VGX package features its own
command for checking its status:
sudo ufw status

Unless you've already configured your firewall, the status will come back as inactive.
With the VGX package installed, the first thing we'll want to do is enable traffic via SSH, so
we won't get locked out when we do enable the firewall:
sudo ufw allow from 192.168.1.156 to any port 22

You can probably see from that example how easy UFW's syntax is. With that example,
we're allowing the  IP address access to port  via TCP as well as UDP. In
your case, you would change the IP address accordingly, as well as the port number if
you're not using the OpenSSH default port. The BOZ option refers to any protocol (TCP or
UDP).
You can also allow traffic by subnet:
sudo ufw allow from 192.168.1.0/24 to any port 22

Although I don't recommend this, you can allow all traffic from a specific IP to access
anything on your server. Use this with care, if you have to use it at all:
sudo ufw allow from 192.168.1.50
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Now that we've configured our firewall to allow access via OpenSSH, you should also
allow any other ports or IP addresses that are required for your server to operate efficiently.
If your server is a web server, for example, you'll want to allow traffic from ports  and
. This is one of those few exceptions where you'll want to allow traffic from any
network, assuming your web server serves an external page on the internet:
sudo ufw allow 80
sudo ufw allow 443

There are various other use patterns for the VGX command; refer to the main page (IUUQ
NBOQBHFTVCVOUVDPNNBOQBHFTCJPOJDNBOVGXIUNM) for more. In a nutshell, these
examples should enable you to allow traffic through specific ports, as well as via specific
networks and IP addresses. Once you've finished configuring the firewall, we can enable it:
sudo ufw enable
Firewall is active and enabled on system startup

Just as the output suggests, our firewall is active and will start up automatically whenever
we reboot the server.
The UFW package is basically an easy-to-use frontend to the JQUBCMFT firewall, and it acts
as the default firewall for Ubuntu. The commands we executed so far in this section trigger
the JQUBCMFT command, which is a command administrators can use to set up a firewall
manually. A full walk-through of JQUBCMFT is outside the scope of this chapter, and it's
essentially unnecessary, since Ubuntu features UFW as its preferred firewall administration
tool and it's the tool you should use while administering a firewall on your Ubuntu server.
If you're curious, you can see what your current set of JQUBCMFT firewall rules look like
with the following command:
sudo iptables -L

With a well-planned firewall implementation, you can better secure your Ubuntu Server
installation from outside threats. Preferably, each port you open should only be accessible
from specific machines, with the exception being servers that are meant to serve data or
resources to external networks. Like all security solutions, a firewall won't make your
server invincible, but it does represent an additional layer attackers would have to bypass
in order to do harm.
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Encrypting and decrypting disks with LUKS
An important aspect of security that many people don't even think about is encryption. As
I'm sure you know, backups are essential for business continuity. If a server breaks down,
or a resource stops functioning, backups will be your saving grace. But what happens if
your backup medium gets stolen or somehow falls into the wrong hands? If your backup is
not encrypted, then anyone will be able to view its contents. Some data isn't sensitive, so
encryption isn't always required. But anything that contains personally identifiable
information, company secrets, or anything else that would cause any kind of hardship if
leaked, should be encrypted. In this section, I'll walk you through setting up Linux Unified
Key Setup (LUKS) encryption on an external backup drive.
Before we get into that though, I want to quickly mention the importance of full-disk
encryption for your distribution as well. Although this section is going to go over how to
encrypt external disks, it's possible to encrypt the volume for your entire Linux installation
as well. In the case of Ubuntu, full-disk encryption is an option during installation, for both
the server and workstation flavors. This is especially important when it comes to mobile
devices, such as laptops, which are stolen quite frequently. If a laptop is planned to store
confidential data that you cannot afford to have leaked out, you should choose the option
during installation to encrypt your entire Ubuntu installation. If you don't, anyone that
knows how to boot a Live OS disc and mount a hard drive will be able to view your data.
I've seen unencrypted company laptops get stolen before, and it's not a wonderful
experience.
Anyway, back to the topic of encrypting external volumes. For the purpose of encrypting
disks, we'll need to install the DSZQUTFUVQ package:
sudo apt install cryptsetup

The DSZQUTFUVQ utility allows us to encrypt and unencrypt disks. To continue, you'll need
an external disk you can safely format, as encrypting the disk will remove any data stored
on it. This can be an external hard disk, or a flash drive. Both can be treated the exact same
way. In addition, you can also use this same process to encrypt a secondary internal hard
disk attached to your virtual machine or server. I'm assuming that you don't care about the
contents saved on the drive, because the process of setting up encryption will wipe it.
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If you're using an external disk, use the GEJTLM command as SPPU or the MTCML
command to view a list of hard disks attached to your computer or server before you insert
it. After you insert your external disk or flash drive, run the command again to determine
the device designation for your removable media. In my examples, I used EFWTEC, but
you should use whatever designation your device was given. This is important, because
you don't want to wipe out your SPPU partition or an existing data partition!
First, we'll need to use DSZQUTFUVQ to format our disk:
sudo cryptsetup luksFormat /dev/sdb

You'll receive the following warning:
WARNING!
========
This will overwrite data on /dev/sdb irrevocably.
Are you sure? (Type uppercase yes):

Type :&4 and press Enter to continue. Next, you'll be asked for the passphrase. This
passphrase will be required in order to unlock the drive. Make sure you use a good,
randomly generated password and that you store it somewhere safe. If you lose it, you will
not be able to unlock the drive. You'll be asked to confirm the passphrase.
Once the command completes, we can format our encrypted disk. At this point, it has no
filesystem. We'll need to create one. First, open the disk with the following command:
sudo cryptsetup luksOpen /dev/sdb backup_drive

The CBDLVQ@ESJWF name can be anything you want; it's just an arbitrary name you can
refer to the disk as. At this point, the disk will be attached to EFWNBQQFSEJTL@OBNF,
where EJTL@OBNF is whatever you called your disk in the previous command (in my case,
CBDLVQ@ESJWF). Next, we can format the disk. The following command will create an ext4
filesystem on the encrypted disk:
sudo mkfs.ext4 -L "backup_drive" /dev/mapper/backup_drive

The - option allows us to add a label to the drive, so feel free to change that label to
whatever you prefer to name the drive.
With the formatting out of the way, we can now mount the disk:
sudo mount /dev/mapper/backup_drive /media/backup_drive
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The NPVOU command will mount the encrypted disk located at
EFWNBQQFSCBDLVQ@ESJWF and attach it to a mount point, such as
NFEJBCBDLVQ@ESJWF in my example. The target mount directory must already exist.
With the disk mounted, you can now save data onto the device as you would any other
volume. When finished, you can unmount the device with the following commands:
sudo umount /media/backup_drive
sudo cryptsetup luksClose /dev/mapper/backup_drive

First, we unmount the volume just like we normally would. Then, we tell DSZQUTFUVQ to
close the volume. To mount it again, we would issue the following commands:
sudo cryptsetup luksOpen /dev/sdb backup_drive
sudo mount /dev/mapper/backup_drive /media/backup_drive

If we wish to change the passphrase, we can use the following command. Keep in mind
that you should absolutely be careful typing in the new passphrase, so you don't lock
yourself out of the drive. The disk must not be mounted or open in order for this to work:
sudo cryptsetup luksChangeKey /dev/sdb -S 0

The command will ask you for the current passphrase, and then the new one twice.
That's basically all there is to it. With the DSZQTFUVQ utility, you can set up your own
LUKS-encrypted volumes for storing your most sensitive information. If the disk ever falls
into the wrong hands, it won't be as bad a situation as it would have been if the disk had
been unencrypted. Breaking a LUKS-encrypted volume would take considerable effort that
wouldn't be feasible.

Locking down sudo
We've been using the TVEP command throughout the book. In fact, we took a deeper look
at it during $IBQUFS, Managing Users. Therefore, I won't go into too much detail
regarding TVEP here, but some things bear repeating as TVEP has a direct impact on
security.
First and foremost, access to TVEP should be locked down as much as possible. A user with
full TVEP access is a threat, plain and simple. All it would take is for someone with full
TVEP access to make a single mistake with the SN command to cause you to lose data or
render your entire server useless. After all, a user with full TVEP access can do anything
SPPU can do (which is everything).
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By default, the user you've created during installation will be made a member of the TVEP
group. Members of this group have full access to the TVEP command. Therefore, you
shouldn't make any users a member of this group unless you absolutely have to. In $IBQUFS
, Managing Users, I talked about how to control access to TVEP with the WJTVEP command;
refer to that chapter for a refresher if you need it. In a nutshell, you can lock down access to
TVEP to specific commands, rather than allowing your users to do everything. For example,
if a user needs access to shut down or reboot a server, you can give them access to perform
those tasks (and only those tasks) with the following setting:
charlie

ALL=(ALL:ALL) /usr/sbin/reboot,/usr/sbin/shutdown

This line is configured via the WJTVEP command, which we covered in
$IBQUFS, Managing Users.

For the most part, if a user needs access to TVEP, just give them access to specific commands
that are required as part of their job. If a user needs access to work with removable media,
give them TVEP access for the NPVOU and VNPVOU commands. If they need to be able to
install new software, give them access to the BQU suite of commands, and so on. The fewer
permissions you give a user, the better. This goes all the way back to the principle of least
privilege that we went over near the beginning of this chapter.
Although most of the information in this section is not new to anyone who has already read
$IBQUFS, Managing Users, TVEP access is one of those things a lot of people don't think
about when it comes to security. The TVEP command with full access is equivalent to giving
someone full access to the entire server. Therefore, it's an important thing to keep in mind
when it comes to hardening the security of your network.
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Summary
In this chapter, we looked at the ways in which we can harden the security of our server. A
single chapter or book can never give you an all-inclusive list of all the security settings you
can possibly configure, but the examples we worked through in this chapter are a great
starting point. Along the way, we looked at the concepts of lowering your attack surface, as
well as the principle of least privilege. We also looked into securing OpenSSH, which is a
common service that many attackers will attempt to use in their favor. We also looked into
Fail2ban, which is a handy daemon that can block other nodes when there are a certain
number of authentication failures. We also discussed configuring our firewall, using the
Uncomplicated Firewall (UFW) utility. Since data theft is also unfortunately common, we
covered encrypting our backup disks.
In the next chapter, we'll take a look at troubleshooting our server when things go wrong.

Questions
What is a CVE, and what is its purpose?
Applying updates to a running kernel can be done automatically and without
rebooting by utilizing Canonical's ____ service.
The default configuration file for Fail2Ban is ____, but you should copy it to ____
to avoid your changes being overwritten.
What are some of the things you can do to secure OpenSSH?
Explain the principle of least privilege.
What command can we use in order to list the ports our server is listening on?
The ____ command allows us to encrypt an entire disk.
Explore Landscape on a test server, and list some of the features you're able to
find within the interface that weren't mentioned in this chapter.
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Further reading
Landscape
documentation: IUUQTMBOETDBQFDBOPOJDBMDPNTUBUJDEPDVTFSHVJEF
Fail2ban manual: IUUQTXXXGBJMCBOPSHXJLJJOEFYQIQ."/6"-@@
TTIE@DPOGJH file guide: IUUQTXXXTTIDPNTTITTIE@DPOGJH
Ubuntu CVE tracker: IUUQTQFPQMFDBOPOJDBMDPN_VCVOUVTFDVSJUZDWF
Password haystacks (find out how secure your password
is): IUUQTXXXHSDDPNIBZTUBDLIUN
Krebs on security (a great security blog): IUUQTLSFCTPOTFDVSJUZDPN
SECURITY NOW (a very informative security
podcast): IUUQTUXJUUWTIPXTTFDVSJUZOPX
ShieldsUP! (a useful tool to see which ports your router has
open): IUUQTXXXHSDDPNTIJFMETVQ
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Troubleshooting Ubuntu
Servers
So far, have we covered many topics, ranging from installing software to setting up services
to provide value to our network. But what about when things go wrong? While it's
impossible for us to account for every possible problem that may come up, there are some
common places to look for clues when something goes wrong and a process isn't behaving
quite as you expect it to. In this chapter, we'll take a look at some common starting points
and techniques when it comes to troubleshooting issues with our servers.
In this chapter, we will cover:
Evaluating the problem space
Conducting a root cause analysis
Viewing system logs
Tracing network issues
Troubleshooting resource issues
Diagnosing defective RAM
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Evaluating the problem space
After you identify the symptoms of the issue, the first goal in troubleshooting is to identify
the problem space. Essentially, this means determining (as best you can) where the problem
is most likely to reside, and how many systems and services are affected. Sometimes the
problem space is obvious. For example, if none of your computers are receiving an IP
address from your DHCP server, then you'll know straight away to start investigating the
logs on that particular server in regard to its ability (or inability) to do the job designated
for it. In other cases, the problem space may not be so obvious. Perhaps you have an
application that exhibits problems every now and then, but isn't something you can reliably
reproduce. In that case, it may take some digging before you know just how large the scope
of the problem might be. Sometimes, the culprit is the last thing you expect.
Each component on your network works together with other components, or at least that's
how it should be. A network of Linux servers, just as with any other network, is a collection
of services (daemons) that compliment and often depend upon one another. For example,
DHCP assigns IP addresses to all of your hosts, but it also assigns their default DNS servers
as well. If your DNS server has encountered an issue, then your DHCP server would
essentially be assigning a non-working DNS server to your clients. Identifying the problem
space means that after you identify the symptoms, you'll also work toward reaching an
understanding of how each component within your network contributes to, or is affected
by, the problem. This will also help you identify the scope.
With regards to the scope, we identify how far the problem reaches, as well as how many
users or systems are affected by the issue. Perhaps just one user is affected, or an entire
subnet. This will help you determine the priority of the issue and decide whether this is
something essential that you need to fix now, or something that can wait until later. Often,
prioritizing is half the battle, since each of your users will be under the impression that
their issues are more important than anyone else.
When identifying the problem space, as well as the scope, you'll want to answer the
following questions as best as you can:
What are the symptoms of the issue?
When did this problem first occur?
Were there any changes made around the network around that same time?
Has this problem happened before? If so, what was done to fix it the last time?
Which servers or nodes are impacted by this issue?
How many users are impacted?
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If the problem is limited to a single machine, then a few really good places to start poking
around is checking who is logged in to the server and which commands have recently been
entered. Quite often, I've found the culprit just by checking the bash history for logged on
users (or users that have recently logged in). With each user account, there should be a
CBTI@IJTUPSZ file in their IPNF directory. Within this file is a list of commands that were
recently entered. Check this file and see if anyone modified anything recently. I can't tell
you how many times this alone has led directly to the answer. And what's even better,
sometimes the Bash history leads to the solution. If a problem has occurred before and
someone has already fixed it at some point in the past, chances are their efforts were
recorded in the bash history, so you can see what the previous person did to solve the
problem just by looking at it. To view the bash history, you can either view the contents of
the CBTI@IJTUPSZ file in a user's IPNF directory, or you can simply execute the IJTUPSZ
command as that user.
Additionally, if you check who is currently logged into the server, you may be able to
pinpoint if someone is working on an issue already, or perhaps something they're doing
caused the issue in the first place. If you enter the X command, you can see who is logged in
to the server currently. In addition, you'll also see the IP address of the user that's logged in
when you run this command. Therefore, if you don't know who corresponds to a user
account listed when you run the X command, you can check the IP address in your DHCP
server to find out who the IP address belongs
to, so you can ask that person directly. In a perfect world, other administrators will send
out a departmental email when they work on something to make sure everyone is aware.
Unfortunately, many don't do this. By checking the logged in users as well as their Bash
history, you're well on your way to determining where the problem originated.
After identifying the problem space and the scope, you can begin narrowing down the
issue to help find a cause. Sometimes, the culprit will be obvious. If a website stopped
working and you noticed that the Apache configuration on your web server was changed
recently, you can attack the problem by investigating the change and who made it. If the
problem is a network issue, such as users not being able to visit websites, the potential
problem space is much larger. Your internet gateway may be malfunctioning, your DNS or
DHCP server may be down, your internet provider could be having issues, or perhaps your
accounting department simply forgot to pay the internet bill. As long as you are able to
determine a potential list of targets to focus your troubleshooting on, you're well on your
way to finding the issue. As we go through this chapter, I'll talk about some common issues
that can come up and how to deal with them.
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Conducting a root cause analysis
Once you solve a problem on your server or network, you'll immediately revel in the
awesomeness of your troubleshooting skills. It's a wonderful feeling to have fixed an issue,
becoming the hero within your technology department. But you're not done yet. The next
step is looking toward preventing this problem from happening again. It's important to
look at how the problem started as well as steps you can take in order to help stop the
problem from occurring again. This is known as a root cause analysis. A root cause
analysis may be a report you file with your manager or within your knowledge-base
system, or it could just be a memo you document for yourself. Either way, it's an important
learning opportunity.
A good root cause analysis has several sides to the equation. First, it will demonstrate the
events that led to the problem occurring in the first place. Then, it will contain a list of steps
that you've completed to correct the problem. If the problem is something that could
potentially recur, you would want to include information about how to prevent it from
happening again in the future.
The problem with a root cause analysis is that it's rare that you can be 100 percent accurate.
Sometimes, the root cause may be obvious. For example, suppose a user named #PC deleted
an entire directory that contained files important to your company. If you log in into the
server and check the logs, you can see that #PC not only logged into the server near the time
of the incident, his bash history literally shows him running the SNSG
XPSLJNQPSUBOUGJMFT command. At this point, case is closed. You figured out how the
problem happened, who did it, and you can restore the files from your most recent backup.
But a root cause is usually not that cut and dry.
One example I've personally encountered was a pair of virtual machine servers that were
"fencing." At a company I once worked for, our Citrix-based virtual machine servers (which
were part of a cluster), both went down at the same time, taking every Linux VM down
with them. When I attached a monitor to them, I could see them both rebooting over and
over. After I got the servers to settle down, I started to investigate deeper. I read in the
documentation for Citrix XenServer that you should never install a cluster of anything less
than three machines because it can create a situation exactly as I experienced. We only had
two servers in that cluster, so I concluded that the servers were set up improperly and the
company would need a third server if they wanted to cluster them.
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The problem though, is that example root cause analysis wasn't 100 percent perfect. Were
the servers having issues because they needed a third server? The documentation did
mention that three servers were a minimum, but there's no way to know for sure that was
the reason the problem started. However, not only was I not watching the servers when it
happened, I also wasn't the individual who set them up, whom had already left the
company. There was no way I could reach a 100 percent conclusion, but my root cause
analysis was sound in the sense that it was the most likely explanation (that we weren't
using best practices). Someone could counter my root cause analysis with the question "but
the servers were running fine that way for several years." True, but nothing is absolute
when dealing with technology. Sometimes, you never really know. The only thing you can
do is make sure everything is set up properly according to the guidelines set forth by the
manufacturer.
A good root cause analysis is as sound in logic as it can be, though not necessarily
bulletproof. Correlating system events to symptoms is often a good first step, but is not
necessarily perfect. After investigating the symptoms, solving the issue, and documenting
what you've done to rectify it, sometimes the root cause analysis writes itself. Other times,
you'll need to read documentation and ensure that the configuration of the server or
daemon that failed was implemented along with best practices. In a worst-case scenario,
you won't really know how the problem happened or how to prevent it, but it should still
be documented in case other details come to light later. And without documentation, you'll
never gain anything from the situation.
A root cause analysis should include details such as the following:
A description of the issue
Which application or piece of hardware encountered a fault
The date and time the issue was first noticed
What you found while investigating the issue
What you've done to resolve the issue
What events, configurations, or faults caused the issue to happen
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A root cause analysis should be used as a learning experience. Depending on what the issue
was, it may serve as an example of what not to do, or what to do better. In the case of my
virtual machine server fiasco, the moral of the story was to follow best practices from Citrix
and use three servers for the cluster instead of two. Other times, the end result may be
another technician not following proper directives or making a mistake, which is
unfortunate. In the future, if the issue were to happen again, you'll be able to look back and
remember exactly what happened last time and what you did to fix it. This is valuable, if
only for the reason we're all human and prone to forgetting important details after a time.
In an organization, a root cause analysis is valuable to show stakeholders that you're able to
not only address a problem, but are reasonably able to prevent it from happening again.

Viewing system logs
After you identify the problem space, you can attack the potential origin of the problem.
Often, this will involve reviewing log files on your server. Linux has great logging, and
many of the applications you may be running are writing log files as events happen. If
there's an issue, you may be able to find information about it in an application's log file.
Inside the WBSMPH directory, you'll see a handful of logs you can view, which differs
from server to server depending on which applications are installed. In quite a few cases,
an installed application will create its own log file somewhere within WBSMPH, either in a
log file or a log file within a sub-directory of WBSMPH. For example, once you install
Apache, it will create log files in the WBSMPHBQBDIF directory, which may give you a
hint as to what may be going on if the problem is related to your web server. MySQL and
MariaDB create their log files in the WBSMPHNZTRM directory. These are known as
Application Logs, which are basically log files created by an application and not the
distribution. There are also System Logs, such as the authorization or system logs. System
logs are the log files created by the distribution and allow you to view system events.
Viewing a log file can be done in several ways. One way is to use the DBU command along
with the path and filename of a log file. For example, the Apache access log can be viewed
with the following command:
cat /var/log/apache2/access.log

Some log files are restricted and need SPPU privileges in order to access
them. If you get a permission denied error when attempting to view a
log, use TVEP in front of any of the following commands to view the file.
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One problem with the DBU command is that it will print out the entire file, no matter how
big it is. It will scroll by your terminal and if the file is large, you won't be able to see all of
it. In addition, if your server is already taxed when it comes to performance, using DBU can
actually tie up the server for a bit in a case where the log file is massive. This will cause you
to lose control of your shell until the file stops printing. You can press Ctrl + C to stop
printing the log file, but the server may end up being too busy to respond to Ctrl + C and
show the entire file anyway.
Another method is to use the UBJM command. By default, the UBJM command shows you
the last ten lines of a file:
tail /var/log/apache2/access.log

If you wish to see more than the last ten lines, you can use the O option to specify a
different amount. To view the last  lines, we would use the following:
tail -n 100 /var/log/apache2/access.log

Perhaps one of the most useful features of the UBJM command is the G option, which
allows you to follow a log file. Basically, this means that as entries are written to the log file,
it will scroll by in front of you. It's close to watching the log file in real time:
tail -f /var/log/apache2/access.log

Once you start using the follow option, you'll wonder how you ever lived without it. If
you're having a specific problem that you are able to reproduce, you can watch the log file
for that application and see the log entries as they appear while you're reproducing the
issue. In the case of a DHCP server not providing IP addresses to clients, you can view the
output of the WBSMPHTZTMPH file (the JTDEIDQTFSWFS daemon doesn't have its own
log file), and you can see any errors that come up as your clients try to re-establish their
DHCP lease, allowing you to see the problem as it is happens.
Another useful command for viewing logs is MFTT. The MFTT command allows you to scroll
through a log file with the page up and page down keys on your keyboard, which makes it
more useful for viewing log files than the DBU command. You can press Q to exit the file:
less /var/log/apache2/access.log
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So now that you know a few ways in which you can view these files, which files should you
inspect? Unfortunately, there's no one rule, as each application handles their logging
differently. Some daemons have their own log file stored somewhere in WBSMPH.
Therefore, a good place to check is in that directory, to see if there is a log file with the name
of the daemon. Some daemons don't even have their own log file and will use
WBSMPHTZTMPH instead. You may try viewing the contents of the file, while using HSFQ
to find messages related to the daemon you're troubleshooting. In regard to the JTDEIDQ
TFSWFS daemon, the following would narrow down the TZTMPH to messages from that
specific daemon:
cat /var/log/syslog |grep dhcp

While troubleshooting security issues, the log file you'll definitely want to look at is the
authorization log, located at WBSMPHBVUIMPH. You'll need to use the SPPU account or
TVEP to view this file. The authorization log includes information regarding authentication
attempts to the server, including logins from the server itself, as well as over OpenSSH.
This is useful for several reasons, among them the fact that if something really bad happens
on your server, you can find out who logged in to the server around that same time. In
addition, if you or one of your users is having trouble accessing the server via OpenSSH,
you may want to look at the authorization log for clues, as additional information for
OpenSSH failures will be logged there. Often, the TTI command may complain about
permissions of key files not being correct, which would give you an answer as to why
public key authentication stopped working, as OpenSSH expects specific permissions for its
files. For example, the private key file (typically IPNFVTFS TTIJE@STB) should not
be readable or writable by anyone other than its owning user. You'd see errors within the
WBSMPHBVUIMPH mentioning such if that were the case.
Another use case for checking the WBSMPHBVUIMPH is for security, as a high number of
login attempts may indicate an intrusion attempt. (Hopefully, you have 'BJMCBO
installed, which we went over in the last chapter.) An unusually high number of failed
password attempts may indicate someone trying brute-force logging in to the server. That
would definitely be a cause for concern, and you'd want to block their IP address
immediately.
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The system log, located in WBSMPHTZTMPH, contains logging information for quite a few
different things. It's essentially the Swiss Army knife of Ubuntu's logs. If a daemon doesn't
have its own log file, chances are its logs are being written to this file. In addition,
information regarding Cron jobs will be written here, which makes it a candidate to check
when a Cron job isn't being executed properly. The EIDMJFOU daemon, which is
responsible for grabbing an IP address from a DHCP server, is also important. You'll be
able to see from EIDMJFOU events within the system log when an IP address is renewed,
and you can also see messages relating to failures if it's not able to obtain an IP address.
Also, the TZTUFNEJOJU daemon itself logs here, which allows you to see messages related
to server startup as well as applications it's trying to run.
Another useful log is the WBSMPHEQLHMPH file, which records log entries relating to
installing and upgrading packages. If a server starts misbehaving after you roll out updates
across your network, you can view this log to see which packages were recently updated.
This log will not only give you a list of updated or installed packages, but also a time-stamp
from when the installation occurred. If a user installed an unauthorized application, you
can correlate this log to the authentication log to determine who logged in around that
time, and then you can check that user's bash history to confirm.
Often, log files will get rotated after some time by a utility known as MPHSPUBUF. Inside the
WBSMPH directory, you'll see several log files with a H[ extension, which means that the
original log file was compressed and renamed, and a new log file created in its place. For
example, you'll see the syslog file for the system log in the WBSMPH directory, but you'll
also see files named with a number and a H[ extension as well, such as TZTMPHH[.
These are compressed logs. Normally, you'd view these logs by uncompressing them and
then opening them via any of the methods mentioned in this section. An easier way to do
so is with the [DBU command, which allows you to view compressed files immediately:
zcat /var/log/syslog.2.gz

There's also [MFTT, which serves a similar purpose as the MFTT command.
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Another useful command for checking logging information is ENFTH. Unlike other log files,
ENFTH is literally its PXO command. You can execute it from anywhere in the filesystem,
and you don't even need SPPU privileges to do so. The ENFTH command allows you to view
log entries from the Linux kernel's ring buffer, which can be very useful when
troubleshooting hardware issues (such as seeing which disks were recognized by the
kernel). When troubleshooting hardware, the system log is also helpful, but using the
ENFTH command may be a good place to check as well.
As I mentioned earlier, on an Ubuntu system there are two types of log files, system logs
and application logs. System logs, such as the BVUIMPH and the EQLHMPH, detail
important system events and aren't specific to any one particular application. Application
logs become installed when you install their parent package, such as Apache or MariaDB.
Application logs create log entries into their own log file. Some daemons you install will
not create their own application log, such as LFFQBMJWFE and JTDEIDQTFSWFS. Since
there's no general rule when it comes to which applications log is where, the first step in
finding a log file is to see if the application you want log entries from creates its PXO log file.
If not, it's likely using a system log.
When faced with a problem, it's important to practice viewing log files at the same time you
try and reproduce the problem. Using follow mode with tail (UBJMG) works very well for
this, as you can watch the log file generate new entries as you try and reproduce the issue.
This technique works very well in almost any situation where you're dealing with a
misbehaving daemon. This technique can also help narrow down hardware issues. For
example, I once dealt with an Ubuntu system where when I plugged in a flash drive,
nothing happened. When I followed the log as I inserted and removed the flash drive, I saw
the system log update and recognize each insertion and removal. So, clearly the Linux
kernel itself saw the hardware and was prepared to use it. This helped me narrow down
the problem to being that the desktop environment I was using wasn't updating to show
the inserted flash drive, but my hardware and USB ports were operating perfectly fine.
With one command, I was able to determine that the issue was a software problem and not
related to hardware.
As you can see, Ubuntu contains very helpful log files which will aid you in
troubleshooting your servers. Often, when you're faced with a problem, viewing relevant
log entries and then conducting a Google search regarding them will result in a useful
answer, or at least bring you to a bug report to let you know the problem isn't just limited
to you or your configuration. Hopefully, your search results will lead you right to the
answer, or at least to a workaround. From there, you can continue to work through the
problem until it is solved.
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Tracing network issues
It's amazing how important TCP/IP networking is to the world today. Of all the protocols in
use in modern computing, it's by far the most widespread. But it's also one of the most
annoying situations to figure out when it's not working well. Thankfully, Ubuntu features
really handy utilities you can use in order to pinpoint what's going on.
First, let's look at connectivity. After all, if you can't connect to a network, your server is
essentially useless. In most cases, Ubuntu recognizes just about all network cards without
fail, and it will automatically connect your server or workstation to your network if it is
within reach of a DHCP server. While troubleshooting, get the obvious stuff out of the way
first. The following may seem like a no-brainer, but you'd be surprised how often one can
miss something obvious. I'm going to assume you've already checked to make sure
network cables are plugged in tight on both ends. Another aspect regarding cabling is that
sometimes network cables themselves develop faults and need to be replaced. You should
be able to use a cable tester and get a clean signal through the cable.
Routing issues can sometimes be tricky to troubleshoot, but by testing each destination
point one by one, you can generally see where the problem lies. Typical symptoms of a
routing issue may include being unable to access a device within another subnet, or
perhaps not being able to get out to the internet, despite being able to reach internal
devices. To investigate a potential routing issue, first check your routing table. You can do
so with the SPVUFO command. This command will print your current routing table
information:

8KGYKPIVJGTQWVKPIVCDNGQPCP7DWPVW5GTXGT

In this example, you can see that the default gateway for all traffic is . This is
the first entry on the table, which tells us that all traffic to the destination  (which
is everything) leaves via . As long as ICMP traffic isn't disabled, you should
be able to ping this default gateway, and you should be able to ping other nodes within
your subnet as well.
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To start troubleshooting a routing issue, you would use the information shown after
printing your routing table to conduct several ping tests. First, try to ping your default
gateway. If you cannot, then you've found the issue. If you can, try running the
USBDFSPVUF command. This command isn't available by default, but all you'll have to do is
install the USBDFSPVUF package, so hopefully you have it installed on the server. If you do,
you can run USBDFSPVUF against a host, such as an external URL, to find out where the
connection drops. The USBDFSPVUF command should show every hop between you and
your target. Each "hop" is basically another default gateway. You traverse through one
gateway after another until you ultimately reach your destination. With the USBDFSPVUF
command, you can see where the chain stops. In all likelihood, you'll find that perhaps the
problem isn't even on your network, but perhaps your internet service provider is where
the connection drops.
DNS issues don't happen very often, but by using a few tricks, you should be able to
resolve them. Symptoms of DNS failures will usually result in a host being unable to access
internal or external resources by name. Whether the problem is with internal or external
hosts (or both) should help you determine whether it's your DNS server that's the problem,
or perhaps the DNS server at your ISP.
The first step in pinpointing the source of DNS woes is to ping a known IP address on your
network, preferably the default gateway. If you can ping it, but you can't ping the gateway
by name, then you probably have a DNS issue. You can confirm a potential DNS issue by
using the OTMPPLVQ command against the domain, such as:
nslookup myserver.local

In addition, make sure you try and ping external resources as well, such as a website. This
will help you narrow down the scope of the issue.
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You will also want to know which DNS server your host is sending queries to. In the past,
finding out which DNS server is assigned to your host was a simple as inspecting the
contents of FUDSFTPMWDPOG. However, nowadays this file will often refer to a local
resolver instead and won't reveal the actual server requests are being sent to. To find out
the real DNS server that's assigned to your host, the following command will do the trick:
systemd-resolve --status | grep DNS Servers

Are they what you expect? If not, you can temporarily fix this problem by removing the
incorrect name server entries from this file and replacing them with the correct IP
addresses. The reason I suggest this as a temporary fix and not a permanent one is because
the next thing you'll need to do is investigate how the invalid IP addresses got there in the
first place. Normally, these are assigned by your DHCP server. As long as your DHCP
server is sending out the appropriate name server list, you shouldn't run into this problem.
If you're using a static IP address, then perhaps there's an error in your Netplan config file.
A useful method of pinpointing DNS issues in regard to being unable to resolve external
sites is to temporarily switch your DNS provider on your local machine. Normally, your
machine is going to use your external DNS provider, such as the one that comes from your
ISP. Your external DNS server is something we went through setting up in $IBQUFS,
Setting up Network Services, specifically the forwarders section of the configuration for the
CJOE daemon. The forwarders used by the CJOE daemon is where it sends traffic if it
isn't able to resolve your request based on its internal list of hosts.
You could consider bypassing this by changing your local workstation's DNS name servers
to Google's, which are  and . If you're able to reach the external resource
after switching your name servers, you can be reasonably confident that your forwarders
are the culprit. I've actually seen situations in which a website has changed its IP address,
but the ISP's DNS servers didn't get updated quickly enough, causing some clients to be
unable to reach a site they need to perform their job. Switching everyone to alternate name
servers (by adjusting the forwarders option, as we did in $IBQUFS, Setting up Network
Services) was the easiest way they could work around the issue.
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Some additional tools to consider while checking your server's ability to resolve DNS
entries are EJH and OTMPPLVQ. You should be able to use both commands to test your
server's DNS settings. Both commands are used with a host name or domain name as an
option. The EJH command will present you with information regarding the address (")
record of the DNS zone file responsible for the IP address or domain. The IPTU command
should return the IP address of the host you're trying to reach. The EJH command is also
useful for troubleshooting caching. The first time you use the EJH command, you'll see a
response time (in milliseconds). The subsequent time you run it, the response time should
be much shorter:

1WVRWVQHVJGFKICPFJQUVEQOOCPFU
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Hardware support is also critical when it comes to networking. If the Linux kernel doesn't
support your network hardware, then you'll likely run into a situation where the
distribution doesn't recognize or do anything when you insert a network cable, or in the
case of wireless networking, doesn't show any nearby networks despite there being one or
more. Unlike the Windows platform, hardware support is generally baked right into the
kernel when it comes to Linux. While there are exceptions to this, the Linux kernel shipped
with a distribution typically supports hardware the same age as itself or older. In the case
of Ubuntu 18.04 LTS (which was released in April of 2018), it's able to support hardware
released as of the beginning of 2018 and older. Future releases of Ubuntu Server will
publish hardware entitlement updates, which will allow Ubuntu Server 18.04 to support
newer hardware and chip-sets once it comes out. Therefore, it's always important to use the
latest installation media when rolling out a new server. Typically, Ubuntu will release
several point releases during the life of a supported distribution, such as 18.04.1, 18.04.2,
and so on. As long as you're using the latest one, you'll have the latest hardware support
that Ubuntu has made available at the time.
In other cases, hardware support may depend on external kernel modules. In the case of a
missing hardware driver, the first thing you should try when faced with network hardware
that's not recognized is to look up the hardware using a search engine, typically the search
terms IBSEXBSFOBNF 6CVOUV will do the trick. But, what do you search for? To find
out the hardware string for your network device, try the MTQDJ command:
lspci | grep -i net

The MTQDJ command lists hardware connected to your server's PCI bus. Here, we're using
the command with a case insensitive HSFQ search for the word OFU:
lspci |grep -i net

This should return a list of networking components available in your server. On my
machine, for example, I get the following output:
01:00.1 Ethernet controller: Realtek Semiconductor Co., Ltd. RTL8111/8168/8411 PCI Express
Gigabit Ethernet Controller (rev 12)
02:00.0 Network controller: Intel Corporation Wireless 8260 (rev 3a)
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As you can see, I have a wired and wireless network card on this machine. If one of them
wasn't working, I could search online for information by searching for the hardware string
and the keyword Ubuntu which should give me results pertaining to my exact hardware. If
a package is required to be installed, the search results will likely give me some clues as to
which package I need to install. Without having network access though, the worst-case
scenario is that I may have to download the package from another computer and transfer it
to the server via a flash drive. That's certainly not a fun thing to need to do, but it does
work if the latest Ubuntu installation media doesn't yet offer full support for your
hardware.
Another potential problem point is DHCP. When it works well, DHCP is a wonderfully
magical thing. When it stops working, it can be frustrating. But generally, DHCP issues
often end up being a lack of available IP addresses, the DHCP daemon (JTDEIDQ
TFSWFS) not running, an invalid configuration, or hosts that have clocks that are out of sync
(all servers should have the OUQ package installed).
If you have a server that is unable to obtain an IP address via DHCP and your network
utilizes a Linux-based DHCP server, check the system log (WBSMPHTZTMPH) for events
related to EIDQE. Unfortunately, there's no command you can run that I've ever been able
to find that will print how many IP address leases your DHCP server has remaining, but if
you run out, chances are you'll see log entries related to an exhausted pool in the system
log. In addition, the system log will also show you attempts from your nodes to obtain an
IP address as they attempt to do so. Feel free to use UBJMG against the system log, to
watch for any events relating to DHCP leases.
In some cases, a lack of DHCP leases being available can come down to having a very
generous lease time enabled. Some administrators will give their clients up to a week for
the lease time, which is generally unnecessary. A lease time of one day is fine for most
networks, but ultimately the lease time you decide on is up to you. In $IBQUFS, Setting up
Network Services, we looked at configuring our DHCP server, so feel free to refer to that
chapter if you need a refresher on how to configure the JTDEIDQTFSWFS daemon.
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Although it's probably not the first thing you'll think of while facing DHCP issues, hosts
having out of sync clocks can actually contribute to the problem. DHCP requests are
UJNFTUBNQFE on both the client and the server, so if the clock is off by a large degree on
one, the timestamps will be off as well, causing the DHCP server to become confused.
Surprisingly, I've seen this come up fairly often. I recommend standardizing NTP across
your network as early on as you can. DHCP isn't the only service that suffers when clocks
are out of sync, file synchronization utilities also require accurate time. If you ensure NTP is
installed on all of your clients and it's up to date and working, you should be in good
shape. Using configuration management utilities such as Ansible to ensure NTP is not only
configured, but is running properly on all the machines in your network, will only benefit
you.
Of course, there are many things that can go wrong when it comes to networking, but the
information here should cover the majority of issues. In summary, troubleshooting network
issues generally revolves around QJOH tests. Trying to QJOH your default gateway, tracing
failed endpoints with USBDFSPVUF, and troubleshooting DNS and DHCP will take care of a
majority of issues. Then again, faulty hardware such as failed network cards and bad
cabling will no doubt present themselves as well.

Troubleshooting resource issues
I don't know about others, but it seems that a majority of my time troubleshooting servers
usually comes down to pinpointing resource issues. By resources, I'm referring to CPU,
memory, disk, input/output, and so on. Generally, issues come down to a user storing too
many large files, a process going haywire that consumes a large amount of CPU, or a server
running out of memory. In this section, we'll go through some of the common things you're
likely to run into while administering Ubuntu servers.
First, let's revisit topics related to storage. In $IBQUFS, Managing Storage Volumes, we went
over concepts related to this already, and many of those concepts also apply to
troubleshooting as well. Therefore, I won't spend too much time on those concepts here, but
it's worth a refresher in regard to troubleshooting storage issues. First, whenever you have
users that are complaining about being unable to write new files to the server, the following
two commands are the first you should run. You are probably already well aware of these,
but they're worth repeating:
df -h
df -i
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The first EG command variation gives you information regarding how much space is used
on a drive, in a human readable format (the I option), which will print the information in
terms of megabytes and gigabytes. The J option in the second command gives you
information regarding used and available inodes. The reason you should also run this, is
because on a Linux system, it can report storage as full even if there's plenty of free space.
But if there are no remaining inodes, it's the same as being full, but the first command
wouldn't show the usage as 100 percent when no inodes are free. Usually, the number of
inodes a storage medium has available is extremely generous, and the limit is hard to hit.
However, if a service is creating new log files over and over every second, or a mail
daemon grows out of control and generates a huge backlog of undelivered mail, you'd be
surprised how quickly inodes can empty out.
Of course, once you figure out that you have an issue with full storage, the next logical
question becomes, what is eating up all my free space? The EG commands will give you a
list of storage volumes and their sizes, which will tell you at least which disk or partition to
focus your attention on. My favorite command for pinpointing storage hogs, as I mentioned
in $IBQUFS, Managing Storage Volumes, is the ODEV command. While not installed by
default, ODEV is a wonderful utility for checking to see where your storage is being
consumed the most. If run by itself, ODEV will scan your server's entire filesystem. Instead, I
recommend running it with the Y option, which will limit it to a specific folder as a
starting point. For example, if the IPNF partition is full on your server, you might want to
run the following to find out which directory is using the most space:
sudo ncdu -x /home

The Y option will cause ODEV to not cross filesystems. This means if you have another disk
mounted within the folder you're scanning, it won't touch it. With Y, ODEV is only
concerned with the target you give it.
If you aren't able to utilize ODEV, there's also the EV command that takes some extra work.
The EVI command, for example, will give you the current usage of your current working
directory, with human-readable numbers. It doesn't traverse directory trees by default like
ODEV does, so you'd need to run it on each sub-directory until you manually find the
directory that's holding the most files. A very useful variation of the EV command,
nicknamed EVDLT, is the following. It will show you the top 15 largest directories in your
current working directory:
du -cksh * | sort -hr | head -n 15
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Another issue with storage volumes that can arise is issues with filesystem integrity. Most
of the time, these issues only seem to come up when there's an issue with power, such as a
server powering off unexpectedly. Depending on the server and the formatting you've used
when setting up your storage volumes (and several other factors), power issues are handled
differently from one installation to another. In most cases, a filesystem check (GTDL) will
happen automatically during the next boot. If it doesn't, and you're having odd issues with
storage that can't be explained otherwise, a manual filesystem check is recommended.
Scheduling a filesystem check is actually very easy:
sudo touch /forcefsck

The previous command will create an empty file, GPSDFGTDL, at the root of the filesystem.
When the server reboots and it sees this file, it will trigger a filesystem check on that
volume and then remove the file. If you'd like to check a filesystem other than the root
volume, you can create the GPSDFGTDL file elsewhere. For example, if your server has a
separate IPNF partition, you could create the file there instead to check that volume:
sudo touch /home/forcefsck

The filesystem check will usually complete fairly quickly, unless there's an issue it needs to
fix. Depending on the nature of the problem, the issue could be repaired quickly or perhaps
it will take a while. I've seen some really bad integrity issues that have taken over four
hours to fix, but I've seen others fixed in a matter of seconds. Sometimes it will finish so
quickly that it will scroll by so fast during boot that you may miss seeing it. In case of a
large volume, you may want to schedule the GTDL check to happen off-hours in case the
scan takes a long time.
With regards to issues with memory, the GSFFN command will give you an overview of
how much memory and swap is available on your server. It won't tell you what exactly is
using up all your memory, but you'll use it to see if you're in jeopardy of running out. The
free column from the output of the GSFF command will show you how much memory is
remaining, and allow you to make a decision on when to take action:

1WVRWVQHVJGFKICPFJQUVEQOOCPFU
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In $IBQUFS, Controlling and Monitoring Processes, we took a look at the IUPQ command,
which helps us answer the question of "what" is using up our resources. Using IUPQ (once
installed), you can sort the list of processes by CPU or memory usage by pressing F6, and
then selecting a new sort field, such as PERCENT_CPU or PERCENT_MEM. This will give
you an idea of what is consuming resources on your server, allowing you to make a
decision on what to do about it. The action you take will differ from one process to another,
and your solution may range from adding more memory to the server to tuning the
application to have a lower memory ceiling. But what do you do when the results from
IUPQ don't correlate to the usage you're seeing? For example, what if your load average is
high, but no process seems to be consuming a large portion of CPU?
One command I haven't discussed so far in this book is JPUPQ. While not installed by
default, the JPUPQ utility is definitely a must-have, so I recommend you install the JPUPQ
package. The JPUPQ utility itself needs to be run as SPPU or with TVEP:
sudo iotop

The JPUPQ command will allow you to see how much data is being written to or read from
your disks. Input/output definitely contributes to a system's load, and not all resource
monitoring utilities will show this usage. If you see a high load average but nothing in your
resource monitor shows anything to account for it, check the IO. The JPUPQ utility is a great
way to do that, as if data is bottle-necked while being written to disk, that can account for a
serious overhead in IO that will slow other processes down. If nothing else, it will give you
an idea of which process is misbehaving, in case you need to kill it:

6JGKQVQRWVKNKV[TWPPKPIQPCP7DWPVW5GTXGT
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The JPUPQ window will refresh on its own, sorting processes by the column that is
highlighted. To change the highlight, you'll only need to press the left and right arrows on
your keyboard. You can sort processes by columns such as IO, SWAPIN, DISKWRITE,
DISK READ, and others. When you're finished with the application, press Q to quit.
The utilities we looked at in this section are very useful when identifying issues with bottlenecked resources. What you do to correct the situation after you find the culprit will
depend on the daemon. Perhaps there's an invalid configuration, or the daemon has
encountered a fault and needs to be restarted. Often, checking the logs may lead you to an
answer as to why a daemon misbehaves. In the case of a full storage, almost nothing beats
ODEV, which will almost always lead you directly to the problem. Tools such as IUPQ and
JPUPQ allow you to view additional information regarding resource usage as well, and
IUPQ even allows you to kill a misbehaving process right from within the application, by
pressing F9.

Diagnosing defective RAM
All server and computing components can and will fail eventually, but there are a few
pieces of hardware that seem to fail more often than others. Fans, power supplies, and hard
disks definitely make the list of common things administrators will end up replacing, but
defective memory is also a situation I'm sure you'll run into eventually.
Although memory sticks becoming defective is something that could happen, I made it the
last section in this chapter because it's one of those situations where I can't give you a
definite list of symptoms to look out for that will point to memory being the source of an
issue you may be experiencing. RAM issues are very mysterious in nature, and each time
I've run into one, I've always stumbled across memory being bad only after troubleshooting
everything else. It's for this reason that nowadays I'll often test the memory on a server or
workstation first, since it's very easy to do. Even if memory has nothing to do with an issue,
it's worth checking anyway since it could become a problem later.
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Most distributions of Linux (Ubuntu included) feature Memtest86+ right on the installation
media. Whether you create a bootable CD or flash drive, there's a memory test option
available from the Ubuntu Server media. When you first boot from the Ubuntu Server
media, you'll seen an icon toward the bottom indicating you can press a key to bring up a
menu (if you don't press a key, the installer will automatically start). Next, you'll be asked
to choose your language, and then you'll be shown an installation menu. Among the
choices there will be an option to Test memory:

6JGOCKPOGPWQHVJG7DWPVWKPUVCNNGTUJQYKPICOGOQT[VGUVQRVKQP

Other editions of Ubuntu, such as the Ubuntu desktop distribution or any of its derivatives,
also feature an option to test memory. Even if you don't have installation media handy for
the server edition, you can use whichever version you have. From one distribution or
edition to another, the Memtest86+ program doesn't change.
When you choose the Test memory option from your installation media, the Memtest86+
program will immediately get to work and start testing your memory (press Esc to exit the
test). The test may take a long time, depending on how much memory your workstation or
server has installed. It can take minutes or even hours to complete. Generally speaking,
when your machine has defective RAM, you'll see a bunch of errors show up relatively
quickly, usually within the first 5-10 minutes. If you don't see errors within 15 minutes,
you're most likely in good shape. In my experience, every time I've run into defective
memory, I'll see errors in 15 minutes or less (usually within 5). Theoretically, though, you
could very well have a small issue with your memory modules that may not show up until
after 15 minutes, so you should let the test finish if you can spare the time for it:
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The main question becomes when to run Memtest86+ on a machine. In my experience,
symptoms of bad memory are almost never the same from one machine to another.
Usually, you'll run into a situation where a server doesn't boot properly, applications close
unexpectedly, applications don't start at all, or perhaps an application is behaving
irregularly. In my view, testing memory should be done whenever you experience a
problem that doesn't necessarily seem straightforward. In addition, you may want to
consider testing the memory on your server before you roll it out into production. That
way, you can assure that it starts out as free of hardware issues as possible. If you install
new memory modules, make sure to test the RAM right away.
If the test does report errors, you'll next want to find out which memory module is faulty.
This can be difficult, as some servers can have more than a dozen memory modules
installed. To narrow it down, you'd want to test each memory module independently if you
can, until you find out which one is defective. You should also continue to test the other
modules, even after you discover the culprit. The reason for this is that having multiple
memory modules going bad isn't outside the realm of possibility, considering whatever
situation led to the first module becoming defective may have affected others.
Another tip I'd like to pass along regarding memory is that when you do discover a bad
stick of memory, it's best to erase the hard disk and start over if you can. I understand that
this isn't always feasible, and you could have many hours logged into setting up a server.
Some servers can take weeks to rebuild, depending on their workload. But at least keep in
mind that any data that passes through defective RAM can become corrupted. This means
that data at rest (data stored on your hard disk) may be corrupt if it was sitting in a
defective area of RAM before it was written to disk. When a server or workstation
encounters defective RAM, you really can't trust it anymore. I'll leave the decision on how
to handle this situation up to you (hopefully you'll never encounter it at all), but just keep
this in mind as you plan your course of action. Personally, I don't trust an installation of
any operating system after its hardware has encountered such issues.
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I also recommend that you check the capacitors on your server's motherboard whenever
you're having odd issues. Although this isn't necessarily related to memory, I mention it
here because the symptoms are basically the same as bad memory when you have bad
capacitors. I'm not asking you to get a voltage meter or do any kind of electrician work, but
sometimes it may make sense to open the case of your server, shine a flashlight on the
capacitors, and see if any of them appear to be leaking fluid or expanding. The reason I
bring this up is because I've personally spent hours troubleshooting a machine (more than
once) where I would test the memory and hard disk, and look through system logs, without
finding any obvious causes, only to later look at the hardware and discover capacitors on
the motherboard were leaking. It would have saved me a lot of time if I had simply looked
at the capacitors. And that's really all you have to do, just take a quick glance around the
motherboard and look for anything that doesn't seem right.

Summary
While Ubuntu is generally a very stable and secure platform, it's important to be prepared
for when problems occur and that you know how to deal with them. In this chapter, we
discussed common troubleshooting we can perform when our servers stop behaving
themselves. We started off by evaluating the problem space, which gives us an
understanding of how many users or servers are affected by the issue. Then, we looked into
Ubuntu's log files, which are a treasure trove of information we can use to pinpoint issues
and narrow down the problem. We also covered several networking issues that can come
up, such as issues with DHCP, DNS, and routing. We certainly can't predict problems
before they occur, nor can we be prepared in advanced for every type of problem that can
possibly happen. However, applying sound logic and common sense to problems will go a
long way in helping us figure out the root cause.
In the next chapter, we will take a look at preventing disasters in the first place and
recovering from them if they happen anyway.
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Questions
1. Name some of the benefits of Bash history and how it can benefit the
troubleshooting process.
2. A root cause analysis assists in the troubleshooting process in what way?
3. Name some of the important things to include in a root cause analysis.
4. System and application logs are stored in which directory?
5. Name some of the commands you can use in order to browse the contents of log
files.
6. What are at least two commands you can use to troubleshoot DNS issues?
7. Which command can you use to list hardware devices stored on a server?
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Preventing and Recovering
from Disasters
In an enterprise network, a disaster can strike at any time. While as administrators we
always do our best to design the most stable and fault-tolerant server implementations we
possibly can, what matters most is how we are able to deal with disasters when they do
happen. As stable as server hardware is, any component of a server can fail at any time. In
the face of a disaster, we need a plan. How can you attempt to recover data from a failed
disk? What do you do when your server all of a sudden decides it doesn't want to boot?
These are just some of the questions we'll answer as we take a look at several ways we can
prevent and recover from disasters. In our final chapter, we'll cover the following topics:
Preventing disasters
Utilizing Git for configuration management
Implementing a backup plan
Replacing failed RAID disks
Utilizing bootable recovery media
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Preventing disasters
As we proceed through this chapter, we'll look at ways we can recover from disasters.
However, if we can prevent a disaster from occurring in the first place, then that's even
better. We certainly can't prevent every type of disaster that can possibly happen, but
having a good plan in place and following that plan will lessen the likelihood. A good
disaster recovery plan will include a list of guidelines to be followed with regards to
implementing new servers and managing current ones. This plan may include information
such as an approved list of hardware (such as hardware configurations known to work
efficiently in an environment), as well as rules and regulations for users, a list of guidelines
to ensure physical and software security, proper training for end users, and method change
control. Some of these concepts we've touched on earlier in the book, but are worth
repeating from the standpoint of disaster prevention.
First, we talked about the Principle of Least Privilege back in $IBQUFS, Securing Your
Server. The idea is to give your users as few permissions as possible. This is very important
for security, as you want to ensure only those trained in their specific jobs are able to access
and modify only the resources that they are required to. Accidental data deletion happens
all the time. To take full advantage of this principle, create a set of groups as part of your
overall security design. List departments and positions around your company, and the
types of activities each are required to perform. Create system groups that correspond to
those activities. For example, create an BDDPVOUJOHSP and BDDPVOUJOHSX group to
categorize users within your Accounting department that should have the ability to only
read or read and write data. If you're simply managing a home file server, be careful of
open network shares where users have read and write access by default. By allowing users
to do as little as possible, you'll prevent a great many disasters right away.
In $IBQUFS, Managing Users (as well as $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server) we talked about
best practices for the TVEP command. While the TVEP command is useful, it's often
misused. By default, anyone that's a member of the TVEP group can use TVEP to do
whatever they want. We talked about how to restrict TVEP access to particular commands,
which is always recommended. Only trusted administrators should have full access to
TVEP. Everyone else should have TVEP permissions only if they really need it, and even
then, only when it comes to commands that are required for their job. A user with full
access to TVEP can delete an entire filesystem, so it should never be taken lightly.
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In regard to network shares, it's always best to default to read-only whenever possible. This
isn't just because of the possibility of a user accidentally deleting data, it's always possible
for applications to malfunction and delete data as well. With a read-only share, the
modification or deletion of files isn't possible. Additional read-write shares can be created
for those who need it, but if possible, always default to read-only.
Although I've spent a lot of time discussing security in a software sense, physical security is
important too. For the purposes of this book, physical security doesn't really enter the
discussion much because our topic is specifically Ubuntu Server, and nothing you install on
Ubuntu is going to increase the physical security of your servers. It's worth quickly noting
however, that physical security is every bit as important as securing your operating
systems, applications, and data files. All it would take is someone tripping over a network
cable in a server room to disrupt an entire subnet or cause a production application to go
offline. Server rooms should be locked, and only trusted administrators should be allowed
to access your equipment. I'm sure this goes without saying and may sound obvious, but
I've worked at several companies that did not secure their server room. Nothing good ever
comes from placing important equipment within arm's reach of unauthorized individuals.
In this section, I've mentioned $IBQUFS, Securing Your Server, several times. In $IBQUFS
, Securing Your Server, we looked into securing our servers. A good majority of a disaster
prevention plan includes a focus on security. This includes, but is not limited to, ensuring
security updates are installed in a timely fashion, utilizing security applications such as
failure monitors and firewalls, and ensuring secure settings for OpenSSH. I won't go over
these concepts again here since we've already covered them, but essentially security is a
very important part of a disaster prevention plan. After all, users cannot break what they
cannot access, and hackers will have a harder time penetrating your network if you
designed it in a security-conscious way.
Effective disaster prevention consists of a list of guidelines for things such as user
management, server management, application installations, security, and procedure
documents. A full walkthrough of proper disaster prevention would be an entire book in
and of itself. My goal with this section is to provide you with some ideas you can use to
begin developing your own plan. A disaster prevention plan is not something you'll create
all at once, but is rather something you'll create and refine indefinitely as you learn more
about security and what types of things to watch out for.
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Utilizing Git for configuration management
One of the most valuable assets on a server is its configuration. This is second only to the
data the server stores. Often, when we implement a new technology on a server, we'll
spend a great deal of time editing configuration files all over the server to make it work as
best as we can. This can include any number of things from Apache virtual host files,
DHCP server configuration, DNS zone files, and more. If a server were to encounter a
disaster from which the only recourse is to completely rebuild it, the last thing we'll want to
do is re-engineer all of this configuration from scratch. This is where Git comes in.
Git is a development tool, used by software engineers everywhere for the purpose of
version control for source code. In a typical development environment, an application
being developed by a team of engineers can be managed by Git, each contributing to a
repository that hosts the source code for their software. One of the things that makes Git so
useful is how you're able to go back to previous versions of a file in an instant, as it keeps a
history of all changes made to the files within the repository.
Git isn't just useful for software engineers, though. It's also a really useful tool we can
leverage for keeping track of configuration files on our servers. For our use case, we can use
it to record changes to configuration files and push them to a central server for backup.
When we make changes to configuration, we'll push the change back to our Git server. If
for some reason we need to restore the configuration after a server fails, we can simply
download our configuration files from Git back onto our new server. Another useful aspect
of this approach is that if an administrator implements a change to a configuration file that
breaks a service, we can simply revert back to a known working commit and we'll be
immediately back up and running.
Configuration management on servers is so important, in fact, I highly recommend that
every Linux administrator takes advantage of version control for this purpose. Although it
may seem a bit tricky at first, it's actually really easy to get going once you practice with it.
Once you've implemented Git for keeping track of all your server's configuration files,
you'll wonder how you ever lived without it. We covered Git briefly in $IBQUFS,
Automating Server Configuration with Ansible, where I walked you through creating a
repository on GitHub to host Ansible configuration. However, GitHub may or may not be a
good place for your company's configuration, because not only do most companies have
policies against sharing internal configuration, you may have sensitive information that
you wouldn't want others to see. Thankfully, you don't really need GitHub in order to use
Git; you can use a local server for Git on your network.
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I'll walk you through what you'll need to do in order to implement this approach. To get
started, you'll want to install the HJU package:
sudo apt install git

In regard to your Git server, you don't necessarily have to dedicate a server just for this
purpose, you can use an existing server. The only important aspect here is that you have a
central server onto which you can store your Git repositories. All your other servers will
need to be able to reach it via your network. On whatever machine you've designated as
your Git server, install the HJU package on it as well. Believe it or not, that's all there is to it.
Since Git uses OpenSSH by default, we only need to make sure the HJU package is installed
on the server as well as our clients. We'll need a directory on that server to house our Git
repositories, and the users on your servers that utilize Git will need to be able to modify
that directory.
Now, think of a configuration directory that's important to you, that you want to place into
version control. A good example is the FUDBQBDIF directory on a web server. That's
what I'll use in my examples in this section. But you're certainly not limited to that. Any
configuration directory you would rather not lose is a good candidate. If you choose to use
a different configuration path, change the paths I give you in my examples to that path.
On the server, create a directory to host your repositories. I'll use HJU in my examples:
sudo mkdir /git

Next, you'll want to modify this directory to be owned by the administrative user you use
on your Ubuntu servers. Typically, this is the user that was created during the installation
of the distribution. You can use any user you want actually, just make sure this user is
allowed to use OpenSSH to access your Git server. Change the ownership of the HJU
directory so it is owned by this user. My user on my Git server is KBZ, so in my case I
would change the ownership with the following command:
sudo chown jay:jay /git

Next, we'll create our Git repository within the HJU directory. For Apache, I'll create a bare
repository for it within the HJU directory. A bare repository is basically a skeleton of a Git
repository that doesn't contain any useful data, just some default configuration to allow it
to act as a Git folder. To create the bare repository, DE into the HJU directory and execute:
git init --bare apache2

You should see the following output:
Initialized empty Git repository in /git/apache2/
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That's all we need to do on the server for now for the purposes of our Apache repository.
On your client (the server that houses the configuration you want to place under version
control), we'll copy this bare repository by cloning it. To set that up, create a HJU directory
on your Apache server (or whatever kind of server you're backing up) just as we did before.
Then, DE into that directory and clone your repository with the following command:
git clone 192.168.1.101:/git/apache2

For that command, replace the IP address with either the IP address of your Git server, or
its hostname if you've created a DNS entry for it. You should see the following output,
warning us that we've cloned an empty repository:
warning: You appear to have cloned an empty repository

This is fine, we haven't actually added anything to our repository yet. If you were to DE into
the directory we just cloned and list its storage, you'd see it as an empty directory. If you
use MTB to view hidden directories as well, you'll see a HJU directory inside. Inside the
HJU directory, we'll have configuration items for Git that allow this repository to function
properly. For example, the config file in the HJU directory contains information on where
the remote server is located. We won't be manipulating this directory, I just wanted to give
you a quick overview on what its purpose is. Note that if you delete the HJU directory in
your cloned repository, that basically removes version control from the directory and
makes it a normal directory.
Anyway, let's continue. We should first make a backup of our current FUDBQBDIF
directory on our web server, in case we make a mistake while converting it to being version
controlled:
sudo cp -rp /etc/apache2 /etc/apache2.bak

Then, we can move all the contents of FUDBQBDIF into our repository:
sudo mv /etc/apache2/* /git/apache2

The FUDBQBDIF directory is now empty. Be careful not to restart Apache at this point; it
won't see its configuration files and will fail. Remove the (now empty) FUDBQBDIF
directory:
sudo rm /etc/apache2
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Now, let's make sure that Apache's files are owned by SPPU. The problem though is if we
use the DIPXO command as we normally would to change ownership, we'll also change the
HJU directory to be owned by SPPU as well. We don't want that, because the user
responsible for pushing changes should be the owner of the HJU folder. The following
command will change the ownership of the files to SPPU, but won't touch hidden
directories such as HJU:
sudo find /git/apache2 -name '.?*' -prune -o -exec chown root:root {} +

When you list the contents of your repository directory now, you should see that all files
are owned by SPPU, except for the HJU directory, which should be owned by your
administrative user account.
Next, create a symbolic link to your Git repository so the BQBDIF daemon can find it:
sudo ln -s /git/apache2 /etc/apache2

At this point, you should see a symbolic link for Apache, located at FUDBQBDIF. If you
list the contents of FUD while grepping for BQBDIF, you should see it as a symbolic link:
ls -l /etc | grep apache2

The directory listing will look similar to the following:
lrwxrwxrwx 1 root root 37 2016-06-25 20:59 apache2 -> /git/apache2

If you reload Apache, nothing should change and it should find the same configuration
files as it did before, since its directory in FUD maps to HJUBQBDIF, which includes the
same files it did before:
sudo systemctl reload apache2

If you see no errors, you should be all set. Otherwise, make sure you created the symbolic
link properly.
Next, we get to the main attraction. We've copied Apache's files into our repository, but we
didn't actually push those changes back to our Git server yet. To set that up, we'll need to
associate the files within our HJUBQBDIF directory into version control. The reason for
this is because the files simply being in the HJU repository folder isn't enough for Git to care
about them. We have to tell Git to pay attention to individual files. We can add every file
within our Git repository for Apache by entering the following command from within that
directory:
git add
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This basically tells Git to add everything in the directory to version control. You can
actually do the following to add an individual file:
git add <filename>

In this case, we want to add everything, so we used a period in place of a directory name to
add the entire current directory.
If you run the HJUTUBUVT command from within your Git repository, you should see
output indicating that Git has new files that haven't been committed yet. A Git commit
simply finalizes the changes locally. Basically, it packages up your current changes to
prepare them for being copied to the server. To create a commit of all the files we've added
so far, DE into your HJUBQBDIF directory and run the following to stage a new commit:
git commit -a -m "My first commit."

With this command, the B option tells Git that you want to include anything that's
changed in your repository. The N option allows you to attach a message to the commit,
which is actually required. If you don't use the N option, it will open your default text
editor and allow you to add a comment from there.
Finally, we can QVTI our changes back to the Git server:
git push origin master

By default, the HJU suite of commands utilizes OpenSSH, so our HJUQVTI command
should create an SSH connection back to our server and push the files there. You won't be
able to inspect the contents of the Git directory on your Git server, because it won't contain
the same file structure as your original directory. Whenever you pull a Git repository
though, the resulting directory structure will be just as you left it.
From this point forward, if you need to restore a repository onto another server, all you
should need to do is perform a Git clone. To clone the repository into your current working
directory, execute the following:
git clone 192.168.1.101:/git/apache2

Now, each time you make changes to your configuration files, you can perform a HJU
DPNNJU and then push the changes up to the server to keep the content safe:
git commit -a -m "Updated config files."
git push origin master
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Now we know how to create a repository, push changes to a server, and pull the changes
back down. Finally, we'll need to know how to revert changes should our configuration get
changed with non-working files. First, we'll need to locate a known working commit. My
favorite method is using the UJH command. The UJH package must be installed for this to
work, but it's a great utility to have:
sudo apt install tig

The UJH command (which is just HJU backwards) gives us a semi-graphical interface to
browse through our Git commits. To use it, simply execute the UJH command from within a
Git repository. In the following example screenshot, I've executed UJH from within a
repository for a Git repository on one of my servers:

#PGZCORNGQHVJGVKIEQOOCPFNQQMKPICVCTGRQUKVQT[HQTVJGDKPFFCGOQP

While using UJH, you'll see a list of Git commits, along with their dates and comments that
were entered with each. To inspect one, press the up and down arrows to change your
selection, then press Enter on the one you want to view. You'll see a new window, which
will show you the DPNNJUIBTI (which is a long string of alphanumeric characters), as
well as an overview of which lines were added or removed from the files within the
commit. To revert one, you'll first need to find the commit you want to revert to and get its
commit hash. The UJH command is great for finding this information. In most cases, the
commit you'll want to revert to is the one before the change took place. In my example
screenshot, I fixed some syntax issues on 3/14/2018. If I want to restore that file, I should
revert to the commit before that, on 3/13/2018. I can get the commit hash by highlighting
that entry and pressing Enter. It's at the top of the window. Then, I can exit UJH by pressing
q, and then revert to that commit:
git checkout 356dd6153f187c1918f6e2398aa6d8c20fd26032
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And just like that, the entire directory tree for the repository instantly changes to exactly
what it was before the bad commit took place. I can then restart or reload the daemon for
this repository, and it will be back to normal. At this point, you'd want to test the
application to make sure that the issue is completely fixed. After some time has passed and
you're finished testing, you can make the change permanent. First, we switch back to the
most recent commit:
git checkout master

Then, we permanently switch master back to the commit that was found to be working
properly:
git revert --no-commit 356dd6153f187c1918f6e2398aa6d8c20fd26032

Then, we can commit our reverted Git repository and push it back to the server:
git commit -a -m "The previous commit broke the application. Reverting."
git push origin master

As you can see, Git is a very useful ally to utilize when managing configuration files on
your servers. This benefits disaster recovery, because if a bad change is made that breaks a
daemon, you can easily revert the change. If the server were to fail, you can recreate your
configuration almost instantly by just cloning the repository again. There's certainly a lot
more to Git than what we've gone over in this section, so feel free to pick up a book about it
if you wish to take your knowledge to the next level. But in regard to managing your
configuration with Git, all you'll need to know is how to place files into version control,
update them, and clone them to new servers. Some services you run on a server may not be
a good candidate for Git, however. For example, managing an entire MariaDB database via
Git would be a nightmare, since there is too much overhead with such a use case and
database entries will likely change too rapidly for Git to keep up. Use your best judgment.
If you have some configuration files that are only manipulated every once in a while, they'll
be a perfect candidate for Git.
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Implementing a backup plan
Creating a solid backup plan is one of the most important things you'll ever do as a server
administrator. Even if you're only using Ubuntu Server at home as a personal file server,
backups are critical. During my career, I've seen disks fail many times. I'll often hear
arguments about which hard disk manufacturer beats others in terms of longevity, but I've
seen disk failures so often, I don't trust any of them. All disks will fail eventually, it's just a
matter of when. And when they do fail, they'll usually fail hard with no easy way to
recover data from them. A sound approach to managing data is that any disk or server can
fail, and it won't matter, since you'll be able to regenerate your data from other sources,
such as a backup or secondary server.
There's no one best backup solution, since it all depends on what kind of data you need to
secure, and what software and hardware resources are available to you. For example, if you
manage a database that's critical to your company, you should back it up regularly. If you
have another server available, set up a replication slave so that your primary database isn't
a single point of failure. Not everyone has an extra server lying around, so sometimes you
have to work with what you have available. This may mean that you'll need to make some
compromises, such as creating regular snapshots of your database server's storage volume,
or regularly dumping a backup of your important databases to an external storage device.
The STZOD utility is one of the most valuable pieces of software around to server
administrators. It allows us to do some very wonderful things. In some cases, it can save us
quite a bit of money. For example, online backup solutions are wonderful in the sense that
we can use them to store off-site copies of our important files. However, depending on the
volume of data, they can be quite expensive. With STZOD, we can back up our data in much
the same way, with not only our current files copied over to a backup target, but also
differentials as well. If we have another server to send the backup to, even better.
At one company I've managed servers for, they didn't want to subscribe to an online
backup solution. To work around that, a server was set up as a backup point for STZOD. We
set up STZOD to back up to the secondary server, which housed quite a bit of files. Once the
initial backup was complete, the secondary server was sent to one of our other offices in
another state. From that point forward, we only needed to run STZOD weekly, to back up
everything that has been changed since the last backup. Sending files via STZOD to the other
site over the internet was rather slow, but since the initial backup was already complete
before we sent the server there, all we needed to back up each week was differentials. Not
only is this an example of how awesome STZOD is and how we can configure it to do pretty
much what paid solutions do, but also the experience was a good example of utilizing what
you have available to you.
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Since we've already gone over STZOD in $IBQUFS, Sharing and Transferring Files, I won't
repeat too much of that information here. But since we're on the subject of backing up, the 
CBDLVQEJS option is worth mentioning again. This option allows you to copy files that
would normally be replaced to another location. As an example, here's the STZOD command
I mentioned in $IBQUFS, Sharing and Transferring Files:
CURDATE=$(date +%m-%d-%Y)
export $CURDATE
sudo rsync -avb --delete --backup-dir=/backup/incremental/$CURDATE /src
/target

This command was part of the topic of creating an STZOD backup script. The first command
simply captures today's date and stores it into a variable named $63%"5&. In the actual
STZOD command, we refer to this variable. The C option (part of the BWC option string)
tells STZOD to make a copy of any file that would normally be replaced. If STZOD is going to
replace a file on the target with a new version, it will move the original file to a new name
before overwriting it. The CBDLVQEJS option tells STZOD that when it's about to
overwrite a file, to put it somewhere else instead of copying it to a new name. We give the 
CBDLVQEJS option a path, where we want the files that would normally be replaced to be
copied to. In this case, the backup directory includes the $63%"5& variable, which will be
different every day. For example, a backup run on 8/16/2018 would have a backup
directory of the following path, if we used the command I gave as an example:
/backup/incremental/8-16-2018

This essentially allows you to keep differentials. Files on TSD will still be copied to
UBSHFU, but the directory you identify as a CBDLVQEJS will contain the original files
before they were replaced that day.
On my servers, I use the CBDLVQEJS option with STZOD quite often. I'll typically set up
an external backup drive, with the following three folders:
DVSSFOU
BSDIJWF
MPHT
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The current directory always contains a current snapshot of the files on my server. The
archive directory on my backup disks is where I point the CBDLVQEJS option to. Within
that directory will be folders named with the dates that the backups were taken. The logs
directory contains log files from the backup. Basically, I redirect the output of my STZOD
command to a log file within that directory, each log file being named with the same
$63%"5& variable so I'll also have a backup log for each day the backup runs. I can easily
look at any of the logs for which files were modified during that backup, and then traverse
the archive folder to find an original copy of a file. I've found this approach to work very
well. Of course, this backup is performed with multiple backup disks that are rotated every
week, with one always off-site. It's always crucial to keep a backup off-site in case of a
situation that could compromise your entire local site.
The STZOD utility is just one of many you can utilize to create your own backup scheme.
The plan you come up with will largely depend on what kind of data you're wanting to
protect and what kind of downtime you're willing to endure. Ideally, we would have an
entire warm site with severs that are carbon copies of our production servers, ready to be
put into production should any issues arise, but that's also very expensive, and whether
you can implement such a routine will depend on your budget. However, Ubuntu has
many great utilities available you can use to come up with your own system that works. If
nothing else, utilize the power of STZOD to back up to external disks and/or external sites.

Replacing failed RAID disks
RAID is a very useful technology, as it can help your server survive through the crash of a
single disk. RAID is not a backup solution, but more of a safety net that will hopefully
prevent you from having to reload a server. The idea behind RAID is having redundancy,
so that data is mirrored or striped among several disks. With most RAID configurations,
you can survive the loss of a single disk, so if a disk fails, you can usually replace it and resync and be back to normal. The server itself will continue to work, even if there is a failed
disk. However, losing additional disks will likely result in failure right away. When a RAID
disk fails, you will need to replace that disk as quick as you can, hopefully before the other
disk goes too.
The default live installer for Ubuntu Server doesn't offer a RAID setup
option, but the alternate installer does. If you wish to set up Ubuntu
Server, check out the Appendix at the end of this book.
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To check the status of a RAID configuration, you would use the following command:
cat /proc/mdstat

#JGCNVJ[4#+&CTTC[

In this screenshot, we have a RAID 1 array with two disks. We can tell this from the active
raid1 portion of the output. On the next line down, we see this:
[UU]

Believe it or not, this references a healthy RAID array, which means both disks are online
and are working properly. If any one of the Us changes to an underscore, then that means a
disk has gone offline and we will need to replace it. Here's a screenshot showing output
from that same command on a server with a failed RAID disk:

4#+&UVCVWUQWVRWVYKVJCHCWNV[FTKXG

As you can see from the screenshot, we have a problem. The EFWTEB disk is online, but
EFWTEC has gone offline. So, what should we do? First, we would need to make sure we
understand which disk is working, and which disk is the one that's faulty. We already
know that the disk that's faulty is EFWTEC, but when we open the server's case, we're not
going to know which disk EFWTEC actually is. If we pull the wrong disk, we can make
this problem much worse than it already is. We can use the IEQBSN command to get a little
more info from our drive. The following command will give us info regarding EFWTEB,
the disk that's currently still functioning properly:
TVEPIEQBSNJEFWTEB
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1WVRWVQHVJGJFRCTOEQOOCPF

The reason why we're executing this command against a working drive is because we want
to make sure we understand which disk we should NOT remove from the server. Also, the
faulty drive may not respond to our attempts to interrogate information from it. Currently,
EFWTEB is working fine, so we will not want to disconnect the cables attached to that
drive at any point. If you have a RAID array with more than two disks, you'll want to
execute the IEQBSN command against each. From the output of the IEQBSN command, we
can see that EFWTEB has a serial number of .#"4. When we look inside the case,
we can compare the serial number on the drives label and make sure we do not remove the
drive with this serial number.
Next, assuming we already have the replacement disk on hand, we will want to power
down the server. Depending on what the server is used for, we may need to do this after
hours, but we typically cannot remove a disk while a server is running. Once it's shut
down, we can narrow down which disk EFWTEC is (or whatever drive designation the
failed drive has) and replace it. Then, we can power on the server (it will probably take
much longer to boot this time; that's to be expected given our current situation).
However, simply adding a replacement disk will not automatically resolve this issue. We
need to add the new disk to our RAID array for it to accept it and rebuild the RAID. This is
a manual process. The first step in rebuilding the RAID array is finding out which
designation our new drive received, so we know which disk we are going to add to the
array. After the server boots, execute the following command:
sudo fdisk -l
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You'll see output similar to the following:

%JGEMKPIEWTTGPVFKUMUYKVJHFKUM

From the output, it should be obvious which disk the new one is. EFWTEB is our original
disk, and EFWTEC is the one that was just added. To make it more obvious, we can see
from the output that EFWTEB has a partition, of type -JOVYSBJEBVUPEFUFDU.
EFWTEC doesn't have this.
So now that we know which disk is the new one, we can add it to our RAID array. First, we
need to copy over the partition tables from the first disk to the new one. The following
command will do that:
sudo sfdisk -d /dev/sda | sfdisk sudo /dev/sdb

Essentially, we are cloning the partition table from EFWTEB (the working drive) to
EFWTEC (the one we just replaced). If you run the same fdisk command we ran earlier,
you should see that they both have partitions of type -JOVYSBJEBVUPEFUFDU now:
sudo fdisk -l

Now that the partition table has been taken care of, we can add the replaced disk to our
array with the following command:
sudo mdadm --manage /dev/md0 --add /dev/sdb1

You should see output similar to the following:
mdadm: added /dev/sdb1

With this command, we are essentially adding the EFWTEC disk to a RAID array
designated as EFWNE. With the last part, you want to make sure you're executing this
command against the correct array designation. If you don't know what that is, you will see
it in the output of the GEJTL command we executed earlier.
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Now, we should verify that the RAID array is rebuilding properly. We can check this with
the same command we always use to check RAID status:
cat /proc/mdstat

%JGEMKPI4#+&UVCVWUCHVGTTGRNCEKPICFKUM

In the output of the previous screenshot, you can see that the RAID array is in recovery
mode. Recovery mode itself can take quite a while to complete, sometimes even overnight
depending on how much data it needs to re-sync. This is why it's very important to replace
a RAID disk as soon as possible. Once the recovery is complete, the RAID array is marked
healthy and you can now rest easy.

Utilizing bootable recovery media
The concept of live media is a wonderful thing, as we can boot into a completely different
working environment from the operating system installed on our device and perform tasks
without disrupting installed software on the host system. The desktop version of Ubuntu,
for example, offers a complete computing environment we can use in order to not only test
hardware and troubleshoot our systems, but also to browse the web just as we would on an
installed system. In terms of recovering from disasters, live media becomes a saving grace.
As administrators, we'll run into one problem after another. This gives us our job security.
Computers often seemingly have a mind of their own, failing when least expected (as well
as seemingly every holiday). Our servers and desktops can encounter a fault at any time,
and live media allows us to separate hardware issues from software issues, by
troubleshooting from a known good working environment.
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One of my favorites when it comes to live media is the desktop version of Ubuntu.
Although geared primarily toward end users who wish to install Ubuntu on a laptop or
desktop, as administrators we can use it to boot a machine that normally wouldn't, or even
recover data from failed disks. For example, I've used the Ubuntu live media to recover
data from both failed Windows and Linux systems, by booting the machine with the live
media and utilizing a network connection to move data from the bad machine to a network
share. Often, when a computer or server fails to boot, the data on its disk is still accessible.
Assuming the disk wasn't encrypted during installation, you should have no problem
accessing data on a server or workstation using live media such as the Ubuntu live media.
Sometimes, certain levels of failure require us to use different tools. While Ubuntu's live
media is great, it doesn't work for absolutely everything. One situation is a failing disk.
Often, you'll be able to recover data using Ubuntu's live media from a failing disk, but if it's
too far gone, then the Ubuntu media will have difficulty accessing data from it as well.
In addition, you can actually restore a system's ability to boot, using a third-party utility
known as Boot Repair. This utility will allow you to restore GRUB on a system that has a
damaged boot sector and is no longer able to boot. GRUB is a crucial service, since it's the
boot-loader that's responsible for a system's ability to boot a Linux distribution. Should
GRUB ever stop functioning properly, the Boot Repair utility is a good way to fix it. Having
to reinstall or repair GRUB is actually quite common on systems that dual boot some flavor
of Linux with Windows, as Windows will often overwrite the boot-loader (thus wiping out
your option to boot Linux) when certain updates are installed. Windows always assumes
it's the only operating system in use, so it has no problem wiping out other operating
systems that share the same machine.
To use this utility, first boot the affected machine from the Ubuntu live media (the desktop
version) and connect to the internet. Then, you can install the Boot Repair utility with the
following commands:
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:yannubuntu/boot-repair
sudo apt update && apt install boot-repair

Now, the Boot Repair utility is installed in the live system. You can access it from the
Ubuntu dash, or you can simply enter the CPPUSFQBJS command from the terminal to
open it:
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6JGOCKPUETGGPQHVJG$QQV4GRCKTWVKNKV[

For most situations, you can simply choose the default option, Recommended repair. There
are advanced options as well if you'd like to do something different; you can view these
options by expanding the Advanced options menu. This will allow you to change where
GRUB is reinstalled, if you're restoring GRUB onto a different drive than the main drive. It
also allows you to add additional options to GRUB if you're having issues with certain
hardware configurations, and even allows you to upgrade GRUB to its most recent version.
Using Boot Repair, you should be able to resurrect an unbootable system if the underlying
GRUB installation has become damaged.
As you can see, live media can totally save the day. The Ubuntu live image in particular is a
great boot disk to have available to you, as it gives you a very extensive environment you
can use to troubleshoot systems and recover data. One of the best aspects of using the
Ubuntu live image is that you won't have to deal with the underlying operating system and
software set at all, you can bypass both by booting into a known working desktop, and then
copy any important files from the drive right onto a network share. Another important
feature of Ubuntu live media is the memory test option. Quite often, strange failures on a
computer can be traced to defective memory. Other than simply letting you install Ubuntu,
the live media is a Swiss Army knife of many tools you can use to recover a system from
disaster. If nothing else, you can use live media to pinpoint whether a problem is softwareor hardware-related. If a problem can only be reproduced in the installed environment but
not in a live session, chances are a configuration problem is to blame. If a system also
misbehaves in a live environment, it may help you identify a hardware issue. Either way,
every good administrator should have live media available to troubleshoot systems and
recover data when the need arises.
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Summary
In this chapter, we looked at several ways in which we can prevent and recover from
disasters. Having a sound prevention and recovery plan in place is an important key to
managing servers efficiently. We need to ensure we have backups of our most important
data ready for whenever servers fail, and we should also keep backups of our most
important configurations. Ideally, we'll always have a warm site set up with preconfigured
servers ready to go in a situation where our primary servers fail, but one of the benefits of
open source software is that we have a plethora of tools available to us we can use to create
a sound recovery plan. In this chapter, we looked at leveraging STZOD as a useful utility for
creating differential backups, and we also looked into setting up a Git server we can use for
configuration management, which is also a crucial aspect of any sound prevention plan. We
also talked about the importance of live media in diagnosing issues.
And with this chapter, this book comes to a close. Writing this book has been an extremely
joyful experience. I was thrilled to write the first edition when Ubuntu 16.04 was in
development, and I'm even more thrilled to have had the opportunity to update this body
of work for 18.04. I'd like to thank each and every one of you, my readers, for taking the
time to read this book. In addition, I would like to thank all of the viewers of my YouTube
channel, LearnLinux.tv, because I probably wouldn't have even had the opportunity to
write had it not been for you helping make my channel so popular.
I'd also like to thank Packt Publishing for giving me the opportunity to write a book about
one of my favorite technologies. Writing this book was definitely an honor. When I first
started with Linux in 2002, I never thought I'd actually be an author, teaching the next
generation of Linux administrators the tricks of the trade. I wish each of you the best of
luck, and I hope this book is beneficial to you and your career.

Questions
1. List some of the ways you can prevent disasters in your organization
2. What is the principle of least privilege, and how can it assist your organization?
3. What utility can be used to keep track of changes done to configuration files on
your server?
4. Name some backup strategies you can implement to strengthen your backup
scheme
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5. Which utility can give you useful information about your drives?
6. The ____ utility can help you in determining which disk(s) were newly added to
your server
7. What are some of the things you can use bootable recovery for in regard to
system recovery?
8. The _____ command shows you a list of LVM logical volumes on your system

Further Reading
Pro Git book: IUUQTHJUTDNDPNCPPLFOW
Introduction to RAID terminology and concepts:
IUUQTXXXEJHJUBMPDFBODPNDPNNVOJUZUVUPSJBMTBOJOUSPEVDUJPOUPSB
JEUFSNJOPMPHZBOEDPODFQUT
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Using the Alternate Installer
In the very first chapter, we worked through installing Ubuntu Server. During that chapter,
we used the default installer that is downloaded from the Ubuntu website. This installer is
best for most scenarios, but an alternate installer exists for specialized installations. The
alternate installer allows you to set up things such as LVM and RAID, and even allows you
to manually partition as well. If you've used previous versions of Ubuntu Server, the
alternate installer may seem familiar to you, and that's because it's the installer that's been
used by default in previous versions (Ubuntu Server versions prior to 18.04). In case you
may benefit from an installation walkthrough using the alternate installer, this appendix
will guide you through it step by step.
In this appendix, we will cover:
Obtaining the Alternate Installation Media
Installing via the Alternate Installer
Setting up Software RAID

Obtaining the Alternate Installer
As with the default installer, the alternate installer is downloaded in the form of an ISO
image that we can use to create a bootable CD/DVD or flash drive. To download the
alternate installer, visit the following website: IUUQDEJNBHFVCVOUVDPNSFMFBTFT
SFMFBTF

The file you're looking for should be named VCVOUVTFSWFSBNEJTP or
similar (if there's a point release for example, it may be named VCVOUVYTFSWFS
BNEJTP where Y is the point release number). The ISO image you download can be
used in a virtual machine right away, or you can create a bootable media with which to
install it on a physical machine. The process of creating a bootable flash drive was covered
in $IBQUFS, Deploying Ubuntu Server, so refer back to that if you need a refresher on using
Etcher to create bootable install media.

Using the Alternate Installer

Once you have the bootable media created, you're ready to begin. You'll boot your server
with this media just as you would with the normal installer; the only difference in set up is
which ISO image you're using.

Installing via the Alternate Installer
Now, we'll get on with an actual installation utilizing the alternate installer. At this point,
you'll boot your server with the bootable media (flash drive, CD/DVD, and so on) and we'll
be off to the races. Go through the following steps to complete the process:
1. First, you'll be asked to select your language, which defaults to English. Choose
your language here and press Enter:

5GNGEVKPI[QWTNCPIWCIG
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2. Next, the main menu for the installer will appear. You can simply press Enter as
the default selection is what we want, Install Ubuntu Server.
There are other options that are useful here, especially the memory test. If your
server is a physical server, it's a good idea to check the RAM every once in a while
for defects. The Rescue a broken system option is useful for troubleshooting.

6JGOCKPKPUVCNNCVKQPOGPWHQTVJGCNVGTPCVGKPUVCNNGT

3. Next, you'll select the language that will be used for the remainder of the
installer, defaulting to English. If your language is something different, choose
that here.
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For this screen (and all the remaining sections), you can use your arrow
keys to make a selection, Enter to confirm the selection, Tab to change
fields, and spacebar to select check boxes.

5GVVKPIVJGNCPIWCIGHQTVJGKPUVCNNGT

4. Next, you'll select your location. When you've highlighted the appropriate
selection, press Enter:
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5GVVKPI[QWTNQECVKQP

5. Next, you'll be given an option to have the system detect your keyboard layout. I
think it's faster to decline this and say No. At the screen following this, we can
select this ourselves:

%JQQUKPIYJGVJGTVQFGVGEVVJGMG[DQCTFNC[QWV
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6. On the next screen, select the country of origin for your keyboard:

5GVVKPIVJGEQWPVT[QHQTKIKPHQT[QWTMG[DQCTF
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7. Next, select your actual keyboard layout:

5GNGEVKPI[QWTMG[DQCTFNC[QWV
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8. After a few progress bars scroll by, the installer will ask you to name your server.
This name will appear on your network if you share files from the server, as well
as your command prompt. After you type a name, press Enter:

5GVVKPIVJGJQUVPCOGQH[QWTU[UVGO

9. Now, you'll enter a name for your user account. This is the display name, not the
name that will be used at login. When you've finished typing your name,
press Enter:

5GVVKPIVJGWUGT UHWNNPCOG

10. Create a login name for your user. This is the user that will be given access
to TVEP by default. After you've typed your desired username, press Enter:
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#FFKPICRCUUYQTFHQTVJGWUGT

11. Next, create a super-secure password for your user and press Enter:

5GVVKPIVJGWUGTPCOG

12. Verify the password by entering it again, then press Enter:

%QPcTOKPIVJGPGYWUGT URCUUYQTF
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13. Next, we'll set the time zone. The default time should work be correct, but we can
always change this later. Press Tab key to select Yes, and then press Enter:

%QPcTOKPIVKOG\QPGUGNGEVKQP

14. At this point, we have a choice. We can select Guided - use entire disk, which is
the desired choice for most as it gives you a basic install. If you would like to set
up RAID, choose Manual. If you do choose Manual to set up RAID, take a
detour to the next section where I will walk you through the process. Once done,
come back here and follow along with the remaining steps.

%JQQUKPICOQFGHQTRCTVKVKQPKPI
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15. Next, we'll select the disk that we want to install Ubuntu onto. If you have only
one disk, you'll see only one entry here. Otherwise, select the entry that
corresponds to the disk you'll be installing Ubuntu onto. Then, press Enter:

5GNGEVKPIVJGFGUKTGFFKUMHQTKPUVCNNCVKQP

16. Next, we'll confirm our changes. Press Tab to highlight Yes, and press Enter:

%QPcTOKPIQWTEJCPIGUVQVJGFKUM
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17. Now, we'll be asked if we have a proxy on our network. If you do, enter the
information here. Either way, press Enter to go on:

5GVVKPIVJG*662RTQZ[KHYGJCXGQPG

18. Next, we'll be asked if we want to enable automatic updates. This is optional, and
you may want to select No automatic updates for now. If you desire a more
secure system, it's probably a good idea to enable automatic updates, but the
choice is yours:

%JQQUKPIYJGVJGTVQGPCDNGCWVQOCVKEWRFCVGU
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19. On the next screen, we'll have a selection for some useful package sets. Here, we
can install the required packages for setting up a DNS server, LAMP server, and
so on. The one option I definitely recommend you enable is OpenSSH server.
This is, of course, optional. However, most administrators use SSH to configure
their servers. Choose Continue to move on:

%JQQUKPIDGVYGGPQRVKQPCNRCEMCIGUGVUFWTKPIKPUVCNNCVKQP

20. Next, we'll choose whether or not to install GRUB on the master boot record. You
should definitely say yes to this. Press Tab key to highlight Yes, and then press
Enter to move on:

%QPcTOKPIVJGKPUVCNNCVKQPQHVJG)47$DQQVNQCFGT
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21. We did it! That concludes all of the steps. On the final screen, we'll press Enter to
end the installation process and reboot the server:

(KPKUJKPIVJGKPUVCNNCVKQP

Setting up software RAID
Part of the benefit of the alternate installer is that it allows us to install Ubuntu in ways that
aren't normally available with the live installer. One of the additional features is to be able
to install Ubuntu on software RAID, which is what we will do in this section. Here, the
steps that we'll go through actually continue on from step 14 in the previous section. Follow
these steps to set up an installation with software RAID, specifically with RAID1 between
two disks in this case.
1. In the previous section, we chose Guided - use entire disk at the screen shown in
the following screenshot. To set up RAID, we'll select Manual on this screen
instead:

%JQQUKPIVJGQRVKQPVQOCPWCNN[RCTVKVKQPQWTU[UVGO
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2. Next, we'll select the first disk and press Enter:

5GNGEVKPIQWTcTUVFKUM

3. Next, you'll be asked whether you will want to create a new partition table on
this disk, which will wipe all data on it. Choose Yes and press Enter:

%QPcTOKPIVJGKPKVKCNK\CVKQPQHVJGcTUVFKUM
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4. On the next screen, select the second disk (the one we haven't initialized yet) and
press Enter:

5GNGEVKPIVJGUGEQPFFKUM

5. You'll again be asked whether you wish to create a new partition table.
Select Yes and press Enter:

%QPcTOKPIVJGETGCVKQPQHCPGYRCTVKVKQPVCDNGQPVJGUGEQPFFKUM
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6. On the next screen, we'll choose the Configure software RAID option:

%JQQUKPIVJGUQHVYCTG4#+&QRVKQP

7. Before we can continue, the installer must finalize the changes we've made so far
(which at this point has only been to initialize the disks). Select Yes and
press Enter:

(KPCNK\KPIFKUMKPKVKCNK\CVKQP
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8. Next, choose Create MD device and press Enter:

)GVVKPITGCF[VQETGCVGCPGY/&FGXKEG

9. Next, we'll select the type of RAID we wish to work with. Select RAID1 and
press Enter to continue:

5GNGEVKPIVJGV[RGQH4#+&YGYKNNWUG
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10. Next, choose the number of disks we will add to RAID1. RAID1 requires exactly
two disks. Enter  here and press Enter:

%JQQUKPIVJGPWODGTQHFKUMUYGYKNNWUG

11. If we have additional drives beyond two, we can add one or more hot spares
here. These will be used in the event of a failure with one of the RAID disks. If
you have an extra disk, feel free to use it and enter the appropriate number here.
Either way, select Continue and press Enter:

%JQQUKPIJQYOCP[JQVURCTGUVQKPKVKCNK\G
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12. Next, we will choose which disks to include with our RAID1 configuration. We
should have exactly two listed. Use the arrow keys to move between them, and
press Space to select a disk. We need to select both disks, which means we will be
marking both with an asterisk (*). Once you've selected both disks,
select Continue and press Enter:

%JQQUKPIVJGFKUMUVQWUGYKVJVJG4#+&EQPcIWTCVKQP

13. Next, we'll finalize our selections so far. Select Yes and press Enter:

(KPCNK\G4#+&EJCPIGU

14. Select Finish to continue on:
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5GNGEVKPI(KPKUJVQcPKUJUGVVKPIWR4#+&

15. Now, we have successfully set up RAID. However, that alone isn't enough; we
need to also format it and give it a mount point. Use the arrow keys to select the
RAID device we just set up and press Enter:

5GNGEVKPIQWTPGY4#+&FGXKEGUQYGECPEQPcIWTGKV
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16. Using the following screenshot as a guide, make sure you set Use as to EXT4
journaling file system (you can choose another filesystem type if you wish to
experiment). In addition, set the Mount point to / and then select Done setting
up the partition:

4GXKGYKPIEQPcIWTCVKQPUGVVKPIUHQTQWT4#+&FGXKEG

17. To finalize our selection, choose Finish partitioning and write changes to disk:
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(KPKUJKPIRCTVKVKQPKPI

18. Next, we'll see one last confirmation before our new partition will be created.
Select Yes and press Enter:

(KPCNEQPcTOCVKQPHQTVJKURQTVKQPQHVJGKPUVCNNCVKQPTQWVKPG
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That pretty much covers the process of setting up RAID. From here, you can return to the
previous section and continue on with the installation process with step 16. Once you finish
the entire installation process, it will be useful to know how to check the health of the
RAID. Once you log in to your new installation, execute the following command:
cat /proc/mdstat

%JGEMKPIVJGJGCNVJQHVJG4#+&FGXKEG

In the previous screenshot, you can see that we're using RAID1 (look for the section of the
output that reads active raid1). We an also see whether each disk in the RAID array is
online, looking for the appropriate number of Us. It's this line: 20953088 blocks super 1.2
[2/2] [UU]
If the output included U_ or _U instead of UU, we would have cause for alarm, because
that would mean one of the disks encountered an issue or is offline. Basically, each U
represents a disk, and each underscore represents where a disk should be. If one is missing
and changed to an underscore, we have a problem with our RAID array.

Summary
In this extra chapter, we walked through the process of not only using the alternate
installer, but installing Ubuntu Server with RAID as well. When it comes to physical
servers, having an extra disk can help keep us online if a disk fails. While RAID is certainly
not to be considered a solution for backups, having an extra safety net in place will only
benefit us. RAID is definitely something to consider if we wish to set up a more resilient
server.
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Assessments
Chapter 1 ` Deploying Ubuntu Server
1. Role
2. ISO
3. Acceptable answers include Digital Ocean, Linode, or any other valid VPS
provider
4. Encryption at Rest (LUKS is also an acceptable answer)
5. LTS stands for Long-Term Support. LTS releases are supported for a longer
period of time than non-LTS releases.
6. Etcher
7. The root filesystem ("/" is also an acceptable answer)

Chapter 2 ` Managing Users
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

sudo
adduser (useradd is also acceptable)
userdel
/etc/passwd and /etc/shadow
/etc/skel
sudo adduser jdoe (useradd is also acceptable)
sudo groupadd accounting
visudo
chmod, chown

Assessments

Chapter 3 ` Managing Storage Volumes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

du
Filesystem Hierarcy Standard
df
mount
fdisk
/etc/fstab
swap
lvdisplay

Chapter 4 ` Connecting to Networks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hostname
ip addr show
Netplan
OpenSSH
Passphrase
Static
etc/nsswitch.conf

Chapter 5 ` Managing Software Packages
1. apt
2. Hardware Enablement updates give you a new kernel with updated drivers that
can support newer hardware
3. apt install <package>
4. apt-remove <package>
5. The snap refresh command will update Snap packages installed on your server
6. Debian and Snap packages
7. aptitude
8. A package repository is an online resource that provides packages to Ubuntu
systems
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9. A Personal Package Archive (PPA) is like a normal package repository, but
typically serves a small purpose rather than being a resource for a large group of
packages.
10. dpkg --get-selections > packages.list
11. sudo apt autoremove
12. Snap packages are universal, so they can be installed on any distribution with
Snap support. In addition, you can receive newer versions of packages. Finally,
they don't conflict with system packages.

Chapter 6 ` Controlling and Monitoring
Processes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ps
jobs
kill
htop
systemctl
free
crontab -e

Chapter 7 ` Setting Up Network Services
1. Subnetting is the process of splitting up your network into smaller networks. In
our case, it allows us to have a larger number of IP addresses to assign via
DHCP.
2. isc-dhcp-server
3. /var/lib/dhcp/dhcpd.leases
4. A DNS server maps names to IP addresses
5. If the primary DNS server goes down, the secondary would allow for name
resolution to continue to happen
6. dig
7. NTP
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Chapter 8 - Accessing and sharing files
1.
2.
3.
4.

Samba, NFS
SSHFS
scp, rsync
Samba is a good choice in mixed environments, where you have both Windows
and Linux clients
5. NFS is a good choice in UNIX/Linux environments, and where permissions are
important
6. /etc/idmapd.conf
7. fusermount -u <directory>

Chapter 9 - Sharing and Transferring Files
1.
2.
3.
4.

MySQL
mysql_secure_installation
CREATE USER 'samus'@'10.100.1.%' IDENTIFIED BY 'sr388';
GRANT ALL ON MyAppDB.* TO 'william'@'192.168.1.%' IDENTIFIED BY
'mysecretpassword';
5. mysqldump
6. SELECT HOST, USER, PASSWORD FROM mysql.user;
7. DROP DATABASE MyAppDB;

Chapter 10 ` Serving Web Content
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Apache and NGINX
apache2
Virtual Hosts
a2ensite
Self-signed certificates
Document Root
443
priority
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Chapter 11 ` Learning Advanced Shell
Techniques
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Zsh, Ksh, Fish, and so on
alias
Hashbang
history
Standard Output
Standard Error
>>
>
$

Chapter 12 ` Virtualization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

KVM is built into the Linux kernel, while QEMU allows for hardware emulation
virt-manager
Storage Pool
Bridge
Install the latest updates, regenerate the OpenSSH host keys
The CPU must support virtualization extensions and they must be enabled
The required libvirt packages need to be present
The libvirtd service needs to be running
The user must have access to the server via SSH
The user must be a member of the appropriate group

Chapter 13 ` Running Containers
1. Docker, LXD
2. Containers are lighter in resource usage than virtual machines. However, not all
applications are capable of running in a container.
3. The Docker Hub
4. LXC
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5. Canonical
6. Dockerfile
7. Storage pools, snapshots, live migration

Chapter 14 ` Automating Server
Configuration with Ansible
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Chef, Puppet, Salt Stack
It's fast, light on resources, and doesn't require an agent on its targets
Inventory
OpenSSH
Playbook, plays
Apt, copy, service
Acceptable answers include (but are not limited to) file, user, group, or any other
valid Ansible module
8. The inventory method is useful in a static environment, and the pull method is
best for dynamic environments

Chapter 15 ` Securing Your Server
1. This stands for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures, and is a database
containing lists of known exploits and vulnerabilities for a given platform, along
with scope of the issue and mitigation steps (if known)
2. Livepatch
3. jail.conf, jail.local
4. Disable password authentication, disable root login, place it behind a firewall,
change the default port, set up an allowed users or groups list
5. The principle of least privilege refers to giving users only the permissions to
resources they absolutely need for their job, thus limiting the scope if they make
a mistake
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6. netstat -tulpn
7. cryptsetup
8. Custom graphs, hardware information, reports, or any other feature not
mentioned

Chapter 16 ` Troubleshooting Ubuntu
Servers
1. Bash history allows an administrator to see a list of commands recently executed
on the server, which comes in handy when looking at what was done to solve an
issue in the past or trying to cross-reference recent issues to recently executed
commands
2. A successful root cause analysis assists in the troubleshooting process as it can
provide an overview of the underlying issue or initial cause of disruption
3. A description of the issue, the related application or hardware, what was
discovered during the process, and what was done to resolve it
4. /var
5. head, tail, less
6. nslookup, dig, host
7. spci

Chapter 17 ` Preventing and Recovering
from Disasters
1. Successful answers include, but are not limited to, coming up with a recovery
plan, backup, and so on
2. This principle limits what users are able to do, thus limiting the scope of damage
they can cause
3. Git
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4. No one right answer here, but some good ideas are testing backups, coming up
with a good plan, and taking advantage of incremental backups
5. hdparm
6. fdisk
7. Reinstalling the boot loader, recovering files, and other acceptable answers
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Other Books You May Enjoy
If you enjoyed this book, you may be interested in these other books by Packt:

Linux Shell Scripting Bootcamp
James Kent Lewis

ISBN: 978-1-78728-110-3
Get acquainted with the basics of a shell script to serve as a refresher for more
advanced topics
Learn different ways to create and run a script
Discuss the passing and verification of parameters, along with the verification of
other items.
Understand the different forms of conditions and loops, and go over the sleep
command in detail
Learn about different ways to handle the reporting of return codes
Learn about different ways to handle the reporting of return codes
Create an interactive script by reading the keyboard and use subroutines and
interrupts
Create scripts to perform backups and go over the use of encryption tools and
checksums
Use wget and curl in scripts to get data directly from the Internet

Other Books You May Enjoy

Linux Device Drivers Development
John Madieu
ISBN: 978-1-78528-000-9
Use kernel facilities to develop powerful drivers
Develop drivers for widely used I2C and SPI devices and use the regmap API
Write and support devicetree from within your drivers
Program advanced drivers for network and frame buffer devices
Delve into the Linux irqdomain API and write interrupt controller drivers
Enhance your skills with regulator and PWM frameworks
Develop measurement system drivers with IIO framework
Get the best from memory management and the DMA subsystem
Access and manage GPIO subsystems and develop GPIO controller drivers
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Leave a review - let other readers know what
you think
Please share your thoughts on this book with others by leaving a review on the site that you
bought it from. If you purchased the book from Amazon, please leave us an honest review
on this book's Amazon page. This is vital so that other potential readers can see and use
your unbiased opinion to make purchasing decisions, we can understand what our
customers think about our products, and our authors can see your feedback on the title that
they have worked with Packt to create. It will only take a few minutes of your time, but is
valuable to other potential customers, our authors, and Packt. Thank you!
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